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REVEALED IN HIS DIDACTIC WRITINGS AND 
SELECTED EARLY COMPOSITIONS 
ABSTRACT 
Schoenberg acknowledged the influence of a variety of composers 
upon the development of his ideas as expressed through his 
compositions and teaching. In seeking to define these relationships 
more closely, his response to Brahms's music is proposed as a 
subject of particular interest, on grounds both of the extent of 
his didactic references to Brahms and his claim to have based 
his early music partly on the study of Brahms. The thesis is 
advanced that these factors were intimately related, that his 
response significantly influenced the evolution of his concepts, 
and the study aims to clarify the nature of this relationship 
through reference to his didactic treatment of Brahms and the 
structure of selected early compositions. These aspects are 
critically discussed in the two central Parts, the former 
presenting a general outline of Schoenberg's concepts as a 
necessary basis for an examination of his treatment of Brahms. 
Three early works provide a focus for the study of his methods, 
namely: the String Quartet in D major (1897), the String Sextet 
in D minor (Verkl~rte Nacht) (1899), the String Quartet in D 
minor (1905). In each Part four areas provide a basis for 
discussion, namely: Harmonic and Tonal Relationshipss Thematic 
Processes and Phrase Structure, Contrapuntal Rel ati onshfps, 
Formal Relationships. Comparative references to the views of 
other critics of Brahms and to the works of other Brahms -
influenced composers serve to place Schoenberg's approach 
in a broader perspective. The Introduction of the first Part 
elaborates the background to the study and clarifies its 
nature and scope, whilst the Conclusions of the fourth Part 
seek to draw some central themes from the diverse topics 
discussed and to assess the value of the response for 
Schoenberg. 
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ABBREV lATIONS 
1. The following abbreviations are employed within the text 
for the sources of Schoenberg's writings, followed by page 
number. 
FMC Fundamentals of Musical Composition, ed G. Strang 
and L. Stein, London, 1967. 







Preliminary Exercises in Counterpoint, ed. L. Stein, 
London, 1963. 
Style and Idea, ed. L. Stein, London, 1975. 
Structural Functions of Harmony, revised edition 
with corrections, ed. L. Stein, London, 1969. 
The Theory of Harmony, tr R.E. Carter, London, 1978 
Arnold Schoenberg Letters, ed. L. Stein, London, 
1964 (References are to page, rather than letter 
numbers) . 
(Subsequent references to the same source give 
only page number). 
2. In view of the very frequent references to the works of Brahms 
and others, they are generally represented simply by opus' 
number. However, for initial identification and to indicate 
where a new work is introduced into the discussion, works are 
referred to more fully at their first appearance within each 
section by their ~implest familiar title as well as opus 
number: e.g. First SymphOn~ op. 68, String Quartet op. 51/2. 
Individual movements are in icated by an additional roman 
• numeral: e.g. op. 52/2-11. A full list of Brahms works 
referred to is given in order of opus number in Appendix 1. 
3. In addition to the normal conventions, the following are 
.specifically employed throughout. 
Underlining: to denote terms given conceptual status by Schoenberg 
e.g. Gestalt, region. 
Single Quotation marks: to denote terms given conceptual 
status by other theorists. 
Upper and Lower case letters: to distinguish major and minor keys 
in cases where no other indication 
is given. 
MUSICAL EXAMPLES 
All short examples are set within the text. Longer exampies are 
given in Appendix 2. 
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The extent to which Schoenberg regarded his work as part of 
a continuing tradition is one of the most distinctive features of 
his writings. Indeed, the precision with which he identified 
the influences to which he had been subject finds no obvious 
parallel in the writings of composers of comparable stature in 
his generation. Whilst these linfluences l were little considered 
during his lifetime, popular attention rather stressing the radical 
aspects of his work, the period since his death has seen a complete 
change of emphasis. Following the appearance of the various textbooks 
which he planned in America, the emergence of numerous shorter 
writings and the recollections of his pupils, it has increasingly 
become the_convention to emphasize the Itraditional l aspects of 
Schoenberg1s work through reference to the historical 
associations which he so frequently claimed. 
Yet, if such references are commonplace, a more thoroughgoing 
examination of historical associations is less often to be found. Even 
in discussions of Schoenbergls early works, where links are most 
clearly in evidence, their fuller exploration has largely 
been avoided. This tendency is partly to be explained by the fact 
." 
that the early music has generally been explored with a view 
to identifying the seeds of the later developments. 
In such a broad context, relationships with individual composers 
tend to be acknowledged with the minimum of critical comment. 
Moreover, there is a natural tendency on the part of critics 
to treat the remarks of composers on their own work with 
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some reserve. None the less, these individual relationships 
warrant close attention, not only in tracing the formation of 
Schoenberg's style, but as regards the later developments 
as well. Given the increasing stress which he placed upon 
the links he found between his mature language and certain 
aspects of the works of earlier composers, the nature of his 
relation to them assumes obvious importance. 
In choosing to focus upon Schoenberg's response to 
Brahms, rather than to any of the other composers he cites, 
I am guided by the belief that it was particularly 
significant, and suited especially well to examination. 
Although fresh material will certainly sharpen our view 
of particular aspects, a sufficient breadth of published 
writing is now available to begin to see the relationship 
as a whole; I deem a broad approach to be a more important 
immediate task than a more detailed investigation of anyone 
aspect. It is my thesis that Schoenberg's general response 
to Brahms's music was a factor of central importance, not 
• 
only in his development as a composer, but in the evolution 
of his didactic concepts - indeed, that the two factors 
were intimately related. This is not to deny the importance 
of the other composers of whom he was most conscious, 
apparently Wagner, Beethoven and Mozart, or to claim that 
Brahms's model was of equal significance in every area; it 
is obviously dangerous to single out anyone 'influence ' upon 
a composer in whom so many stimuli were naturally absorbed 
and individually expressed. 
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Whilst it is my personal conviction that Schoenberg's thinking 
bore a strongly Brahmsian imprint, even that Brahms'smethods 
provided a channel through which he came to interpret certain 
features of earlier music, it would be very difficult to evaluate 
this relationship as against those with the other composers 
mentioned. 
However, for various reasons, we.possess a much broader spread 
of information concerning Schoenberg's view of Brahms than of these 
composers, and also a more direct means of relating their music. 
Brahms therefore provides a natural subject through which to sharpen 
not only our view of Schoenberg's interest in individuals, but the 
wider question of the underlying nature of 'historical influence' 
on his thought. 
That the young Schoenberg should have responded naturally to 
Brahms's music need occasion little comment in view of his background. 
The Vienna of the 1890s was dominated by Brahms's influence, which, 
despite challenge from the supporters of Wagner and Bruckner, remained 
strong because of the inherently conservative nature of Viennese 
taste. Brahms's audiences found the traditional associations of his 
forms much more acceptable than the innovations of the 'Progressives' 
As a self-taught composer of piano pieces, songs with piano and chamber 
music for strings, it was entirely predictable that he should have 
been more strongly drawn to Brahms than to any other model. Indeed, it 
was to a member of the Brahms circle, the organist Josef Labor, that 
Schoenberg was first introduced by his amateur friends in 
1893, and Labor's approval of his Quartet Movement in ~ Major 
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provided his first entree into the musical world which centred 
on Brahms 1 , specifically to contact with Heuberger and) 
especially, Zem1insky, th~latter one of the few younger composers 
of whom Brahms approved. 2 Schoenberg himself never met Brahms, 
although he chanced to stand next to the composer at the back of a 
crowded concert hall on one occasion. s 
However, these factors would hardly have provided an adequate 
basis for a lifelong and developing interest in Brahms without the 
presence of others. One reason for Brahms's immense popularity in 
Vienna was, as stated, his accepted position as an artist whose 
work seemed to represent the culmination of a tradition, a 
tradition regarded as under threat from the growth of programmatic 
instrumental music and music drama. This view was chiefly fostered 
by Hanslick who, as the leading Viennese critic, constantly stressed 
Brahms's relationship to Beethoven whilst diminishing the 
innovations of Wagner and Liszt. His attitude is characteristically 
expressed in his review of the first performance of the Second 
Symphony op. 73 in 1877 and did not change essentially thereafter. 
Thus, in challenging the Wagnerian view that there existed 
no justification for writing purely instrumental music after 
Beethoven, he argued that "if any further contradiction is 
needed, there is none more brilliant than the long succession of 
Brahms's instrumental works ....... ~ Though appearing through less 
prominent channels, Spitta's observations of Brahms's study of 
the music of far earlier eras served to foster the same image. s 
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Brahms, like Schoenberg himself, was acutely aware of his 
heritage and a major feature of his career had been the emphasis 
he placed on the restoration of the claims of l abso1ute" music, 
drawing on his prodigious exploration of earlier music in 
the process. There is, indeed, hardly a technical pOint 
noted by Schoenberg in connection with earlier composers that 
cannot in some measure be related to Brahms; his comment that 
he learnt from Brahms "many of the things that I acquired 
unconsciously from Mozart" 6 could in fact be applied much 
more widely amongst the composers he lists on the basis of 
his writings. Brahms's technique was therefore a natural 
point of reference wherever factors concerning th~ instrumental 
tradition arose. Had this tradition declined in its effect 
on Schoenberg in maturity, Brahms's significance would 
doubtless have declined with it; in reality Schoenberg grew 
increasingly conscious of the past. He was acutely aware 
of his pre-eminence as a student of Brahms's music and of his 
responsibility in preserving a tradition of Brahms-study 
which he regarded as under threat. Hence, in proposing 
• 
the radio talk which provided the basis of the article 'Brahms 
the Progressive ' he wrote : "Here lid probably have something 
to say that only I can say. For although my exact contemporaries, 
and those who are older than I, also lived in Brahms's time, 
they aren't 'modern'. But the younger Brahmsians can't know 
the tradition from first-hand experience, and anyway they mostly 
tend to be 'reactionary'. But what I have in mind is the 
theory of composition, not anecdotes". (Letters, 170). 
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Consistent with this outlook, Schoenberg's writings include 
more references to Brahms than to any of his contemporaries or 
Romantic predecessors. Nor is this emphasis accounted for by 
reference to the requirements of his students, whose instruction was 
based on the instrumental tradition rather than the study of 
programmatic and dramatic music. Even in his general writings this 
tradition still claims most attention. Moreover, the article 
'Brahms the Progressive ' ? is more detailed and makes more radical 
claims than those devoted to composers of seemingly comparable 
significance. 
Brahms's importance is further reflected in the writings of 
two of Schoenberg's friends who grew up in the same environment 
and retained their sympathy with his work throughout his life, 
David Bach and Egon Wellesz. Bach introduces his 'Note on 
Arnol d Schoenberg I (1934) with the remark: "Young Schoenberg 
descended from Brahms ... The descent ... can be traced in 
Schoenberg's scores as well as in the course of his development. 
The young composer began with piano pieces and songs ... These works 
were obviously influenced by Brahms, but they clearly reveal the 
later Schoenberg also, and - in their rhythmic variety, - even the 
latest". 8 Similar views are expressed by Wellesz, from whom they 
are perhaps more significant, since he first worked with Schoenberg 
about ten years after Bach, in 1904-5; thit is, after Schoenberg's 
Wagnerian phase had begun. Having pointed to the influence of 
Tristan, Strauss's orchestral works and Wolf's songs, he declares 
"But the composer who influenced him decisively throughout his 
life, and whom he rated highest among modern composet's, was Brahms".9 
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Yet, if the general significance of Schoenberg's relationship 
to Brahms seems clear, the investigati·on of its nature poses 
fundamental problems. These centre on the question of the 
relationship between Schoenberg as teacher and as composer and, 
more fundamentally, on the very nature of the concept of 
'influence', a term which, though freely employed by Schoeriberg, 
I have intentionally omitted from my title and treated with 
care hitherto. 
Whilst mention of the 'influence' of the work of one 
composer upon another is one of the most recurrent themes in 
musical history, critical discussion of its nature is comparatively 
rare, as has been stated. Three factors help to expl.ain this. 
Firstly, it is often presented as a fixed entity, something 
constant which one composer takes over from another, or, 
if more subtly expressed, 'absorbs'. Yet, each expression, 
gives a crude indication of the process. A composer can only 
absorb what he has the capacity to absorb and the nature of the 
absorption will therefore differ from individual to individual. 
The situation is rather that one composer 'responds' to the 
stimulus of another, as to any other stimulus, in a 
characteristic and selective way. Because of the unique nature of 
the response, and, further, of the interaction which it initiates, 
it is difficult to demonstrate in any but general terms. 
The reluctance of composers to discuss the nature of their 
responses to earlier stimuli is surely evidence of this paint, and 
the lack of a critical framework which results from the absence of data 
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creates a second major problem. Finally, it can be observed that the 
disposition to respond is invariably strongest where the work of the 
composer in question shows a marked affinity with earlier models, 
the one a natural corollary of the other, making the distinction 
between the innate and the inherited impossible to determine. 
Whilst the first of these points sets an inevitable limitation 
upon the scope of any study of the response of one composer to 
another, it can be argued that it is possible in Schoenberg's case 
to distinguish to a significant degree the 'innate' relationship 
to the past which is shown in his early works from the more 
conscious relationship through which he retained historical 
links within a radically changed outward idiom. No comparable 
contrast can, for example, be observed in the music of Brahms 
himself, in which innate and acquired relationships with the 
past were rather fused, by virtue of his chronological position. 
Moreover, as stressed, Schoenberg was more than forthcoming in 
identifying ·the nature of his stimuli. It is not the lack of 
comment on his stimuli which constitutes the problem in assessing 
Schoenberg's historical links, but the ways in which his remarks 
can reasonably be interpreted and employed, most notably in 
defining the nature of the relationship between the teacher 
and the composer. Schoenberg's didactic concepts were essentially 
the product of his maturity; whilst they were rooted in early 
compositional and analytic experience, they received their 
character as a cor.sequence of his individual compositional 
development - since composition, analysis and teaching were intimately 
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related for him. These concepts should, in principle, be related to the 
compositions which appeared in the same period, rather than earlier, 
since here a relationship undoubtedly existed. However, it is impossible 
to discuss serial or 'atonal' music in terms of tonally-derived 
concepts in any but the broadest terms. It has to be admitted that 
it is unsound to adopt Schoenberg's didactic treatment of Brahms 
as a critical framework through which to retrace the patterns 
of Brahmsian 'influence' which he claimed in his early works. 
The nature of Schoenberg's early response to Brahms must 
therefore remain beyond the scope of detailed investigation. Indeed, 
even if we possessed as clear a picture of his early as 
of his later teaching, such an approach would still take a 
great deal for granted in the relationship between teacher and 
composer. 
If the nature of the situation does not permit a deta)led 
examination of the relation between composer and teacher with 
regard to tonal composition, the available material must serve 
a less specific end, yet one which is ultimately of great 
value; namely, a study of the seeds of the mature concepts 
in the early compositions. If we know little of Schoenberg's 
early teaching, we do know that it differed from his later 
approaches in degree rather than kind, that his preoccupations 
remained essentially similar, though finding many new forms of 
expression. Of his many remarks on this theme, the following 
passage is representa~;ve, and as relevant to his work as a 
teacher as as a composer. 
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"H1y older works} are the natural forerunners of my later works, 
and only those who understand and comprehend them will be able to 
hear the latter with any understanding beyond the fashionable 
minimum. And only such people will realize that the melodic 
character of these later works is the natural consequence of my 
later experiments II (Letters, 100). Thus the distinction which 
exists between the early Schoenberg as a Brahms-influenced composer 
and the mature analyst of Brahms becomes in itself a factor of 
great significance in observing the nature of his response. That 
the observation of this distinction tells us much more about 
Schoenberg than about Brahms is not inconsistent with the aims 
of the study. 
In seeking a critical framework for the examination ,of Schoenberg 
as teacher and composer, his writings provide a clear indication of 
his central preoccupations. They focus on four areas; namely: 
harmonic and tonal relationships, phrase structure and thematic process, 
contrapuntal relationships and formal relationships. 
In view of the individual character a~d background of Schoenberg's 
writings, a subject to which fuller reference will be made 
subsequently, it is essential to provide a critical outline of his 
general ideas prior to the examination of his Brahms examples. 
Without such an introduction his examples not only lack clarity, 
but it is impossible to grasp their full relevance. The Brahms 
examples must be taken as part of an entire picture, or not at all. 
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Such an outline also serves the important purpose of placing 
Schoenberg's approach in an initial perspective, one which is 
particularly valuable in showing the broad emphasis of his 
Brahms - teaching, through reference to the writings of other 
theorists of his generation and before. With Schoenberg's 
didactic framework thus established, the direct relationship 
between his concepts and his examples becomes clearer 
than if it were approached the other way about, from example 
to concept. As in the general context, so with Schoenberg's 
Brahms analyses it is important to consider how, if at all, 
other Brahms analysts dealt with his favoured areas, in order 
better to establish the parts of his teaching which were 
inherited, and thus to sharpen the focus on his essential 
preotcupations. 
As regards the early compositions of Sthoenberg whi~h may best be 
considered in relation to Brahms, an obvious priority attaches 
to chamber works, songs with piano and choral works. However, 
although Schoenberg wrote many songs and choral pieces lO in the 
Brahmsian tradition during his earliest creative period (1893-7), 
and devoted attention to Brahms's principles of text-setting in 
'Brahms the Progressive', his remarks overall provide insufficient 
basis for an adequately comprehensive study in the present context. 
It ;s chamber music which provides the ideal medium through which 
to gain a view of the scope of Schoenberg's compositional 
technique in relation to the past. He acknowledged the 
Brahmsian background to the 0 major Quartet of 1897; the 0 minor 
Quartet, op. 7 of eight years later shows, despite its stylistic 
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independence, the presence of many other Brahmsian elements. To 
these 0 - centred works can be added a third, the string sextet 
Verkl~rte Nacht, op. 4, in which, as well as Wagnerian features, 
Schoenberg identified Brahmsian elements "and which stands in 
chronological proximity to the 0 major Quartet and in anticipation 
of the Quartet op. 7. In addition to these focal works, 
reference may be made to other compositions of this period and, 
especially, earlier; for example, the items, some fragmentary, 
contained in the Nachod Collection. 11 
Here again, Schoenberg's methods may be placed in 
perspective, through reference to the work of other Brahms-inspired 
composers in the same fields. Two composers provide an 
obvious focus for comparative discussion: Zemlinsky and Reger. 
The relationship with Zemlinsky is central, since he represented 
a direct link between Brahms and Schoenberg. As a dedicated student 
of Brahms's technique, rather than a mere imitator of his manner, 
his works provide a natural point of reference, notably the 
Clarinet Trio in 0 minor, op. 3 and the String Quartet in A major, op. 4, 
both completed in 1896. 12 His subsequent chamber works all date from 
considerably later than 'the period under discussion and are not 
as relevant in the present cont~xt, since he was subject to new 
stimuli .13 Whilst Reger was outside the Brahmsian environment, 
active in Wei den and Munich, he was the foremost progressive 
composer of chamber music outside Vienna in the period in 
question. . Although few comments by Schoenberg survive concerning 
Reger, it is clear from his correspondence with Zemlinsky that 
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he came to regard him very highly, as an original master whose 
music was under-rated. He argued for its frequent performance 
in the Society for Private Concerts in a letter of 1922 (Letters, 
79-80) and,indeed, Reger's music featured prominently thereafter. 
His first three mature string quartets, in G minor, A major and 
o minor respectively, which appeared between 1901 and 1904,1~ 
provide a contrasted, though equally valuable, source of 
comparison, similarly the product of an astute and progressive 
admirer of Brahms. 
In conclusion, therefore, two aims emerge as central to the 
elaboration of the thesis earlier stated. Firstly, to clarify 
the nature and to assess the significance of the relationship 
between Schoenberg'S didactic concepts and his analyses of 
Brahms. Secondly, to explore the relationship between these 
mature didactic views of Brahms and his early music which he 
claimed as partly Brahms-inspired. Of the four areas with which 
Schoenberg's didactic writings are largely concerned, he devotes 
the greatest attention to matters of harmonic and tonal relation-
ship, thematic process and phrase structure and these will 
therefore be considered first. For reasons which will be 
clarified subsequently, Schoenberg's treatment of contrapuntal 
and formal relationships commands less attention, though the 
examination of these areas is essential to a rounded picture 




SCHOENBERG'S QIDACTIC WRITINGS, 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO HIS 
TREATMENT OF BRAHMS 
SECTION ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
SCHOENBERG AS THEORIST 
- 23 -
My use hitherto of the term I teacher' in preference to 
'theorist' is reflective of the difficulty involved in 
directly relating the material generally designated 
ISchoenbergls theoretical writings' to the writings of other 
theorists. In seeking to clarify his ideas, it is essential 
first to outline their background, which must be set in 
perspective whenever relationships are drawn with the theorists 
to whom he makes reference. 
Schoenberg occupied a unique position amongst writers on 
this subject. Despite the vast quantity of his output and 
its manifestly conceptual nature, his primary motivation 
the 
to theorize stemmed not from an interest inLtheoretical 
tradition but from his work as a composer; moreover, a 
composer who laid great stress on the power of instinct 
rather than theory in the creation of new methods. His 
claim that in his twelve-note compositions he had depended 
entirely lion feeling, sense of form, and musical instinct" l 
echoes similar comments made about his earlier music and 
reflects a general attitude. 2 Once achieved, however, 
the innovations of his creative instinct were the subject 
of endless rationalization; he was incapable of accepting an idea 
without working out its fullest implications in relation to his 
existing understanding. The striking balance of these tvlO aspects 
of his personality explains the individuality of his outlook. 
He was constantly preoccupied with the principles on which logic 
and comprehensibility are based, yet he had a remarkably open 
mind as to the possibilities of their manifestation; his was an 
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endless quest for new modes of organization, whether revealed in 
new music, or, through new perceptions, in existing music. 
This outlook placed Schoenberg in inevitable conflict with 
the theorists of his day and before, for whom a distinction 
between theory and practice was largely taken for granted. His 
attitude towards them is first to be identified in the outspoken 
opening chapter of TH, entitled 'Theory, or System of Presentation? I 
Schoenberg regarded music theorists as irrelevant, since they 
were concerned with a priori assumptions, designed to satisfy the 
needs of their systems, rather than to clarify the workings of 
music. Schoenberg contrasts the musical theorist with the 
craftsman; unlike the craftsman, the theorist does not need the 
practical mastery of his materials. Despite the fact that lithe 
pupil learns most of all through the examples shown to him by 
mas ters in thei r masterworks ", the theori s t still II seeks to 
create a substitute by replacing the living examples with 
theory, with a system" (TH 8). The basis of Schoenberg's 
opposition to this II substitute activity II is that, unlike the 
rules of nature, "khoseJ of art consist mainly of exceptions ll 
(TH 11), Schoenberg does not oppose theory in the broad 
sense of "searchingll with "honest efforts to discover 
tentative laws of art". But he considers that such approaches 
must needs be open-ended and regards II no thing as given but 
the phenomena ll , For the lack of such a fundamental view, 
Schoenberg considers that IIno art has been so encumbered by 
its teCl C he r5- Cl5"" mus i cll (TH 7). 
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As a composer, by contrast, Schoenberg discovered his own 
rules by creative experience and likewise discerned the reasons 
for the rules inherited from the past. In order to encourage his 
pupils to understand the full possibilities of their materials, 
he took no one solution as absolute, but insisted on the e~oration 
of every conceivable solution; his greatness as a teacher is often 
attributed to his capacity to develop technical resourcefulness 
thereby. Hence in TH he could claim thus as his achievement: 
III have taken from composition pupils a bad aesthetics and 
given them in return a good course in handicraft ll (TH 12). 
However, this emphasis did not restrict him to the discussion 
of purely technical matters. Theorizing in the sense of 
IIsearchingll led him to a larger interest in the relationship 
between musical and other phenomena. As a composer forging a 
new language, he was constantly led to draw analogies with 
other arts, and particularly with language itself; and his 
creative evolution was accompanied by the constant articulation 
of his thoughts in his teaching and in writings of widely 
varying scope. 
Schoenberg's approach to musical theory had important 
consequences for the shape of his writings, and thus for the 
approach of this study. Although he completed some major 
didactic texts, most notably TH , SFH and FMC, other central 
projects remained unfulfilled, most significantly the "all-
inclusive textbook of composition" based on liThe Study of 
Musical Logic ll3 which preoccupied him for much of his maturity and 
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which would have provided the main basis for an assessment of his 
contributions to musical theory. Schoenberg left no complete 
theoretical statement,sblJ "Jess LSYS tern with analytical tools or 
vocabulary comparable with those of, for example, Schenker, 
Hindemith or even Riemann. It is therefore difficult to 
compare Schoenberg's essential view of many aspects of theory 
with those of others whose theoretical writings are more 
complete. The initial task is rather to begin to clarify the 
view itself, through the critical comparison of ideas - concepts, 
terms, examples, - variously expressed in many different sources. 
Schoenberg's ~ritings include many inconsistencies and require 
frequent interpretation and relation to context. The full 
exploration of this subject is, of course, a major task for the 
future, one which will enable his relationship with other 
theorists to be, seen in clearer perspective. For present 
purposes, I have merely attempted to clarify as far as 
possible the nature of the concepts through which he discussed 
the music on which he based his teaching, although any 
relevant points of contact with other writers, especially 
regarding Brahms, will naturally be considered. 
Indeed, it is not inappropriate that Schoenberg's concepts 
should be considered in the terms through which they largely arose, 
from the interaction of his experiences as composer and teacher, 
searching for principles common to his own music and that of the 
past, the basic laws forementioned. Schoenberg's conceptual 
framework received its primary stimulus from his development as a 
composer ever conscious of his links to the past, especially after 
the formulation of the twelve-note method. It is significant in this 
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context to note the following observation by Rufer: H{Schoenberg} 
mentioned himself that in his teaching {from 1919 until the 
earliest twelve-note works} he quite consciously absorbed the 
newly-born perceptions drawn from twelve-note composition in 
analyses of Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, but in camouflaged formH.lf 
If Schoenberg's concepts and their illustrations provide only 
a limited means of examining the workings of musical structures, 
especially as wholes, they do give us a vital indication of the 
ways Schoenberg himself looked at music as compared with the 
views of others, of the features which united his response to the 
past with his own creative development. Much of the interest in 
Schoenberg as 'Theorist' resides in identifying the seeds of his 
concepts in his writings on the music which helped to mould 
them. 
Schoenberg's concepts retain a basic significance for all his 
music, whether 'tonal' or otherwise, and are a means of linking 
him with his roots, especially the figures who most directly 
influenced his early style, Brahms and Wagner. As a young 
composer, he sought more consciously than any other to achieve 
a synthesis of their methods in his own style. As a teacher, the 
features which he particularly associated with them provided the 
framework of many of his subsequent ideas. It is to the 
clarification of the didactic relationship that the following 
Part is devoted. It will be complemented in Part Three by an 
examination of the seeds already present in the earlier 
,-
compositional response to these composers. 
PART TWO 




The chief sources for Schoenberg's ideas concerning Harmony and 
Tonality are TH, which first appeared in 1911, and SFH, which was 
completed in 1946, though not published until 1954. Of these, the 
greatest attention attaches, for present purposes, to the latter, 
since only here are his mature concepts presented. However, in 
tracing their evolution, it is essential to refer to the earlier 
work and to other texts of the intervening period, most notably 
MBC (1942) and the article 'Problems of Harmony' (1934). Finally 
it must be stressed that TH itself was subject to considerable 
modification in its second and third editions (1921/22), reflecting 
the crucial period of compositional development through which 
Schoenberg had passed since his preparation for the first edition of 
a decade earlier. 
Central to Schoenberg's mature view of the nature and functions 
of harmony and tonality within an entire work are the concepts of 
monotonality and region. Schoenberg defines monotonality as the 
principle according to which "every digression from the tonic is 
considered to be still within the tonality, whether directly or 
indirectly, closely or remotely" related. In other words, there is 
only ~ tonality within a piece" (SFH 19). Although this term 
first appeared in MBC it is only full eXPlained in SFH. Whilst it 
finds no place in TH, Schoenberg's thinking was obviously moving 
towards this concept by virt.ue of the changing uses of the term 
'tonality' in successive editions. His first definition arises in 
relation to examples of traditional practice: "Tonality is a formal 
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possibility that emerges from the nature of the tonal material, a 
possibility of obtaining a certain completeness or closure 
(Geschlossenheit) by means of a certain uniformity" (TH 27). 
Subsequently, however, this definition is applied more broadly: 
"A piece can also be intelligible to us when the relationship to 
the fundamental is not treated as basic", with its telling sequel 
that "it may be perhaps that we simply do not yet know how to 
explain the tonality, or something corresponding to tonality, 
in modern music" (TH 128). Finally, Schoenberg can accept the 
chromatic scale as a basis for tonality, although only in the second 
edition did he really clarify the point in relation to the vogue 
term 'atonal': liThe word 'atonal' could only signify something 
entirely inconsistent with the nature of tone. Even the word 
'tonal ' is incorrectly used if it is intended in an exclusive 
rather than an inclusive sense. It can be valid only in the 
following sense: Everything implied by a series of tones 
(Tonreihe) constitutes tonality, whether it be brought together 
by direct reference to a single fundamental or by more 
complicated connections" (TH 432). This new and expanded 
view of the nature of tonality, prompted by his compositional 
experience, led Schoenberg in turn to impose a comparable style 
of thinking on traditional tonality, and one can surely regard 
the evolution of the concept of monotonality in this light. 
A further important link to TH is provided by the term 
region, although it is not as yet given conceptual status, or 
included in the index. Whilst it is only a synonym for 
'areal, at this stage it already reflects a dissatisfaction with 
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the term 'key' in relation to the contrasts within a central tonality. 
If these contrasts were not to be understood in terms of the 
displacement of one tonality by another, then a new designation had 
to be found, and Schoenberg retained his earlier term region in his 
mature writings. Here he describes regions as "segments (of a tonality) 
which are carried about like independent tonalities (SFH 19). The 
factor which, however, distinguishes regions from "independent 
tonalities" as normally understood is their role in providing 
harmonic contrast within, rather than outside, the basic tonality. 
Thus, even if a region is "carried out like a key" , it must still 
be considered as "a related product of a tonic" (MBC 14). Although 
Schoenberg sees the concept of regions as having derived from that 
of monotonality., it is equally possible to see the reverse as 
having been the case, the larger concept as having derived from 
the smaller. Since Schoenberg's recurring purpose is to show how, 
in numerous compositional contexts, a region can be greatly 
enriched without being challenged, one can see monotonality as 
extendi ng thi s idea .to the 1 eve 1 of an enti re tonal work, its 
individual regions being part of a larger whole, just as the 
extensions of a region belong within it rather than to another. 
Schoenberg's statement concerning the scope of regions seems 
to characterize his general outlook: "Intermixing of sUbstitute 
tones and chOl~ds wi th 0 therwi se di a ton i c progress ions, even in non-
cadential segments, was considered by former theorists as 
modulation. This is a narrow and therefore obsolete concept of 
tonality" (SFH 19). 
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When, however, harmonic extensions are of sufficient scope, 
Schoenberg does resort to additional terminology. The terms 
I extended I or 'enriched harmony' or'tonality' imply, none the 
less, no erosion of tonality, but merely the realization of its 
potential. Taking the stimulus for such developments as lying 
in extra-musical factors, Schoenberg suggests that "extra-musical 
influences produced the concept of extended tonality. Remote 
transformations and successions of harmonies were understood as 
remaining within the tonality. Such progressions might or might 
not bring about modulations or the establishment of various 
regions. They func~ion chiefly as enrichments of the harmony and, 
accordingly, often appear in a very small space, even in a single 
measure" (SFH 76). 
Ultimately, however, Schoenberg is prepared to place a limit 
on the extent to which a tonality may be enriched before it 
begins to lose its identity through reference to the concepts of 
fluctuating tonality (schwebende'-onalit~t) and suspended tonality 
. 
(aufgehobene Tonalit~t). Though neither is fully clarified in its 
original source (TH 383-4), these terms seem to represent two 
degrees of harmonic ambiguity. 'Schwebende Tonalit~t' refers to 
a fluctuation between two (or perhaps more) centres within a 
passage, as, for example, in the finale of Beethoven's Quartet 
op 59/2 in C major: "Beethoven begins in a sort of c major which, 
keeps reaching over toward e minor. Indeed (because c is somewhat 
distant), it reaches over for the most part even as far as the 
dominant of the dominant (f sharp - a sharp - c sharp), which can 
almost be construed as the dominant itselfll. A more extreme stage 
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is illustrated in Schoenberg's own song 'Lockung' op 6/7, "which 
expresses an e flat-major tonality without once in the course of the 
piece giving an e flat-major triad in such a way that one could regard 
it as a pure tonic" (TH 383). In contrast, 'aufgehobene TonalitM.t' 
suspends even the identity of the opposing forces, involving 
"almost exclusive use of explicitly vagrant chords. Every major 
or minor triad could be interpreted as a key, even if only in passing" 
(TH 384). These terms were subjected to modification in SFH. 
'Schwebende TonalitM.t' is now specifically translated as 'suspended 
tonality' by Schoenberg, thus destroying the original distinction; 
indeed, this is emphasized in his retention of a former example 
of fluctuating tonality, 'Lockung', as now illustrative of 
suspended tonality. The term 'aufgehobene TonalitM.t' disappears, 
to be replaced in MBC and, later, SFH, by roving harmony, used 
"when a harmony fa i1 s to settl e down to a defi ni te key" (i. e. regi on) , 
"but rather uses chords which, through their multiple meaning, can 
be understood as belonging to several keys" (MBC 14). Elsewhere 
he specifies these as "diminished seventh chords, augmented triads, 
augmented six-five and four-three chords, Neopo1itan triads 
and fourth chords" (SFH 165); although Schoenberg acknow1 edges 
that "even simple triads and dominant sevenths may fail to 
express a tonality" (Ibid), it is passages that connect the 
least stable vagrants chromatically that he regards as most 
characteristic of roving harmony. 
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Again, however, these concepts still seem to exist within 
the context of extended or enriched tonality, not actually 
involving modulation to another region. Schoenberg only seems to 
have employed the term modulation in cases where a major 
tonal shift is apparent. Hence he states: "one should speak of a 
modulation only if (a) a key has been abandoned distinctly 
and for a considerable time, and, (b) if another key with all 
its characteristic functions has been established" (MBC 14). 
Elsewhere, he stresses that "substitute harmonies are to be 
found in great numbers {whilst} real modulations are few ll (SFH 166). 
Unfortunately, however, the nature of Schoenberg's view is not 
clarified by his examples. Whilst he carefully uses the term 
"deviation into regions" in connection with songs and sonata 
themes (SFH 80), or "change of movement to {a} region ll in the 
case of a half close on the eighth measure of a period (MBC 14), 
his opening illustration in SFH of the difference between 
modulation to a region and roving harmony is based on passages 
of only four bars (SFH 3). His failure to clarify his 
terminology through examples seems well illustrated in his 
comment on the first subject of Brahms's Rhapsody op 79/2, whose 
"modulatory constitution" is evident in its "deviation into 
many regions" (~FH 175). At root, Schoenberg's difficulties 
with the scope of the term modulation, as, indeed, with terms 
concerni ng the e'xtens i on of harmony, refl ect a fi na 1 i nabi 1 i ty 
to relate an overall concept stimulated by total chromaticism, 
that of monotonality, to traditional tonal functions. 
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Although Schoenberg's terminology is very distinctive, he was 
not alone in his intention to achieve "comprehension of the 
harmonic unity within a piece" (SFH 19). Other theorists of his 
generation and earlier sought to gain a broader view of the 
functions of harmony, most significantly Riemann and Schenker, 
to whose writings Schoenberg makes important references. It is 
in their responses to a largely common repertory and the ways in 
whichSChoenberg reacted to their views that the nature of his 
approach to the subjects of harmony and tonality, especially 
in relation to the music of Brahms, may be placed in an initial 
perspective. A preliminary distinction must, however, be drawn 
between their approaches to tonality and his. As shown, Schoenberg 
was preoccupied with defining the boundaries of tonality, hence 
the concepts of extended, suspended, fluctuating and roving 
harmony. Such concepts were not introduced by Riemann and 
Schenker who were concerned with the resources of a single , 
'tonality', Riemann by reducing all chords within the predominant 
key to the expression of a tonic, dominant or subdominant function,2 
Schenker, more radically and at a much later date, by coming to 
regard the entire harmonic movement as a prolongation of its 
basic harmonic structure, its 'Ursatz'.3 Consequent upon 
Schoenberg's interest in enriched harmony is a preoccupation 
with the means by which it is achieved, particularly, though 
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not exclusively, through the use of the vagrant chords. 
The potential autonomy of these chords claimed increasing attention 
from Schoenberg, leading to the concept of 'the emancipation of 
of dissonance ' . In contrast, Riemann and Schenker sought to 
interpret the function of all dissonances in relation to the 
fundamental structural progressions of a tonality. Oahlhaus 
has aptly highlighted the difference between Schoenberg and 
Schenker in pointing to Schenker's criticism of Schoenberg's 
treatment of non-diatonic notes in the second volume of Oas 
Meisterwerk in der Musik.~ These differences in attitude are 
inevitably reflected in the repertory discussed by these writers 
and there is insufficient common ground to discuss their 
attitudes and thus to place Schoenberg's views on tonal 
expansion in the 19th Century in better perspective. However, 
if the mature expressions of these writers reflect different 
emphases, an examination of certain areas, given prominence 
in the early works of Schenker and Schoenberg, shows an 
important degree of common ground. All three writers devoted 
considerable attention to the function of non-diatonic notes in 
passages which do not serve to bring about modulation. Moreover, 
they all attempted to explain them in terms of the influence of 
the church-modes. Their varying treatments of this subject help 
to crystallize their attitudes towards the enrichment of 
nineteenth century harmony and, in the cases of Schoenberg and 
Schenker, to show the unity between their contrasting 
presentations of the functions of harmony. 
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Schoenberg's view of the modes is at once illuminating and 
curious. It is illuminating in that it appears to reveal a 
stimulus to his concept of regions and thus of monotonality. 
It is curious in that he seems remarkably to have misunderstood 
the nature of the modes and of their relations to one another 
in the process. Schoenberg describes the nature of the 
modes as foll ows in an arti cl e of 1931: "They reveal a 
remarkable phenomenon; the key of the underlying tonal 
series of which they are composed is different from the key 
in which the piece really exists. If, for example, a piece 
is written in the Doric mode on 0, the tones of which it is 
composed are those of C major. But in this mode the tones 
d,e,f,g,a,b,c, should be related to the fundamental 0, and all 
endings, semi-cadences and all else that expresses the key 
should refer to this D. Naturally these tones, which are fixed 
by their intervals, with the leading tones e-f, and b-c, are 
without a doubt in the C-major tonality. As is well known, 
these seven tones are the material of the other modes on E, F, 
G, etc., This contradiction was first resolved when the two 
principal modes used today were evolved out of t~e church modes 
into a predominant position. Up to that time music can scarcely 
be regarded as tonal, in the present sense of the word. On 
the contrary, we must concede that the church modes do not at 
a 11 con form to the 1 aw of tona 1 i ty" (.?.!. 276). 
Although this statement is historically inaccurate, it ;s 
very revealing of Schoenberg's capacity to interpret the past 
in terms of his own needs. His inability to accept the 
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historical fact of the independent identity of the modes 
springs from his belief that only the major and minor systems 
provided an adequate basis for harmonic structure. Indeed, he is 
at pains in all his discussions of the modes save that above to' 
stress the characteristic alterations to which the modes were 
subject. Hence "As the ear advanced to the major and minor 
tonality, it was already inspired with the certainty that it was 
possible to add other tones to the seven diatonic ones generally 
used. The ear knew that in the series c,d,e,f,g,a,b, no matter 
what the mode, almost all the missing half steps could be used as 
accidentals, namely: c-sharp and b-flat in the Dorian mode, 
g-sharp in the Phrygian, b-flat in the Lydian, f-sharp in the 
Mixolydian, and 'g-sharp in the Aeolian - all the tones except 
d-sharp which appeared only later in transposition. The 
major and m;nor tonalities were not based, as might be expected, 
from the beginning on seven diatonic tones, but included also the 
four or five non-diatonic tones, which not only served the chromatic-
ism of melodies, but also the development of closed tonalities 
on the individual' degrees, as I call them or, as they are otherwise 
known, modulation to the nearest keys". (~277) These "closed 
tonalities" formed by modal SUbstitution are none other than the 
regions, that is, a series of scales, major or minor, on each 
of the degrees of a central tonality, to whi:ch they are subservient. 
The relationship seems confirmed when Schoenberg speaks elsewhere 
of modu1 at; on to a reg; on as "modu1 a ti on to another mode and 
establishment of that mode ll • (SFH 19). 
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The modes as such were of no interest to Schoenberg beyond 
their capacity to provide a theoretical explanation of the presence 
of non-diatonic notes, Just as he was unconcerned about their 
independent existence, so he ignored their intervallic characters, 
regarding systems other than major and minor, which emerged from them, 
as inferior, since they were unable to express the regions which 
were based on the major and minor systems. Whilst, therefore, 
Schoenberg found historical precedent for his concept of regions 
in the modes, albeit through misinterpretation, he totally ignored 
their identities in evolving the details of the system, rather 
stressing that lithe minor-like regions substitute those tones 
which make them similar to the relative minor, {whilst} the 
major-like regions replace natural tones with substitutes in order 
to simulate major tona1ities ll (SFH 21-(2). 
Schoenberg's individual view of the nature of the modes, 
taken with his acceptance that they were always altered to bring 
them into line with modern major and minor scales suggests 
that he conceived 'tona1ity ' as possessing the potential of 
an entirely chromatic system from the first. He states that 
the development towards IIforeign harmonies ll in the 19th Centuryll 
began almost simultaneously with the r.ea1ization of major and 
minor tonalities and that {therefore} the art of music was 
never really in possession of a tonality wholly limited to the 
seven diatonic tones of the scale ll (~277). The general 
assumption that music was based upon a diatonic system arose, 
in Schoenberg's view, as a result of the limitations of lithe 
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period of homphonic music, when composers restricted themselves 
on the average to three or four degrees" so that "those 
possibilities were .... used less or not at all and were 
forgotten". Since, however, "major and minor contain all those 
nondiatonic possibilities inherently, by virtue of {their} 
historical synthesis", (from the modes), their re-emergence in the 
19th Century merely represented a realization of natural potential. 
Q!! 428) 
Schoenberg's complete system of regions is in essence an 
extension of the forementioned theory to embrace all possible 
tonal relationships within five Classes of diminishing proximity 
to the tonic. (SFH 68). Just as each of the church modes is 
considered by Schoenberg as a property of the tonic, so the 
regions based upon them produce derivations ~n their turn, 
identified by their double'nomenclature, as, for example, ~ SM, 
that is, submediant major of the mediant major. The principle 
of generation is complemented by another, equally firmly grounded 
in Schoenberg's thinking, that of the interchangeability of major 
and minor parallel keys through their sharing of a common 
dominant. Hence most of the relations of Class 2, termed Indirect 
but Close, in contrast to the Direct and Close relationships of 
Class 1, based on modes, arise through the common dominant, 
which gives tonic minor (t), subdominant minor (sd), the minor 
chord on the fifth degree (v), mediant major and submediant 
major (M, SM). Schoenberg refuses to acknowledge the term 
dominant for the minor triad on the fifth degree, arguing that 
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this function can only be fulfilled by a major triad. By a 
process analogous to the use of the common dominant, called 
proportional transposition, the parallel chords of the tonic 
minor key on the third and sixth degrees are also related, hence 
the addition of ~M and~SM to Class 2. Although the common 
dominant also brings the minor modes of these degrees into play, 
that is, ~m and usm, Schoenberg places them in Class 3, comprising only 
Indirect Relations since lithe number of tones in common with T is 
negligible". The rest of this Class comprises mediant relations at 
the second stage, whether upwards to produce MM, and Mm (through 
common domi nant), or descendi ng, to produce p.smSM, and p.smSM 
( 1 i kewi se) . 
The most interesting assessment of relationships appears in 
some of the members of Class 4, termed Indirect and Remote. While 
the 'inclusion of 17· MD, !7 mv (flat mediantls 'five minorl) and!:!.E. 
(neapolitan, subdominant minoris submediant major) are all'acceptable 
on grounds of lack of common content with T, the inclusion of 
dorian (Dor) and SIT (supertonic major) is surprising. Both are 
directly derived from the modes and should belong to Class 1 on 
the grounds of "five or six notes in common with Til which justify 
the inclusion of the other members of that Class. That they do 
not is reflective of another important stimulus on his thinking, 
namely, that relations are dependent upon the way that they are 
introduced in the practice of the period from which he draws his 
examples. Thus he finds Dor and SIT arising through their re~pective 
minor and major relationship to the subdominant major, and places 
them with the major submediant of the subdominant minor,~. The 
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regions of Class 5, termed Distant are all derived by mediant and 
submediant relationship from the degrees of ~, SM, S/T, bm, bsm 
and bmv. 
The evaluation of regions in minor presents greater problems 
in relation to Schoenberg's basic principles as demonstrated in the 
major tonality, since the basic ascending scale, being artificial 
produces alternative triads on every degree save the tonic, making 
the basis of derivation variable. Schoenberg also stresses the 
weakness of the minor tonic in maintaining "as direct a control 
over its regions as a major tonic" (SFH 30) since it can never act 
as a dominant to its subdominant. Since, moreover, its fifth 
degree is minor, its status is challenged by the major triad on 
111 which acts like a dominant to.'{l, and to ~hich V11. (sub T) is 
also attracted as a dominant, thus encouragi~g modulation to 
the relative major region. 
Although he does not clarify his reasons, Schoenberg ignores 
the artificial minor scale in favour of the natural min6r scale, 
suggesting only four Direct relations in Class 1, namely ~, ~, 
sd and T. The inclusion of I is paradoxical, since, as the 
parallel mode, it should only appear as an Indirect relationship 
and only then through a common dominant, which is lacking. The 
omission of SM is presumably justified by its fifth relation to 
~, thus being an indirect but Clos~ relation of Class 2. Class 
2 also includes Q on the basis of interchangeability. Class 3 
comprises sm, ~ and SO, all available through interchangeability 
with SM, ~ and sd of Classes 1 and 2. Indirect relations of 
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Class 4 are sm and SM (submediants of T) ~ and ~ (submediant 
of D), sub t and sub T (a common dominant s of M) and Np 
(subdominant of the sUbmediant). All other regions are Distant 
(Class 5). Although Schoenberg implies that relations may equally 
be based on the ascending scale with sUbstitute sixth and seventh 
degrees, he does not pursue the consequences beyond stressing, 
in addition to the functional dominant, the fact that the major 
subdominant "though here a major chord, seems a greater departure 
from the tonic region than the subdominant in major". (SFH 73) 
If Schoenberg's concept of the regions of a tonality 
represents a wholly individual real.ization of the tendencies 
towards harmonic unity clearly adumbrated in the writings of 
his predecessors, notably Sechter,S Bruckner6 and Riemann,7 it 
cannot be claimed that he drew out the consequences of their 
ideas with the sensitivity of Schenker. Whiist the concept of 
monotonality represents a significant advance as regards 
broad considerations, that of regions goes only a little way 
further in its relevance to details of musical process. For 
although the regions map a pattern of diminishing proximity 
to the tonic, they do not explain the importance of anyone 
statement of a region as against that of another, of its 
structural or passing significance, to say nothing of the more 
detailed hierarchies within the regions themselves. It is 
perhaps ironical that Schoenberg's desire to discuss tonal 
features from the point of view of practice: of how they are' 
employed in given compositional contexts, should ultimately 
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have explained much less about tonal motion and goals than 
the hierarchical system which Schenker evolved from 
comparable theoretical roots without special reference to 
compositional needs. 
However, if Schoenberg's concept of regions is distinct 
from the hierarchical thought of Schenker, Schoenberg still 
stood closer to Schenker than to any other theorist in 
his view of the origin of non-diatonic notes, since, as indicated, 
Schenker alone had a comparable grasp of the scope of tonality. 
This is already apparent in their respective treatments of the 
subject in their Theories of Harmony and is fully confirmed in 
the concepts which grew out of them. 
Schoenberg's concept of extended- harmony finds a parallel in 
the distinction which Schenker draws in his Theory of Harmony 
between real modulation and chromatic change aiding the diatonic 
system. 8 Both observed that the addition of non-diatonic notes 
may serve to enforce the impression of tonality, rather than to 
weaken it. Both show concern to distinguish between genuine 
modulation to another key and short-term enrichments which are 
not modulatory. This similarity of outlook led inevitably to 
the important parallels between the views of their maturity. 
Hence, just as Schoenberg's concept of mo~tonality is an 
~ 
extension of the concept of extended harmony to an entire work, 
so Schenker's concept of the prolongation of the Ursatz springs 
from the recognition of the basic structure which lies beneath' 
surface modulations. In contrast, and as a consequence of his 
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limited view of the extent to which harmony may be enriched 
without implying modulation, Riemann retained a traditional 
view of modulation, merely describing it as lithe change of 
tonal functions" (of chords).9 
Further examination of Schoenberglsattitude to Schenker 
confirms the parallels in their thinking, though also sharpening 
important distinctions. Although Schoenbergls treatment 
of Brahmsls modality is cursory compared with that of Schenker, 
his view of the modal origin of non-diatonic notes led him to 
make a distinction of great significance for his analysis of music 
of the later 19th Century, particularly that of Brahms and Wagner. 
He uses his particular interpretation of the relation of the modes 
to a central tonality to justify a distinction between non-
diatonic notes which are introduced quasi diatonically and those 
which are introduced chromatically; that is, on the one hand 
"by replacing natural tones with such foreign tones as would make 
a melody similar to the diatonic scale of the region in question" 
and, on the other, by "filling out an interval of a major second 
up or down in one or more voices". (MBC 15) Thus he stresses that 
"what took place in the Church Modes happened without chromaticism, 
so to speak, diatonically, as we can still see in our minor mode 
where the sixth and seventh raised tones ascending are as diatonic 
as the lowered, descending tones (TH 175). Schoenberg criticizes 
current teaching for ignoring these distinctions by regarding all 
alterations within one key as chromatic; he points especially' 
to Riemann since, although Riemann identifies modal influence, he 
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fails to show its nature and thus to distinguish it from other 
sources of alteration. 
While Schoenberg does not always express the distinctions as 
clearly as here, sometimes employing the terms chromatic and substitute 
loosely elsewhere, the distinction seems none the less essential 
to his view of the primary characteristics of extended hannony; 
namely, the enrichment of non-modulatory passages through, on the 
one hand, deviation into regions, and, on the other, the avoidance 
of progressions which express any region at all, thus creating 
roving harmony. Although Schoenberg also criticises Schenker for 
lack of clarity in defining his ideas (TH 408), his general claim 
to stand close to Schenker in his attitude towards the past is 
. justified if Schenker's concept of tonicalization is placed 
beside Schenker's concept of quasi diatonic substitution. 
I 
For Schoenberg, quasi diatonic 5ubst~t-utio(l, expresses, a region 
not merely by the use of its characteristic scale features, but by 
equally clear ~armonic mo~els. Hence he states that "artificial 
dominants, artificial dominant sevenths chords, and artificial 
diminished sevenths chords are normally used in progression according 
to the models V-l, V-Vl, V-1V ... This is because their thirds 
are leading tones". (SFH 16). Elsewhere Schoenberg stresses the 
role of these chords as dominants of the modes, hence the func-
tional significance of these models in his system of Regions. 
Although Schoenberg disputed Schenker's use of the term tonicalization' 
to describe the process by which a composer "yields to {the} urge 
of the scale step within the diatonic system ... to attain the value 
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of the tonic for itself", ID his identification of the process bears 
a, strong relation to that of Schoenberg. Hence, Schoenberg's basic 
models V-l and V-Vl find parallels in Schenker's Classes of 
tonicalization by fifths and by upward progression of a second,:11 
Although Schenker also includes progressions by descending thirds,12 
as deriving from the same acoustical foundations as the fifth 
progressions, he concludes that they are less effective than those 
forementioned for purposes of 'Tonicalization'. He therefore 
reaches the same conclusions as Schoenberg with regard to the 
importance of V-l and V-Vl progressions, though he ignores the 
V-1V progression stressed by Schoenberg. (SFH 28) • 
. Schoenberg's objection to Schenker's terminology rests on the 
fact that Schenker. applies the term 'tonic' in situations where 
no tonality can be inferred, as, for example in the progression 
lll-lV, where lithe second chord is not the tonic of the first, 
and the fi rs tis not the dom; nant of the second II • (Tii 428) He 
therefore dismisses Schenker's concept of deceptive cadence chrom-
atization, 13 arguing that, since the tonic never appears, the 
progression can in no way be associated with it. Though 
accepting Schenker's observations on the way in which individual 
degrees are given prominence, Schoenberg further challenges the 
use of the term 'Tonic' for degrees which are secondary and 
stressed not by the dominant of the tonality but the dominants 
of the modes which lie within it. 
Although Schenker is at pains to stress the capacity of modern 
tonality to reflect its modal origins, he has a much g}'eater 
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interest ;.:1 the identity of the modes themselves than has 
Schoenberg. Whilst Schoenberg is only concerned with the major and 
minor systems~ showing their capacity through alteration to suggest 
the modes, Schenker identifies six doistinct scales which may be 
produced by the combination of different elements of the major 
and minor scales. ll' His principle of ICombjnation l yields.not only 
the c6nvention~1 harmonic and melodic minor scales, but four other 
scales, two of them identical with modes. These are thelMixolydian 
System l (major scale "-lith flat seventh, giving a minolA triad on 
the fifth deglnee)_; the 101d Dorian System', (minor scale "lith 
sharp sixth, giving minor chords on the tonic and fifth degree, 
with major subdominant); the 'second series' (a mixture, with 
major third and minor sixth, giving a major chord on the tonic 
nnd fifth degrees, with minor on the fourth), and the 'Sixth 
Series', anothe}' mixture, with major third and minor sixth 
and seventh, giving a major chord on the tonic and minor chords 
on the fourth and fi ftll d2g1'ees: 
. __ I\~I 1. 0 /.... YD I A f'i _ S'f~-rf:M 
"----------===~~-===---==- g f}g---~~- 0 ,==---------~-7~9-- 0 --€J--:n (9 -
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The 'Second Series' is of considerable interest, since it is 
identical with the scale which is most frequently noted by 
earlier theorists as a variant of the diatonic system. 
Hauptmann 15 proposed the: term 'minot-major' for this scale 
and Riemann IG , seemingly independently, used both this and the 
term 'major-minor'. This scale, seeminglx identified throu~h 
the frequency with which the minor chord appears on the 
sUbdominantin the major tonality in 19th Century music, ;s not 
related to the modes by Hauptmann, who, indeed, never 
discusses them. niemann, on the othel~ hand, groups it with 
the church modes in lacking the 'purity' of the major and minor) 
systems,I" 
Riemann's view of the nature of modal influence stands much 
further from Schoenberg than that of Schenker, prompting, 
considerable cl~"it;cism from Schocnbel'g in TH (427). Unlike 
Schoenberg and Schenker) Riemann did not view the modern tonal 
system as conta;n-ing t.he possibility of enrichment without 
implying modulat"ion. For Riemann, the add-ition of virtually 
any non-diatonic note I~epresents a special case, a view 
naturally challenged by Schoenberg in the light of his fore-
mentioned theories and the kind of music in which he was 
interf!sted. Hence R-iemann states that "the charm of such turns 
rests -in the momentary upsetting of the tonality, in a certain 
waver; n9 of concepti en between acceptance of an intended 
modulation and the retaining of the key, upon which the 
continuation "first decides ll • 1B Riemann ascribes all these 
changes to the influence of the study of compositions of the 
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15th - 17th Century, producing the "vagueness of key" which 
he regards as chal~acteristic of them and on \'Jhich he dwells at some 
1 ength. 
The 1\ cha racteri s ti c turns II to \'Ihi ch Ri emann refers are 
designated by the terms 'Dorian Sixth', 'Lydian Fourth' and' 
'Mixolydian Seventh'. liThe major sixth ;11 the minor scale 
(ra i sed thi I'd of the subdomi nant) ~ if used IInnecessarily, 
without modulation and without melodic rising to the third to 
the Illiljor upper dominant, \'Iil1 ah'lays produce turns like those 
peculiar to the Dorian mode of the fifteenth to the seventeenth 
centuri,' 19 
"Likewise the minor seventh in the major scale, 
introduced without modulation and without the third of the 
subdominant follovJing in the same part, will reproduce the 
pecul"i ad ti es of the Mi xo lydi an" : 
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liThe Lydian fourth and Phrygian second also bring about 
peculic.lt' vat'iations of the plain hannon'y proper to the scale ll • 
Rfemann regar-ds the 'Lydian fourth' as lI;n the first place, an 
auxiliary note of the upper dominant fundamental note and an 
approach to the ton i c fifth". He f-j nds the I Phrygi an Second I 
appe.aring as lIan aux-jliary note to the minor subdominaht prime, {and 
as} a PdSS i ng note between toni c th-j rd and fi fth" .20 
Whilst Riemann accepts the retention of the term 'Ne~politan' 
for the ha rmony crea ted by the use of an auxil i ary note to the mi nor 
subdominant, he stresses tha~ t.he feature is of Phrygian origin. 
Here and elsewhere,21 Riemann ascribes to modal influence 
variations on diat.onic harmony of a scope which· rather strains 
his emphasis 011 their "charact.2ristic ll qualities. 
-----_._- ---
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These basic differences of outlook led Schoenberg, Schenker 
and Riemann to quite different responses to the music of the later 
19thC ,especially to that of Brahms; Brahms occupied a unique 
position in the period not merely because of the richness of his 
harmony and its intentionally archaic effects, sometimes employed in 
very subtle and far-reaching ways, but because of his profound 
interest in the past. As a pioneer amongst composers in the study 
and performance of Baroque and Renaissance music, the nature of Brahms's 
hannonic innovations and their possible stimuli is a matter of great 
importance in the development of 19th C harmony. While this 
point was grasped, though in different ways, by Riemann and Schenker, 
it found no place in Schoenberg's theoretical apparatus, despite his 
acknowledgement of the archaic effects in Brahms's music (TH 427 and 
2l 140). Although this response was perhaps understandable in 
.. . 
view of his belief in the superiority of major and minor scales as 
a basis for harmonic structure, it nonetheless represents a 
considerable omission from the writings of one who chose to emphasize 
Brahms's influence on later composers. Indeed, later composers who 
might have been influenced by Brahms are treated with an equal lack 
of interest. "In contemporary ml!sic based on modal principles that 
I have heard, the use of the modes sounded to me more like a melodic 
mannerism than 1 ike an expression of new tonal configurations". (51 
141) . 
Schoenberg's only detailed reference to Brahms's modality comes 
in relation to the opening of the Tragic Overture op 81. He states 
tha t thi s "sugges ts a mode at; ts begi nni n9. But whether thi sis 
Phrygian, as in the progression A to E and the third phrase (which 
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contains the tritone E - B flat) indicates, or whether the root 
progression 0 - A .(l-V), the ending on D and other features indicate 
D major-minor is rather difficult to decide. 
Especially because of the rich modulat-ion \'/hich just in t.he 
beginning tends toward_ u minor subdominant region of F - t'ather far 
.from the Phrygian~ a decision is dongerous" (SI 140), This "minor 
sUbdominant region on Fit comes as late as bar 37, that is~ almost 
at the end of the first subject, which clDses in 0 minor at bar 41. 
Schoenberg's unwillingness to commit himself to a modal 
explanation is quite natural, given the length of the passage he 
is considering. While the opening certainly presents interesting 
points, the main span of the section ;s more straightfol"\lard and 
can hardly be considered as revealing modal preoccupations . 
. l~oreover ~ Schoenberg's preference for the major and In; nor sys t.ems 
I 
I 
,encoUl~ages him to view the opening passage as lying in the m!no)~ 
key,(with a tempol~ary stress on the' mediant, F,in bal~s 3 zlnd 7-8'). He 
does not seem really tempted to overlook the basic progression Q - ~ 
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in favour of a Phrygian stt'ucture on A, despite Brahms's omission 
of the C sharp from the A chord. 
Riemann, on the other hand, devotes detailed consideration 
to passages in Brahms involving non-diatonic notes. Since the 
first source of Riemann's remarks on Brahms's harmony dates from 
., 
1889. 2~ it is not inconceivable that Riemann's frequent use of 
modal term'inology in later "Jritings was partly stilr.ulated by 
his studies of Brahms. The importance of the subject to Brahms 
himself can be gauged his correspondence 23 and was also stressed 
by Spitta in an article published shortly after the first 
Riemann source, in 1892. 21IRiemann's tendency toward the mere 
.labelling of passing detail at the expense of a view of the 
v:hole is clear when he disclIsses the slO\'/ movement of the 
.fi>~!th _Sympl,-~n:t~e..J..~. Here he ignores 'the particular modal 
interest of the opening unison t.heme: 
W. '~T-L1-~ ~~t$"""~~-"'~-"=~-"'---S"-~"""::r::::::::-~ :m~5~~ =f ~~ ~  i hd§}E£11~~?:i--==± 
. ' ------' . -+~Q- ~III' k.... ~ '. _ f=1==Q J T 
A'"J""tl ,",,>ut.ro ~ J ~ --- --
In favour of a lengthy discussion of the less striking 
variations of the diatonic key of E major in the first bar of the 
main theme proper, at bar 5. 
:l 1<'1~H' . 
'J'~ ... ~=t~E~ J=*~ -~--jp-Ar +=-r- 4iJf j i'! 
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In a source where he does discuss the opening unison passage~ 
an analysis published in 1908,26 he states that it must be taken 
as "A minor (not C major)", ignoring a Phrygian interpretation. 
He rather stl'esses Phrygian influence in the progression of the 
preceding example, at bar 5, regarding the progression e-d-c-b 
as a. "Phrygian turn", since it forms the upper half of the 
Phrygian s·cale. Yet, the Phrygian scale is .much more in evidence 
at the outset; in the light of the subsequent establishment of 
E major~ albeit coloured slightly, a strong case can surely be 
~ade for Brahn~'s conscious juxtaposition of the diatonic and 
modal scales on E to create a harmonic ambiguity ':/hich is 
. exploited later in the movement. 
To this example Riemann adds another in the earlier source, 
the central theme of the finale of the bouble Concerto, op 102: 27 
Although hi5 claim that the first example employs Hauptmann's 
'Minor-major' scale is. inaccurate,28 the scale being rather 
Schenker's 'Sixth Series', with minor triads on the fourth and 
fifth degrees, the harmonic emphasis i·s certainly on the 
distingllishing feature of this scaie, the flat subdominant, 
with the minor seventh as a passing note and the same observation 
applies to the second example: 
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'Although Schoenberg makes no precise reference to Riemann's 
article of 1889, one may assume that he had it in mind when making 
his forementioned crit-icism of Riemann in l!i, since it represented 
Riemann's most impor'tant discussion of Brahms to that time. Thus 
his reaction to Riemann's view can be anticipated, nameli that 
Riemann isolates individual phenomena which ought to be explained 
as natural properties of tonality. Indeed, Schoenberg's criticism 
could go further, since neither the minor-major scale nor the phl~ygian 
mode is used without alteration, Riemann rather combining the two 
to explain Brahms's use of a major scale with lowered sixth and 
seventh, and thus invalidating either a synthetic or modal explor-
ation of Brahms's scale. 
Hid 'I s t the consequences of Ri emann' s attempts to relate the 
'f richness of BI"ahms's harmony to specific scalic origins at a.ny one 
point justifies Schoenberg's view, Schoenberg's avoidance of the 
discussion of genuinely modal compositions is a considerable 
• I 
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omission. It is ~ather to Schenker that one must look for a serious 
discussion of Brahms's attempts~though here d.ga"in~ the more profound 
examples of modal influence are not ment"ioned .. Schen!\er concerns 
himself with the Chorus 'Vergangen ist mit' Gllkk und Heil', E.P 64~7 
(also set as a solo song in op 48/6); this is one of Brahms's 
consciously archaic pieces, written in D minor with no key signature, 
thus presenting itself as Dorian.: 
. -
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Schenker sees this piece as standing in direct succession to 
the Lydian movement in Beethoven's Quartet op 132 in A minor, the 
latter being more widely quoted since Beethoven identifies his 
harmonic intentions in the title. Schenker is at pains to stress 
that, although Beethoven believed himself to be writing in the 
Lydian mode, he achieved this effect solely through the resources 
of the modern tonal system, notably through 'tonicalization ' of 
the second degree to avoid B flat, and by simulating an archaic 
style through the "chorale-like progression of the minims, the 
consistent preference given to triads, which, in most cases, 
even appear in their root positions, ... and, especially, the 
strict avoidance of any chromatic progression". 30 Brahms 
achieves a comparable effect of archaism by abstaining at all 
expected points from any reference to the B flat characteristic 
of 0 minor and also "treats the four part composition as a chorale 
and limits himself in the strictest possible way to the use of 
triads, which, without any exception, appear in their root 
position".31 Whether, as Schenker seems to have assumed, Brahms 
genuinely believed himself to be writing in the mode can, in view 
of his profound understanding of the development of harmony, be 
doubted. Moreover, Brahms was likely to have been influenced by 
many modal stimuli other than the Beethoven movement. One can, 
indeed, see a more advanced simulation of modal effect in this 
example than in the Beethoven example, and make stronger claims 
for Brahms's achievement than does Schenker. 
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Whereas Beethoven relies entirely on r of r, stressing these 
two fifth-relationships as alternative harmonic centres at the close 
of the second and third phrases, Brahms's phrases themselves have a 
stronger modal identity, whilst avoiding modulation. Hence, whilst 
the progression b,-c sharp - d in the alto part at two cadences, 
which determines the harmonic progression (major) lV - V - 1, belongs 
to dorian and minor alike, thus making the simulation of dorian 
impossible at this point, Brahms stresses the C natural and B 
natural within each phrase so as to obscure the cadential goal 
to a much greater extent than in the Beethoven example, and there-
fore simulate the mode. The first phrase can not be regarded as 
belonging clearly to A minor, since it lacks G sharp. If it has 
to be ascribed to anyone scale it is the Aeolian mode regarded 
by Schenker as the legitimate minor scale. Only "at the first 
cadence is Dorian suggested through the inclusion of C sharp, 
which is confirmed as a leading note in the second phrase. Further-
more, the opportunity for tonicalization of A minor in bar 10 is 
avoided, thus preserving the identity of the Dorian mode disturbed 
only by the acceptable use of C sharp for cadential purposes. The 
appearance of B flat in the final phrase is no evidence against 
this mode since it is only used to avoid the diminished triad, 
a fact Schenker accepts as characteri sti c of modal practi ce. 
Given this view, however, it is strange. that he should regard the 
C sharp which appears at cadences as evidence of D minor. Although 
he accepts itscadential use in the Dorian, he merely regards 
this as evidence that the modes IInever led an independent and 
wholly natural existence ll • 32 
/ 
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If Schoenberg had less interest than Schenker in the nature 
of Brahms's modal effects, their shared recognition of the capacity 
of modern tonality to accommodate seemingly opposing elements led 
them to an equal interest in Brahms~s methods. Whilst Schoenberg 
does not comment on Schenker's Brahms examp'l es in the 'I atter' s 
Theor'X of Harmony he would doubtless have supported Schenker's vievJ 
of Brahms's importance i~ the field of harmonic enrichment by 
tonicalization, despite Schoenberg's query regard'ing the terminology; 
this is well i'llustrated by Schenker through reference to Btahms's 
establishment of A major as an integral part of F major in the 
second theme of the fi rst movement of the Sext~.! E2_l8,. 3 3 Whei~eas: 
however, their acknowledgement of Brahms's harmonic resource I</as 
similar, Schenker did not place this insight in broader perspective 
through reference to other kinds of enrichment. Ind~ed, he expressly 
warns a£lainst the use of chromatici sm for any other pUt'pose than 
,to "illuminate and clarify the diatonic relatiol1shi ps ll. lie 
revered Brahms as 'the last master of German music'31f large1y 
because he saVJ Brahms as recogni zi ng an II hei t'l 0001 of our art II ; 3 5tha tis, 
chromaticism in ,the service of the diatonic system, to a striking 
extent, in contrast to the limitations of the younger, more 
'chl'omatic' composers. It is a consequence of Schenker's outlook 
that he does not seek to balance Brahms's use of 'chromaticism' 
against that of more 'progressive' composers, most notably Wagner. 
Schenker's view of harmonic enrichment was one-s·ided. It is rather 
to Schoenberg that one must look for a balanced interest in the 
tendencies of iate 19th Century music, especially the methods of 
Brahms and Wagner. A 1 t.hough t as Schoenber-g stresses at the 
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beginning of 'Brahms the Progressive ' , the composers of his 
generation had been equally open to both influences, it was 
Schoenberg alone who gave expression to their contrasting 
tendencies in theoretical terms. It is, therefore, to the 
examination of the place of Schoenberg's analyses of Brahms's 




HARMONIC AND TONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
IN BRAHMS 
Schoenberg's writings onBrahms's harmonic and tonal 
procedures cover two main areas. On the one hand, he stresses 
Brahms's affinity with his predecessors in the employment uf 
certain long-term relationships between and within the individual 
movements of extended works; on the other, the resource of Brahms's 
methods in the shorter-term context of the structure of themes and 
sections. It is in the latter area that Schoenberg regards Brahms's 
contribution as the more significant, assessing his procedures as 
markedly innovatory and arguing that his importance is comparable 
with that of Wagner, though of a different nature. In view of its 
importance, and the stress which it receives in 'Brahms the 
Progressive ' , this area claims prior attention. In contrast, 
Schoenberg sees Brahms's treatment of long-term relationships in 
a much broader and less distinctive historical perspective. 
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Schoenberg discusses the shorter-term aspects of Brahms's 
harmonic relationships in the chapter 'Progressions for Various 
Compositional Purposes I in SFH and, though less s~tematically, in 
'Brahms the Progressive ' . It is, however, in the latter source that 
the central parallels with Wagner are drawn. Schoenberg makes two 
basic observations concerning Brahms's relation to Wagner in this 
context. On the one hand he argues that there exists "no 
decisive difference ... as regards the exten~ion of the 
relationship within a tonality", thus equating their historical 
significances. On the other, however, he distinguishes very sharply 
between their individual procedures. Thus, while he sees Wagner's 
language as "richer in substitute harmonies and vagrants, and in a 
freer use of dissonances, especially of unprepared ones", it is 
equally seen as moving "rather less expansively and more slowly 
... in strophic, songlike forms and other structures, such as 
represent the Wagnerian version of arias .... than in similar forms 
by Brahms" (g 405). Since his illustration of the second of these 
paints is much clearer than of the first, it claims prior attention. 
Schoenberg laid great emphasis on the speed of Brahms's 
deviation into regions within themes and sections, especially at 
the opening of a work. His attention was drawn to the structural 
interest of a composer who revealed developmental tendencies 
in circumstances where, normally,"lestablishing' conditions exist". 
(SFH 73). He frequently expressed the view that "even the most 
progressive composers after Brahms were carefully avoiding 
remote deviation from the tonic region in the beginning of 
a piece" (g 402). In illustration of his point, he suggests the 
comparision of three themes by each composer. The Brahms themes are 
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the opening subject of the String Quintet op 111, the Rhapsody op 79/2 
and the song "Meine Liebe ist grUn" op 63/5. The Wagner themes are 
Siegmund1s IIWinterstUrme wichen dem Wonnemond ll (Die Wa1kU..;..re, Act 1, 
Sc. 3), Mime1s IIA1s zu11endes Kind zog ich dich aufll (Siegfried, Act 1, 
Sc. 1) and the song of the Rhine Daughters (~405). Schoenberg does 
not specify his source for the latter, although the Iclosed l form in 
G~tterdMmmerung Act 3, Sc. 1 claims priority over the passage in Das 
.Rheingo1d Act 1, Se. 1 in thi~ context. 
The Brahms themes clearly support Schoenberg1s claim for the 
speed of BrahmSs deviations and the first two examples are also 
quoted in SFH to illustrate the same point (82, 175). The most 
striking example is provided by op 79/2, the first subject of which 
does not state the tonic chord at all, this only appearing for the 
first time in the transition, and leading Schoenberg to observe of 
the theme that lIit almost avoids establishing a tona1ity" (g 405). 
Brahms: Rhapsodie in g-moll. op. 79 
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His analysis shows it as moving through the regions of SO 
and SM and sm (Classes 3 and 4) before restating the tonic. 
Moreover this 'tonic' is in fact part of the transition to the key 
of the second subject, functioning as lV in the region of v minor; 
thus the passage does fail to establish a tonality, unless one regards 
major and minor as interchangeable, a cadence in G major appearing at 
bar 4. Schoenberg does not comment on Brahms's omission of the 
third, F sharp, from the opening 'dominant' chord. Yet it adds greatly 
to the tonal ambiguity of the opening bar which, as heard, can be 
variously interpreted, an ambiguity not caught in his analysis which 
only registers in the tonic. 
Schoenberg makes no comment on the relation between this 
theme and the song op.63/5 and no published analysis of the 
latter is available .. Here, although the tonic chord is more frequently 
stated and the modulations are less adventurous, its identity is 
not fully apparent until the end of the passage. Since the passage 
begins on the sixth degree, the initial progression of Yl -~-
~ - 1 - 1 could be interpreted as effecting a modulation from 
o minor to F major, rather than establishing the latter. Although 
an interpretation in 0 minor is not possible from this pOint, an 
interpretation of F major as tonic is carefully deferred, first by 
using it as ~ to SO, which then serves as bVll in C major. However, 
in turn, the interpretation of this chord as V of the tonic is again 
challenged by chromatic inflexion, leading to a chord of E flat, 




The .2.P~!l theme represents a different kind of structure~ 
since it is longer and more expansive and establishes the tonic at 
the outset without any ambi guity.. However, "its use of .~e9i ~'lS 
confirms Schoenberg's basic point concerning BI'ahms's tonal scope 
in themes. The ana lys is shows movement to tile !egi~ns of ~.m, .11. 
and t before full return to the tonic, that is relationships of Cla~~. 
Although these regions are not as distant as those in the first 
example, the extent to \'Jhich B'rahms stresses the !§5D_onon !i 
to \-/hich ~ITI leads as lY., suggestions of \,/hich pers'ist 'later than 
Schoenberg indicates, is striking and supports his choi(e of the 
example: 
Brahms: Slreichqulntett, op. 111 
80 
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Th~ strength of Schoenberg's interest in Brahms's use of 
regiQ,fls vl'ithin themes can be further indicated by inter'polating at 
this juncture an isolated examp'le from H'tC, which appears in the 
COUl"se of n general out1 i ne of E...~d~ s tr·ucture. It; s al so val uab 1 e 
; n confi rmi ng Schoenberg' s i ntetes tin the frequent ambi gui ty of 
Brahms's harmonic language, achieved through the "prolinc 
exp 16ita ti on of the multi p 1 e meani ng of ha y-mon; es I •• 
The first theme of .gI~J>l(l_:J.1l, shows a more extensive 
applici:.~t·ion of the principle 2tppa:'ent in the example from op 79/2. 
"In m. 1-6 the.re appear ollly a few harmonies belonging 
diatoll'ical'ly to f-minor; but most of them (at* ) could be unde~'stood 
as Neapolitan 6th of c-minor, an explanation supported by the 
'immed'iate continua-Uon. The deviation in m.3 towards E flat 
is surprising. While E flat might be dominant of the mediant 
region (relative major), it is actually treated like a tonic 
on Vl1. But in m. 7-8 Brahms finally identifies m. 1-2 and 5-6 
as pertaining to c-minor, or, more accurately, to the v-region 
of f-,mi nO},1I Cf.!:1_~ 30). 
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The Wagner examples cited cannot rival any of the preceding in 
tonal scope. They reveal either extreme simplicity in basic progression, 
as in the outer parts of the first, second and fourth and almost all of 
the third, or the use of continually roving harmony, as in the middle 
sections of the first, second and fourth. Of the simpler passages 
the first part of "Winterstlkme wichen dem Wonnemond" is the least 
ambitious. It is built almost entirely on a domina~t pedal with a 
lengthy introduction and a very brief conclusion on the tonic, B flat. 
The second section stands in total contrast through its rapid harmonic 
movement, which never settles in any distinct region relative to its 
length; whilst certain chords appear stressed through introduction by 
their dominants, they are not confirmed thereafter as in the Brahms 
examples and Wagner uses a variety of interrupted cadences to avoid 
establishing centres until the return of the tonic. 
l APPENDIX EXAMPLE 1 1 
Similar features are present i.n the shorter example IIAls zullendes 
Kind", where tonic and domi.nant pedals are used for the opening section, 
balanced in the closing section by the use of a dominant pedal under 
mainly tonic harmony. The second section agai.n roves extensively 
without settling. 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 2 ) 
Though making less use of pedal, the IIRheintBchter ll passage 
from GBtterd~mmerung is very prescribed in its basic harmony which, 
with small digressions, is built entirely 
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on tonic and dominant. 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 3a ) 
The "Rheintlkhter" passage from Das Rheingold, though not as 
closed as the preceding examples, reveals comparable features, closest 
in detail to the first example, here with a tonic pedal under a chord 
IV in E flat. The subsequent movement of the harmony, up to the 
entrance of Alberich, does however establish a region, that of the 
dominant B flat, inc contrast to the roving harmony of the preceding 
examples. Yet the relati-on of this region to the tonic is very close, 
much closer than any of the Brahms regions, and, taken in the context 
of the massive introduction in E flat major, appears to be on rather 
than in the dominant. 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 3b ) 
Although these examples are cited to illustrate the less 
expansive nature of Wagner's harmony relative to that of Brahms, 
they also relate to Schoenbergls pOint concerning Wagner's greater 
richness as regards substitutes, vagrants and the freer uses of dis-
sonances. Of Schoenberg's vagrant chords BrahfiUs harmonic voc!,-bulary 
contains here nothing more complex than the diminished seventh used 
in a simple cadential context in op 79/2 Cbars 3-4}. Schoenberg's 
interpretation of the chord as of dominant function in this example 
arises from his view that all diminished sevenths are to be understood 
as incomplete ninth chords with ninth omitted, (TH 192-20l); 
however, it can surely be regarded equally as an altered subdominant, 
a variant of the preceding chord. A more advanced use of the 
diminished seventh chord is to be found in the 
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development sect~on of this work, (bars 37-40) where it alternates 
over a B flat pedal with a seventh chord which implies a dominant 
function, confirmed when the passage is repeated (bars 45-48). The 
ornamental function is intensified in the repetition, with successive 
diminished sevenths in descent. 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 4 ) 
In contrast, Wagner sets the diminished seventh in a more ambi-
guous context in the later development of "Als zullendes Kind" 
( 5core _, p39~systeIY\3.). Here a conventional resolution in terms 
of F minor is successively delayed, leading first to an augmented 
triad on G flat (Np), thence to a seeming dominant seventh on B flat 
whose resolution to E flat minor (sub t) is interrupted; the passage 
then roves until the restoration of the tonic. The augmented triad 
is also prominent elsewhere intne Wagner passages. It appears either 
as a self-sufficient chord or as the consequence of an appoggiatura. 
The harmony of the present passage is constantly made more complex by 
the use of appoggi'aturas and"alter.ations whJch. far exceed those in the 
. '-' . 
Brahms examples. Even the Wagner examples which show the least . 
harmonic movement through the use of pedal greatly enrich the harmony 
through the use of appoggiaturas, most obviously the IRheint6chter" 
passages. 
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Whilst the foregoing examples certainly support the 
di s ti nctions whi ch Schoenberg draws between the themes of 
Brahms and Wagner, they represent but a tiny sample of 
possible themes for comparison. In the absence of more 
critical discussion by Schoenberg himself, it seems 
necessary to set his general pOints in a broader context by 
posing two basic questions: In the first case, one must 
ask to what extent these observati,ons are typical of the 
themes of the composers cited; secondly, and more significantly, 
whether comparisons of this kind are of any real value in 
characteri z; ng the di fferences between composers worki.ng in 
such different fields. The assessment of the typicality of 
an example depends on reference to a norm for its class and, 
indeed, Schoenberg is constantly at pains to stress that the 
character of a musical idea is determined by its function, 
whether expositional, developmental, transitional and so forth. 
Since the three Brahms themes each have a different function, 
each presupposes a different norm for evaluation. Further, and 
more significantly for Schoenberg's argument, it is clearly 
difficult to relate the norms appropriate to Brahms to those 
appropriate to Wagner. Despite Schoenberg's reference to the 
"similar forms" in their work, he advances no criteria for 
comparison and no obvious basis exists. In conclusion, 
therefore, only at the more restricted level of typicality within 
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a class and within, rather than between, their outputs can his 
examples be assessed. 
The Brahms themes fall into the classes of sonata theme and 
strophic song. The instrumental themes may, however, be further 
sub-classified,that of op 79/2 belonging to the class of 'rhapsody'. 
As Schoenberg, and also Schenker,36 are at pains to stress, the 
remarkable scope of the deviations in Brahms's Rhapsody arises 
as a consequence of the genre, which presupposes a much freer 
harmonic scheme than would apply to a sonata theme~ While this 
example is certainly more advanced than many other examples with 
which it might be compared in the period, notably those of Liszt 
(also analysed in SFH (177) ), it should be pointed out that it 
represents an extreme case even in Brahms's output. The other 
Rhapsodies, op p.79/1 and 118/4 are much simpler in the harmonic 
resource of their main themes. 
Although the first subject of Ope 111 is, in principle, the 
more significant of the two instrumental examples, it is similarly 
uncharacteristic of Brahms's output in this genre. The primary 
themes of Brahms's sonata movements can be broadly divided into 
three classes. The most common class comprises themes which, 
though certainly roving widely, only imply, rather than ~onfirm, 
regions. Of the classes which establish regions, most establish 
only one, sometimes as a goal prior to the return of the opening, 
rather than an internal digression, as in the Piano Quartet op.26 
(mediant) and the Serenade op.ll (dominant). The clear deviation 
intc several regions in the op.lll example is rare, a consequence 
of its particularly developmental nature and no more generally 
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typical than the remarkable example from op 51/1 - 1, to be discussed 
-, 
subsequently; the latter belongs to the most advanced class of 
harmonic deviation, including distinct contrast of theme for a 
considerable duration, and can only be compared with one other 
example, the opening subject of the Piano Quartet op 25. It is of 
interest that the other sonata theme coupled with the op 111 
theme in SFH (84), the first subject of the Piano Concerto op 15, 
moves to only one region in Schoenberg's analysis, one of the 
closest possible - the Dominant. Indeed, since no modulatory 
connection exists, one could well challenge this interpretation 
and regard the passage as resting on, rather than in, the 
dominant. The interest here resides rather in the tonal 
ambiguity of the opening, causing Schoenberg to register it in 
two regions at once. He does not, however, pursue the 
significance of this feature in Brahms, nor draw the obvious 
relation with the opening of op 79/2 theme, which similarly 
stresses chord Vl in first inversion. 
Schoenberg ascribes the use of enriched harmony in songs to 
the requirements of description. It therefore follows that songs 
",lith the most expressive texts will tend to employ the most 
"extravagant modulation ll • Although other examples of comparable 
harmonic interest, employing similarly expressive texts, can 
be added to "Meine Liebe ist gr[ljn ll ,) many other themes are of 
much simpler structure, even setting aside the numerous fo1k-
type themes set as solo songs, or simple themes devised for 
variation. Indeed, even the example cited in SFH (80) as evidence 
of enriched harmony, IIDer Tod, das ist die kuhle Nacht ll , op 96/1 J 
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hardly bears out Schoenberg's general observation; although 
its latter part touches on two regions in his analysis, the first 
six bars from a total of thirteen are entirely in the tonic, in 
complete contrast to the example on which he bases his general 
point concerning the speed of Brahms's modulations. 
In conclusion therefore, Schoenberg's original examples are 
by no means characteristic of Brahms's output as a whole. They 
represent selected models of a particularly advanced type from 
which he abstracted norms of complexity for Brahms's music which 
are misleading. A similar criticism can be levelled at his 
Wagner examples when considered in relation to a broader selection. 
The nine Wagner examples cited as evidence of extended 
tonality in SFH reveal a considerable divergence from the norm 
suggested in 'Brahms the Progressive' (SFH 403-8). Three examples 
show distinct deviation into several regions. Ex.117 
" ("Blumenkranzlein-Motiv ll, Die Meistersinger) clearly moves through 
bM at bar 5 to establish D at bar 6. Ex. 118 ("Hans Sachs' 
Schusterlied", Die Meistersinger, Act 2) moves through sm, bar 5, 
,!!!, bar 6 and Q, bar 9. Ex. 120 (Prelude to Act 3, Parsifal) 
establishes sm in bar 6, and ill in bar 8~ Moreover, Ex.118 
presents a very quick movement from the tonic B flat to s~, G 
minor, comparable with some of the Brahms examples. Had 
Schoenberg quoted these themes in their entirety, these points 
would emerge even more clearly. Schoenberg also registers some 
much less significant 'modulations' in regions. Ex.113 ("Elsa's 
Traum" , Lohengrin) moves to bmM and SM. Ex.1l4 (Overture to 
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Tannh~user I) moves to bm and bmbm. Ex. 115 ("Li ed an den Abends tern" . 
Tannh~user) moves through sm, SM and SMsm; the movements in the last 
example, though part of a long theme, all occur very quickly, (bars 
25-31). These latter examples of passing modulations are, however, 
in no way comparable with the broader planning of the first group, 
nor indeed, with the Brahms examples. 
Many other themes, especially song structures of clear identity, 
can be added to these examples to balance against Schoenberg's 
interpretation of examples in 'Brahms the Progressive ' . The limitations 
of his conclusions there can be further demonstrated through reference 
to the harmonic vocabulary of the forementioned themes. The 
IB1umenkr~nzlein-Mot;v" employs a relatively limited harmonic 
vocabulary, interest residing only in the dissonance arising from 
the tonic pedal G at the outset. Though richer, the seventh chords 
in "Hans Sachs ' Schuster1ied" are e'qua11y straightforward ;n 
use. Furthermore, even in examples of roving harmony which are 
not song structures of clear tonal identity, the harmonic resource 
is still quite limited, interest residing rather in the substitution 
'of major for minor and by rapid harmonic movement. These examples 
illustrate "non modulatory procedures within a tonality", the 
general designation of all the examples cited in SFH, though manifestly 
inaccurate in the light of Schoenberg's analyses and comments. 
Ex.112, provides an excellent illustration of the use of transformed 
degrees through modal change which ;s in principle comparable with 
passages by Brahms. It is to be regretted that Schoenberg never 
seeks to relate his comments on Wagner's enrichment of harmony 
by this means to comments elsewhere on Brahms's similar methods. 
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That Schoenberg's examples were typical neither of the methods 
of Brahms nor Wagner in their particular contexts would, however, 
have constituted no challenge to their significance in his view. 
It was not his intention to give a balanced account of their 
respective techniques but rather to stress their historical positions 
by showing complementary "progressive" tendencies. On the one hand, 
he perceived in Brahms a movement towards the extension of tonality 
through a fuller realization of its inherent properties, especially 
a wider exploration of its degrees. On the other, Wagner's examples 
were seen in terms of a contrary process, that of suspending the 
identity of tonality by replacing functional with vagrant progressions. 
Schoenberg never sharpened this distinction by the use of conceptual 
terminology. However, the methods have recently been discussed by 
Dahlhaus through the use of the terms 1 Stufenrei chtum ' and 
'Alterationsstil I (I Degree-enrichment 1 and the 'Style of Alteration ' ), 
the latter term already familiar, the former apparently newly evolved. 3 ? 
These methods have, however, obvious relation to Schoenberg's concepts 
of region and suspended narmony. Given the importance of the analysis 
of earlier music in the formation of Schoenberg's concepts, 
particularly in the tonal realm, the distinctiveness of these examples 
must have been a significant factor in helping to identify 'progressive' 
tendencies and thus in defining concepts. 
In the present context one may see an important stimulus to the 
concept of regions in the speed and scope of Brahms's tonal digressions 
within themes. An awareness of the relationship between tonalities 
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in separate movements or sections would have offered a less distinct 
prompt to this mode of thought than the realization of the scope 
possible where 'establishing'conditions are expected to prevail, that 
is, chiefly in themes. The Brahms examples which he quotes must 
have played a very significant part in this realization, not least 
because they arise without the extra-musical stimulus which 
Schoenberg states as a necessary condition for the evolution of 
extended harmony. If Schoenberg's examples of Brahms's long-
term uses of regions, between and within movements, were of less 
interest in relation to the concept in this sense, however, they 
had significance in ~nother sense: that of the picture of the 
regions as symmetrical relations around a central tonic,which is 
presented in Schoenberg's Chart of the Regions (SFH 20). 
Schoenberg's awareness of Brahms's advanced uses of long-term 
symmetrical relationships, to be outlined subsequently, cannot 
have been without stimulus on his thought. 
Given Schoenberg's need to contrast the methods of Brahms and 
Wagner, we look in vain for a very thoroughgoing attempt to explore 
the common ground between them. It is surely not without significance 
that Schoenberg IS attempt to equate their inn~~iations in the initial 
argument of 'Brahms the Progressive ' fails to clarify its point. 
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Schoenberg's claim for Brahms IIcomparability with Wagner ll in the 
general extension of relationships within a tonality rests on t\'w examples 
taken from the first movement of op 51/1-1, a ternary structure of 
remarkable harmonic and thematic contrast for a principal sonata theme. 
(~ 402 - 5) Schoenberg dra\'ls particular at.tention to the central 
'b' section of the subject (bars 11~23) pointing to the degree of 
. movement away from the tonic and the sUdden return. Brahms, hiJ.ving 
established a stl'ong 'pull towards the sd !':'C:9..i~. at. the beginning 
of this passage, restates the primary dominant, G major at bar' 19, 
only to move to an unharmonised F sharp, identified by Schoenberg 
as the dominant of the Illediant of G, that is, B minot', The 
resolution of this F sharp to G leads directly to the opening 
material in the tonic, C minor. 
I:IV 




Schoenberg's emphasis on the remoteness of Brahms's modulation 
lito the dominant of a minor region of B and the sudden unceremonious 
and precip-itate retUl~n to the tonic" (402) -leads him to dl~aw para.llels 
with examples he regards as comparable, but whose significance is not 
entirely clear. He cites as examples of "sim-i1ar procedures" the 
celebr~ted descending tri~ds at the opening of the coda of the first 
mOVement of Beethove~l's Third Sy~h..2!!Y and the juxtaposition of triads 
of Band 13 flat in Schubert's song lI·in dey' Fer·ne". 
Schubert. III dcr Feme 
Mut - ler- haus has - sen-den 
.. , 
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He' further instances as "similar pr'ogressions" t\lJO examples by 
Wagner, namely the "Todestrank" motive and Isolde's order "Befehlen 
liess dem Eigenholclen from Tristan (Ibid). 
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Apart from the general element of surpl"ise, there exists no real 
basis for the comparison of these examples with the Brahms passage. 
The point of Schoenberg I s' emphasi s on th; s passage rests on the speed 
of the return to the tonic from a distant region, established by 
lengthy preparation. In contrast, the other examples show either 
modulation away frrnn the tonics as in the Beethoven and Schubert 
paSSCl.ges, or m'~rely the decor~t'ion of tonal.ity, as in the Wagner 
examples. Both the Wagner examp'les merely co"lour a basically 
diatonic progression with passing Neapolitan alteration. 
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If" the Brahms example "competes successfully" with any of these 
passages, it is rather with those by Schubert and Beethoven, which~ if they 
do not involve any precipitate return, certainly move qu"ickly from the 
tonic to remote regions. Schubert's complete progression, sho\'JIl in 
SFH (88) but not hel'e~ involves movement to the region on !.!!., "in 
which B flat is Vl, thence to M, before return to the tonic. The 
chord 0 nat of the Beethoven examp"le cannot be related to the 
preced"; ng E 1""1 uti n an analogous manner ~ s i nee the goal of the prog-
ression is C major, of which it forms no paroL This progression can 
only be explained by reference to 10nger-term relationships, other 
connections of these chords having been adumbrated in the development 
section. Beethoven takes the opening idea through the keys of C minor, 
C sharp minor~ 0 minor and E minor from bars 178-190, and the progression 
is intensified to move through C major~ C minor, 0 flat major, E flat 
major, E flat minor from bars 300-322, providing a model which is 
reversed and reduced at the point in question to present a juxtaposition 
of the chords of E flat major, 0 fl~t major and C major. 
Quite apart from the qua"lity of the I~elat"lonships he seeks to 
outline!Scho~nberg's interpretation of the Brahms passage is open to 
challenge. As his analysis in fact admits, the 'modulation ' to a minor 
region on B~ and the use of its dominant, F sharp, can as well be 
seen merely as an extension 6f the dominant, G with the F sharp 
as part of an implied secondary dominant, on D. Although, since 
Brahms carefully avoids harmonising this F sharp, either interpret-
ation is possible, Schoenberg might well have given the alternative 
equal attention in assessing the effect of the sUdden return, 
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which is sutely less extreme if interpreted in these terms. The 
limitation of Schoenberg's explanation of this passage is a conse-
quence of the lack of adequate criteria for defining 'structural' 
and 'passing' chords noted in Section One. The concept of Y'eg;0l'!.~ 
as demonstrated by Schoenberg is of limited use in showing the 
hierarchy of l~elations within such- a brief pas!>age. 
It is only when Schoenberg discusses his second Brahms example 
that dil'ect comparison \'1ith Wagnei~ is made Possible. He compares 
the close of the 'a' section of the subject under discussion wtth 
the 'Tt'aurigc Heise' cor anglais solo at the opening of Act 3, 
se.l of Tl'i.stan, pointing to theil~ COnlinon uses of 'chromatically 
descending triads". 
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However, his statement that the Wagner passage "shows 'in its 
modulatory section no more remote modulation"than the Brahms 
. ;\ 
·invites challenge. According to Schoenberg's criteria, Brahms's 
movement from A flat major to F major (SM) is one of Class 2 (A2), 
whereas Hagner's movement is merely to .sm, a region of Class 1, although 
Brahms subsequently establishes sm fot' the 'b' section. Yet, 
cons; dered more broadly, the enti re compal4 i son is surely suspect. 
Hh·i1st the Brahms example indicates the essential movement from 
the tonic, C minor, towards the rf:gion of the 'b' section~ 5m, 
the "modulatory section" of the Wagnet' is considerably longel~, 
moving through chords o.f E flat, D flat and .C. Indeed, it is 
difficult fa speak of "modulatory sections" in the same sense here, 
since the structures are so different~ quite apart from the tonal 
contexts, the Brahms in C minor) the Wagne~ in F minor. Whilst the 
principle of descending chromatic triads is common, therefore, the 
contexts do not provide a sound basis for comparison; the examples 
were presumably prompted rather by the association of the two \oJorks 
in the preceding discussion. 
In conclusion, therefore 9 Schoenbe)'g provides little support for 
his very important claim concerning the lack of a "decisive 
difference" bet't/een Brahms and Wagner in the extensiorl of 
relationships within a tonality. Such a subject requires, however, 
an examination of a scope which he does not attempt. 
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Schoenberg's desire to contrast the methods of Brahms and Wagner 
and to select his examples accordingly is equally apparent in two areas 
not covered in 'Brahms the Progressive' though important: ~amely, the 
role of sequence within themes and the nature of harmonic relations in 
development sections and transitions. Of these, the former is of 
greater interest since it appears in a context in which their methods 
. . 
can reasonably be compared; their approaches to longer-term harmonic 
factors are so different that comparison lacks real point. 
The Sequence was naturally a subject of major interest to 
Schoenberg because of its fundamental role in the structure and 
development of themes .. Given his marked preoccupation with the 
avoidance of literal repetition in thematic structure, and his 
judgement of much music according to this criterion, it is natural 
that he should have devoted much attention to its use. In these 
discussions Brahms and Wagner emerge in very sharp contrast. 
Consistent with his interest in Brahms's use of what he termed 
developing variation, Schoenberg came to regard Brahms's use of 
varied sequence as representing the highest level at which the 
device could be applied. In contrast to the literal sequences 
or simple imperfect seguences which he illustrates, for example in 
the d ori an 'regi on, "composers of Brahms's school avoi ded not only 
this kind of sequence but every unchanged repetttion, no matter 
in what region". (SFH 125) Schoenberg pOints to ~lagner's 
avoidance of such variation,' the interest of his literal sequences 
or semi-sequences residing rather in the harmonic ambiguity 
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of the models as compared with those of Brahms. He termed Wagner's 
method model and sequence above a roving harmony. Although Schoenberg 
never directly compares the uses of sequence by Brahms and Wagner, 
he provides sufficient examples by each to illustrate his view as 
to their relationships. 
Some of the forementioned examples of extended harmony by Wagner 
rely heavily on sequence to ensure comprehensibility. Ex. 114, a 
passage frqm the Tannh1::luser Overture, states a roving segment whi ch 
is transposed upwards in two stages of a minor third, though the latter 
is varied. This progression of a roving model through successive 
minor thirds is most familiar from the Prelude to Tristan, 
(SfH. 133). The progression is significant in spanning the tritone 
and thus bringing distant regions into play, although they are 
checked in the Tannh~user example by a quick return from the B flat 
minor of the third phrase to the primary dominant, B major. 
Although examples of this kind can certainly be multiplied throughout 
Wagner's output, Schoenberg's examples from Wagner in SFH also 
reveal the uses of modified sequence, described by Schoenberg as 
• 
"quasi sequences", though not related to his other descriptions of 
Wagner's uses of literal sequence. Tristan's "War Morold dir so wert" 
in Act 1 of Tristan produces progressive variation of the vocal line 
which considerably affects the harmonic support, or vice versa, 
as compared with the previous examples (_S~fH~1_0~7)/ and the 'Lied den 
Abendstern ' from Tannh~user achieves a similar effect, though with 




Whilst Schoenberg stresses the balance between harmonic ambiguity 
of the model and the simplicity of its treatment in the Wagner examples, 
his interest in Brahms rests on the extent of his variation methods. 
Schoenberg outlines the possible variations of a model as proceding 
from, at the simples~ "slight changes in part leading, passing notes, 
chromaticism, suspensions, etc.," to "substitutes 'and transformations, 
and especially to interpolated chords" (SFH 134). His most advanced 
exampl es sho\,,1 how the elements of II tepetition, harmon i c progress and 
51 ow development are achieved wi thout s tri ct sequent; al tr'eatment 
of the modell!. (SF~ 136) Of the three most advanced examples» one 
by Mozart and two by nrahms. it is the lattet' which are of greatest 
intere~t. The Mozart example, though subtly changing the part-
writing and outline of the upper voice, retains 'the same simple 
model of V-l. 
In the Brahms examples, the more complex models are subject to 
very subtle harmonic change; in t.he first. case, the modulatory 
tendency from 1-,\14/ of the model is given the response ll-V: 
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In the secoi1d case the model moves from 1-1V and is answered by 
11.1-11 proceeding minor to major', in cont.rast to the major to minor 
progression of the first example: 
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Whilst these examples are certainly striking, they represent 
extreme instances of variation in Brahms's uses of sequence. Most 
Brahms sequences preserve the model with greater clarity; indeed, 
Schoenberg's implication that Brahms's themes shun literal sequence 
is patently untrue. The opening of op.15 employs an exact 
sequence in all essentials and a parallel is provided by the opening 
of op.ll, written in the same period. Examples can, moreover, be 
found throughout Brahms's maturity, as, for example in the first 
subjects of the Piano Quintet Op 34 and Fourth Symphony op 98. 
I 
Although it is certainly true that, consistent with the degree of 
constant variation in his music, little repetition is exact in 
Brahms, the effect of sequence always remains very strong in his 
music. Clearly, everything depends on a definition of 'significant 
variation' and the value of the distinction which Schoenberg draws 
could only be tested by the comparison of may more examples than 
he cites, drawn from analogous structural contexts. 
'a~ahms the Progressive' contains no reference to the broader 
question of the role of harmony in the treatment, rather than the 
• 
statement, of themes; that is, with Transitions as well as formal 
Development sections. References to Brahms and Wagner only occur 
in the course of a general outline of the subjects in 'Progressions 
for Various Compositional Purposes' in SFH. Although Schoenberg 
draws no direct parallel between their methods in this context, 
the basic point with which he concludes his section on Developm~nts, -
namely, that there is no necessary co-relation between richness of 
harmony in the short term and richness of modulatory scope in 
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developments (SFH 145) - may be seen as supporting his distinction 
between Brahms and Wagner. Thus, he points to the limited modulatory 
scope of the Tristan Prelude, relative to the roving quality of 
the harmony: "Analys'is ... proves that, on the basis of the 
interchangeability of ! and I, ~M and ~SM (of 1) comprise the furthest 
compass of the modulation - if one recognizes that those sections 
which seem to go farther are only roving on the basis of the 
multiple meaning of a vagrant harmony" (SFH 164).While Schoe'nberg's 
basic point concerning the influence of roving harmony and the 
importance of the ~SM region, F major, is clear, however. he 
surely overstresses the extent to which any regions are established 
within it in the sense applicable to his other examples. 17M, C 
major, is never fully established, while ~SM, F major, is even less 
in evidence. In contrast, the development section of the first 
movement of Brahms's Third Symphony op 90 shows a simpler harmonic 
vocabulary employed for much more adventurous tonal purposes. 
(SFH 162) Thus, while Wagner employs, in Schoenberg's view, the 
Indirect but Close relationships of Class2(B), Brahms employs 
Indirect (~m) and later Indirect and remote relationships 
(s/T and sub T) of Classes 3 and 5 respectively. The nature of 
the roving passages is of interest in comparison with Wagner. 
Whereas the Tristan Prelude depends on sequences of a minor third 
and major second, Brahms's harmony roves in a circle of fifths 
(92-97). Although the use of a chromatic bass line is common 
to both, Brahms's connection is the more adventurous; thus 
he moves from ST and sub T from 98-99, whereas none of the 
Tristan passages move as far, e.g. 17-20 and 32-35, F or C majors 
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to 0 minor, if at all, e.g. 53-58, which returns to its starting point 
harmonically. 
Corresponding passages from Mendelssohn's Third Symphony and 
Schumann's Piano Quintet further serve to stress the scope of the 
Brahms passage, a scope which neither approaches despite the 
comparable richness of their harmonic vocabularies (SFH 158). 
Brahms's development section emerges as relating rather to earlier 
examples, from Haydn, Symphony No 94; Mozart, Symphony No. 40; 
Beethoven, Symphony No.3; Schubert, String Quartet or 29 (SFH 148). 
It must be stressed, however, that of the latter examples only that 
by Beethoven compares directly with Brahms in the establishment, 
rather than the passing use, of distant regions, here SM M of 
Class 5 (E minor). Although Beethoven does not retain this 
region for long, its lengthy preparation gives it a status 
comparable with Brahms's approach to and establishment of sub t 
(E flat minor). While these developments differ in other regards, 
flotably in the rapfdity with>which Beethoven juxtaposes distant 
regions, a pOint not illustrated to the best advantage by Schoenberg, 
as against the greater speed and scope of Brahms's initial 
modulation (A major to 0 flat minor in 7 bars), his view as to 
their shared pre-eminence in the establishment of distant regions 
in development sections emerges clearly and can be supported by 
many other examples which he does not cite. 
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Schoenberg's view of Brahms's significance in the handling of 
. 
harmonic relations emerges even more clearly in his discussion of 
Transitions. Schoenberg draws a distinction between two types of 
Transition: "They are either new themes beginning at the end of 
the main theme or modulatory transformations in lieu of an ending," 
(SFH 139), the former claiming virtually all his attention. Of his 
four examples, three are from Brahms and chosen to illustrate 
the richness of his harmonic elaboration prior to the essential 
modulation. His first example, from Beethoven, illustrates a 
much simpler model. No examples are cited from Wagner, passages 
of comparable function being hard to find. In Schoenberg's 
first Brahms example, from op 90)"the final turn occurs only 
after a sequence of an extraordinarily long model" (Ibid) which 
moves from F major to 0 flat major, prior to an enharmonic 
change to C sharp major and thence to A major. Schoenberg 
makes no comment on the reason for this digression, which is perhaps 
influenced by the element of 0 flat major in the first subject, 
Schoenbergis example from op 34 involves a model which moves 
through sm to 0 flat minor notated as C sharp minor. The third 
example, from the String Quartet op 51/2 moves through y..., dor, 
m and even ~ before establishing ~. 
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Schoenberg's discussion of Brahms's handling of regions is 
completed through reference to his treatment of long-term 
relationships. Whilst he here makes no references to Wagner, 
seeing Brahms in relation to a broader tradition, his comments 
help significantly to define his overall view of Brahms's 
methods. 
Schoenberg discusses long-term relationships in his chapter 
on Indirect but Close Relationships in SFH(57) and, although only 
incidentally, in the chapters on Large Forms in FMC. The latter source 
is of lesser interest since it is concerned to show the role of the 
most conventional relationships of the Classical Period. It is 
therefore to be regretted that the more progressive relationships 
of this and the following period stressed in SFH are discussed so 
briefly. Schoeberg merely provides a random selection of examples 
to outline the scope of relationships regularly employed in the 
19thC, offering no indication of their relative significances 
in the works of the composers cited, nor of the lines of connection 
between composers. Thus, while Schoenberg is particularly 
concerned to illustrate the importance of ~ediant relationships 
in the 19th C, he confines himself to the discussion of relations 
to major regions only and does not discuss the ways in which they 
are employed. Accordingly, Brahms's employment of ~ediant 
relationships receives little definition. 
As presented, Schoenberg's examples stress Brahms's relationship 
to Beethoven, both in their uses of the mediant and flat submediant 
relationship and of unusual semi tonal relationships. (SFH 57) Examples 
of the other mediant relationships, ~M and SM are draw from Schubert 
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and Schumann, (Ibid), though they are not compared with examples by 
other composers. Of the two areas in which Brahms and Beethoven 
reveal s·ililnar emphases, it is their uses of mediant relationships 
which claim greatest interest in the present context. Although 
Schoenberg points out interesting parallels between Brahms's and 
Beethoven's uses of keys a semi tone removed fr'om those expected 
in particular circumstances, they are tited as exceptions, forming 
part: of no broB.de,"' discussion. Since, hO\'Jever, he does not suggest 
that they have long-term structural significance as unifying pitches 
in a complete work, the subject can be pursued subsequently in the 
context of methods of unification within a work, discussed in 
Section Four. 
Schoenberg illustrates Brahms's use of the Me~iant 
relationship through reference to the principal subjects of the first 
movemerlt of op.90~ \'~hich moves from F major to A major, drawing 
parallels with Beethoven's _~ta. £E 53 - 1 (Cmajor to E major) 
and with the relationship between the first and third movements 
of the Tr·i~ ~7 (B flat major to D major). As regards the flat 
~ubme9_iant relationship, Schoenberg reveals the exact pa,~allel between 
the rel at"ionship of the fi rst and second movements of Brahms's 
Vio1in Sonata in A majur~ ~£.-lQ9_ and the Violin Sonata in the 
same key by Beethov2n~· both moving from Fmajor to A major. 
Beethoven's Sona~E 7 - 1 is cited to show the "SM relationship 
bet\'>,een themes (C--major A fl at major). 
Conversely, Br'ahmsls Second Sy~ony op 73 shows the ~ SM relation-
ship bet\~een the second and thi rd movements ( B major - G major). 
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The remaining mediant relationships, ~M and SM are illustrated 
through reference to examples by Schubert and Schumann respectively, 
namely: the flat mediant relationship between the first and second 
subjects of Schubert's Quintet op 163 - 1 (C major - E flat major) 
and the submediant relationship between the first and second 
movements of Schumann's Third Symphony - 11 (E flat major.- C 
rna j 0 r ) (I bid) . 
The importance of Schoenberg's stress on Brahms's relationship 
to Beethoven can be confirmed if further parallels are drawn between 
them. Thus, the relationship to M within a movement noted in 
Brahms's op. 90 is found in association with the same tonality, 
F major, in his String Quintet op 88, written shortly before. 
To the relationship to bSM noted between movements in op 100 
can be added several parallels; op 88 moves from F major to 
C sharp minor between the first and second movements, the Violin_ 
Sonata op 78 from G major to E flat major between first and 
third movements, the Serenade op 16 from D major to B flat 
major between first and third movements. Moreover, Brahms greatly 
extended the use of these relationships between inner movements. 
The most notable example is the First Symphony op 68,whose inner 
movements stand in the mediant relationship E major and A flat 
major, a consequence of their mediant relationship to the tonic, 
C minor. The fourth and fifth movements of the seven-movement 
Requiem op 45 are in E flat major and G major and this relation-
ship appears in several songs of the much longer Magelone 
cycle, op 33 Nos 4-6 (in D flat, F and A majors), and 13-14 (E 
major to G major), some stressing the relationships internally. 
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To Beethoven's example of this relationship between themes in op 7-1 
. can be added that between the major sections of the slow movement of 
Brahms's Second Piano Concerto op 83 (B flat major to F sharp major), 
a direct parallel with Beethoven's Quartet op 130-1. 
Whilst Brahms's relation to Beethoven was certainly very 
important in these examples, however, it should be stressed that he 
was as much open to the stimulus of the other composers mentioned. 
Hence, the relationship with the flat mediant cited in Schubert's 
Quintet op 163 (C to E flat majors) finds parallels in Brahms, whether 
within movements, as in the major sections of the Double Concerto 
op 102 - 11 (0 to F majors), of the fourth movement of op 16 (A to 
C majors), or between movements, as in the Violin ConCerto op 77 
(0 to F majors). Schoenberg's example of the subm~dia~t relationships 
in Schumann's Third Symphony finds parallels both between movements, 
in Brahms's op 73 1 - 11 (0 to B majors) and within movements, in QE 
25 - 111 (E flat to C majors). 
Since, however, these composers were also aware of Beethoven's 
example, it is impossible to be categoriGal as to the primacy of 
stimulus in such basic matters. Beethoven provides a precedent 
for the Schubert example in OR 130,1-111, B flat to 0 flat majors, 
and for the Schumann example in the same work, movements 1 - lV, 
(B flat - G majors), It is only possible to ~efine these general 
relationships more closely through reference to the modulatory 
procedures employed and their relationship to the nature of the 
themes, a subject with which Schoenberg does not deal. 
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Had Schoenberg included reference to Brahms's use of the mediant 
relationship in the minor tonality, he would certainly have tended to 
confirm the influence of Beethoven in relation to the other composers 
mentioned. Brahms drew regularly on the submediant relation in the 
minor tona1itY1which was increasingly important in later Beethoven. 
It is found, for exampl e, between movements in Brahms's oe 25/1 - 1 -
lll, G minor to E flat major, and 0e 51/1, 1 to 111, C minor to A 
flat major, and within movements in op 34 - 1 F minor to D flat minor, 
(C sharp). An exact precedent can be found for the latter example 
in Beethoven's Quartet 0e 95, a work whose mood is also closely 
related. In this case, however, Brahms extends the relationship 
to employ the minor mode rather than the major, a relationship of 
Class 3 rather than Class 2. Other instances of the major tonality 
appear in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, op. 125 the first and third movements, 
being in 0 minor and B flat major and the String Quartet op. 132, 
whose first and second movements are in A minor and F major 
respectively. 
Brahms's use of the minor mediant within movements, apparent 
in the first movements of op 51/1 and op 68 which both proceed 
from C minor to E flat major/minor, finds a precedent in Beethoven's 
Piano Sonata op 57, F minor to A flat major/minor. The tonal 
relationships mirror similarities of mood and the parallels betw'een 
the assertive figurations in the closing groups of the Symphony 
and Sonata are particularly striking (bars 157-189 and 51-65 
respectively)'. 
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However, the most striking example of Brahms·s relationship to 
Beethoven is to be found in his use of the major tonality on the major 
mediant of the minor key, specifically, the progressions from C minor 
to E major. This appears in Beethoven·s Third Pi~no Concerto op 37 
between the first and second movements and between the first and 
second movements of Brahms·s op 68 and second and third movements of 
his Piano Quartet op 60. While the effect of this contrast is 
tempered in the Brahms examples by the employment of a major closing 
paragraph, thus recalling the C major - E major relationships fore-
mentioned, whereas Beethoven only omits the third from his final chord, 
hardly undermining the minor mode thereby, the overall impression of 
the relationship remains in the Brahms examples. In view of Brahms·s 
knowledge of Beethoven·s methods, it seems possible that this relation-
ship was not without effect upon Brahms when he came to make the 
very unusual modification of his original tonal scheme for the 
quartet movements - C sharp minor - E major - to C minor - E major, 
a pattern which he retained in the Symphony, which appeared later. 
The relationship belongs to Class 4, Remote and Indirect, in Schoen-
berg·s classification. 
Although Schoenberg·s discussion of Brahms·s role in the 
extension of mediant relationships in the 19th Century is limited, 
there is no question that he fully grasped Brahms·s significance 
in this context. As will be shown, the planning of his earliest 
surviving quartet represents a natural extension of Brahms·s 
methods, methods for which no parailel can be found, either among 
Brahms·s predecessors and contemporaries, or his successors, 
the contemporaries of Schoenberg. 
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The extent of Schoenberg's emphasis on the 'progressiveness' 
of Brahms's methods, whether by statement at by implication, was 
unique. It is only in the area which he largely ignores ~s a 
consequence of his particular bias, namely the character of 
Brahms's illTl1ediate harmony, its vocabulary and treatment, that some 
general comparison can be drawn with the views of 'other Brahms 
critics in terms other than those considered in Secion On~. Despite 
hi s fr'equent references to the 'ri chness' of Brahms's harmony, 
Schoenberg only rarely clarifies its nature other than in 
relation to regions, for example in connection with the opening 
of op 51/1. Here he states that "to base a theme on such a rich 
. harmony seemed a oar; ng enterpri se to the ears of the t'ime", 
familiar rather with "1 - V or l-lV-V harmony, intermixed 
occasionally \'.Jith a Vl or 111 and sometimes a Neapol i tan triad" 
(SI 502). The enrichment here occurs through strong linear 
mover.lent, pulling the tonic. triad towards the sixth degree: 
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However, this passage is of limited interest in comparison with 
the other passages which Schoenberg lists, but·which he does not analyse: 
namely, the lengthy pedals in the introduction to the first 
movement of op 68, the development section in the first movement 
of the Violin Sonata op 108, and the pedal fugue 'Die Gerechten Seelen' 
from the Requiem. Whilst Brahms's resource in the writing of pedals 
is remarkable, this technique represents a special case of enrichment 
and possessed little interest for Schoenberg "for the standpoint of 
structural functions"(SFH 138}. An area of greater interest is 
Brahms's connection of simple chords, the most immediate aspect of 
the principle of 'Stufenreichtum'. It is to be regretted that 
Schoenberg makes hardly any reference to this area at all, although 
his interest can be surmised from occasional comments, for example 
on Brahms's originality in the handling of the six-four chord 
(TH 382). 
Schoenberg's view would probably have accorded to an extent 
with those of others, notably Hermann Wetzel, a critic significant 
for regarding Brahms as a progressive as late as 1912. However, 
Wetzel goes even further than Schoenberg in his emphasis, claiming 
that "the way which Wagner and Liszt indicate leads only to a 
dead end"38 In contrast, he sees Brahms as using the traditional 
bases of music, essentially the simple chords of the diatonic 
system, in vitally new ways. Although he does not ignore Brahms's 
archaisms, he regards the enrichments as of an original nature, 
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significantly 'ignoring the modal interpretation offered by 
Riemann and Schenker when using two of their examples, namely 
the opening of the slow movement of or 98 and the chorus 
'Vergangen ist-mir Gl~ck und Heil' op 62/7 respectively. However, 
although he argued that Brahms alone provides a correct signpost 
to "unimagined beauties" which will fulfil the "immovable old goals" 
and reveal "originality" rather than "licence", he fails to 
clarify how Brahms methods can achieve these ends and how they 
relate to the work of composers who were similarly preoccupied 
at the time he was writing. His is still a conservative view, 
since he draws from his examples no principles applicable to a 
changing language. Only Schenker shared Schoenberg's capacity 
to respond conceptually to the tonal resources to which Brahms 
had made such a contribution but, as shown, his eoncepts were 
aimed at revealing the workings of a tonality conceived in a 
far more restricted, traditional, sense than that of Schoenberg. 
His mature demonstrations of the richness of Brahms's tonal 
methods in terms of hierarchy contain no seeds for the radical 
disturbance of this system. In contrast, Schoenberg's response 
to the symmetrical relationships in Brahms was a significant 









No sources comparable in scope with TH serve to illuminate 
the origins of Schoenberg's concepts of thematic process and 
phrase structure. However, some later sources provide significant 
pointers towards the mature ideas, most notably the Gedanke Manuscript 
(1934)1 and the article Brahms the Progressive' (1933). The 
definitions to be found in MBC, SFH, FMC, and PEC again provide the 
framework for discussion. 
Schoenberg's writings reveal two distinct attitudes towards 
the term 'theme'. On the one hand he uses it with reference to 
periodic structure, most frequently built of balancing phrases 
and units, though capable of variation through extension and 
contraction. On the other, the term is used rather with reference 
to organic factors: a thematic entity is seen as resulting not from 
pre-determined norms of phrase relationship, but from the inherent 
tendencies of its basic motives. In the absence of any marked 
distinction in Schoenberg's terminology, these two concepts may be 
distinguished by the terms 'Thematic Structure' and 'Thematic 
Process'; the former is of general acceptance and is employed 
by Schoenberg, who also uses the term 'Thematic Construction'; the 
latter, whilst not employed by Schoenberg, has become increasingly 
prominent since the appearance of Reti's study of 1961 2 and is 
adopted by W~rner in his standard coverage of this aspect of 
19th Century music. 3 
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Of these two concepts, it is the latter which inspires 
Schoenberg's most penetrating observations. The considerable 
attention which he devotes to phrase structure in MBC and FMC 
was determined rather by the basic needs of the students for whom 
he was writing. Even here, however, he stresses irregularities, 
and a comment elsewhere seems to suggest doubts as to whether the 
eight-bar structure which provides his analytical norm 
constitutes "an aesthetic principle" at all. C?l 436). Although 
Schoenberg made no hard distinction between structure and process 
as such, his acceptance of it seems reflected in the distinction 
he draws between melody and theme in FMC. Hence he states that 
"A melody, classic or contemporary, tends toward regularity, 
simple repetitions and even symmetry. Hence, it generally reveals 
distinct phrasing". In contrast "A theme is not at all 
independent and self-determined. On the contrary, it is strictly 
bound to consequences which have to be drawn, and without which 
it may appear insignificant" (~ 103) liThe formulation of a 
theme assumes that there will follow I adventures I , I predicaments I , 
which ask for solution, for elaboration, for development, for 
contrast". (102) . 
Schoenberg considers the building of themes in two stages, 
discussion of entire themes being preceded by the identification 
of their constituent elements, the phrase and the motive. Although 
'the motive represents the smallest and most basic element in 
Schoenberg's view, its discussion is preceded by reference to 
the phrase. This order reflects the distinction between structure 
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and process, the phrase representing the "smallest structural unit 
approximating to what one could sing in a single breath", its 
ending suggesting "a form of punctuation such as a comma" (3), from 
which entire themes are built~ Schoenberg's stress on the freedom 
. of the phrase 'length ' is notable. Hence, lithe phrase is seldom 
an exact multiple of the measure length; it usually varies by 
a beat or more ... There is no intrinsic reason for a phrase to 
be restricted to an even number" (4). However, his examples do not 
serve to create irregular periodic structures in most cases, but 
lend themselves to direct combination with similar units to 
produce regular aritecederitsections of periods and sentences. This 
is because he regards his examples as discrete units, actually 
failing to consider them in the structural context which he ear-
lier stresses (2). This is particularly clear in his ignoring 
of the role of rests, which serve to complete regular bars in his 
examples. 
Schoenberg devotes far greater a ttenti on to the "number of 
integrated musical events", the "motivic characteristics" (3), 
which lie within the phrase and serve to determine its 
subsequent development. He identifies the motive by two factors: 
its character and function. The clearest definition of the 
motive is contained in MBC as "a unit which contains one or more 
features of interval and rhythm" (MBC 15). Although Schoenberg 
states in FMC that these intervals and rhythms are "combined to 
produce a memorable shape or contour which usually implies an 
inherent harmony" (FMC 8), he lays the greatest stress on 
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rhythmic simplicity. Hence"R.hythmic features may be very simple, even 
for the main theme of a sonata ll (as in Beethoven's Sonata op. 14/1';"1). 
IIA symphony can be built on scarcely more complex rhythmic 
features" (as are the main themes of the first and third movements of 
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony). Moreover, lIa motive need not contain 
a great many interval features. The main theme of Brahms's 
Fourth Symphony ... , though also containing sixths and octaves, is 
constructed on a succession of thirds ll . (FMC 9) 
Given such characteristics, a motive can only be so called if 
it functions as such. Although Schoenberg states that lithe motive 
generally appears in a characteristic and impressive manner at the 
beginning of a piece ll , (FMC 8) its significance resides not in this 
function, but in its subsequent role. Thus, the role of the motive 
is to produce "unity, relationship, coherence, logic, comprehensibility 
and f1uencyll; it is both lithe smallest common mu1tip1e ll and lithe 
greatest common factor" (Dbtd), whether at the level of the theme or, 
as, will be shown, beyond. In view of his concern for motivic 
unity within a theme, Schoenberg's interest in the nature of 
repetition - of the need to avoid monotony through unvaried 
restatement and incomprehensibility through excessive variation -
is to be anticipated. Schoenberg identifies three types of 
repetition, exact, modified, and developed. His definition of 
exact repetition is of immediate interest in including not only 
literal repetition and transpositions to different degrees, but 
lIinversions, retrogrades, diminutions and augmentations which 
class as exact repetitions, "if they preserve strictly the features 
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and note relations" (FMC 9). The distinction between modified and 
developed repetition is, however, less clear, since the latter type 
is not given a separate heading or elaboration at this point. It 
would seem that modified repetition merely exists in contrast to 
exact repetition in producing "new material (motive forms) for 
-
subsequent use" (Ibid) ,of which two kinds exist: local variants 
and developing variations. The former involve only "changes of 
subordinate meaning, which have no special consequences, ... only 
the local effect of an embellishment." B The latter are of much 
greater significance to Schoenberg in view of their longer-term 
consequences. Hence "in the succession of motive-forms produced 
through the variation of a basic motive, there is something which 
can be compared to development, to growth" (Ibid). The distinction 
between these two methods emerges clearly in the course of 
Schoenberg1s copious illustrations of motivic transformation and of 
the connection of motive-forms into phrases and, subsequently, i:nto 
entire themes. The term developing variation has, however, broader 
connotations, and, since it never receives a thorough explanation 
requires further elaboration at this point. 
In general terms developing variation indicates a disttnction 
between the role of the motive in the"melodic-harmonic style of the 
Classic and Romantic periods" and its role in the contrapuntal style 
of the preceding periods. This distinction is touched upon several 
times and expressed most clearly in PEC. "One can consider 
imitation as the first step in connecting voices with each other by 
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means other than those permitted by harmony. It is probably the first 
step toward working with motives too. However, whatever imitation may 
have meant to those composers who introduced this procedure into 
their music, it differs essentially from the employment of the 
motive in homophonic music. Repetition and motivic variations, 
leading to the creation of new motive forms which admit of connection, 
produce the material of homophonicmusic. For this reason I call this 
style the style of developing variation. In contrapuntal composition, 
on the other hand, motivic variation appears but rarely, and then 
its purpose is never that of producing new motivic forms. The types 
of motivic variation which are admissible here, such as the comes 
in fugue, and augmentation, dimoi nution, and inversion, do not 
aim at development (PEe 155) but only at producing variety of sound 
by the changing of mutual relationships. II He states further, elsewhere, 
"In Bach's time contrapuntal art, i.e. the art of producing every 
audible figure from a single one, had reached such a pitch thatin it 
the transition to a different kind of art is already beginning. 
Henceforth, the art would be to subject these figures themselves to 
variation, it no longer being enough to juxtapose them, but rather 
to show how one gives rise to the other: simultaneously there began 
a different disposition of musical space: composers began to write 
a principal part, something there had never been before." (21 171) 
In addition to the short-term role in the building of themes, 
Schoenberg also seems to indicate that this method has longer-
term significance for him. "Music of the homophonic-melodic 
style of composition ... produces its material by, as I call it, 
developing variation. This means that variation of the features of 
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a basic unit produces all the thematic formulations which provide 
for fluency, contrasts, variety, logic and unity on the one hand, 
and character, mood, expression, and every needed differentiation, 
on the other - thus elaborating the idea of the piece". (g 397) 
~eveloping variation can therefore be seen as the means by which 
the Grundgestalt is realized in an entire composition, a subject 
which will be dealt with in Section Four in connection with formal 
relationships. Despite its central importance in his thought, it 
is interesting to note the late appearance of the term developing 
variation. The first dated reference seems to be in 1946 and the 
term is conspicuously absent from MBC of 1942. Prior to this, 
Schoenberg spoke in more general terms of the connection and 
development of motives and motive-forms. 
In the evolution of developed rather than embellished motive-
forms, Schoenberg allows variation of "rhythm, interval, hat:mony 
and contour", (FMC 9) and the combination of these, dependent 
upon compositional purposes, with the proviso that "such changes 
must not produce a motive-form too foreign to the basic motive". 
(Ibid) Schoenberg demonstrates the creation of rhythmic and 
intervallic variants through six methods in each case, Rhythm 
may be changed by modification of length, by r~petition of 
individual notes or entire rhythms, by shifting of accent, by 
addition of upbeats and, occasionally, by change of metre. 
Intervals may be varied by "changing the original order or dire7tion 
of the notes, by addition or omission of intervals, by filling up 
intervals with ancillary notes, by reduction through omission or 
condensation, by repetition of feptures (or) by shifting features 
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to other beats. (FMC 10) The precise relevance of changes of 
harmony and melody is not,however, as clear. Harmony may be changed 
by lithe use of inversions, by additions at the end, by insertions 
in the middle and by substitution of a different chord. Melody 
is adapted to these changes by transpo~tion, by addition of passing 
harmonies and by the 'semi-contrapuntal' treatment of the accompani-
ment". (Ibid). Harmony does not affect the variation of the motive 
as such, while the only specifically 'melodic' category is trans-
position. Despite his concern for coherence, however, Schoenberg's 
motive forms achieve a remarkable degree of independence from 
their models, coherent only through the process of developing 
variation and indicating the immense scope for variety offered by 
this concept. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 5 ) 
Schoenberg's emphasis on motivic unity 'led him to draw a 
distinction between two types of thematic structure, termed by him 
period, and sentence, which further reflects the distinction noted 
between periodic and organic considerations. This distinction, 
greatly stressed in FMC, is first apparent in MBC in 1942. Of 
these two types, the period is considered by Schoenberg as the 
less unified, including in his view a smaller percentage of 
'classical themes' and an even smaller percentage of themes 
by 'romantic composers'. 
"The period differs from the sentence in the postponement of 
the repetition. The first phrase is not repeated immediately~ 
but united with more remote, (contrasting) motive-forms, to . 
constitute the first half of the period, the antecedent. After 
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this contrast repetition can no longer be postponed without 
endangering comprehensibility. Thus the second half, the consequent 
is constructed as a kind of repetition of the antecedent .. ~i( FMC 2~ 
The antecedent ends, in most examples, on ~, although a conclusion 
on 1 is possible. The consequent usually ends on 1, ~ or 1Il, 
dependent, as Schoenberg explains elsewhere, upon its role in a 
complete section. The only necessary variation between antecedent 
and conseguent is in the final cadence, which" even if it leads to 
the same degree, will have to-be different ... " ...•. "Generally one 
or two measures of the beginning will be retained, sometimes with 
more or less variation ... 11 (Ibid) The only scope for contrast in 
this form exists in the continuation of-the antecedent, in bars 
3 and 4. Schoenberg outlines several methods of continuation. 
The first involves his concept of the tendency of the smallest notes, 
in which II ••• the smallest notes in any segment of a piece, even in 
a motive or motive-form, have an influence on the continuation which 
can be' compared to the momentum of acceleration in a falling body: 
the longer the movement lasts, the faster it becomes ll (FMC 27). By 
the same token, an equally coherent continuation can be achieved 
through a IIdecrease of smaller notes, in which case the motive-form 
appears to be a reduction" (Ibid). In both of these methods, however, 
the opportunities for variation are greatly limited and many of 
his examples merely confirm the relationship of antecedent and 
consequent. In cases where lithe coherence between the basic motive-
forms and the more remote derivatives in m. 3-4 is not quite . 
obvious, a connective may bridge the gap ... 11 A connective may be 
an entire motive-form or simply an upbeat rhythm, with no intervallic 
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relationship. (FMC 28). 
Variation of the conseguent is primarily associated in Schoenberg's 
examples with the final cadence, the melody adopting a cadence contour 
which usually contrasts with what precedes it. liThe melody parallels 
the changes in harmony, obeying the tendency of the smallest notes 
(like an accelerando) or, on the contrary, contradicting the 
tendency by employing longer notes (like a ritardando)" (FMC 29), 
though the former is more common. Significant in cadence contour 
is the reduction of "characteristic features (which demand 
" continuation) to uncharacteristic ones (FMC 30). This process, frequently 
stressed by Schoenberg in different contexts, is termed by him the 
liguidationof motival obligations,which provides "effective 
delimitation of the structure". (Ibid) This important concept 
is already clearly present in the Gedanke Manuscript, where 
Schoenberg refers to the liquidation of the "obligations of the 
former Gestalten";4 however, since the Gestalt is generally 
considered a larger entity than a motive, one can see the 
principle as being applied with greater intensity in his later 
thought. Viewed overall, Schoenberg regards the most important 
element in preserving a relationship between antecedent and 
conseguent to be rhythm, wh i ch II allows extens i ve changes in the 
melodic contour", (Ibid) confirmed in his examples. A less 
radical method of variation is through changes in harmonic 
detail, whether merely variations in chord position, or, 
more significantly, in progression. 
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Schoenberg regards the sentence form as a higher form of 
construction because of its greater capacity for development. 
lilt not only makes a statement of an idea, but at once starts a 
kind of development. Since development is the driving force of 
musical construction, to begin it at once indicates forethought". 
(~58). In comparison with the period "it is used much in 
leading themes of sonatas, symphonies, etc., {although} it ;s 
applicable also to smaller forms" (Ibid). The structure in which 
contrast ;s immediately introduced in bars 3-4 represents a lower 
form of organization since it leads to the need for a restatement 
of the original in the interests of coherence; this inevitably 
inhibits its continual growth. By comparison, a simple or 
slightly varied repetition lays the basis for continuous growth 
from that point. Schoenbergls earlier statement that "an 
immediate repetition is the' simplest solution" (21) to thematic 
organization seems to contradict the above view of sentence 
structure as requiring forethought. Of the different methods of 
variation of the continuation in bars 3 and 4 which Schoenberg 
outlines, the most important is that described as'the dominant forml, 
which refers to the relationship of the second to the first phrase, 
analogous to that of dux and comes in fugue. The transposition 
may present the model exactly or change details of its melodic 
contour while retaining its rhythm. In contrast, the consequent 
subjects the material of the antecedent to far-reaching changes. 
liThe technique to be applied in the continuation is a kind of 
development, comparable in some respects to the condensing 
technique of liquidation. Development implies not only growth, 
augmentation, extension and expansion, but also reduction, 
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condensation and intensification" (58). As shown, the process of 
liquidation removes characteristic features and the consequent may 
accordingly reveal progressive transformation of the motives. 
It is to be noted that Schoenberg does not systematically illust-
rate the progressive evolution of fresh motive-forms in the consequent; 
his discussion of 'the connection of motive-forms', (16) is actually 
concerned with variation of the motive as a retained whole, or with 
transposition or juxtaposition, rather than progressive development. 
Although Schoenberg's example~ illustrate a wide range of 
irregularitie50f length and internal relationship in the consequent 
he rarely relates them to any conceptual notions of development 
analogous to the concepts of period and sentence. In the absence 
of a theoretical model for the application of developing variation 
in the consequent of a sentence, or higher forms, the subject 
must be co'nsidered subsequently, in direct r~lation to his few 
examples. 
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Schoenberg's ideas can be placed in broader perspective through 
reference to those of other theorists. Whilst his distinction between 
the structures of the period and sentence and his stress on developing 
variation distinguish his views in this field, they none the less 
stand in clear succession to certain 19th Century writings. The 
concept of the moti ve, whi ch arose in the 18th Century, recei ved 
increasing emphasis in the 19th Century, partly as a consequence 
of the analysis of Beethoven's music, and is greatly stressed in 
the most thoroughgoing theory of musical form before Riemann, that 
of Marx, which appeared from 1837-47, Indeed, there is an 
obvious relationship between the views of Schoenberg and Marx 
both as regards the nature of the motive and, especially, its use. 
Marx similarly states that the motive can be of the simplest 
nature, drawing on cine of Schoenberg's favourite examples for 
illustration, the opening of Beethoven"s 'Fifth SYmphony (See ~ 
161 and FMC 11). "Compositions of the highest quality have arisen 
from the most apparently limited motives ... but it is the use 
which creates the work of art and on which its value depends". 6 
Though only briefly illustrated, Marx's systematic treatment of 
the variation of a motive through repetition, transposition, 
inversion, augmentation and diminution, as well as other methods 
introduced subsequently, anticipates Schoenberg. It is not 
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insignificant that Schoenberg mentioned Marx's book in the list of 
theoretical writings with which he was acquainted in his letter to 
Leichentritt of December 3rd 1938. (Letters 207). 
However, this list omits any reference to Riemann, whose 
concept of the motive was the most highly developed at the time of 
Schoenberg's early work. Schoenbergs theory shows little of Riemann's 
concern for the dynamic properties and quality of energy of the motive,7 
rather developing Marx's idea through a much more rigorous examination 
of a wider repertory of works of greater motivic interest. It is to be 
regretted that, despite his great emphasis on the concept of 
'durchbrochene-Arbeit',8 Riemann gives little attention to Brahms's 
thematic work in general. Despite the prominence of this feature 
in Brahms, Schoenberg was alone in revealing its scope and he has been 
the primary spur to the great emphasis on this feature in the 
discussion of Brahms's work since the Second War. In this context 
it is interesting to note Nelson's recollection of Schoenberg's 
comment concerni ng the term I themati sche Arbeit I. "Schoenberg once 
told me that in his opinion a better term to designate the 
development of theme motives would be 'motivisiche-Arbeit', for by 
using it the name 'thematische-Arbeit ' could be reserved for the 
manipulation of complete themes, such as occurs in the overture 
to Wagner's Die Meistersinger." 9 Schoenberg elsewhere clarifies 
'manipulation ' as meaning "combination of superimposed themes"; 
and the reference obviously applied to the beginning of the 
recapitulation. 
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Despite Schoenberg's obvious interest in the dist~rbance of the practice 
form of eight bars by extension, elision and so forth, he obviously had 
no time for Riemann's theories. One short draft, written in response 
to an article on Riemann's theory of metre and accent, is titled 
ISource Poisoner Riemann';o a view reiterated in the short article 
'Phrasing ' (1931), which contrasts "Riemann's kind of nonsense" with 
Schenker's critical work on phrasing, insisting rather that "phrasing 
must be shaped so as to make the motivic structure clear". (g 347} 
If Schoenberg stands in a direct historital succession as regards 
his attitudes to pitch relationships, he shows a striking lack of 
interest in rhythmical relationships. The important Aristoxenian 
theory of rhythm,ll on which most rhythmic analysis was based 
in the late 19th Century, arises only incidentally in connection with 
Brahms's allegiance to poetical metre in the course of 'Brahms the 
Progressive ' , (SI 418-422) and, though passing references are made 
to rhythmical matters, he clearly had no conceptual 
interest in the subject; all his interest centred on the 
phrase structure of a single line. These omissions are particularly 
• 
significant in helping to characterizeSchoenberg'sattitude towards 
Brahms, since rhythmic complexity and ambiguity are the areas most 
strongly emphasized by analysts of Brahms contemporary with and 
preceding him. Thus, Guido Adler, writing a centenary essay less 
celebrated than that of Schoenberg, states "With rhythm, in short, 
Brahms allowed himself greater liberties than with other style -
elements", stressing, in addition to the irregularities of phrasing 
which interested Schoenberg, "simultaneous combinations of divergent 
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metres in different voices; {mixtures of} binary and ternary rhythms 
(6/8 and 3/4 for example), hemiolae .... , indeed, {the} use of two 
different va~eties side by side or one above the other 1112 That 
Schoenberg would have acknowledged these and other points which relate 
to his interest in phrasing seems clear from the comment which appears 
in 'Criteria for the Evaluation of Music' ... : "When Brahms demanded 
that one hand of the pianist played twos or fours while the other 
played threes, people disliked this and said it made them seasick. 
But this was probably the start of the polyrhythmic structure of 
many contemporary scores". (SI 131). However, he had insufficient 
interest to pursue the point further and makes no reference to it 
when arguing the case for Brahms's 'progressiveness' in the Brahms 
article. Adler's points are repeated by many other writers and 
more original observations made, for example by Riemann;13 in 
general terms it can be suggested that commentators of Brahms's 
generation tended to see the primary stimulus of cross-rhythms and 
rela~ed features as lying in his studies of earlier music, as, for 
example, Phillip Spitta,l~ who ascribed Brahms's hemiolas to his 
study of SchUtz, whereas later writers accepted the features as innate, 




THEMATIC PROCESS AND STRUCTURE IN 
BRAHMS 
Schoenberg's writings on Brahms place more significant emphasis 
on his approach to Thematic Process than on that to Themati'c 
Structure. Whilst comprehensive, his treatment of the latter 
is of a much less original nature, even drawing on examples by 
previous analysts of Brahms, though far exceeding them in scope 
of illustration. As with his discussion of Harmony. and Tonality, 
Schoenberg draws a distinction between the methods of Brahms 
and Wagner, observing Brahms's interest in motivic evolution, 
particularly in developing variation and Wagner's emphasis 
on sequence in thematic structure. However, i·n this case 
he does not seek to present them as of equal importance in the 
development of musical language. Although he refers to their comple-
mentary influence on his early works, he regards ,ieveloping variation 
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as a superior method and it emerges as the dominant concept in his 
view of the historical evolution of thematic processes. Moreover 
Schoenberg appears to have seen Brahms as the most distinctive 
exponent of this method and there are, moreover, grounds for 
regarding it as having arisen directly from his study of this 
composer. Not only are his examples from the repertory, albeit few, 
largely drawn from Brahms, but Schoenberg specifically refers on one 
occasion to IIBrahms's technique of developing variation - as I 
call it ll (SI 80) I shall therefore define this concept through 
reference to these examples and place them in perspective through 
comparison with others, from Brahms himself as from other composers. 
Schoenberg directs attention to the motivic structure of five 
Brahms themes, namely: the second subject of the 'Cello Sonata, 
op 38-1; the first subject of the 'Cello Sonata, op 99 - 1; the 
first subject of the String Quartet op 51/2 - 11; the first theme of the 
song oe 123/3 ('a Tod, wie bitter bist du'); the first subject of 
the Fourth Symphony op. 98/1. Although only one of these themes 
is specifically described as employing developing variation, the 
others can justifiably be included in this category, as will be 
shown. The single example so described, from op 38-1, provides 
the natural starting point for discussion because, as Schoenberg states, 
it provides a particularly clear illustration of the method. The theme 
appears in FMC as an example of the most advanced form of sentence 
structure, that exhibiting continuous development}and can hardly be 
related to the other examples he provides. II{It} has little in conmon 
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with the practice form except for the repetitions of smaller segments 
(m 5,6) and the cadential process, in which the one-measure phrases of 
ffi. 3 and 4 are reduced to half-measure residues in m. 7-8" (n!~._g): 
Schoenberg states of thi s theme that II a 11 the mot'i ve~for:ms and 
phrases ... develop gradually out of the first three notes, or perhaps 
even out of the fi rs t tvlO notes II (Ibid), This comment i::. not really clear 
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in that he only seems to regard notes 1-2 as his basis (a); the three-
note group is significant only in containing notes 2-3 (c), which are 
important later. Whilst the theme grows progressively from its 
opening interval, there is considerable scope in the methods 
employed as between bars 1-2 and 3-8. The initial variants are 
clear, produced by (1) extension, (b); (2) rhythmic variation, (b); 
(3) variation of the intervallic shape of an existing rhythm, (b 1 ), 
t.he falling third being extended upwards. Of these methods, (2) and 
(3) are derived from the categories given in FMC (10), although not 
(1), whi ch extends the model rather than varying its existing 
features. (Although Schoenberg does not distinguish the rhythmic 
variant from its model, terming both (b), it~hould be so distinguished 
according to his examples in FMC). These variants are, however, 
with -
simple comparedl(cl), which takes not only the rhythm, rather than 
the interval, of (c) as its basis, but i:s derived from a seemingly 
incidental interval, that which links the fi~st two statements of (a). 
This more abstract kind of derivation finds no model in FMC, though 
it is highly significant in the present examples. An alternative 
explanation would regard (c) as arising as a counterpoint to the 
motive (b), now in the right hand of the piano at the end of its 
imitations; however, Schoenberg does not admit contrapuntal 
relationships as an aspect of developing variation, which is confined 
to single lines. 
As with its origin, the subsequent development of (c) is very 
free in relation to the preceding variants, progressing from a rising 
minor second to a falling diminishec fifth, rising fourth to falling 
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octave. Bars 5-8 are clearer in their motivic relationships. (c 5 ) 
restates (c l ), being extended to produce (d 1 ) and (e l ), the repetition 
of this bar providing an obvious example of a local variant, whilst 
the closing motives r;? _9) expand the Y"ising (now major) second to 
a fifth. As with the derivation of (c) however, Schoenberg's 
derivation of (d 1 ) - as a filling-in of the first'(d) in bar 1 _ 
appears very abstract, justified only by, the fact that (d) 'is the 
only rising third to which (d 1 ) may be related as a filled interval 
in accordance v.J1th his principles in FfvlC; accord'ing to the 
,variat'ion of (a), however, it can as wen be seen as an .extension 
, Schoenberg does not present the op 99 theme as an example of 
diE,veloping variation, the date of his analysis being too early 
(1931). However, his stress on the speed of the theme's evolution 
and his comparison with his own themes which "employ constant 
variat'jons, hardly ever repeat anything unaltered {and} jump 
qU'ickly to the remoter stages of development" 1 ? relates it 
clearly to the pt'evious example. Although Schoenberg does not 
analyse the motivic pt'operties of the theme itself, they can be 
id£mt'ified on the model of his analysis of the .2E...]§. theme, as in 
my example: 
- 12[; "' 
Het'8 aga"in, everyUring grovlsfromthe f"irst mot"ive (a)~ onC8 
more the "interva1 of the Y"ising fourth. 'HO\<Jever~ there are novi t\,!O 
intE:rval'!ic l\Iodels~ the second (b) using thf:! Y'hythm of the f"irst. 
Though the intervallic var"iation of u retll,"inE.'d rhythm 'is analogous 
\'lith the deri va t"i on of (c) "j n the ~E._}£.~' theme, it; s hete used ina 
much more natura"' manneY", since the Ii!odel is a cl"is'crete f(>aturE!$ 
not a connect; ve behleen featUY'cs. Both mot'ives are developed to 
pr'oc!uce the theme. The "latter (b) b(~gets i1 dOv!mAJal'd ext(~nsion of 
a third (c) to creute the phrase (d) - analogolls to the upvJard 
extension of (I thil~d (d) in the '<2l.?_~~ theme, The motive:-forms (f), 
(/) and (f1.) c):tend the opening interval (a) upvJarc!s to -include 
. 
. anothel~ ri S"j ng fourth. 
Although Schoenberg does not label these obvious links~ he 
does direct attention to a feature which, like the derivation of 
I 
the m(lt"ivcs (c) and (d) in the previous example~ seems of an 
abst}~()ct nature. He argues that the opening fourth is invetted 
to ~ fifth by the .. process v.Jhich he shows, evidence of its rapid 
. 
evolution. He state:~ lIits motiv;c evolution is very diff-icult 
for the ear to trace, without the help of the written page. It 
;s only there that one sees that the opening fourth is inverted 
; nto a fifthll: 
) 
Schoenberg does not point out that the process which he illustrates can 
only be seen if the -interval of the· fifth in bar 3 -is played in retrograde 
. without the intervening rest. 
Whilst obscure, this relationship confirms the extent of Schoenberg's 
emphasis on -inter'vallie relationships vJithin themes as against other', 
more obvious, rhythmic and harmonic factors~ a tendency only suggested 
in the presentation of his examples -in FMC. Th-is tendency is 
further confirmed in the much better known analyses in 'Brahms the 
Progressive ' ~ from _op. 51/2 - 1 B.nd £P~lLl~ which ur~ dominated 
by interval lie considerations. 
As with the prevjous example, these are not presented as 
·illustrations of developing variation. They occur in the context of 
mus; c~1-.2r.93e, a te\~m whi ch, though not hi sown, 18 Schoenberg used 
frequently and to which he attached greau signTficance; it could 
as well apply to the ER 99 theme. He describes musical Q~ as 
providing "a direct and straightfoY'VJ3}'d presentation of ideas, 
wi thout any pa tchvwrk, without mere paddi ng and empty repetiti ons /I • 
- intended for lIupper class minds" - "not only doing v/hat gralllmar 
and idiom require, but, in other respects lending to every sentence 
the full pregnancy of meaning of a mdxim~ of a proverb, of 
an aphorism". (SI 5151. He ill ustrates musical pro.:;~ through 
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reference to the transition section of Mozart's String Quartet 
K. 421 - 1, which employs "nine little phrases varying in size and 
character within no more than eight measures" (Ibid) and specifies 
that musical prose means "perfect independence from formal 
synmetry" (SI 416), (though not _ thereby from regul ar numbers of 
bars). Aithough musical prose is not of necessity synonymous with 
developing variation, since one can construct irregular, prose-like 
units which do not grow progressively it seems very likely that 
a prose-like structure will arise through this process; the Mozart 
example certainly provides evidence of this association. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 6 
Since the Brahms examples give even greater evidence of organic 
growth, they can be taken as illustrative of developing variation 
and related to those preceding, especially since they are themes, 
rather than transitional passages. 
In these themes, Schoenberg sees tne entire evolution as 
grounded in a single interval. The song '0 Tod, wie bitter bist 
du' relates most closely to his model example, the op 38 theme, 
in beginning with a single interval, rather than the combination 
an interval with its inversion, or a variant, as in the op 51/2 and 
op 99 themes:. 
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ge- dcnkct cin lI1cnsch, der 
-r:f-
/ 
====---===1==----===__ _-==-_ ~_ _ 
( 
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gu •. tc __ Ta·ge und ge·nug hal und oh - I1C_. Sor - gc_ lc - bet 
• ~_ 7111 phrase 
~--:::::::::;---, r-- __ --.. __ _ 
~~;r t~, t ,~~:.~rf~~~~f-=F~~=- --= ~• \lUd dem es wohl geh: in al - .len ,_ Din- g~~ und noch wohl cs - sen mag~ '_._- - '£=-l¥!'~ -~ ~ 
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Schoenberg sees the initial interval (a) as subject to transposition, 
inversion (melodic and harmonic), extension and filling-in, procedures 
observed earlier, though not collectively within a single theme, nor 
applied to a single interval. Hence Phrase 1 comprises two statements 
of the interval (a), the second a downward transposition. Schoenberg's 
description of this phrase as consisting of a succession of three 
thirds is, however, unclear, since he only so marks the first and 
third; his view can, however, be clarified through reference to the 
imitation in the piano part,where the motive (a) is included across 
the rest. This view of a motive as connecting two motives bears 
obvious relation to the previous examples, the derivation of 
(c) in the op 38 theme, and the identification of the fifth as an 
inversion of (a) in the op 99 theme. Phrase 2 comprises the 
inversion of (a), (b), extended by the restatement of (a) with an 
interpolated note, to create motive (c). Whilst the process of 
extension in the second phrase relates directly to the comparable 
part of the op 99 theme, creating the same accentual displacement 
of the following phrase, the interval involved is not new, as in 
that case, but the basic third, filled in. Phrase 3 presents a 
sequence of the second with yet another extension involving the 
original inverted third (a) and (b). Schoenberg sees the opening 
of the fourth and fifth phrases as dominated by the harmonic 
inversion of the falling third, the rising sixths E-C and 0-8, 
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with the falling thirds dominating the continuation at the different 
levels of minim and quaver, the filling process reaching a climax 
in the final phrase. He regards the harmonic inversion in phrase 4 
as constituting a variation of phrase 1, supporting this view 
through reference to the retained canonic relation between voice and 
piano. A further, longer term, influence of the third is identified 
in the sequence of phrase 4and in the relation of the bass of phrases 
5 and 6 and part of 7, although these features lie outside consid-
erations of either developing variation or musical prose. Not merely 
is the sixth phrase shown as an upward transposition of the fifth, 
founded on the bass movement G-8, but the seventh phrase, whose vocal 
part is newly evolved, begins on the next third D and reaches a 
climax on F sharp as dominant of 8, dominant of E minor. Furthermore, 
within this large movement, Schoenberg draws attention to the 
influence of the original succession of falling thirds, extended in 
bar 10 to six steps according to his interpretation of the implied 
bass. The vocal part reveals the same permeating influence of the 
third established with passing and auxiliary notes, thus intensifying 
the innovations of the fourth phrase. The role of the inversion 
of the falling third to rising sixth is again strongly-stressed 
in Schoenberg's analysis of the close of the song in the major mode. 
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Schoenbel'g dl'aws attention to the close relation between the 
opening of this th.eme and that which opens the fourth ~vlTlphony, 
(S1 431) pointing to the common use of tile "structural un"it of the 
interval of the th"ird." He illustrates the point more fully in the 
context of the motive in FMC showing that bars 1-8, the first 
sentence, are built from a series of descending thirds, though 
obscured by the use of harmonic inversion, followed by a series 
of ascend'ing thirds, including octave displacement (fMCJJJ. 
Although this sentence is certainly the most interva"llical"ly 
economical of all those he cites, it is not of great interest as 
regards ~evel"9J?jng v~riation, because th~ motive-forms do not evolve 
progressively. Since, however, harmonic inversion does appear to 
class as a modified vari_ant in Schoenberg's e>:amples in FMC ClQ)5 
exact_repetitions being illustrated through the melodic inversion, 
retrograde and retrograde inversion of this same sentence (FMC 11), 
it must be classed as developmental. In view of the fact that 
this1iheme occupies such an interesting position, its remarkable inter-
vallie economy precluding development compal'able \lJith that in the 
previous examples, it is to be regretted that Schoenberg does not 
discuss it further in either of these sources. 
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The op 51/2 theme is the most concentrated of Schoenberg's examplos 
since it combines a strong sense of growth \'lith a remarkable intervallic 
economy: (SI 430 - 1) 
--' 
. ~- ~ 








Schoenberg regards it as containing lIexclusively motive-fonus 
which can be explained as derivatives of the interval of a second 
{a)lI. Hence, phrase 1, consists of (a) plus its rhythmically 
varied inversion (b). Phrase 2 combines two statements of (b) in 
descent to produce (e) with the motive (d) which is derived from 
phrase 1 {the second note of (a) plus (b». Phrase 3 contains 
(c) twice ( e1 , eZ ), the second statement transposed upwards. 
Phrase 4 is lIa transformed transposition of (C)II, with rhythmic 
variation and beginning a tone higher. Phrase 5 IIthough it looks 
like a variant of the preceding phrase, merelj contains (c)~ 
Phrase 6,lI cons isting of (c) (d) and (b), contains a chromatic 
connective B sharp, which could be considered as the second note 
of a form of (a). This B sharp is the only note in the whole theme 
whose derivation can be contested. 1I Schoenberg's reservations about 
this note obviously concern its chromatic character. The only 
other accidental in the theme, 0 sharp, relates clearly to the 
dominant region which is temporarily established at bar 5, whereas 
the B sharp is merely a chromatic passing note from dominant 
to tonic harmony. Since, however, no reference is made to 
harmony in the analysis, the objection is not really clear; the 
relationship to (a) is as justified here as in any other case, 
although it is perhaps more important that the interval B sharp 
to C sharp should be so identified by analogy with the preceding 
treatment of phrase connection. 
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Whilst the intervallic economy is striking here, it is again 
the nature of the relationships which Schoenberg perceives between 
and within phrases which commands greatest intere9t,notably the 
derivations of the connectives (d) and (f), and the identification 
of common content between phrases. The derivation of (d) stands 
in succession to that of (c) in the op 38 theme. Here again a 
motive is derived not from within a porase, but from between phrases. 
Hence, (a) is seen not merely as part of phrase 1, (c), but as 
a connective between phrases 1 and 2. Though Schoenberg does not 
identify it, the same principle is applied between phrases 2 and 3. 
Schoenberg's capacity for observing abstract relationships is 
particularly demonstrated here, since he shows the presence of (d) 
across a rest in preference to pointing out the much more obvious 
connection between the phrases: namely that Brahms takes the end 
of phrase 1 as the beginning of phrase 2, and likewise in phrases 
2 and 3. This process may perhaps be seen as varied in the rest 
of the theme, phrase 4 beginning with a transposed second (though 
expanded), phrase 5 with an inversion of the preceding falling 
fourth. Schoenberg sees the connective (f) between motives 
(c) and (d) in phrase 2 as "abstracted from (e), in inversion". 
Thus, even the seemingly incidental leap which connects (e) and 
(d) is structurally related to what precedes it and to its 
subsequent appearances, the latter a matter of some importance 
to Schoenberg in view of the regular recurrence of the interval 
within and between phrases, in both original and inverted forms. 
(f, fI, f2, f3, ). 
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Since it is not my purpose to criticize Schoenberg's analytical 
method as such, but rather to discuss its nature, the numerous 
queries raised by these examples must be passed over with a few 
general comments. The features already questioned, as well as 
many others, point to a general obsession with the explanation of 
the origin of every motive and interval, with the desire to prove 
that every theme which he cites is completely 'unified'. To this 
end Schoenberg ignores the rhythmic and harmonic factors wnich 
would serve to place one motive in a more important position than 
another. Even considered in purely melodic terms, longer-term 
considerations of linear progression are virtually ignored, in 
favour of surface detail. The op 51/2 analysis particularly 
serves to illuminate some of these points. Schoenberg's derivation 
of motive (f) invites obvious challenge, for example. If we view 
the harmonic structure as an equally powerful force in the 
conception, then Brahms's desire to return to the tonic at bar 3 
only leaves him with the notes of the A tri.ad from which to proceed, 
and the choice of the tonic or fifth is open, given that the major 
third, C sharp, is already present in the bass and therefore 
unsuitable. Each of the subsequent appearances of the fourth can 
also be explained in terms of the underlying harmony. In the 
third phrase the leap is necessitated by the harmonic 
progression towards the halfway cadence on the dominant, given 
the desire for sequential intensification towards this cadence. 
The fourth in bar 5 can be seen as arising from the need to reach 
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D sharp as the third of the implied B chord, consistent with the motivic 
requirements of (b) at this point. The rising fourth in bar 6 reaches 
its harmony note A. directly. The falling fourths 6f bars 6 and 7 are 
merely arpeggiations to articulate the chord. The abstraction of 
the fourth also takes no account of rhythmic factors. If the rising 
fourth could be shown to have derived directly from (e) by a visible 
process of inversion involving the whole motive, of which it could then 
be seen as a diminution, this view' might be acceptable. As it stands, 
the view ascribes a relationship to an interval which lasts only 
one fifth the length of its supposed model. 
Schoenberg's failure to consider rhythmic factors in assessing 
the derivation of the rising fourth is reflected throughout. He 
gives no consideration to the basic time units of the theme and their 
remarkable economy. Schoenberg's pOints could all stand in relation 
to. a theme of much greater rhythmic variety, which would not possess 
the same interest. Concomitant with the intervallic evolution is 
the evolution of time units, involving progressive diminution of 
values to create the basic material. Hence, the second interval 
(b) is a diminution of the first interval (a). From the moment 
of this derivation, the basic pattern of minim - dotted crotchet 
never recurs. The downward extension" of (b) in the second phrase 
involves a diminution to quavers. The next stage of generation, 
the triplet figure in phrase 4, is a further variant of the basic 
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motive; as Schoenberg's intervallic analysis shows, the diminution to 
tripletsmay also influence the shortening of the phrase to four 
crotchet beats which, with its repetition in the following phrase, 
imparts the only variety to otherwise constant, though internally 
irregular, 6 pulse phrases. When Schoenberg comes later to discuss 
the basic phrase lengths of the theme, he merely concerns himself 
with the end result, stressing the avoidance of main beats at phrase 
openings and metrical shifts. In demonstrating how a less resource-
ful composer might have treated the material, he completely 
removes the element of connecti on, yet s till makes no comment on 
its absence: (435) 
~n,> $ I J 
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In summary, therefore, Schoenberg can be regarded as having 
identified three basic applications of developing variation in the 
Brahms themes. In Type 1, the most fundamental method, a series of 
closely related motive-forms is stated at the original pitch, as in 
the opening of the op. 38 theme. Type 2, which also retains 
intervallic identity, applies inversion (harmonic or melodic) and 
transposition as well as repetition to the basic interval, deriving 
all its material by these methods, as in the opp. 51/2, 98 and 121/3 
themes. Type 3 applies new intervals to eXisting rhythms, as in 
the latter part of the op 38 andop 99 themes. Of these methods, ~ 
1 is the least flexible, Type 3 the most flexible. Viewed overall, 
Type 2, is the most commonly employed method in the Brahms examples. 
Within these basic outlines"Schoenberg stresses certain devices as 
particularly characteristic of Brahms, namely: the extension of length 
through varied repetition, often creating accentual shifts; the 
repetition of features from one phrase in another, notably the 
repetition of the end of a phrase at the beginning of the next; the 
abstraction of connective intervals from previous elements . 
• 
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In setting Schoenberg's observations in a broader perspective, 
it is necessary to consider the balance, of his approach, both with 
regard to Brahms's themes themselves and their relation to those of other 
composers. It is in the first place, essential to ask to what extent 
the features which he observes as characteristic of Brahms are 
equally apparent in a broader selection of examples; second, to 
what extent Brahms's methods are distinct from those of other 
composers cited in this context by Schoenberg. 
Whilst a thorough assessment of typicality lies outside the 
scope of the present study, it seems clear that Schoenberg's 
examples lay greater stress on Brahms's later rather than earlier 
thematic methods, in which his motivic working was at its most 
concentrated. Thus, the example from op. 121/3 has clear relations 
both with the set as a whole and with other works of this, the 
final period, 1891 - 7. However, it is also apparent that the 
example stands out in its degree of both intervallic economy 
and irregularity of phrasing. Whilst, for example, the preceding 
song op 121/2 is also based on the falling third, it produces 
fewer derivatives, avoiding the prominent use of inversion, and 
is less interesting in its phrasing. 
APPENDIX EXAMPLE 7 ) 
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The contrast of method becomes much wider in respect of the 
op 51/2 theme. Whilst intervallic economy is characteristic of Brahms's 
themes throughout his life, the intervallic unity of the parallel move-
ments of the other string quartets , both completed in this period, 
though manifest,(rising and falling seconds in op 51/1, rising and 
falling thirds in op 67})does not appear through as developmental 
a process. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 8) 
The developing variation whereby each phrase clearly grows 
from, but varies, that which precedes, with consequent effect upon the 
regularity of phrasing, is not present to the same degree here. Though 
the op 51/1 theme reveals this tendency in the extension of its 
second bar, the rest of the theme does not pursue this feature, whilst 
the intervals of the op 67 theme accommodate themselves closely to 
the basic phrasing, appearing as passing rather than structural 
features. These observations apply to other themes of the period, 
many of which show greater stress on rhythmic rather than intervallic 
unity, a feature particularly clear in the quicker themes, where 
more rapid movement places greater emphasis on rhythmic rather 
than intervallic unity, as for example in op 67-111: op 51/1 - 1 
and]y, examples which relate rather to the third type of developing 
variation, as exemplified in the op 38 and op 99 examples. The 
striking intervallic economy present in the second theme of op 51/2 -1·, 
noted by Rufer as an example of developing variation, may perhaps 
have been inspired by that of the slow movement, whose basic semi-
tone motive it shares: 19 
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That the stimulus for Schoenbet'gl s Brahms analyses, particularly 
of the E.P. 51/2 theme, did not arise solely from the nature of the 
material itself seems clear if his analysis of the latter is compared 
with thnt his own song oR 22/1, 'Seraphita', which was broadcast during 
the period that he was preparing the Brahms essay, in February, 1932. 20 
Schoenberg demonstrates how the principal line is bunt from one basic 
element, the same as the Brahms theme, namely the minor second. It 
is. likewise presented "in orig"irlul and inverted form and inverted by 
octave transposition. Schoenber·g shows the same interest in shape 
rather than interval, accepting variants of the second and the 
third which are added to it, just as he regards the falling major 
second as an ; nvers i on of the ri si ng semitone of the openi ng of the 
g'p 51/1. theme. Although Schoenberg is concerned with two basic 
elements in his own theme., the minor second and minor third, rather 
than one interval, his emphasis on the juxtaposition of these elements 
and their rhythmic variation ~nd combination bears obvious relation 
to his Brahms analyses, though his argument is more convincing, for 
obvious reasons. 
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Ai with his discussion of tonal characteristics Schoenberg's 
case for Brahms's 'progressiveness' in thematic matters is argued 
on the basis of careful selection. In consequence, the choices again 
clearly serve to identify the factOl's which contt'ibuted to the 
evolution of the concepts themselves~ here specifically that of 
E~vr:..~in9. yariat·ion .. The extent to whic.h this concept was identified 
with Brahms can be more fully clarified if comparison is made with 
the few othel' exampl es not by Bra.hms thl~ough \'.Jhi eh Schoenberg 
illustrated the concept; these are from ear'ly Beethoven Piano 
Sonatas, d'iscussed in connect'ion with The ~~ot;ve in H1C. Both 
are, however, worthy of comparison with Brahms since they are based 
on an intervallic motive comprising only one interval in the first 
case and two -in the second. The theme of .2.£..2/3 - ll·is shown as 
developing entirely from the motive G sharp-F sharp by means of 
rhythmic variation "combined \'lith transposit'ions and change of 
di rection li : CF~'~ll) 
that of 
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_Q£~_2 ___ -'lll is seen in terms of the motive D-E flat-F rising~ here 
employing embellishment and 'filling in'as well as 'transposition. 
In the first example Schoenberg shows how not merely the basic 
progression of each phrase der'ives from the moUve, but also all the internal 
detail, the new interval mat'ked (b) at'ising as a consequence of the 
varied uses of (a). He allows slightly more freedom in the analysis 
of the second example, permitting the embellishment of the basic 
motive,to stand without,relating its detail to the original, and 
accepting the final motive form (as) as a counterpoint to the 
impl"iE:d basic motive, (a). This contrapuntal derivation can be set 
beside that noted in the .QE....§1/? theme of Brahms as offering an explan-
ation of the fr"ee intel'val1ic derivation stressed' in the £P. 38 
theme. 
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Whilst Schoenberg's analyses reveal the motivic economy of the 
Beethoven themes , however, they can hardly be placed in the same class 
as those of Brahms, since the economy serves decorative rather than 
evolutionary ends. In the first example, the basic motivic progression, 
or its inversion, is merely filled-out with diminished variations, 
hardly progressing in any significant manner by its fourth bar nor 
disturbing its phrasing by this stage1 and moving no further in 
the consequent bars which Schoenberq does not Quote. Although 
the second .example presents greater evidence of growth within its 
first four bars, the prominence of the embellished form, particularly 
in its sequential use in the consequent reveals a process of juxta~ 
position and balancing within a clear framework of phrasing, which 
hardly seems to justify the lengths to which Schoenberg goes in 
explaining the bases of the connections. In contrast, such 
embellishments, or local variants are virtually excluded from the 
Brahms themes in Schoenberg's analyses, which show a steady 
evolution in which each phrase results from the growth of its 
motive, rather than as a filling-out of a pre-c6hceived scheme 
of phrasing, achieving considerable internal irregularity as"a 
resul t. 
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In contrast to the detail with which Schoenberg discusses the 
thematic processes of the preceding themes, his comments on 
Phrase Structure, chiefly in FMC, are all of a passing nature; they 
relate to examples selected merely to illustrate the basic 
conventions of period and sentence structure and the means of 
deviation from them, with no attempt at critical comparison. 
None the less, it is possible, through reference to examples by 
other composers in FMC, to draw some conclusions as to the features 
which most interested him in the, music of Brahms. It is appropriate 
in this context to introduce the various examples of phrase 
structure in songs which are included in 'Brahms the Progressive ' . 
Despite Schoenberg's stress on Brahms's allegiance to the metres 
of these poems in determining their settings, almost all these 
examples show his independence of poetic considerations, revealing 
purely musical means of phrase variation,and can therefore be 
regarded as providing further evidence of his general methods 
and related to the other examples; indeed, the song examples 
emerge from the discussion of instrumental themes which may 
• be similarly added to produce a substantial body for discussion. 
Schoenberg devotes roughly equal attention to period and 
sentence structure in FMC, drawing a wide range of examples from 
18th and 19th Century composers, a core representative of both types 
being formed by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and Brahms. 
Although aiming to show the basic features of phrase relationship~ 
in the practice forms, Schoenberg takes every opportunity to 
stress the means of variation. These deviations may be reduced to 
several recurrent types, all save one illustrating process of 
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extension. The exception ·(the opening of the Overture to Mozart's 
opera Ihe Marriage of Figaro) shows how a sentence of eight bars 
is reduced to seven by the omission of the expected repetition of 
the first bar: 
Examples of extension may be reduced' to four types, in order 
of frequency, involving the following methods: 
1. The insertion of a new motive-form or phrase. 
2. The repetition of a motivc··form or phrase. 
3. The addition of an initial and/or concluding feature. 
4. The augmentation of a motive-form or phrase. 
The Brahms examples in D~C il"lustrate these types as follO\'/s: 
.--" 
·1 . Qp_]8 - 11, fi rs t subj ec:t 
2. .9.p_.38-=-lJ.~ first subje(;t 
3. QE 67 - 11, first.subject, ~~:-ll, first subject. 
4. Op 26 - 11, first subject 
The examples hom 'Brahms the Progl~ess i ve' add as fo 11 ows: 
1. None 
2. Op 18 - 1, second subject 
3. P.l?...18 - 1, first subject; one song 
4. Op 36 - 11, first subject; six songs 
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In relating Brahms's irregular examples to those of other 
composC'rs, the c1 earest di screpenci es of method natura 1'Iy a.ppear in 
'connection with Type 1, of which only one example is given from Brahlns. 
Schoenberg's examples are mainly drawn from Mozart Piano Sonatas and 
illustrate a consistent feature, the insertion of a two-bar, and in 
one ca.se, three-,bar, phrase into the consequent; 'i n three cases 
the i~sertion is in bar 7~B, in o~e case in 5-6. Though these 
insertions involv~ new material however, they each relate to an 
element of the preceding. 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 10) 
This relationship is closest in the two-bar phrases. The 
I<'.J?9.:J.l.l example inserts a figure at 7-8 Hhich varies the 
f'igure at 3-4) retaining its rhythm. In K. 282.:.11and 283 -_ 'L.the nel'': 
matcY'ial is slightly freer, the upbeat figure deriving frorn the 
a·n!.e~9d~nt, in both cas~s, whilst leading to ne\'1 mater·jal in 
.both rhythm and pitch contour. The greatest contrast appears in 
the three-bar insertion of K. 280 - 1 where no features are directly 
ilttl'ibutub1e to the ante~de~t and the insertion itself comprises 
three dist'inct elements, a contrast requiring 'immediate restatement 
for its establishment, thus extend'jng eight bars by six to a total 
of fourteen. 
The Brahms example (~ 78-11) stands in complete contrast, 
employing extension by' only one bar, and that so subtly organized 
motivically that it could well be cited as an example of dev:.~oping, 
variat.ion. Schoenberg merely sees it as an eight-bar theme, 
modified by the insertion of a second motive-form (b) and its 
repe~ition, (b 1), (FMC 62). 
., ' 
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111otive-form (b) can, hO\,/ever, be seen as a varied repet-ition of the close 
of motive-form (a), altered only in respect of the final pitch. The 
basic form of the antecedent would presunlably appear as in my simplif-
ication, where I also give a more predictable version of the 
The upbeat which begins the original version of the consequent 
is perhaps mOrE! determined by the upbeat insertion in the ante~edenJ 
than by the upbeat in the opening of the theme; the quaver of the 
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final phrase of the consequent seems a more likeJy opening and one 
wonders whether Brahms's initial crotchet upbeat was an extension 
of this first thought •. Both 'the insertion and the opening of the 
conseguent follow a similar principle, namely the statement of a 
three-note motive, followed by its diminished and syncopated 
repetition, though this is extended in the conseguent, rather than 
dovetailed, as in the antecedent. These features, taken with the 
"refrain-like recurrence of the opening phrase in m.8-9~ (FMC 62) 
a feature he regards as remarkable, produces the most economica1 
example amongst Brahms's sentencesand, for this reason, falls 
almost outside this classification. According to my model, an 
immediate repetition of the basic opening phrase is to be 
anticipated, followed by free development. 
'Irregularities of Type 2, the repetition of motive-forms 
and phrases, are illustrated through examples by Haydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Schubert and Mendelssohn. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 11) 
Although disturbance by two-bar extension is again common 
(Mozart, Piano Sonata K 333 ~ 1, 7 - 8, Haydn, Piano Sonata, Op 28 - 111, 
5 -6, Mendelssohn, Song op 57/3, 7 - 8) as well as by four bar extension 
(Mozart Piano Sonatas K 280 - 1,9 - 12 and 330 - 1, 9 - 12), a 
significant number of e'xtensions by only one-bar segments is to be 
found, as in Beethoven, String Trio op 8 - 11, Schubert, String Quartet 
op 125/1 - 1, Haydn, String Quartet op 64/4 -1 - 11 and Mozart, 
Piano Sonata K 310 - 1. The most unusual is the Beethoven example, 
which repeats the motive of bar 3 in order to produce an antecedent 
of five bars, further extending the process in the conseguent 
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to produce seven bars. R~petition produces less obvious irregularities 
in the Schubert example. Here bars 2 and -4 are repeated to produce 
a six-bar antecedent. Further repetition, of bars 7-8 in 8-9 establishes 
a four-bar unit \1Jh'ich tequires balancing in otder' to comp'jete the 
consequent, ptoducing a total of fourteen bars. The most economical 
examples al'e from Haydn and Ivloza r t, both only extending from only 





HO'llever, neither d'.Jals the Brahms examples, from .2£_ 18-1 and 5~2 38-1_, 
; n economy, both be-jng buil t frem two di s ti nct moti ves, one of '1,hi eh 
;s repeated to create the extension. In the Haydn example, the material 
is less distinct motivically and in the Mozart example the repeated 
motive only appears in the con.~~guent. 
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However, th0 1,1ozart example ;s much the more intel~est.ing in the ambi~Juity 
of its structure, to which later reference will be made. Here it can 
be noted that, as "in the ~,-=-ah.!lls ~J~ ... J..~ theme,' the extension ;s counter-
balanced by the oVerlapping of the repetition of the ?er,lte~ce .. 
Sch?enberg's examples of Type 3 ;n FMC al~e all, of one kJnd~ 
namely the pl'ovision of an introduction to the theme, which mayor 
mu.y not be balanced by a coda, Both Brahms ex:amples provide clear 
illustrations of the potentialities of the introduction, one 
adding a coda, In ...'2.p. 38 = __ U' a s;ngle bar, bar 6 of the theme, 
serves as an inttoduction in the accornpanilOent:~ (f!1C 81) \'Ihilst, 
in .. £2:.....:.....67) (54) the 1m-let strings produce a tvw·bar introduction 
to the theme, \'/hich anticipates later featul~es. (Ibid.) 
• 
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Three of the four examples by other composers are by Schubert~ 
again showing Schoenberg's stress on a part-icular device emplo,yed 
by a selected composer. Though serving a comparable purpose, there 
is, however, no direct parallel between the methods of Brahms and 
Schubert. Schoenberg's simplest example is the opening theme 
of the Piano Sonata i!l~_ flat or.post - lV, which merely states an 
octave G, dominant to the secondary dominant of B flat~ of two 
bars duration. (FMC 77) 
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A further expression of this principle, though hal~mon;cally less 
interesting - on the primary dominant - appears at the opening of the 
_StrinLQuartet_Q!? __ ?9-J}1and many parallels can be found in Schubert. 
(Ft~C 77) Tlris theme is, however, capable of dual interpretation, e-ither 
as a 'natural' structuY-e of six bars in ~ntecedent and ~,:quent, 
of whi~h the introduction is an integral part, or as an extension 
of an eight bar sentence as follows: 1-2 Introduction; antecedent 
3-4(5-6) 7--8; cons!:.guent 9-12. The Ope 29--1 example presents an 
articulation of the chord of A minor, an anticipation of the 
accompaniment of the theme at bar 3, a procedure exactly reproduced 
in the open'j ng of EP_23 -.J..Y.. 
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Although direct comparison mu~t be tempered by the differing 
characteristi.cs of the themes in question, Brahms·s examples appeat~ 
the more resourceful, taking thematic rather than accompanimental 
elements and, in the case of the op 67 theme, producing a 
contrapuntal fabric from the theme, The coda which Brahms adds to 
the QP. 38 theme is of interest in relation to the'other examples 
cited. It emp10ys residues of the preceding mot;ve-:form and as such 
relates more closely to the Mozart example from K 2~~1~ 
than to the Schubert example op 122 - 111, the latter adding four 
.bars of relat'ively independent material, the former, like the Brahms, 
recalling motivic features of a basically e'ight-bar sentence in 
'redu'ced fonn: 
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. However, these Brahms examples are of comparatively limited 
interest in 'relation to those in IBrahms the Progressive l • Here 
the main theme of .op 18-1 and the song IAn dem Mandl op 71/2 show 
an organic approach to the addition of initial and concluding features 
to a basic structure. 
In the first case, C~ 416) a bas"jc eight-bar theme is 
extended by the use of an initial segment of thY'ee bars (1+2) and 
by a concluding transition to th~ returning theme, producing a 
structure of 3,2,2,2,1 = 10. Although the first three-bar phrase 
is continuous, with no repetitions or insertions, the close 
relationshi~ of bars 2-3 and 3-4 shows that the first phrase 
can be regarded as simply extended by an init'ial minim. This 
addition is also balanced at the close by the augmentation of the 
note A in bar 9 to a minim, where a crotchet could have led to the 
reintroduction of the eight-bar form. This extension then requires 
balancing with another bar, which links to the repeat. 
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A s'jmilar method is employed in the song 'An dem Mand'. (SI 420) 
As Schoenberg stresses, the rhythm of four metrical feet in the poem 
requi res only a two-measure structure, but r'ece'j ves three by. virtue 
of augmentation at ~le beginning and end. Here an inital crotchet 
extends the opening$ whilst the predicted triplet rhythm of the final 
word 'Strahl en' is augmented, this adding an equal crotchet value at 
either end to a bas i c two-ba run; t. 
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Whilst no parallels for these structures are to be found in 
fMC, one of the Mozart examples in 'Brahms the Progressive' rivals them, 
namely the first theme from the _String Quar,!et K. 458-11. This example 
is highly significant since Schoenberg quotes it in 'Brahms the 
Progressive' as one of the most notable example's of asym,lletry before 
Brahms. - (SI 4.lQJ Unfortunately, he adds no comment on the motival 
evolution of the passage. However, its relations to the Brahms 
theme are so obvious that it seems difficult to believe that the 
inclusion of the first ~Y~hms theme a little later in the essay was 
putely fortuitous. 
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Both the three bar phrases begin with a minim which may be seen as 
additional in the light of the subsequent phrasing; the similar scalic 
shape is also worthy of note in this particular context. In both the 
themes the basic phrasing begins on the upbeat, so that a tension 
exists between the norm established in the first phrase and its 
subsequent development. In the case of the Brahms theme this tension 
could be removed by the omission of the first minim. Such modification 
would be much less successful in the Mozart example since the following 
phrase introduces elements which supplant bars '2-3, whereas Brahms 
simply repeats them. Despite this contrast however, the themes are 
similar in their sense of continuous development. While Mozart's 
second phrase varies the pitch of the first phrase, in contrast to that of 
Brahms, it still repeats the rhythm; the repetition of this 
phrase by sequence and, in the final phrases, with variation, creates 
the theme. Moreover, there is an economy of intervals, whereby the 
sequences retain the falling second of the opening, an economy 
also observable, though differently expressed, in the Brahms theme. 
Although the application of fresh intervals to a repeated rhythm 
at bars 3-4 of the Mozart theme relates directly to the other 
Mozart examples cited, the overall economy of shape in the theme 
is in another class and was obviously seen as anticipatory of 
Brahms by Schoenberg. Economical as this Brahms theme appears, 
however, it still remains intervallically quite free in comparison 
with the themes Schoenberg chose for special analysis. The interval 
of the second, while influential, is by no means fundamental and 
generative. 
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By comparison with the preceding, examples of lYpe 4, extension 
by augmentation, are virtually limited to Brahms; only the opening 
'of ~19_~art'~_~_310, already noted as of ambiguous stnlcture, is of 
comparable interest. The Brahms examples are the fil'st themes of the 
, 
and the songs IGeuss nicht so laut ' (~Lj6/~), 'Feldeinsamkei'V 
(OR 86L1J ' IlllTler leise vJird mein SchlUl1TlIer" (105/2J '~I3.dchenlied' 
(95/~) 'Beim Abschied ' C~5/1) (4l8-42?). These examples may 
further be divided into tvlO groups; namely, those employing 
extension in mid-phrase and those employing extension at phrase 
ends,. To the first group belonq the 9P 36 theme and the song 
'Geuss nicht so laut' and 'tv'I:idchenlied', to the second, the.9J?.26 
theme and the remaining son~s. 
Schoenberg regards the .2P-..l§. theme as compris'ing 17 bars, 
,a'lthoLlqh another phrase libegins overlappingly"' at bar 17. 
Whilst, since the completion of the theme does not occur 
until bar 17, Schoenberg's view must be endorsed, he offers no 
explanation for the otigin of the irregularity. He merely points to 
the displacement of accent in bars 10 and 14, due to the extension 
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of a motive by augmentation of a quaver and to the "amyiguity of the 
ending of the second phrase", cOll111enting "one wonders whether measures 
9ff do not belong tothis phrase". (417) This reference to 19ff" 
presumably refers to bars 9-10~, which he identifies as the next 
phrase. If pursued, however, this remark does lead to an explanation. 
The irregular length arises from the displacement to which he draws 
attention, whereby a phrase which could have taken four bars (9-12) 
takes four-and-a-half, its repetition creating a total displacement 
of one bar .. The displacement itself, however, is caused by the 
extension of bar 9 by half its length, a feature which suggests a 
cadence rather than a new phrase, an interpretation supported 
. by the dominant harmony, thus endorsing Schoenberg's view that 
bars 9-l0~ belong to.the previous phrase, which is therefore an 
extended phrase of 5~ bars. This procedure of extending the 
antecedent by augmentation of the second phrase, yet overlapping 
the displaced consequent with a new section, finds a direct 
parallel in the forementioned Moz~rt example from K 310. (see over) 
Here motive (a) of bar 5.balances the motive (a) of the previous 
\ 
. 
bar rather than inaugurating the next phrase, an interpretation 
confirmed by the accompaniment. The mo:tive at bar 9 of the Brahms 
theme bears a comparable relation to the concluding motive of bar 
8, as, in both cases, to the beginning of the phrase; indeed 
the interval in question is identical. Thus Mozart extends his 
antecedent by a bar, only to compensate by overlapping the final 
bar of the consequent with the repetition of this sentence. 
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The half-bar extension which arises through the augmentation of 
bar 9 occurs in a less notable fashion in the song 'Geuss nich so laut' 
where Schoenberg identifies an extension of the first phrase from the 2~ 
requi reel by the fi ve metr; ca 1 feet of the poem to 6 by the use of 
a 'dotted minim rather than a crotchet, Though not as interesting, 
'stretching' also accounts for extensions in bar 8 of 'MM.dchen1ied ' , 
where additional notes serve to displace the natural accent by half 
a beat.-
An Q'ie Nac!lligcrl/ 
1 ~ - -? - .--.. -" s -'4-----, I 5 6"1- -?- - ~ ffik~~~~~-¥~~gg;t=+l-=r~ 
Gc:uss' niehl so lam Jr:r !icbe·cot·flammlen Lic·der ton - rei - chen Schall. 
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The song 'Geuss nicht so l(\ut' also i11ustrates the llse of 
augmentation to extend the close rather than the middle of a line. 
Here Schoenberg notes that the second line, if treated proportionally, 
should comprise "about four measures, but occupies, inclusive of the 
half-rest, five half measures ll , (419) a procedure balanced in the 
consequent of this, periq,~, form,. Cadential augmentat"ion. is used 
more obviously in 'Beim Abschied', where a predicted four-bar 
phrase, ref"lecting a pattern of four metrical feet in 3/8. is 
extended to five by the augmentatioil of the cadential note5~ 
repeated in the next phrase: 
B rim A b;cJ,jrd 
.--~ 
-----------:------_._-----, 
~~-:--r--------.-~-:r---, ~~-~ J d .-=11 - ·--n ,-- + -- --1- _ = 1==~_ . - - ----,,-=-~/:-__ ~.::~~~~=-::-:::t~---=..=- -~-~ --:=-
- win - den in mci - nem Her - zen. -
Extension of the cadence of 'I\1mej~ leiser " turns a hypothetical 
2 -bat phrase, reflecting lines of four metrical feet, into 5~~ 
although here the process involves the addition of an auxiliary note". 
I -. , . ,r 
~ Ii 11 l ' 3rns 2 3 ~ ~ ---~~n'*"~- T- _ -' --- -_ $ r---- _:=-- --. ----'F--~~~c£~~yJ:~~ . ~·om 
• I 1 . "d" r hI r. S hI . l' " m ~ ml:L" .:'1 - ser Wi! mClll ;ojc um-llIcr, nllf wle C CI - er legt mem 
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These examples shown in the small scale an approach which is 
pursued more extensively in the .9.2_.26 theme. Here the continuous 
five-bar antecedent of a .E£!:.iod structure Cr..11 be reduced to four 
bars if bars 4-5 are regarded as employing augmentation and 
diminution. 
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Although this process is not unique to Brahms, as can be seen 
from Schoenberg IS examples from Schubert's Piano Sonata op 42 - 1 (FMC 
46), his application is considerably more subtle, the meaBS of 
extension being imperceptible by comparison. Such subtlety is the 
hallmark of the themes whi ch Schoenberg di scusses rather from the 
standpoint of thematic process. 
Discussion of phrase structure may be rounded off for 
the sake of completeness through reference to the several ,examples 
of regular structure which appear in FMC. They are taken from 
QQP 18 - lV; 38 - 1; 51/1 - 1; 100 - 1; 101 - 11. Consistent 
with Schoenberg's view of the greater simplicity of period structure, 
four of his five examples are periods. 
He appears most impressed by the op 101 theme, which he 
descri bes 'as II ex traordi na ry" on grounds of its structure: 
liThe antecedent and consequent (three measures long) each combine 
one 3/4 and two 2/2 measures. Nevertheless, it is symmetrical 
and regular". (FMC 137). However, he does not further define his 
view, especially by comparing the example with others. It is to 
be noted, for example, that the 'Hungarian ' theme of Brahms IS 
Variations op 21/2 combines bars of 3/4 and 4/4 to produce a 
structure of eight bars. Had Schoenberg made this comparison he 
might have been inclined to see his two bars of 2/4 as one of 
4/4 and thus regarded his period of six bars as a four-bar 
antecedent to a larger structure: 
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Variationen 
librr do ungari5Che. l-lied fUt Pianof"rle 
. . 
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I n the .2£. 100 theme, he notes an ill us tra ti on of hoi s concept 
of the IItendency of the smallest notes", generating as the theme 
progl'esses; the quaver movement in bar 5 is seen as ar'ising from 
the antecedent. "The IAhythmic figure (a) is shifted from the 
second beat to the first beat. In consequence, an almost 
continuous flow of quavers prevails,lI. '(.ftl~C 31) 
The op 18 theme merely serves to illustrate "a repetition 
{of the enti re ped od}, unchanged in me10dy and harmony .. , 
vari ed by supplying aquas i-contrapunta"1 treatment of the 
accompanying lower voices ll • (Ibid.) 
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yaried repetillonor U'o period 
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The exrunple from op 51/1 is included solely for the interest 
of its harmony, already noted. 
The most interesting regular theme is the one ~entence, 
the main th~me ofEE-~L.l. Schoenberg's comment that it is 
"l ess complex than it appears at first glance" (FMC 61) confirms 
hi s s tress on the i dent; ty of a theme as a 'p'~ri od or sentence 
and the clear relation of antecedent and consequent. Whilst 
this theme presents no irregularities of phrase length or rhythm, 
it obscures the ptacti ce ~el]tence form by avo'j ding a transposed 
repetition of the first phrase in bars 3-4. Schoenberg's 
analysis shm1s. Brahms as reversing the shape of bars 1-2 in 3-04, 
whilst retaining the original shape as a background to the 




Seen in the broader perspective of Brahms - analysis, 
Schoenberg's discussion is distinguished by the nature of its 
insight into motivic processes. In contrast"his treatment of 
phrase structure continues a well established tradition, though 
no other writers demonstrate the points with his scope. Whilst 
an organi c approach to Br,ahms' s themati c processes has become 
common since his death, no one else of his generation examined 
the motivicaspects of ' the themes he treated, nor others, i'n 
such detail, rather labelling overt relationships than 
considering a theme in its entirety .. That earlier critics were 
not unaware of the influence of motivic evolution in creating 
some of the irregularities which they find can be assumed; this 
seems implicit in Tovey's comment on the second subject 
of the First Serenade, op 11: "No one befor~ Brahms had attempted 
musical sentences of such range; and Brahms alone developed a 
means of continuing them without stiffness or obscurity".21 
However, Tovey never reveals the nature of Brahms's fluency. That 
the exploration of such features should have to wait for so long a 
period is strange in view of the emphases which Marx placed upon 
the role of the motive. Had Riemann's interest lain less in the 
accentual properties of the motive and the abstract norms of 
phrasing built from them, he might well have pursued Marx's 
approach into Brahms's music and thus significantly anticipated 
Schoenberg. 
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In matters of phrase structure, however, Riemann may well have 
provided a direct stimulus to Schoenberg's thought. Riemann devotes 
significant attention to the relation of phrase variations to the 
requirements of poetry in song composition. Although Schoenberg's 
examples greatly exceed those of Riemann in number, his approach 
has significant similarities, which can be directly related in 
one song which they both treat, "Inmer leiser wird mein Schlummer. 1I 
When, in introducing his examples of Brahms songs, Schoenberg 
s ta tes "i tis well known that Brahms IS ae$theti c canon demanded 
that the melody of a song must reflect, in one way or another, 
the number of metrical feet in the poem", (SI 418) he must have 
had Riemann in mind, whose work on the rhythmic character of 
Brahms I s songs 22 was pre-emi nerit and accepted as such by 1 ater 
writers.23 Thus Schoenberg follows Riemann in showing, on the 
one hand, that the metrical interest of Brahms songs derives 
in many cases from the irregularity of his poetry, whilst, on 
the other, from other factors. In the case of "Immer leiser" ,\ 
interest arises, in addition to the irregularity of the poem, 
through the stretching of an eight syllable line to three, 
rather than the necessary two bars as a result of cadential 
repetition in the piano part. These points having been stressed, 
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however, the subsequent approaches are fascinating in showing 
their fundamental differences in outlook. Riemann's preoccupation 
is with the freedom of Brahms's treatment of the opening as 
regards its accentual pattern, beginning on the weak beat of 
2/2, as opposed to the model which he suggests on actually hears, 
beginning on the strong beat in 3/2: 
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Although Schoenberg's condensed version of the opening, 
showing an exact reflection of the poetic metre, also begins on the 
downbeat, he makes no reference to its accentual interest, merely 
ascribing the interludes which extend the basic phrasing to 
lithe mood of the poem ll • His at.tention -is rather dt'avm to longer-
term c~nsiderat'ions, to the fact that IIthis looser construction 
prepares for an even richer freedom of phrasing which occurs in 
the continuation!! (Sl 42~). Hoy/ever, he does not discuss 
these features, but directly pursues the pOint of Brahms's 
'fol'esight' both in relution to another song, Verrat, ~.;_J.05/5, 
and !eethoven's String Qu~rtet~ op 95, thus resuming his stress 
. on this important theme of the essay, a subject to which I shall 








Viewed overall, Schoenberg's writings on Formal and 
Contrapuntal Relationships attract considerably less attention 
than his treatment of the preceding subjects, since they lack 
comparable originality and range of illus~ration. None the 
less, many points provide further clarification of Schoenberg's 
didactic preoccupations and of the nature of his interest in 
Brahms. Of the two areas, Schoenberg's treatment of formal 
issues attracts the greater attention, not only because it is the 
more thorough, but because it reveals greater independence 
and presents Brahms in a more influential role .• In contrast, his 
writings on counterpoint reached a much less advanced stage. 
Yet, whilst Schoenberg's few references to Brahms, as to any 
other composer, provide but the merest indication of his view 
of Brahms's importance, it still remains essential to outline 
his didactic treatment as a framework for classifying the 
undoubted relationships with Brahms which emerge from the 
examination of his own music. 
The bulk of Schoenberg's comments on formal relationships are 
contained in FMC, which deals systematically with the elements 
of form from smallest to largest. Schoenberg's brief introduction 
to Part 1, titled 'The Concept of Form ' , reveals two distinct 
meanings of the term. On the one hand, it describes the outward 
features by which a movement is identified; for example, the 
number of its parts, their size, their metrical and rhythmical 
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features and so forth. (FMC 1) In a second sense, termed 
"aesthetic" by Schoenberg, he stresses the association of the term 
with the deeper, organic, relationships which exist within or 
between parts, ensuring the "logic and coherence ll which should 
characterize the IIpresentation, development and interconnection 
of ideas", spring ultimately from the conception of a work 
"as a spontaneous vision ll (Ibid). 
Whilst form in the first sense noted is very clearly outlined 
in FMC, the more elusive second sense of the term is not pursued 
systematically at all. Having, for example, suggested the 
potential significance of the motive in the earlier part of 
FMC, Schoenberg provides no illustration of its long-term appli-
cation in composition, restricting himself to purely abstract 
variants, as shown. Some indication of its nature in his 
thinking can only be gleaned from the collation of brief 
and scattered remarks in his writings. A related factor, the 
role of counterpoint in creating long-term relationships, also 
deserves consideration in this context, although it also 
receives only scant attention. Since the organic view 
of form draws the more original ideas from Schoenberg, it may 
be considered first. 
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Central to the diScussionItrganiC relationships is the concept 
of the Grundgestalt, generally translated basic shape l • Since, though 
rarely used by Schoenberg, the term has been widely used since his 
death to account for a variety of relationships within tonal and 
post-tonal music,2 it seems important to clarify its meaning for 
him, especially in the former context. Despite its importance 
however, it is rather to Schoenberg's pupils, Stein 3 and, 
especially, Rufer,4 that one must look for a discussion of the 
term itself. 
Rufer1s book on skrial composition has long been the chief 
source of this term, not least because of the additional emphasis 
placed on its adequate translation by Searle in his preface to 
the English editionS; it provides the basis for the very extensive 
discussion of the concept by Epstein. 6 However, despite the 
status of Rufer's book, wh~ch was written with Schoenbe~g's guidance 
as the first exposition of his serial ideas, it poses problems 
of terminology and usage. Although these were partly rectified 
in a later article devoted to Grundgestalt alone,' it remains 
necessary to clarify the term, not least in order to place the 
Brahms examples which follow in clearer focus. 
Rufer states, "In his composition teaching, Schoenberg 
formed the concept of the Grundgestalt (basic shape) as early as 
1919 and. used it with the exact meaning it has in my book - as 
being the musical shape (or phrase) which is the basis of a work 
and is its "first creative thought" (to use Schoenberg's words). 
Everything else is derived from this - in music of all kinds, 
not only twelve-note music; and it is not derived merely from 
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the basic series which is contained in the basic shape, but also 
from all the elements which are contained in the basic shape -
that is to say, those elements which, together with the series 
as the melodic element, give it its actual shape, i.e. rhythm, 
phrasing, harmony, subsidiary parts etc ..... "8 This definition 
has obvious links to that of the motive. However, Schoenberg 
does not equate the Grundgestalt with the motive: "In my very 
full notes of his teaching between 1919 and 1922 I find these 
definitions: A motif is the smallest musical form, consisting 
of at least one interval and one rhythm. The next sized form 
is the Grundgestalt or Phrase lias a rule two to three bars 
long (the number of bars depending upon the tempo, among other 
things), consisting of the "firm connection of one or two motifs 
and their more or less varied repetitions". (Ibid). 
Rufer1s equation of the term phrase with Grundgestalt 
rather than merely Gestalt seems reflective of his belief 
in the importance of unity since it implies that all phrases 
relate to the basic phrase. That this was an error seems clear, 
however, from the later source where he quotes the same 
passage exactly, though using the term IGestaltl (without 
acknowledgement of the change).9 That a clear distinction 
existed for Schoenberg can be confirmed by the Gedanke manuscript 
where he gives the separate definitions for Gestalt and 
Grundgestalt that one would expect, confirming the point 
by stating that lithe IGestaltl does not have to have more 
than local significance ll • 10 
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Although Rufer claims that the concept of the basic shape 
is valid for all music, it obviously owes much to serial thinking. 
I 
Indeed,Rufer confirms in the later source that Schoenberg only 
evolved the term Grundgestalt from the more general Gestalt 
with the clarification of the serial principle, which occurred 
in the period he cites. Rufer's definition presupposes a 
basic shape approximating in length to that of a twelve-note 
row and he strictly equates the terms Gestalt and Grundgestalt 
with phrase, according to the forementioned definition, through-
out his writings. This association is not contradicted by the 
fact that Rufer argues for a clear distinction between the 
terms Grundgestalt and row, or basic set, thereby setting himself 
in apparent contradiction with Schoenberg himself, who equates 
these terms on at least two occasions. Rufer's sole aim is to 
stress that the row, considered as a sequence of pitch classes, 
is distinct from the basic shape, because it is derived from it; 
this emphasis arises from Schoenberg's remark that lithe first 
conception of the row always takes the form of a thematic character",12 
that lithe first creative thought" is a "shape". When Schoenberg 
equates the terms row and shape it is because he is using the 
former in the sense of the latter, as in the following statement, 
which relates the row to the motive: liThe Method of Composing 
with Twelve Tones derives all configurations from a Basic Set 
(Grundgestalt). The order in thi's basic set and its three 
derivatives, - contrary motion, retrograde and retrograde 
inversion respectively - is, like the motive, obligatory for 
the whole piece". (SFH 193) 
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Whilst Rufer'S stress on the character of the "first creative 
thought" is justified, his identification of the concept of the 
Gestalt, and thus the Grundgestalt, with that of the phrase seems 
too limited and at variance with Schoenberg's own usage. If 
Schoenberg only ever used the term Gestalt in association with 
the phrase to Rufer, it must be because all the Gestalten he 
discussed happened to be phrases. This is certainly the case 
with the work which Rufer analysed in terms of its basic shape, 
Beethoven's Sonata Ope 10/1; 13 indeed, it is not impossible 
that the striking presence of a basic shape in the form of a . 
phrase may have.helped to confirm the·association in Rufer's 
mind, and Schoenberg's own observation of this relationship 
may perhaps have provided Rufer's starting point. Yet, the 
concept of shape seems to be as much associated with motive 
as with phrase in Schoenberg's writings. Hence, in defining 
the motive, he states that "often a contour or shape is 
significant, although rhythm and intervals change" (FMC 9) 
Since, moreover, the motive can, like the phrase incorporate 
several intervals into its shape - and since the phrase 
itself can "vary within wide limits",(FMC 3) it may well be 
suggested that the distinction between motive and phrase 
as regards considerations of recurring shape in a composition 
is artificial; whilst motive and phrase belong to a hierarchy 
of phrase relationship, their unifying function within a 
composition cannot be so distinguished. Indeed, Schoenberg's-
conceptual terminology for longer-term considerations is 
identical; hence as with the motive, he speaks of the need 
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in passages of dissolution to "liquidate the obligations of the 
former Gestalten" .1" Furthermore, he even claims that"one piece", 
(one movement, if not an entirework), may be "formed from a single 
motive". 1s 
Despite the central importance of long-term relationships 
to Schoenberg, however, he never committed himself to ananalysis of 
this kind. Whilst he spoke of the possibility of doing this,16 he 
left the work to Rufer, a fact, in my view, not without significance. 
For, whilst many details of a work can certainly be related to its 
opening materials, the derivation of all the main elements from a 
basic shape presents far greater difficulties in tonal music 
than in serial music, indicating that the concept was most 
significantly influenced by serial practice, a fact which has not 
escaped attention. 17 Rufer's emphases aside, however, Schoenberg's 
own discussions of the role of the basic motive seem to admit 
considerable flexibility both of terminology as of concept. Hence, 
he states in the article 'Linear Counterpoint ' , written well after 
the definitions given by Rufer, in 1931; "Whatever happens in 
a piece of music is nothing but the endless reshaping of a 
basic shaee. Or, in other words, there is nothing in a piece of 
music but what comes from the theme, springs'from it and can 
be traced back to it; to put it more severely, nothing 
but the theme itself. Or, all the shapes appearing in a piece 
of music are I foreseen I in the 'theme ' . (1 say a piece of 
music is a picture book consisting of a series of shapes, which 
for all their variety still (a) always cohere with one another 
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(b) are presented as variations (in keeping with the idea) of 
a basic shape, the various characters and forms arising from 
the fact that variation is carried out in a number of different ways; 
the method of presentation used can either 'unfold' or 'develop' II 
, 
(~290). Schoenberg seems to admit two essential types of relation 
to basic shape here. At the most 'severe l level, everything in a 
work derives directly from the ~asic shape or theme. However, such 
~ relationship is not the only possibility. Variation may be merely 
"in keeping with the shape" or "foreseen" in part of it. Moreover, 
the reference to "unfolding" and "developing" indicates that the 
shape as such may largely disappear in the course of a composition. 
These two levels may be seen as reflecting serial and pre-serial 
modes of thought respectively. Though both may achieve seemingly 
distant conclusions, there is a fundamental difference between 
them. In the first s~nse, most strictly coniidered, a shape can 
only assume three other forms, inversion, retrograde and 
;~ 
retrograde. inversion~. classified by SChOenbergLboth serial and 
tonal contexts as exact repetitions. In the second sense, any 
variation is theoretically possible. The process of developing 
variation is only possible in the latter sense, since the former 
sense does not involve evolution, although in freer uses slight 
intervallic change is possible. The significance of this 
distinction in Schoenberg's thought can be confirmed through 




Whilst Schoenberg naturally placed great emphasis on the 
recurrence of a basic shape in tonal music, Rufer's all-embracing 
definition indicates that the concept of the Grundgesta1t had 
broader ramifications in this context, consistent with the 
following, general, comment by Schoenberg himself~ I1Construction, 
formation, super-structure, - in one word, artistic expression 
does not depend on any technical trick, but lies rather in the 
musical thought itself. He who really thinks, and thinks deeply, 
will, with different musical ideas, produce different expressi ons l1. 
(SI 257) Although the 'idea' is discussed in almost exclusively 
motivic terms by Schoenberg, some random comments indicate 
that he considered the constituent notes of the shape or motive 
as capable of determining the principal tonal areas of a 
movement or work, or its harmonic character as capable of securing 
unity through particular treatment. Since Schoenberg 'makes 
specific references to Brahms as well as to himself in this context, 
subsequent discussion of their relationships is warranted, although 
no general theoretical framework exists for comment here . 
If all the factors which contribute to unity were of profound 
significance to Schoenberg, it is important in conclusion briefly 
to place his concept of the Grundgestalt in some historical 
perspective. It is my view that Rufer's preoccupation with the 
links between serial and tonal composition led him to place 
too great an emphasis on the term Grundgestalt itself and therefore 
to seek to provide it with too precise a definition. Unlike some 
other terms employed by Schoenberg, Grundgestalt is not specific 
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to him; indeed, the prefix Grund is of general application to denote 
relationships of fundamental significance, and terms such as 'Grundmotiv ' 
and 'Grundidee ' are frequently to be found. Although Rufer claims that 
the term Grundgestalt "derived from Schoenberg",18 it can be found as 
early as Marx, again in association with the motive, here in the context 
of variation technique. 19 While the scope of Schoenberg~s interest 
in unity was far broader than that of Marx, one can well argue that, 
as a theorist, he got very little further in defining it. Indeed, 
of his generation, notably more thoroughgoing discussions of 
long-term unity are to be found, for example, in the writings of 
Reti, 2°Mersmann 21 and Cassirer.22 Despite the diffuseness of Reti IS 
arguments, his preoccupation with 'thematic contour l bears close 
relationship to Schoenberg's ideas and led him to attempt a more 
systematic discussion of the music of Beethoven and Brahms than 
Schoenberg. Whilst Mersmann and Cassirer are not as concerned 
with derivations from one basic shape, their interest in the 
metamorphosis of themes is much more extensively pursued, 
• 
especially by Mersmann in his conce~t of a Substanzgemeinschaft 
revealing the inflexion (Abwandlung) of basic ideas (Grundideen).23 
Mersmann's influence on the analysis of Brahms has perhaps been 
even more significant than that of Schoenberg if judged in terms 
of detailed results; Blum's2~ discussion of the chorale-derivations 
of the Requiem op. 45 ;s more systematic than the various writings 
which claim Schoenberg's Grundgestalt as a model, for example, those 
by Walker25and Epstein. 26 
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The question of Schoenberg's relation to other theorists also 
arises in connection with his approach to Form in the first sense 
mentioned, demonstrated largely through FMC. Although this book 
was mainly written during the last fifteen years of his life and 
represents a synthesis of his ideas, it suggests little interest in 
the work of contemporary theorists, a point borne out in comments in 
other sources. His dismissive references to Mersmann and Strobe1 27 
(SI 313) and, elsewhere, Kurth,28 (S1 219), taken with the lack of 
reference to such figures as Westpha1 29 and Engelsma~n,3o suggests 
that he was uninterested in the field generally termed 'Psychologische 
Analyse ' as in other approaches to matters of thematic unification, 
whether in contemporary or earlier music. Although he acknowledged 
an acquaintance with certain writings, for example by Cassirer 
(Letters 207), and admits to drawing ideas from others, his approach 
in FMC is conservative, nothwithstanding tts par~icularly didactic 
function, that of a I Formenlehre' . 
Although Schoenberg loses no opportunity to criticize Riemann, 
it is Riemann and, perhaps even more, Marx, who provides 
the framework for his presentation. Schoenberg mentions that his 
first introduction to musical theory was through Meyers Konver-
sations-Uexicon. 32 The musical editor of all Meyer's dictionaries 
was Riemann who, as a relatively young man at the period in 
question, drew strongly on Marx as his primary source, a 
background clear throughout FMC. 
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Schoenberg's discussion of form establishes a basic 
distinction between small and large forms, covered in Parts 2 and 3 
of FMC respectively. Large forms are distinguished by "larger parts, 
or more parts, or both". (n1C 178) Larger parts grow from small er 
parts "by means of internal repetitions, sequences, extensions, 
liquidations and broadening of connectives. The number of parts 
may be increased by supplying codettas, episodes, etc. ,". Moreover, 
"Large forms develop through the generating power of contrasts. 
There are innumerable kinds of contrast; the larger the piece, 
the more types of contrast should be present to illuminate the 
main idea". "In the simpler forms the chief contrast is 
fur-nished by the harmony, organized to express appropriately 
related regions. In the Scherzo the modulatory is presented 
in opposition to the stable. In larger forms a modulatory passage 
may be organized into an independent section, the Transition 
which connects the main theme with another stable contrasting 
idea, the secondary or subordinate theme". (Ibid) 
In accordance with these principles, the Small Forms outlined 
comprise Small Ternary, Minuet, Scherzo, Theme and Variations; Large 
Forms comprise Sonata Forms, Rondo Forms and fusi~ns of these, to 
whose constituent elements Schoenberg devotes as much space as to each 
of the simpler class. Whilst, on the surface, Theme and Variation 
might be regarded as satisfying some of the requirements of Large 
Forms, since it possesses many parts and may also exhibit consider-
able contrast, the fundamental limitations of harmonic contrast 
and inherent similarity of parts in the type of variations to which 
Schoenberg restricts his remarks justify its consideration as a 
Small Form. 
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Given this traditional approach to formal issues, it seems 
unnecessary to outline Schoenberg1s remarks, save where some 
point of special interest arises. He places greatest emphasis 
on Large Forms and only in his treatment of Theme and Variations 
does his discussion of Small Forms attract particular attention. 
Unlike many writers on variation, Schoenberg makes no distinction 
between the types current in the period on which he draws; he 
restricts himself solely to variations in which the essential 
phrase structure and harmony of the model are preserved, in 
contrast to the freer forms employed, for example, by Liszt and 
Schumann. Thus he states that, in contrast to the simplest forms 
of variation by embellishment of the melody, lithe course of events 
should not be chanqed; the number and order of the segments 
remains the same. Sometimes the metre is changed, the tempo 
is changed, or the number of measures is systematically multiplied 
by two or three. But, in general, the proportions and structural 
relations of the parts, and the main features, are preserved 
(FMC 168). In pursuance of the unity between a model and its 
, 
variations, Schoenberg argues that a further degree of unity 
which IIsurpasses that of the theme ll (i.e. model) is to be achieved 
by the IIsystematic application of the motive of variation. In 
higher forms the motive derives from the theme itself, thus 
connecting all the variations intimately with the theme ll • (FMC 169) 
This motive is then applied to the skeleton of the theme (model) 
wh;:ch is produced by the omission of lIeverything which can be 
considered subordinate, e.g. embellishments, grace notes, passing 
notes, suspensions, appoggiaturas, trills, runs etc ll • As a 
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consequence, lithe simultaneous rhythmic simplification sometimes 
requi res regul ari zation, .•. "where some features have to be shi fted 
to other beats". Schoenberg does not limit his ~keleton to one 
form. "Since the viewpoint determining which features are essential 
is not necessarily uniform for all variations, there may be more than 
one usable 'skeleton ' ". Schoenberg's application of the motive 
to the skeleton presupposes that the motive be short since "its 
nature and length. will be limited by the number and distribution 
of the principal tones and harmonies ... lt will scarcely be longer 
than two measures; in many cases it is a half-measure or even 
1 es s . II '( I bid) . 
Whilst Schoenberg's emphasis on the motive of variation 
at the expense of freer kinds of variation attracts natural interest 
in view of his motivic preoccupations, it must be stressed that, 
like his definition of the motive, the concept derives directly 
from Marx. Although the motivic aspect of variation is not as 
strongly stressed in English theory, having only recently been 
stimulated by Schoenberg's example, most notably by his pupil 
Nelsgn,33 this tradition is strong in Germany and can be seen 
with just as much emphasis in the work of a theorist of form 
contemporary within Schoenberg, Leichentriit~4 Whilst Marx 
does not quite give the term 'motive of the variation ' a 
conceptual status, it is used by him 35 and is implicit in his 
emphasis on the role of the motive in each variation, a 
discussion which exceeds that of Schoenberg in its detail. 
Schoenberg's stress on the unifying role of the motive stands 
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in direct succession to that of Marx. Whilst detailed comparison is 
prevented by the much more limited scope of Schoenberg's discussion, 
he clearly follows Marx in his general stress on the retention 
of a basic harmonic framework and the reduction of the model to its 
'skeleton ' , his stress on the example most emphasized by Marx, 
Beethoven's Oiabelli Variations, his adoption of Marx's distinction 
between I formal I and I character I variations and general comments 
concerning the structure of the model and the organization of the 
set. 
Schoenberg's relation to Marx is also to be observed in Sonata 
and Rondo forms. In Sonata Form the most notable emphasis is on 
the role of the Transition and Retransition. areas not normally 
given such stress in discussions of form, most emphasis being on the 
development and coda. 36 However, Schoenberg gives Marx's remarks 
much more shape by the introduction of his own concept of liquidation 
for which Marx provides no real basis. As regards the structure 
of main themes, Schoenberg's emphasis on the term 'Gesangsthema ' 
derives not from Marx but Riemann. 37 Although Riemann states 
that the term had long been in use, he represented Schoenberg's 
most likely source. Of the Rondo Forms, Schoenberg's inclusion 
of the 'Andante Forms I , ABA, ABAB , points back to Marx's very 
mechanical 'Six types of Rondo Form ' which fell out of use since they 
took no account of the character and relationship of sections 
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in assessing their'form'~ as for example between simple ABA form, 
which is identical to ternary song fonn, and the most complex, 
which are sonata forms. Although Schoenberg elsewhere admits the 
confusion regarding ABA form, he still retains the category as 
a Rondo. However, despite the confusion with some of the higher 
Rondos, Marx does provide a clear outline of Sonata-Rondo form, in 
the section 'Das Sonatenartige-Rondo '38 , which leads one to 
question Schoenberg's remark "Who introduced this useful term?" 
(FMC 190). 
The most interesting form in this connection is that 
described by Schoenberg as Great Sonata Rondo Form. (FMC. 197) 
Although Marx refers to IGreat l as opposed to 'Small I rondos, 
he never uses this particular term and nor does Riemann or, 
apparently, anyone else. Since Schoenberg provides only one 
example, that of the finale of Beethoven's Piano Sonata Ope 22 
which draws no comparable attention from Riemann in his detailed 
analysis of the work, it must be attributed to Schoenberg's 
youthful enthusiasm for formal imitation. Not only did he 
create from Beethoven's·model a much more defined form of his 
own for use in his Presto in C,I but frequently used it as a 




FORMAL RELATIONSHIPS IN BRAHMS 
Of the two aspects of Formal Relationships identified in 
Schoenberg's writings, his interest in Brahms seems to hav~ been 
primarily associated with his methods of unification. Indeed, 
of the various omissions from Schoenberg's published writings, none 
is as regrettable for present purposes as the lack of information 
concerning his organic view of form; certain passing comments 
suggest that Brahms was a composer by whom he was very deeply 
impressed in this regard. Given the importance of organic unity 
to Schoenberg, both as theorist and as composer, the extent 
to which his own attitudes were shaped by the study of his 
predecessor is obviously a subject of immense interest. All the 
qualities he observed in Brahms could well be descriptive of his 
own approach. Thus, he stresses Brahms's "responsibility to his 
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materials"., shown in his capacity for pursuing lithe remotest 
. 
consequences of an idea" and conceiving an "entire work in one 
single creative moment and {acting} correspondingly" (SI 405). 
Even Schoenberg's insight into the methods of Beethoven and Wagner 
did not draw a comparable emphasis from him in this context. 
Although Schoenberg never presented a systematic illustration 
of his ideas on methods of unification, certain examples which 
clearly relate to the preceding comments on the role of the basic 
shape may be drawn from his remarks on Brahms and Beethoven. Other 
Brahms e~amples serve, further, to clarify some broader considerations 
previously touched upon. Of his illustrations of the role of a 
recurring motive, one from Brahms provides an appropriate point 
of departure, by virtue of Schoenberg's modification of it in 
order to demonstrate a principle. 
In his discussion of the motive in FMC, Schoenberg identifies 
the Exact repetitions of the opening motive of Brahms's Fourth 
Symphony op. 98 (FMC 11); although he uses the term motive, 
however, the example, like those which precede it, is equally open 
to interpretation as a phrase, thus confirming the flexibility 
of his usage. In fact, Schoenberg's ·concern is not with its 
grammatical function, but with its organic role, as a shape which 
recurs~ 
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Schoenberg does not clarify whethe}' he is considering the possible 
str'ict derivatives of this idea or actually to be quoting from the score. 
'If the latter, then he quotes incorrectly~ since not all his examples 
are to be found. Only two of them relate really closely to Brahms's 
score. The most obvious is Example (c), the augmentation~which 
appears at the recapitulation of the first movement. Although 
Bra.hms in f.act divides the example into tvlO phrases of four notes, 
with a pause on the fourth and last notes, the principle of 
derivation is clear: 
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Slightly le~s obvious is the role of the inversion (d), 
Schoenberg's analysis of the first subject, already disc.ussed in 
connection with its dependence upon the interval of the third, 
points out that the ~onsequent of the opening sentence 
inverts the direction of the _an~ecedenJ:.. However, the pitch 
classes of his inversion are not reproduced exactly in his 
inverted form of the antecedent, \'Jhi ch also omHs the octave 
displacements of the original: 
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Brahms shows similar independence of Schoenberg's retrograde 
invel"sion. Whilst Brahms employs a very similar shape in the 
finale, he begins with an octave displacement and extends the shape 
further dow n'v'/a rds : 
Finally, Schoenberg's diminution~ Example (b), is only very 
generally reproduted by Brahms, most notably in the first movement 
(bar 227 et seq), although its relationship to the original 
is clearly confirmed in its function as a re-transition to the 
fir'st subject at the recapitulation: 
Although these examples modify Brahms's actual methods, the 
fact that Schoenberg could apparently regard them as implicit in 
his working processes stresses the extent of his interest. 
Even though these examples are obviously influenced by serial 
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thought and were probably con~eived in the serial period, Schoenberg 
may well have been struck by the tendencies of this work in his youth. 
It is to be regretted that he did not further clarify the extent of 
his awareness of this feature, which is very strong in Brahms. QUite 
apart from the manifold shapes and connections to be found through-
out op. 98, the principles which he illustrates are strong 
elsewhere, especially as regards the. inverted form of the motive. 
Many examples suggest that the original and inverted forms were 
virtually equivalerit in Brahms's thought, as, for example, in the 
opening themes of the fourth movement of the Requiem op. 45, and 
third movement of the First Symphony op. 68, or, with the slightest 
variants, the treatments of the first repetitions of the 
principal subject of op. 68 or second subject of the Third 
Symphony - op. 90 .. Numerous comparable and less overt examples 
serve to reveal the seeds of the Grundgestalt in the first, 
serial, sense in Brahms~s music. 
Whilst one of the Beethoven examples also reflects serial 
thought in the manipulation of a basic motive, appearing in an 
article on serial composition, (SI 221), it does not involve 
exact repetitions comparable with those he identifies in Brahms; 
nor is the scope of application as wide. Schoenberg demonstrates 
how the opening motive of Beethoven's String Quartet OR. 135 
'Muss es sein' produces, by inversio"n, the antecedent of the 
first subject. This, in turn, produces, by retrogression and 
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further, free inversion, the skeleton which he fills to account 
for the conseql~nt. \~h; 1 st he does not speak ; n terms of sh~~s 
the association of this example with the Grundgestalt is 
obvious: 
Becihovcn, String Quartet, Op. 135, 4tb movement 
Introduction 
Gmvc . A!lzgro" 
~~fii~==l ~o..~r-~----:=1~ :=3::::=3 ~.iS-£ --2\1f-=E-"-~1 ~qEE(t~±f~~_:===:i-=---££~~-3 
Vln.1 
Vln.2 
M.uss es scin? Q. ns muss sein!" TIs mnss scin! 
------~ ------6&~--'-----_.---_-===----r-I:"+!:)~J"-::IJd i b.J bel ) _' J~~ 
~ ~~ -- ] r .-~, -:-. :~_-4 _ 
Ht," ------~i~~'1r: ~l: J ~~~-~.~~.~,~~~~~~~~-
-----------
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A three-note figure from theante<:ed~Y!i of the first subject 
of the String Quartet op. 95 serves, in 'Brahms the Progressive') to 
demonstrate similar economy within a theme C~1_424). Here this 
figure produces, by comparable processes of retrogression and 






Schoenberg's most far-reaching Be~thoven example reveals the 
relationship of the first to the second subject in the first movement 
of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony op. 6}, by extension of an 'interval 
in one direction, octave displacement and in-filling (51 161): 
~~ -FH - .. -~ ~.~~~ ~--.~~ v , 1 , , I , 
I 
• I 
., -;, --~ I 
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Schoenberg actually describes these variants as appearing through 
the process of developing.varjation. In fact they can better be 
described as variants of a basic shae..e in that they preserve the 
general shape rather than producing developed variants of the 
original, considered in Schoenberg's terms. However, since they 
are not exact r~Eetitions, they belong to a lesser class than those 
forementioned; indeed, the derivation of the third variant is very 
free in these terms. 
The significance of Brahms's methods of unification to 
Schoenberg may further be obsel·'ved through an example of the ways 
in which an idea is, in his terminology, 'foreseen' in a theme; 
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-indeed, it seems revealing of his interest that he ignored the most 
obvious examples of motivic Y'ecurrence, such as the role of the I IIl0rtto I 
in BrahlTls!s ~, in favour of an obscure, though very convincing, 
example from the Scherz.o of the Stting Sex~et o~~§.. 
liThe Scherzo .... presents an extraordinary example of mediation 
beb .. ieen two apparently heterogenous themes. In m: 227, twenty-four 
measures befol"e the repeti tion of the SChel"ZO in 2/4, d. segment of 
eight measures appears, whose foresentence is a reduction of the 
preceding measures, which conclude the recapitulation of the trio. 
The analysis shows the derivat-jon of m. 5-8 fY'om the trio 
melody; while m. 1-4 distinctly prepare for the first phrase of the 
scherzo. Moreover construct"ion of m. 1-4, in tvlOS and fours, may 
be considered a prepaY-ation for the return of 2/4. The passage 
ends in a written-out ritardando, using the first notes of the 
ensuing Scherzo ll • (Ft~C 157) 
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Whiist the internal relations of the Trio are clear, however t 
Schoenberg do(~s not fully clarify the nature of the "mediation" betvJeen 
t.he themes of the Scherzo and Trio. Brahms is able to conclude the 
Trio with the first three notes of the Scherzo because they are 
anticipated in the preceding bars: 
However~ this relationship is at a variance with the rhythmic 
factors identified by Schoenberg as a means of anticipation. Even 
supposing that one hears the passage in the hemiola pattern which 
he suggests, which is doubtful at the one-in-a-bar tempo, the 
gr'oup;ngs outline falling thil~ds and fourths, not rising seconds. 
An example of a similar nature may be intetpolated at this 
pO'int as possibly. derivin9 from Schoenberg himself. Not only is it 
given by Rufer 39 in a passage heavily dependent on Schoenberg for 
othe}~ examples, but it comes from Brahms's string Quartet_~.p.. 51E, 
to whose slow movement Schoenberg devoted so much attention. 
Rufer shows how the second subject is anticipated in the first: 
.. ,._"~.-v",,".-'.~"--'. -.~'.'.--.- .. -._, ....... _-.. 
: r--;;;=:;:::'~~I .1ro... ._._ .. ~"-.~ ....... -""'- r"~~-"':"'<---! .0", 
, '-=::5i=-~::E':J-~~~~~~~' -EJ;t:=Ef-&JL. 
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Of the 1 ess obvi ous aspects of the rol (: of the basi ~~ 
I'lit/rin a work, Schoenberg makes an isolated, though notab'le, n~fel"ence 
to the relat-ion of the 'motto' of Bt'ah.~s's .... ~p,:_.9..Q, to its tonal 
structure, in the context of the importance of unity ;n the plann'ing 
of modulation 'in TIL Here he points to [il~ahrnsls Use of A major 
for- hi 5 secondary key area IInot because one I can introduce I 'the 
second theme ju'st as \'.fell in the key of the lIiediant. It;s 
r'a ther the consequence of a pt~i nei pa 1 lOoti ve ~ of the ba$$ me'lody 
(harmonic connection~) f·-a nat (third and fOUI~th measures), whose 
mnny repetitions, derivations, and variations finally make "it 
nec,essal~y, as a tempOI'ilr',Y hi9h point, for the pl~o9j"ess;on f·,a flat 
to expand to the pmgression f-a (F the initii:t'I key~ A the key 
of the second theme). Thus, the basic motive is given by the 
initial key and the key of the second theme." CT!L164) 
-~----- _ ---_.-'----_ .. _------- --- -,- .~-"- "-. __ . 
.---------------.--~-.-----.-~---------
A1thougil the pt'ocess govenling the Y'(~lat"ionsh'ip whichSchoenberg observes 
here is cl ear') it is to be noted that he does not actually 
explain hm'l the note ,l\ flat begets a key area J s€mitone high~r. 
His comments suggest that he \'lOuld have Cll'dsped any explanation 
1n onler to 5ustify the unity he sensed: 
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"{Our logic} cannot imagine that there are causes without effects. 
Consequently, it wants to see effects from every cause, and in its 
works of art it arranges the causes in such a way that the effects 
visibly proceed from them" (TH 164). In this case Schoenberg may 
well have taken the cause for granted - the tension between A flat 
and A natural in the first subject, finally resolving in favour of 
the latter. 
The case is made rather more convi nci ng1y for the, fi na 1 e by 
Alan Walker, though without any reference to Schoenberg's remarks. 
"{The} last movement has the following key scheme in its exposition 
F minor - A flat - F minor - C."40 The inclusion of the final 
note C is". however, forced. The basic motive only employs F-A flat 
- F; the note C is part of the descending first subject, in the 
major mode. While these points are certainly interesting, the 
case can surely be as well argued on grounds of the juxtaposition 
of major and minor triads on F, which produce F major and minor, 
A flat major and minor, A major and minor and C major and minor. 
The case for 'thematic key relationships', to borrow Reti's 
term,41 becomes much stronger if one can observe significant 
key relationships as emanating from themes which exploit particular 
intervals or are characterized by one individual interval, 
significantly placed. A case can be made in op.98 for a relation-
ship between the falling third, the role of which has been shown in 
the first subjects of the first and second movements, and the tonal 
scheme of the work, whose limitation is itself striking: E minor -
E major - C major - E minor, with a particular exploitation of the 
pattern at the end of the slow movement: 
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influence of the semi tone, prominent in the main themes of the work, 
as prompting the tona'i irregularities of the third movement~ \.."Irich 
recapitulates a semi tone below the tonic. However, there are 
no other significant irregularities to support this view. Reti, who 
~evotes considerable attention to this subject, though without 
refer'ence to Schoenberg, ignores this possibility, Y'atheY' tak'ing 
t~e Fsharp of bar 2 as justification f.or the "dominating pitch of 
the second movement",II:? HO\'Iever, this F sharp is not part of 
the bas'ic motive (a), but part of a second d-istinct element of 
the fi rst subject, (b): 
~ Q 1 J-_ 
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A related topic, the recurrence of a single pitch in different 
movements, is also emphasized in relation to Brahms, though again through 
an isolated example. Schoenberg's reference to the recurrence of 
F sharp in all four movements of the 'Cello Sonata op. 99 suggests 
that the use of th1is lJ:!l'!usuaL key for the second movement of a work 
in F major is explained by the fact that "F major and F minor are 
contrastingly connected with F sharp (G flat) major and F sharp 
minor in all four movements" (SFH 73). While Schoenberg does 
not elaborate this point,which, indeed, only arises in passing, 
the relations are very well worth stressing and may well have been 
taken further in Schoenberg's verbal analyses of Brahms's music 
and that of others. Hence, while roving, the harmony of the first 
half of the development section of the first movement relates 
most strongly to F sharp minor and uses its key signature, whilst 
the recapitulation of the finale is heralded by a genuine 'false 
repris~ in G flat major, moving through F sharp minor back to 
the tonic. In the second movement itself the relationship is 
even stronger, though in reverse, the central section being in 
F minor throughout. Only in the Scherzo is the relationship 
not prominent, F sharp or G flat only appearing in passing 
modulations, both in Scherzo and Trio. 
In conclusion, reference must be made to Schoenberg's 
single example of the third area of long-term relationships, 
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the contrapuntal relationsh'ips between themes of d-ifferent 
movements: namely, a passage from the fine-ole of ~h already 
noted. Hence he states;"towards the end of the last movement 
{Brahms} unve'ils the relationship of the theme of the 
Passacaglia to the first movement. Transposed a fifth up, it is 
identical with the first eight notes of the main theme, and the 
theme of the passacaglia in its first half admits the contrapuntal 
combination with the descending th'irds ll • (SI __ 40~) It is not 
clear whether Sc~oenberg regarded the relationship as inherent, 
hence "unvei led ll 'in the fina'le, or one of coincidence, the first 
part of the finale theme mere'ly lIadmitUng" contn,puntal 
c6mbination with the descending thirds; if the former was the 
case, then we must regard the first subject as a derived counter-
points since the passacag'lia theme was borl'o\l:ed from Bach.lj" 
~Jh-ilst, again, the 1ack of further discussion -limits our vievJ 
of Schoenberg's intel~est in the subject, which is of cons'lcler'able 
significance in Brahms, the importance to Schoenberg of long-
ter'm contrapuntal combinations seE~ms clear. 
-.----.... --~--.---
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In contrast to the originality of the preceding discussion, 
Schoenberg's treatment of Formal Relationships in the s~cond 
sense is of a markedly more conventional nature, mainly showing 
Brahms as part of a general tradition, though becoming more 
distinctive whenever matters of thematic treatment arise. Schoenberg's 
observations may be classed as of three kinds. In the first, 
and least interesting, class;, he merely'place,s_examples from Brahms 
which are illustrative of a general feature under discussion; 
in the second, he cites examples which are illustr~tive of some 
peculiarity in Brahms's treatment of a particular form or aspect 
of a form. Finally, he describes techniques which are specific 
to Brahms, or very closely associated with him. 
The first group of examples illustrates Brahms's treatment 
of the modulatory section and recapitulation of the Scherzo form 
and his use of the 'Gesangsthema' in Sonata ~orm. Schoenberg 
draws attention to the modulatory section of the Scherzo from 
the String Sextet op. 18 because it avoids the sequential 
treatment which he regards as highly characteristic of this part 
of the form and which his preceding examples from Beethoven 
copiously illustrate. "Here the contrast is produced .... 
by fluently passing through tonic minor and flat submediant 
major regions". (FMC 154): 
{ APPENDIX EXAMPLE 12 ) 
The accuracy of this statement can, however, be questioned 
inasmuch as he ignores the stress placed on sub T from bars 
18-20 as the main step to the dominant at 21-24. In contrast, 
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the modulatory passage of the Scherzo from the String Sextet op. 36 
relies on sequence "distributed as a dialogue between upper and lower 
voices" (Ibid). Schoenberg's observations on the recapitulations 
identify a six bar extension in op. 18 "by repetition of a circum-
n 
scribing figure while the harmony ch'tges below it", while a "1ong 
ostinato around Gil is noted in op.. 36 at the same point. (FMC 156) 
( APPENDIX EXAMPLE 13 ) 
While these examples merely confirm the importance of extension in 
recapitulation as shown in the preceding Beethoven examples which he 
cites, his observation of a false recapitulation at bar 56 of op. 36 
and introduction of the real recapitulation by lithe very remote 
minor triad on F sharp" (sub T) is without parallel in his examples 
and very rare, deserving of inclusion with the examples of Group 2. 
Although Schoenberg does not illustrate or compare his 
examples of the "Gesangsthema", his succession, from Mozart, 
Beethove~,Schubert and Brahms serves to reveal his view of 
Brahms's antecedents and, especially, Brahms's link to Schubert. 
The Brahms examples are from the String Quartet op. 51/2; 
the String Quartet op. 111 - 1; op. 73 - 1; op. 90 - 1. While 
the character of Brahms's themes is not in question, Schoenberg's 
general observation of the 'Gesangsthema' that it displays 
"1ooseness, which consists in disregarding almost all features 
except rhythmic ones" (FMC 184), is hardly true in the Brahms 
examples. Whilst the continuation of the op. 73 example is 
certainly free in its intervallic motive forms, cohesion ensured' 
by the motive of the accompaniment, the other examples are all 
evolutionary and appear distinct from the preceding examples cited, 
to which the observation better applies. 
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Schoenberg's second group of examples is concerned with 
tonal irregularities in recapitulations, again in both Small and 
Large'forms. Of Small Forms he cites the second movement of op. 51/2 
and, of Large Forms, the third movement of op. 73 and first movement 
of the Piano Quintet op. 34. Although Schoenberg himself includes 
the first example in Large Forms, there is no justification for 
this according to his own criteria, and his remarks show his 
reservations about ~n~ludin~ ABA forms within the class of Rondo. 
In contrast; the third movement of,op. 73 is a genuine alternating 
form, ABACA, an 'allegretto grazioso' with two trios. 
In the op. 51/2 example, Schoenberg draws attention to 
the use of the flat submediant region (F) in place of the 
conventional tonic A, which is only reinstated at the 'a' section 
of the principal, ternary, section. (FMC 191) 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 14) 
Schoenberg focuses considerablY more attention on the 
comparable point of the third movement of op. 73, which similarly 
I 
restores the tonic at the 'a' point of the principal, ternary, 
section (Ibid). 
. ( APPENDI X EXAMPLE 15) 
Brahms's tonal variation, presenting the principal theme 
in F sharp rather than G (Sub T) is considerably more adventurous 
than in the preceding example- and its treatment more varied 
than the brief transition which restores the tonic there, although 
Schoenberg does not make a direct comparison between them. As 
be observes, "the continuation is subtly modified to return 
through a chromatic third relation from the dominant of the 
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relative minor to the original level in m.207. In compensation for 
this remarkable change of region, the recapitulation remains close to 
the original version in other respects II (FMC 194); that is, the tonal 
variation includes no significant new thematic miterial and the proper 
recapitulation from 'a' is exact. Schoenberg ascribes Brahms's procedures 
to an extension of the methods used, for example, by Mozart 
(Symphony K.550 - 1, 139 - 64) and Beethoven (String Quartet op 18/6 - 1V 
105 - 15) which "give the impression of a recapitulation 'in a wrong key', 
broken off to make way for the real recapitulation" by presenting "in 
the preceding retransition, anticipatory quotations of the material of 
a return theme". (Ibid) Whilst Brahms's procedure can 9bvious1y 
be seen as an extension of an earlier method, Schoenberg's particular 
illustrations are hardly clear. Neither are examples of .'f~lse reprise' 
proper, but rather fragmentary statements of the first subject over 
roving harmony, which, though anticipatory, s'till appear developmental 
and, perhaps, retransitional in nature. 
The example from oQ. 34 shows tonal variation in the recapitulation 
of a second rather than first subject. Here, while the chief subordinate 
theme is in C sharp minor relative to the tonic, F minor, the recapit-
ulation is in F sharp minor, a semi tone removed from the tonic. Although 
Schoenberg does not relate Brahms's procedure to his previous examples, 
the restoration of the tonic again occurs at the 'a' section of the 
ternary subject. Although Schoenberg states that other such 
departures can be found "especially after Beethoven", he gives 
no examples. (H~C 204. See also SFH 73) 
The third and most important, group of examples is concerned 
with Schoenberg's discussion of variation form, notably with the 
derivation of the motive of the variation and its application to 
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the skeleton, or skeletons, derived from the model. Whilst this 
discussion is not confined to Brahms's music, being equally 
devoted to that of Beethoven, Schoenberg's remarks certainly 
suggest that the concept received considerable definition from 
Brahms's methods. 
Despi te the brevi ty of Schoenberg' s l~emo.l~ks concel~ni 1)9 
the processes by whi ch Brahms and Beethoven deri ved thei I' moti ves 
of variat-jon, one mClY perhaps infer from his obsel"'vations "Brahms 
cleri ves subs tant'i ally a 1"1 the mati ves from features of the theme" $ 
(FMC 170), (a point which ;s not raised in connection with 
Beethoven), that he cons'idered Br'ahms's, thematic work'ing the 
more intense. Indeed) his use of the term 'theme' when he 
means 'model', or, at least t melody and bass, seems to confirm 
this view of Brahms's thoroughness. In illustration of the 
above comment, he refers to the motiv~ of the first variation 
.(of the Handel Var:iations 012:_24) as der'iv-lng "from the bass of the 
first measure, doubly d'iminished rhythmically", rather than ft'OIll 
the melody, \vhile "its rhyt.hmical complem.ent furn-ishes the 
accompaniment fi guy'e":~ 
, f t .) • !,. ~ tI • • • • • • 
.. } .,.... ~"t-'''' 1"~ Fr1 
, -! .~-==. ~- 7;- . --- --- -=-~-\~~:~ --,'-;T~~i~~ .~~-l- -= 
p~co c 
J 1:1. . ' '.' 
. -'-,-- g~' ---' §.!..---- =t~. g( #i. . ... . -~l"J-r---.j .--- -i'-- -. n __ ...... --- -- -- -
c:- : :---£-.--lif-- - - -t·-- ---.$,f=f= - . _ - -, 
-.'1------ - --- -- -_.j,. ~ --- ----.--, - ?; - - -~ -·----------~7---.· - - v-::---P~/ ~-~ 
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Although he does not adapt his concept of moti~e of the_~~coll1paniment 
to this context, it obviously classes as a motivic variant according 
to his basic criteria and therefore provides further evidence of his 
stress on Brahms's economy. Whilst lithe same three notes as tl"iplets 
form the motive for the second variat;on"~ 
a far larger part in the work is naturally played by the elements of 
the melody, notably the rising, falling and tundng features of the 
first bar, derivatives presumably too obvious to require his 
; 11 us tra tion. 
Although Schoenberg does not elaborate on the processes by 
\','hich these motives al'e developed, suggesting only the nlost 
extreme derivation, that of var 16 by retrogression from a skeleton 
of the melody, 
analysis of the inttrvening stages of complexity certain1y SUP'pOI~ts 
h1S assertion concerning Brahms's Y'2S0urce. Hence, in addition 
to the basic processes of l'hythr.1ic and intel'v<11lic variation, 
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Brahms treats both motives by systematic processes of extension, 
decoration, by incorporation into broader shapes, by combinations 
of both within single lines and by contrapuntal addition; the 
latter, however, often reveals itself as combination rather than 
the addition of new voices, since they are generally motivically 
derived. 
In stating that II substantially all the motives {are derived} 
from features of the theme II (Ibid), Schoenberg suggests the 
independence of certain variations, though he does not specify 
them. In fact, only the arpeggiaic variations Nos 11,21 and 23 
can be regarded as standing entirely free of the theme, whose 
scalic properties inform all the other variations. 
If rare in the Brahms examples, not least at the outset, 
where Schoenberg regards the procedure as conventional, II var iation 
around the principal tones ll by scalic or arpeggiaic writing, is 
common in the Beethoven examples cited by Schoenberg from the 
32 Variations in C minor and the Diabelli Variations. (FMC 169) 
Indeed, the stress which he lays on these examples and on the 
• 
general principle of decoration of a skeleton throws doubt on 
the meaning of his concept. Clearly, the general decoration of 
a model by means of scales and arpeggios cannot be classed as mot-
ivic in the. organic sense which Schoenberg stresses when he requires, 
in his first definition, that lIa predetermined figure, modified 
no more than accommodation to harmony and structure requires ll 
be deri ved II from the theme itse 1 fll . ( I bi d) Judged accord i ng to 
his criteria, the examples which he cites from Beethoven are in 
a much lower class of organic relationship than almost all of 
the Brahms examples. 
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In reality, his examples are more representative of the fact's than 
his observations, since of the PJ~E~l.:L~Va.r·U.:.t;ons_ some C~os_._-.l.:G_.J~, 
1~~_~) do not support his paint but include motives del'ived directly 
fl'om the melody rather' than "more oy' less elaborate circumscY'iption 
of the .principal tones". (Ibid) There is a clear distinction 
between the decoration whic~ is correctly quoted in Var. 2 and the 
procedures in y_~!:.?_~ and ]J. which derive 'not from elabot'at'ion, 
but directly from the model • 
• ) Pulh",n, lJ!tbdli Vuhllonl, Op.I~O 
Even in his brief remarks, thel~e"(ore, Schoenberg fails to reveal 
the organic nature of .Beethoven's motivic technique, nor the range 
betvJecn the extremes pi'esented in the sets di scussed, sti 11 'I ess to 
point to the crucial relation';;h'ip wh'ich exists bet\'Jeen Beethoven's 
most advanced exampl es and the me thod:; of Brahms \,lhi eh were 
ba.~Jed di I'ectly upon them ~ parti cul arly i n .~_ 24 .. 
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If Schoenberg is attracted by the resource of Brahms's motivic 
derivations~ he devotes even more attention to the resource with which 
Brahms treats his hannonic model. Nelson points to Schoenberg's 
reference to the fact that lithe theme al\vays shines to different 
sides"t~4 meaning that varied features can be selected for emphasis 
\vithin successive variations. The paint is illustrated in fMC, 
thl~ough reference to Brahms. Hence, in 5!..P..:.._?!! IIBrahms frequently 
produces new skeletons by changing the viewpoint a~ to which are 
the main features and which are subordinate. This enables him, 
for exarnp 1 e, to cons ider ~_Z "of val' 3 as an upbeat to the 
'cadential subdominant of m.Bi converting ,the I chord into the 
dom; nant of the subdomi nant". "(FMC 171) 
This statement is slightly in~urC\te, hcv!ever~ since the 
subdominant appears at beat 3 of bar 7, not bar 8. 
In the model~ the tonic chord at Bar 7 completes th~ harmonic scheme, 
chord> Y. and .1V merely confirm'ing it, whereas, in var 3, the tonic chord 
appears with a seventh, thus assuming dOlllinunt status in relation to 
the following subdom'inant chord wh'ich lasts until the third beat of 
bat' B. The reduct; on of harmon; c change 1 eads Schoenbel~g to corrment 
furtherhel~e that Brahms "similarly,simplifies m.5 and 6 b,% omission 
. of passing harmonics. This reduction to principal content, however, 
admi ts the contrary movement in 'y"'Ut' ,_1·- the additi on of passi I1g 
hnrmonies (m.6) requ'ired by the 1n'ritations of the main voice ll (Ibid). 
Schoenberg I S sens i ti vity to Brahms's struc'tm'a 1 methods is 
further illustrated in the following paragl"'aphs: BIn val~. 2 
Brahms ventures a far-reaching structural change, which is then 
applied in vars 5, 11~ 20 as well. Half of m. 1 is repeated in m. 2, 
which reduces the significance of m. 2 to that of a mere interpolation 
between m. 1 and 3. Thus the second meaSUl~e has been subordinated 
to the fi t's t to produce a t.-/o-meas ure phrase". 
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It seems appropriate to draw attention here to another reference 
by Schoenberg to this example. Nelson recalls Schoenberg's emphasis 
on the loosening of a theme's fot'rnal deisgn, commenting of this 
exctnlple that "Brahms fulfi"ls his ob-!igation to the theme in the f-il'st 
part of the bar i and is thus freed for the rest of the bar" - s 
However, Nelson's explanation is not entirely clear. In suggesting 
that lithe main me"lodic tones of the theme (B flat, C, D) are completely 
ou~lincd by the beg"inning of the third beat" (Ibid) he rather suggests 
that Brahms has compressed the structural outline or its essence 
into the opcn-j ng bar before proceeding freely, whereas these notes 
" 
are merely those of the original. He does not comment on the 
more striking point that Brahms still maintains the structural 
line into beats 1 and 2 of bar 2 desp;t~ the repetition and. 
consequent han-nonic val'iation of the model here. Nelson suggests 
that this 100s011ing was bf conscious significance to Schoenberg 
in his own variation methods, specifically in vars 2 and 5 of his 
OVII1 ~~ op ~ (Ibid). 
The role of thematic elements in effecting a loosening of the 
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model finds its most striking illustration in further references in FMC 
to harmonic variations deriving from thematic stimuli. Thus: "Much 
of the harmonic variation in the Handel Variations derives from the 
melodic progression from the B flat of the first measure to the 0 in 
the third. Brahms converts this into a harmonic progression by 
transplanting it to the bass as a root progression: tonic-mediante 
Thus the mediant in the third bar in variations 7, 9, 11, 14, 19, is 
utilized to lead to cadences on the dominant, or on the mediant 
(major or minor). In the minor variations (5, 6, 13) the third 
measures stand on the mediant major (d flat), and the cadences lead 
to V, 111 and V". (FMC172) 
Schoenberg also notes some further harmonic variations, though 
he offers no comparable explanation of them. "In Variation 4 the third 
measure is Vl, and in Variation 11 it is lV (instead of 1 or 111) ..... 
In the ninth variation, the B section begins on the dominant (F); but 
the written-out repetition begins, on F sharp (in the meaning of G 
flat), establishing the closely related region of flat submediant 
major". (Ibid) It is to be noted that chord 111 does arise in 
Var. 4, as part of a sequential motion from 1 to fl. (1, 111, V, Vl), 
thus anticipating its first appearance in bar 3, in var. 5. The 
striking Neopolitan movement in var. 9 may well be seen as comple-
menting the equally striking movement to the major mediant in 
the first part, the flat submediant major and the major mediant 
being equidistant from B flat, both of Class 2. The Neapolitan 
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movement is further anticipated in vars. 3, 4 and~. The use of chord 
11 for the main harmony of bar 3, rather than the closing upbeat, 
may be explained by the avoidance of this chord in the preceding 
bars, which reduce the skeleton to l-V only. 
Viewed overall, Schoenberg's comments on Brahms'formal methods explore 
comparatively few areas which are not to be found in. the writings of 
~ritics of his ge~eration and earlier. As a majo~ maste~ of 
'traditional' forms, Brahms's methods were - at least for the period, 
- well documented after his death, special emphasis being laid on his 
variation~ methods. Although the term 'motive of the variation' is 
not specifically employed, his skill in motivic matters and his 
relation to Beethoven is already outlined before Schoenberg, as well 
as in his period, notable specialists being Stanford~6 Tovey47 and 
Luithlen. 48 
What these writers lack, however, is Schoenberg's deeper sense 
of organic unity, the feature already identified in connection with 
developing variation. The same is true of the process of modification 
of a harmonic model. Thus, whilst Tovey anticipates Schoenberg in 
pointing out the transposition of the bass of the theme up a third 
in Ope 24, he does not stress its organic significance, a thematic 
feature becoming a harmonic feature. 
It is this stress on organic relationships which sets 
Schoenberg apart in his use of the term 'form' in the first sense. 
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Whilst most writers pOinted out the obvious examples of recurring material 
in B~ahms, none saw the process at a depth which could help to 
formulate Schoenberg's concept of Grundgestalt. Similarly, though 
Ret; suggests the concept of 'thematic key relationships', his 
examples from Brahms are unconvincing. Whilst Hadow could observe 
the 'irregularity' of Brahms's use of an F sharp major tonality in 
a work in F major,49 it remained for Schoenberg to venture a 
structural explanation, based on a norm abstracted from other 
works. Although Riemann notes Brahms's use of , canon in var. 31 
of the finale ofop. 98, he did not observe its deeper relation 
to the first movement. 50 Schoenberg's grasp of Brahms's methods 
of long-term unification was without parallel. As Walker rightly 
states of the latter relationship: Honly Brahms could 









Schoenberg1s published writings on Contrapuntal Relationships 
can be considered in two categories, dealing respectively with the 
techniques of strict counterpoint and their applications to free 
composition. Virtually all the writings relate to the former 
category and are contained in one book, PEC, begun in 1942 and worked 
on intermittently until Schoenberg1s death, having been preceded 
by several drafts over a long period. l As the title indicates, 
however, this book contains only the initial part of Schoenberg1s 
theory of counterpoint, draft headings existing for the contents 
of two further projected volumes, reproduced in Appendix B, of 
PEC (224); the first was to deal with more advanced contrapuntal 
composition, including chorale prelude, fugue, double counterpoint 
and multiple counterpoint, the second with the role of Icounterpoint 
in homophonic music l , including examples from J. S. Bach to 
Schoenberg himself. However, valuable light is thrown on these 
parts by Langlie,2 whose work has not so far been published. 
Schoenbergls various articles in SI3 add no new dimensions to the 
forementioned materials, although they place valuable emphasis 
on certain pOints. Whilst the absence of these materials represents 
an immense loss - especially, for present purposes, the second 
volume,which would vastly have exceeded PEC in scope, it is possible 
to elaborate some of Schoenberg1s draft headings further through 
reference to passing comments elsewhere in his writings. 
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In view of the very limited scope for the comparison of the 
strictly contrapuntal compositions of Brahms and Schoenberg, it seems 
unnecessary at this juncture to outline the contents of PEC; rather, 
~ome essential distinctions can be established preparatory to the more 
apposite discussion of his writings on the role of counterpoint in 
homophonic contexts. 
The first two parts of Schoenberg1s projected three-part 
scheme draw a clear distinction between Simple and Multiple Counterpoint, 
the latter term established as the basic title of the second part 
in Schoenberg1s comments to Langlie,~ whereas it only appears as a 
subsidiary title in the earlier draft given as Appendix B in PEC. 
Simple Counterpoint is only concerned with the addition of successive 
parts to a given part, whereas multiple counterpoint is concerned 
with the changing of their mutual relationships. Whilst, in 
principle, both parts could be described'as 'preliminaryl to the 
application of strict techniques in a free context, Part 1 is 
particularly concerned to establish the foundations of part-
writing, tonality, and modulation and therefore complements TH 
in approaching the same principles from the standpoint of counter-
point. Like the earlier work, its dominant feature is the systematic 
nature of its approach, through which Schoenberg encouraged the student 
to apply successive solutions to a given problem in order to discover 
the full range of possibilities. From this foundation Schoenberg 
turned to "the much wider possibilities inherent in multiple counterpoint, 
the only published definition of which appears to that given by Langlie. 
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I quote it for the sake of completeness, rather than for its originality: 
"If you define multiple counterpoint as a basic comoination which 
allows shifting of the entrances and changing of the time values 
by multiplication or division, or - and - vertical transposition, 
the changing of the mutual relationship or position of two or 
more voices and the horizontal or vertical direction, or both, or 
their duration (by augmentation or diminution), multiple counterpoint 
. 
allows changes of the mutual relation of two or more voices in 
various ways".5 
As in other areas, Schoenberg1s interest in the devices of 
strict counterpoint lay largely in their capacity for ensuring 
unity. Hence, he spoke to Langlie of canon as "a melody which 
can serve as its own accompaniment. There are ... polymorphous 
canons, which can serve themselves in a great number of ways as an 
accompaniment". 6 Elsewhere he stressed the pre-eminence of fugue 
in this regard. "Fugue is a composition with the maximum self-
suffici'ency of content ... In its highest form, which may perhaps 
be a merely theoretical construction, nothing would claim a place in 
a fugue unless it were derived, at least indirectly, from the theme. 
To this extent - and also in many other ways - it also employs the 
principle of variation in the formulation of two or more forms of 
the theme (Dux and Comes), as also in the production of 
countersubjects and material for the episodes. But the theme1s 
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everchanging Iway of accompanying I - through other parts, through 
transposition of invertible combinations; through the various types 
of canon, and also through harmonic reinterpretation - all this, 
too, is best regarded as variation. Here its way of thinking shows 
its identity, in comparison with the classical art of homophony 
where,again, new figures produced from a basic figure (Bilder) are 
welded into a whole in an effectivewayll. (S1297) 
Schoenberg1s distinction between contrapuntal and motivic 
variation led him to draw a clear line between degrees of independence 
in imitation. Hence, he ~utlines three classes of imitation, 'though 
he does not present them as such: namely strict, semi-strict and free. 
Strict imitations repeat lIevery tone and interval in the same 
rhythm", using, if necessary II substitute tones to preserve the proper 
intervallic relationships". Semi-strict imitations repeat 1I0nly the 
rhythm exactly. These do not begin on the same tone as the original; 
and so in many cases they require the use of sUbstitute tones to 
repeat 'the true size of the interval ... " Free imitations change 
"intervals and sometimes the rhythm toO". (PEG 155) 
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Schoenberg regarded his treatment of the role of 'counterpoint 
in homophonic music' as the most important and novel aspect of his 
teaching because, as he stated to Langlie lithe rules in which I explain 
contrapuntal combinations have to do with art. Certainly mUltiple 
counterpoint should be taught so that one knows how to apply it to 
free composition. But this most do not teach. This is what I try 
to teach"; and, further, "this last volume, for which I made a good 
outline several years ago, will be something entirely new. At least, 
I know of no other book about that". 7 It is, however, a natural 
consequence of the relationship he preserved between the techniques 
of strict counterpoint and free composition that details of the 
most i~portant aspects should have remained almost unrecorded. In 
contrast to his valuable material concerning multiple counterpoint, 
Langlie merely outlines the general influence of Schoenberg's 
teaching of the most complex of contrapuntal forms, fugue, on 
compositional technique, citing no specific examples: "From the 
study of Fugue-writing, the student acquired instruction in part 
writing, necessary for choral, chamber and orchestral compositions, 
discipline of his mind in thinking of several lines simultaneously, 
allowing each one to have its own space in which to move without 
encroaching upon adjacent voices; practice for creating some 
indivl(duality for each voice through diversity of rhythm between 
each voice. Experience in finding what a voice can and cannot do 
in order to be combinable and invertible. Besides these valuable 
tools, the student became acquainted with the contrapuntal devices 
of augmentation,dfmlnution of the rhythmic values and the invention 
of fugue subjects in contrary motion and i,n retrograde. II 
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Specific examples are also missing from the draft in PEC. 
Indeed, Schoenberg's ten points are conspicuous for ignoring the 
very features forementioned, consistent with his aim of showing 
how 'counterpoint in homophonic music' (after 1750) differs from 
'Bachian Counterpoint', the latter forming the basis of Part 2. 
(PEC 224). In pursuing the distinction between contrapuntal 
variations and developing variation he naturally stresses the 
inevitable reduction in the contrapuntal complexity and. the 
motivic relationship between a main and added voice. Thus he 
states at (5) that the "independent motions of accompanying voices 
often do not contain thematic material" and, at (6), that "animated 
subordinate voices· {exist} with or without motival features or 
imitations". While he could hardly avoid illustrating the survival 
of contrapuntal techniques in entire "canonic forms or sections II 
(7) or "Fugatos" (8), the central question of the ways in which 
contrapuntal techniques permeated homophonic textures, involving 
no contrast or, as he states elsewhere "contradiction", is never 
pursued. Despite the fact that Schoenberg evaluated much homophonic 
music according to the contrapuntal complexity and thematicism 
of its accompanying parts, he employs no specific terms nor 
elaborates any details in the Draft. He merely mentions 'combination 
of two or three parts' in works by Beethoven, Brahms and Schoenberg, 
the significance of which is not clear, and the fact .. that "combination 
of superimposed themes (or phrases or motives) in homophony 
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does not serve in the same manner as double counterpoint in §, 10 and 
12 etc.,11 Although he again cites specific works, the Overture to 
Die Meistersinger and his own String Quartets 6pp. 7 and lOw the lack of 
further elaboration, and the manifest presence of double counterpoint 
in the latter works, leaves the ramifications of the point unclear. 
One has to look elsewhere for evidence of Schoenberg's 
teaching concerning the role of counterpoint in homophonic music, 
namely to FMC. Here he establishes a distinction between semi and 
quasi counterpoint, to which one can add a further distinction 
with real counterpoint, discussed elsewhere as involving invertibility. 
Semi-counterpoint differs from real counterpoint in that "it is not 
based on combinations such as multiple counterpoint, canonic 
imitations etc, but only on a free melodic movement of one or more 
voices ll . (FMC 85) This IIfree melodic movement" is further Elefined 
elsewhere as involving the provision of IIcounter-melodies, repetition 
of imitative figures etc, which vary the accompaniment to the main 
voice ll . Although an obvious link exists between this technique and 
the strict, semi strict and free imitations outlined in Schoenberg's 
strict theory, it is not pursued. The various examples provided 
in FMC can best be elaborated in direct relationship to those of 
Brahms in Part Three. In contrast to semi-counterpoint, which has 
IImotival and even thematic implications ll , quasi couriterpoint is 
often IIlittle more than a way of embellishing, melodising and 
vitalizing otherwise unimportant voices in the harmonyll. (Ibid) 
Although the term is not introduced at this juncture, 
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Schoenberg also refers elsewhere to rhabarber counterpoint,' that is 
"a kind of polyphony, substituting for counterpoint, which because of 
its inexact imitations, in former times would have been held in 
contempt as 'Kappellmeistermusik ' , that which, though "thematically 
meaningless", "sounded as if it had a real meaning". (SI120) 
Although Schoenberg does not draw out the relations, rhabarber 
and quasi counterpoint are obviously synonymns for the kind of 
'counterpoint" which is neither thematic nor significantly imitative, 
but decorative. Three levels of contrapuntal accompaniment are 
therefore to be inferred from Schoenberg's writings. In the first 
place, real or strict counterpoint, involving invertibility and 
motivic relationship, semi-counterpoint, involving imitation 
and motivic relationship, without invertibility, and quasi counter-
pOint which is not contrapuntal in the above senses. Although 
obvious relations eXist' between the semi-strict imitations outlined 
in PEC and semi-counterpoint, Schoenberg does not pursue them. The 
various examples of the latter provided in FMC can best be 
elaborated in direct relation to the music of Brahms and Schoenberg. 
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In conclusion, attention must be drawn to a major omission from 
Schoenberg's draft, namely the role of counterpoint in variations. 
While frequently employing more extended examples of strict or semi-strict 
counterpoint than other forms of homophonic music, variation forms 
still belong within this class as discussed by Schoenberg. Although 
his comments on counterpoint in variations are very brief in comparison 
with his treatment of the motive of the variations in the chapter 
'Theme and Variations' in FMC (172) he identifies a number of 
examples to show the application of strict techniques in a free 
context, whether of the most complex kind or simply the addition 
of successive part to a cantus firmus. Since no theory of 
counterpoint is presented, however, these examples are again best 
dealt with in direct relation to composers involved. 
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Despite their obvious links to traditional contrapuntal theory, 
Schoenberg's writings on counterpoint stand independent of those of his 
contemporaries and immediate predecessors, confirming the basic 
preoccupation noted in other areas. Whilst retaining the 
traditional approach of Species Counterpoint, as opposed to the 
new approach represented by, for example, Kurth,S Schoenberg remained 
independent of both the traditional modal approach and that, based 
on tonality, which distinguishes between 'strict ' and 'free ' counter-
point. Schoenberg's stress on the major/minor system in his 
presentation of the five species was consistent with the view that 
the modes were irrelevant to the needs of the modern student, a 
view by no means entirely accepted in the period in which Schoenberg 
was formulating his theories. Stanford for example, still demands 
that the study of counterpoint should be based on modes in his 
treatise of 1911,9 though partly for acoustical reasons. Schoenberg's 
reaction to Bellermann's Der Eontrapunkt (1862),10 which he lists 
with numerous exclamation marks in a letter to Leichentritt (Letters, 
207), may perhaps have been prompted by its renunciation of tonality 
in favour of the modes, since he seems to have respected the book 
in other regards. The distinction between strict-and free -
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counterpoint, the former a preparation for the latter, is not observed 
in Schoenberg's text, since his comprehensive discussion of the 
possibilities of each species includes the working without a 
cantus firmus and the greater harmonic opportunities customarily 
introduced under I free I counterpoint. The distinction between 
'strict' and I free I was of no real meaning to Schoenberg, whose 
preoccupations with counterpoint were ultimately of a different 
kind. Their nature becomes clearer if his comments on the one 
contemporary whose views - or, rather,supposed views - aroused 
his strongest response, namely Kurth. It is regrettable that 
Schoenberg's repeated attacks on Kurth are not based on Kurth's 
writings, which Schoenberg admits to knowing only by repute, but 
on the idea suggested to him by Kurth's term I linear counterpoint ' .11 
Schoenberg takes the term 'linear counterpoint ' to imply lithe 
conducting {of}each part independently", a procedure which he regards 
as unacceptable, both in principle and in relation to the term 
'counterpoint'. Hence he states IIlinear polyphony' {apparently 
synon~mous with counterpoint} ... is supposed to mean a plurarity 
(multiplicity) of parts, in which the criterion of admissibility 
is no longer the sum total of the sound, but exclusively the 
individual line - that is to say the horizontal and no longer the 
vertical II (SI 295) .... IIBut has it occurred to Mr. Kurth and 
his followers that there must be some bond of cohesion between the 
number of parts intended to be heard simultaneously and meaningfully, 
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and that this bond can cohere in some di rection other than the 1 inear?" 
(298). For Schoenberg, there is no such thing as a truly independent 
part in a contrapuntal situation, the concept, setting aside the 
semantic problem raised by the term 'point', which he acknowledges, 
(SI 289)~ is concerned not with line but with relationship. 
"Linear counterpoint is a contradiction in terms, for counterpoint 
signifies the relationsftip of one 'point' (note) to (or against -
I contra I ) another point - that is to say, relationship in a 
direction other than that of linen. (296) 
This 'relationship' forms part of Schoenberg's broader theory 
of 'the idea I. Hence he states "whatever one's views about the 
pleasure that can lie in conducting each part in polyphony indepen-
dently, melodiously and meaningfully, there is a higher level, and 
it is at this level that one finds the question whioh needs 
answering in order to arrive at the postulate": 'Whatever happens 
in a piece of music is nothing but the endless reshaping of a 
basic ~hape' (290) He summarises further: 
1. ,In a contrapuntal piece, the idea is compressed in the form 
of a theme whose constituent elements, sounding together, 
form a kind of 'point of departure I • 
2. This 'point of departure ' , this theme, contains all the 
possibilities for future redeployment of the elementary 
material. 
3. In the course of the piece; new shapes born of redeployment 
(varied forms of the new theme, new ways for its elements 
to sound) are unfolded, rather as a film is unrolled. And 
the way the pictures follow each other (like the 'cutting' 
in a fi 1m), produces the I form ' . 
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If, then,a contrapuntal idea is based on a combination of 
several parts, what can there be about it that is linear". (290-1) 
Although Schoenberg makes no direct reference to multiple 
counterpoint, in this context, his argument is clearly a defence 
of contrapuntal variation against the freer relations to be found 
in historical pastiche, essentially the tradition of Bach, 
Beethoven and Brahms, against the modern'ists who "built on Kurth 
chose ruins as their foundations", turning not to earlier forms, 
but "at the most, manners, styles", only the "tone" of traditional 
mOdels. (292). 
Schoenberg's brief criticism of Riemann is just as damning, 
though Riemann would seem to stand closer to Schoenberg's view of 
'relationship'. It was the hannonically conditioned counterpoint 
taught by Riemann which most stimulated Kurth to the development 
of his contrasted approach. 12 Schoenberg criticizes Riemann for 
"adding 'ornaments' - passing notes and suspensions - to harmonic 
textures". (SI 297) Although Schoenberg gives no reference for 
his criticisms, ~11 Riemann's writings on counterpoint, most 
notably the textbook,13 all stress the importance of a predetermined 
harmonic scheme in which the added counterpoint' interprets' 
the harmonic potential of the cantus firmus. His system places 
great emphasis on the figuration of given harmonies as a 
necessary preliminary to genuine counterpoint. Schoenberg stands 
not only at an equal distance from both these emphases, but 
totally removed from them in his sense of the importance of the 
relationship of the constituent elements. It is to be regretted 
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that he made no comparable remarks on the views of the one 
contemporary who held the vertical and harmonic relationship in 




CONTRAPUNTAL RELATIONSHIPS IN BRAHMS 
Fewer published references survive to Brahmsls 'uses of 
,', 
counterpoint that to any other aspect of his methods in Schoenberg IS 
writings. Although very significant observations would inevitably 
have appea~ed in the course of Schoenbergls discussions of multiple 
counterpoint and the role of counterpoint in homophonic music, the 
omission of the subject from IBrahms the Progressive l requires 
explanation. The scope of Brahms IS contrapuntal technique in 
both pure and applied contexts found few parallels in the late 
19thC and, indeed, represented a major feature of the revival 
of instrumental music in which he played so conspicuous a part. 
No composer was, by nature and circumstances, more open to his 
example than Schoenberg. In view of the strength of the 
relationship, it is not impossible, therefore, that Schoenberg 
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omitted the subject from 'Brahms the Progressive' in the belief that it 
could be taken for granted in an article seeking rather to emphasize 
Brahms's status as an innovator. In contrast, Schoenberg's views on 
Brahms's role in the thematic and harmonic spheres were much more 
relevant because less frequently stressed. 
Though brief, specific acknowledgements of Schoenberg's interest 
in Brahms's uses of strict counterpoint are to be found elsewhere. 
Thus, in the article Heart and Brain in Music, Schoenberg stresses the 
extent of Brahms's preoccupation with counterpoint and its influence 
on him: "Having been educated in the sphere of Brahms's influence 
like many others I followed his example. 'When I do not feel like 
composing, I write some counterpoint'" (SI 67) Not merely was 
Schoenberg impressed by Brahms's interest in counterpoint, but 
by the rigour of his approach. Langlie notes that Schoenberg 
used to refer to the systematic initial work covered in PEC as 
"Brahms's mental gymnastics,l'+,stressing elsewhere that they 
were certainly not of an easy-going sort". (SI 67) Thus he draws 
. 
parti cul ar ,attention to Brahms's approach to canoni c writing, 
stressing his advice that "canons should be strict" and emphasizing 
the complexity of the 'enigma'tic canons' with which Brahms 
frequently entertained friends. (PEC 166 - 7) Although Schoenberg 
seems to ascribe his own subsequent attempts to produce complex 
canons to the stimulus of Brahms's example (SI 67),he does not 
specify particular models; indee9, he laments the fact that Brahms 
destroyed so many of his contrapuntal workings. Since the majority 
of Brahms's most complex canons only came to light with the 
Complete Edition in 1926 - 8,15 the 13 Kanons, Opt 113 being almost 
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entirely of a very simple nature, there is no real basis for a discussion 
of Brahms'sdirect influence. Schoenberg, similarly, makes no direct 
reference to Brahms's fugues. Although Brahms was active in this field, 
only three strict fugues· appear in the Complete Edition, two published 
posthumously, and are early, didactic works, again offering no 
significant basis for comparison. 16 Brahms~ other published fugues 
all employ strict devices within free contexts, as for, example, those 
of the Requiem op.· 45. 
Schoenberg's published comments on Brahms's use of counterpoint 
in free contexts are also very limited. His only systematic discussion 
is of 'counterpoint in variations' in·FMC (172) which though 
very important in Brahms's output in this form is less significant 
overall than in his freer forms and more obvious in nature. However, 
against, the background of his three classes of contrapuntal 
accompaniment, Schoenberg's general pOints in the article 'National 
Music' assume, great definition. He claims that he learnt from 
Brahms "plasticity in moulding figures; not to be mean, not to 
stint myself when clarity demands more space; . {the capacity for} 
carrying out each figure to the very end· {to produce} economy, yet 
richness" (SI 174) Langlie's remarks show' that the capacity to 
avoid being cramped related particularly to the use of contrapuntal 
style in accompaniments and the reference to "carrying out each 
figure to the end" has obvious connection with Brahms's remarkable 
capacity for achieving strict rather than free imitations in this 
context; this capacity was surely only rivalled by Mozart, a point 
perhaps acknowledged in the relationship wnich Schoenberg draws between 
them in this source. (Ibid) 
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Schoenberg's reference to Brahms's "richness, yet economy" though 
capable of various interpretations, can certainly be related to the 
contrapuntal texture of his music, which is frequently invertible, 
creating the maximum variety from the minimum of material, Since 
Brahms's music frequently displays features identified by Schoenberg 
as belonging to the first class of contrapuntal application within 
homophonic music, whether in accompaniments or the entire score, his 
direct influence on Schoenberg in the formulation of these distinctions 
requires no further stressing. 
Schoenberg's more detailed comments on Brahms's uses of 
counterpoint in variations place special emphasis on his position as 
a-successor to Beethoven, ignoring detailed comparison with Bach. 
His remarks suggest two levels in the employment of counterpoint, 
namely: the addition of "one or more voices to a basic scheme", 
that is,the theme and its bass, and variations" of a higher order, ... 
which display combinative counterpoint". (FMC 172) The first bears 
obvious relation to the species counterpoint of PEC in "adding o~e 
or more voices to a 'cantus firmus', the second to multiple counterpoint. 
Schoenberg illustrates the additional principle through reference to 
Beethoven's 32 Variations in C Minor in which "most of the variations 
consist in adding one or more voices to the basic scheme, this being 
"similar to the passacaglias of Bach and Brahms and the ostinato 
finale of Brahms's Haydn Variations op. 73." (Ibid) 
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Schoenberg's interesting distinction between the "ostinato 
finale of the Haydn Variations" and the other passacaglias draws 
attention to the fact that the additional principle operates 
throughout this movement, which is not the case with the other 
Brahms passacaglias, nor indeed with Beethoven's 32 Variations in 
C minor. Schoenberg mentions elsewhere the second subject of the 
finale of Brahms's_First Symphony Ope 68 as an example of the 
additional principle, not otherwise to be found in free movements 
(FMC 85). 
For examples of Combinative counterpoint, Schoenberg draws from 
Beethoven's 32 Variations in Cminor, Diabelli Variations and Brahms's 
Handel Variations Ope 24 and Haydn Variations op.56A. Although, 
by outlining the contrapuntal features of each work, he identifies 
common elements, such as fugue, canon, double counterpoint, imitation 
(strict and free), these features are not directly compared nor 
illustrated in detail. Schoenberg's particular admiration for 
Srahms's contrapuntal technique is clear in his reference to vars 4 and 8 
as providing particular illustration of "contrapuntal artistry", var 4 
• 
consisting of "double, or rather triple, counterpoint at the octave 
and twelfth", var 8 of "a complex of mirror forms in multiple counter-
point", (FMC 173)., Although neither is discussed further, Schoenberg's 
reference to the counterpoint in var 4 indicates that the third voice 
is not always Observed, the counterpoint generally regarded as 
double. This part, the pizzicato bass, is actually the first to 
be inverted, in bar 6, although it is never inverted at the twelfth . 
. (APPENDIX EXAMPLE 16) 
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The limited scope of Schoenberg's writings make it difficult 
to relate his attitudes to Brahms's contrapuntal methods to those of other 
theorists. Brahms's contrapuntal skill was always one of the most 
stressed features of his art and references are to be found elsewhere 
not only to the most overt devices, such as the triple invertible 
counterpoint in op.56A , but also to some less obvious features. 
Tovey, for example, points out the imitation by inversion in the 
accompaniments of the second subjects of the outer movements 
of the Clarinet Trio op. 114, and even a canon cancrizans in the 
first movement of the String Quartet op. 51/2. If Schoenberg's 
examples are not distinguished by their originality, his emphasis 
on the strictness of Brahms's contrapuntal relationships, is 
distinctive, and consistent with his stress on this feature in his 
general theory. Schoenberg regarded as the property of "a few 
initiates" what "these notes and note-progressions are, that could 
form a counterpoint .... which can be set in opposition and magically 
possess a relationship to each other that fulfils the principle 
of cohesive contrast" (SI 296-7) Although he boldly states elsewhere 
that they were known" since the Netherlanders ... to only J.S. Bach 
and myself" (288), it seems clear that he also regarded Brahms 
as one of the circle. 
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PART THREE 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH BRAHMS IN SCHOENBERGS EARLY WORKS 
SECTION ONE 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
SCHEMATIC OUTLINES OF THE THREE FOCAL WORKS: 
STRING QUARTET IN 0 MAJOR (1897) 
STRING SEXTET IN 0 MINOR IVERKLARTE NACHT 1 (1899) 
STRING QUARTET IN 0 MINOR (1905) 
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In moving from the examination of Schoenberg's writings to 
that of his own music, I feel it appropriate toclarifyagain the nature 
of my approach in the latter. It is not my aim to provide thorough 
analyses of the works under discussion, either in relation to 
Schoenberg's analyses of Brahms or in any other connection. Each 
work is of sufficient interest both in itself and in relation to the 
others to justify an independent study and I take it as read that 
many other parallels could be drawn or alternative interpretations -of 
the given examples offered. Rather I seek to observe the kinds of 
ways in which the compositional features identified in Brahms by 
Schoenberg relate to his own music. In adopting these features as 
focal points for discussion I do not pr~sume to retrace Schoenberg's 
tompositional thought in response to Brahms; as has been stressed, 
his concepts only crystallised fully in his maturity, partly 
through compositional experience as well as before it, and the 
relationship must not be over-simplified. It is with the broader 
principles of the Brahmsian background to Schoenberg's 
early methods that I am concerned. Accordingly, although I do not 
hesitate to identify contacts which seem direct, I have as much 
interest in the independence of his methods; indeed, it is in 
observing the individuality of his response that the real point of 
the investigation lies. 
Of the four areas to which discussion has been directed, the 
- I 
; 
most fruitful for present purposes is that of thematic process and 
phrase structure. Despite Schoenberg's didactic interest in tonal 
and harmonic relationships, they do not permit as detailed a 
discussion in the present context and observation~ must needs be 
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of a more general nature. None the less, this area requires a 
. 
thorough coverage, especially in helping to define the balance of 
Schoenberg's relationship to Brahms and Wagner. Of the other 
areas, contrapuntal rather than formal relationships claim the 
greatest attention. 
In order to relate the themes discussed to their contexts 
and to indicate the main formal divisions, I append in the 
following pages brief schematic outlines of the three focal 
works, noting my chief sources in determining these of op~ 4 
and 7. 
The following conventions are employed: 
Themes are indicated as follows: 
j!, 1£ etc., First subject, first, second theme etc., 
Tr Transition theme. 
CG Closing Group theme. 
Additional brackets are employed in ~ to 
distinguish between themes of the first and 
second I movements I • 
Tonalities are indicated by upper and lower case letters for 
major and minor respectively. 
Bar Numbers in Ope 4 and 7 are indicated by page, line and 
bar; ego 6 - 4 - 2: page 6, line 4, bar 2. 
EXPOSITION 
-_._...--
1 0 la 
13 biD lb 
17 0 Tr 
39 B l"Ia 
n: 
"') .... ) (8) llb 
79 B CG 
DEVELOPMENT 
-----


















D. ~AJOR QUARTET~1897) 
FI RST i40VEMENT 
SONATA FORM 
RECAPITULATION 
167 0 la 
181 e /D 1b IT, 
"197 D 11a 
213 {D} 11b 
237 . D CG 
CODA 
SECOND MOVEMENT 
INTERMEZZO AND TRIO 
TRIO INTERMEZZO CODA 
34 A l1a 
46 A llb 
Da Capo 66 - 76~ r 
nil RD r'10VEMENT 
THEt~E AND VARIATIONS 
Theme 44 bb Var 4 
Var 1 54 DB Var B 
Var 2 63 ~ B Var 5 









5 D la 
13 (0) 1b 
29 D Tr 
55 i.\ lla 
73 A 11 b 
83-92 Tr' 
DEVELOP~~EN~ 

















o MINOR SEXTET 0). 4 (1899) ______________ ._-2.E __ ". __ 
.n. conti nUOllS mov(~ment compr; sing two sana ta- re 1 a ted movements, frarm~d by 
a~ introduction. interlude and coda, (Schoenberg,l Wellesz~2 Friedheim!). 
--------~----
INTHODucnON 
3-1-1 d Introducti on Them!." 1 
4-3-4 (d) Introduction Theme 2 
FI RST ' MOV EMENT ' 
-------
EXPOSITlElN: 5-2-3 d la ("I) 
7-1-1 Tr (1 ) 
7--' ~5 vb 1-la CI) 
8-2-2 llb ( 1 ) 
10--1-1 llc ,( 1 ) 
13-1-1 [" 111 (1 ) L. 
DEVELOPMENT '1) ': --~-----~---~- 16-·1-·' to :22 -2-- 2 
I RECAPITULATION I 22-2-3 d (1 a ( 1 ) ) 
INTERLUDE 
------
23-1-3 to 25-3-6 
SECOND 'MOVEMENT' 
---.... ~----
EXPOSITION 26-1-1 D 1a (2) 
26-3-2 Tr (2) 
27-3-2 fF 11a (2) 
32--2-2 ~D 11b (2) 
DEVELOPMENT (2) 34--3-2 to 38-3-2 
39-·1-1 1, D 111 (2) 
I RECAPITULATION I 42-1-4 D la (2) 
CODA 
49-2-1 to 51-3-3 
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A continuous 1110Vement, inter-t'elat'ing four movement-types of a 
tl'aditional quartet (termed 'Parts' by Schoenberg): Sonata-Allegro, 
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THEMATfC PROCESS AND PHRASE STRUCTURE 
- 250 -
In seeking the links between the thematic processes of 
Schoenberg's early works and those of his predecessors, a natural 
starting point is provided by his comments on Verklarte Nacht, op. 4, 
the background of which he very readily acknowledged: liThe thematic 
construction is based on Wagnerian 'model and sequence, above a 
roving harmony on the one hand, and on Brahms' technique of 
developing variation - as I call it - on the other. Also to 
Brahms must be ascribed the imparity of measures, as for instance, 
in measures 50-54, comprising five measures, or measures 320-327, 
comprising two and one-half measures(SI 80)." 
The Brahms references are of particular value in relating 
a work of seemingly individual thematic character to its models. 
Given in relation to earlier, overtly Brahmsian works, such comments 
. would have provided far less of a stimulus to further investigation. 
However, if Schoenberg - albeit writing towards the end of his 
life, in 1949,-recollected his thematic process in op. 4 as 
Brahmsian in origin, the themes provide no obvious confirmation of 
this view. Whilst their evolutionary character is certainly.clear, 
none of the three types of motivic structure which emerge from 
Schoenberg's analyses is employed in any comparable sense; nor do 
any other features argue for specific models in Brahms. One 
observes the predominant use of basic motives with four to six notes 
rather than Brahms's single intervals or pairs, the intervallic 
characters of which are often more reminiscent of Wagner than of 
Brahms; also prominent is an individual thematic plan, used in two lof the 
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main themes cf the first movement, involving the literal repetition 
of the first motive followed by continlJOus evolution, a pattern 
finding no obvious parall~ls in Brahms's sonata-themes. Only in 
one case can a relationship with Brahms's examples as analysed by 
Schoenberg be suggested, and here only tentatively; namely, in 
This may be seen as relating to the first type of treatment 
noted ill employing successive forms of a basic motive consisting 
of a single interval, by extension, filling-in and transposition. 
\~hilst considerably less obvious than the first subject of Cel12. 
Sonata op,' 33 - ~ (see page 122) both in its rhythmic variat'ion 
and use.of decoration, the basic principle of varied repetition 
predominalltly at the original pitch and involving the displacement 
of accent may be sean as common. Whilst Schoenberg does not draw 
attention to the displc:ceinent in the cp. 38 example, the feature 
is significant in many of the Brahms examples and is a major 
fea.turc of his style~ 2trising as a natural consequence of the 
varied repetition cf small motives. 
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That the process of Thel!1~~)l1.l may have hud a direct origin 
in Schoenberg'~ previous methods can be su~gested through references 
to a much eilrl'j er theme, that of a di scat~ded ~h0!1Z' Schoenberg 
quotes til; s as hay; n9 been wr-j tten "quite a number of years ll before 
the !) m~jor .9.uCll"tet when II Beethoven Mozart and Dvorak" were hi s 
models~l • 
Although the basic motive (a) 
comprises two intervals rather than one, the successive use of 
motive-,forms at thE: same pitch 'involving extension and accentua'! 
displacement again seems discernible; the use of decoration in the 
final form also relates to the preceding example. 
Schoenberg's use of a three-note, rather than two-note 
mati ve in thi s theme attracts interest in vi ew of the greatel~ 
interval1iccontent of his later themes relative to those he 
i denti f-j ed in Br'ahms. Indeed, it prav; des ali nk to a pass i b 1 e 
consequence of the use of the first type of develo.£in]. variatiol.l 
in g.P...!.....~ namely: its,application to complete phrases rather 
than simply iTlot-lves. IhemeJJlill applies the principle to a 
basic phrase comprising five intervals~ which is successively 
varied rhythmically and by extension, producing accentual 
displacement in the second phrase, though not in the third.: 
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The use of decoration in the second phrase is of interest. 
Although this phrase seems to represent a local variant of the first. 
---.-........ . 
.-. 
the variant has cbnsiderable effect on the further development. 
Hence, the figure A flat - G in (a 1 ) which decorntes the G flat 
of the first phnse is trc.nsposed twice "in the third phrase. this 
pattern providing the basis of the following sequence of motive-
forms. The use of the opening phrase as a coda after continuous 
evolutior is unusu~l and finds a parallel in the first theme 
of Bt'ahms's y'ioli~_Sonata_op. 78-11, whose "remt:lrkable ... refrain-
like recurrence" has a1ready been noted by Schoenberg. (See page 
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150) . 
Whilst not of comparable accentual or motivic interest, a 
similar procedure is apparent in Theme '.11(1), though here the 
phrases are of only three notes. Hence (a 1 ) decorates the first 
interval of (a), whilst (a 2 ) changes the retained element (c) 
" to (c 1 ). The latter form may be seen as extended by the use 
of (d) in augmentation and extension, its;subsequent evolution 
dominated by the closing "interval (e): 
However, the process of Type 1 has no further significant 
application, either between or vlithin phrases. Of much greater 
prom'jnence is the role \'Iithin phrases of the characteristics of 
Type 2, which adds transposition and invel"'S"jon to the possible 
methods of motivic treatment. Once again, It!.eme 1..lll?1. is of 
interest~being built on the basic interval of the fourth~ trans-
posed and extended dowliwards by step. This is one of the themes 
\'.;hose uimparity of rw~~as'JresH Schoenberg's notes as deriving from 
Brahms in the remarks quoted earlier. However, he does not 
appa}'ently ascribe it to the effect of ~\{.eloQin~ variation. 
Yet it is clear that this "imparityll adses di\~ectly from the 
, , 
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motivic developnient: nalTlely~ the extension of the second foutth 
through the addition of (b) to create a phl~ase of two.·and-a .. half 
bars, thus displacing the accentual position of the repetition . 
.This notable feature is highly chuY'actel'istic of Schoenbel~g's 
Brahms examples~ especially of the op. 121/3 thellles where the 
extension (albeit of the inverted motive) effects a memorable 
shift of accent from the flr'st to the sc:cond beat in triple 
metre in bars 3-4 (See page 128). Schoenberg's seeming disregard 
fOI~ the rel(ltion of cause ctnd effect in consider'ing T~en!.r:.Jl]_l?J 
confirms the t.r-end noted in other contexts in Part Two; it;s 
alr.o interesting to note his use of the term lirnparHy" in 
re.lation to uneven phnse lengths, rather than as.ymmetl'Y of 
phrase relationship, the first artd second phl'ases being of equal 
leTi~th. 
The characteristics of Type 2 nrc evide~t in a more 
flexible way in Theme ll(b)(2t~ where transposition also involves 
rhythmic variation of the rHode'l pdor to extension, thus further 
relating to precedents already noted. This theme uses a three 
ra thel~ than t.vlo-note moti ve, and its f10\>1 of foms , taken \'1ith 
their variety, effectively obscures Schoenberg's working methods. 
Schoenberg noted this then~ as an example of the lI~choenbergian 
elements to be found in the length of some of the melodies n (~.!.Jrr.): 
" 
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*~~~ t~:;;-'~;;f:~~cc~~- ==;~~_~"=~ ~-::c,~==o J 
.. ' L--3~ __ ,_ "j . 
As with the previous example, the. length 'is the result of 
direct repetition and the use of sequence which, in relation to a 
motivic structure of considerable subt1eLy, perhaps offers an 
indication of the kind of synthesis which Schoenberg created from 
the methods of Brahms ~nd Wagner. 
The only other theme ; n ~~ whi ch suggE:S ts a t.hree-·r.ote 
repetitive structure than the others, consistent with its prog-
rarmnati c functi on: 
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Here the motive is transposed downwards to create a scalic 
descent from the flat sixth degt'ee to the tonic, \'Jhich 'is 'immediately 
repeated. A shorter form of this scale is also repeated~ l~ading 
to further variations treated likewise and imposing new intervallic 
shopes on the basi c r'hythm, the procedure i dentifi ed earl i er as 
cha.racteristic of the third type of·de"ye'I~J.)irg variation. The extent 
. of litera'i repetHion and slow rate of motivic evolution ~'emoves 
this theme from the Brahmsian sphere~ although one may well see 
Schoenberg applying Brahms's principles to different ends here. 
I n seeking precedents for the use of three-note ITiot'j ves in 
transpos'i ti on befoY'e EE.:_..!!., the open-i n9 theme of the di s carded 
fi£.!!..o Tt'io_in~_~nin9.'C (Nachod No 76) bears a relationship. 
HO\,Jever, its structure is comparatively uninter'esting, involv'ing 
essentially unvaried repetitions on the first thi:i"d and fifth 
degrees, balanced by descending elements \,!h'ich rema'in repetitive. 
The 'lack of a ca.pacity for growth may perhaps have di scoutaged 
Schoenberg fran continuing the sketch beyond its sixteen bars. 
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Of far greater interest is the f'irst theme of the .0 maj_or_ Qu~·tet, 
written in the same year. Here the elements of the fow-note mot'ive 
(a) are juxtaposed and transposed in the vRried repetition (a l ): 
Moreover, the connection itself~ involving the repetition 
of notes 3 and 4, (b), becomes a basic feature of the theme; 
n6tes 3 and 4 of the second motive are also restated (c), giving 
rise to a furthet motive (a 2 ). 
Schoenb9rg's working processes are illumtnated by comparision 
with the possible stimulus fOI' this theme, Bro.hms·s song liEs 
lieb't sich so lieblich in Lenze '! ~ 711!.' which describes a 
similar arch in the sc}me key: 
AI-. ~v h<l btw(qr 
-- - -." v 
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Whilst Brahms's arch is simple, however, that of Schoenberg 
points out the rela,tion between its motivic.: e-\<:ments and connects 
them by a process charactel~ist;G of the second type of .9~vel~J2iI!9. 
ya.!::i.ation; nallleiy, the beginning of each successive phrase with 
the close of its prec2cessor. 
This principle is applied much more:loosely to a theme Hhich 
shar~5 the intervallic character of the preceding example, the 
first theme of the Presto in C. Here~ though the motives (a) 
and (a 1 ) are similar 'in relationship as in pattern to the 
preceding example, it is rather the close of the repetition 
of (c) at bars 5 - 6 which anticipates the next phrase at bar 7. 
the opening motive of which (a 2 ) also relates to the beginning 
b.y retrogression. 
. l'l('l'':t 
- r 1.f I----... -u ....... ~-.. --' ......... r r--..... c~ .. -. ·~£~~Ftt:3-~ll=~=~--=-~~c:~ J J 1_._-~_11...~--1 \;~-~-) ~_J !~~_r_~~_J 
~~-"-1 " 
,-=G-~-.-~:~5L- ·~-~I£f~fj:-f ~+=t ~j l' *=rl~' - S J~ ---~--- -7: -- --T--'-g. " ~1 II 0-0 - ¥--('I--L ___ , __ J L-~_I \ __ ---'--J'--" t1t I ' 
_-=_~ __ -====-=-:-=-:===~-.:. _~ __ ~=== -.0---
~• fi. ____ ' ,----=-=::::r=---===---=-3~ ~ . __ -, __ ~ _. --~===: - --------1,-.------t-. • - -------+ t-----r----+-==--'l·:-::x-l·-----fi"-------------_.----------~-.-- ~~=1== ~ ,·c~ 
Motivic transpositicn and internal repetiticin combine 
with the othel' featUi·e of the second type of ~eve12Ein9_j_~!.:L~.ti~~, 
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;nve}'sion~ to characterize the most advanced cxa,mples in ~,L1, 
represented by Themes la, (1) and ll~ [I). In each case the 
structure consists of a literal repetition of the initial phrase 
'followed by continuous development; the whole beal~s vey'y little 
relation to a conventional sentence structure beginning with two 
statements of an opening phrase. Two factors claim attention: 
the evolution of the latter- parts and the motivic structure of 
the opening phrases. The nIDst complex example is provided by 
Them~ . .uJ; , a ltho'Jgh shared netween three i nstrumehts, the 
thematic evolution is clear: 
Here the varied repetition of 
motive (b), bat 3, create's a ne',>j lTIotive- form (b l ) by diminution and 
extensions involving transposition up an octave. (b l ) includes the 
, 
rising motive (c). The second mot'iv8--form (c l ) is a modified 
transposition of this. The third form (e 2 ) varies the second 
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by (ldd'in~J notes which create accentual displacement. This form is 
repeated almost 'intact in bar 5 (c 3 ) and its f-ina1 note 'is dovetailed 
into a further variant (c4 ) by a process of displacement analogous to 
that preceding. The sixth form (d) reverts to the first and second 
forms fOl~ "its outl"ine.The seventh motive-form ((~) fills out the final note of 
the pre.ced'ing form vdth a sr.Cluential re'pet1tion of its conclusion. 
The obvioLls development of the theme may be re~Flrded as completed 
by this point~ "its 1l101~e d'istant rel'iance on the ~,emitone'in the 
follovring bar being supported by counterpo'ints <1~Y'eady wen estab-
1 "ished. 
Theme IIa(2) app1ies the same principles in a more l"imited 
fashion. The evolution again begins with a diminution of the 
c'j ose of the 
-rnot'ive-form (b ) in nssoc"iat;on with octave 
tl'anspos i t'j on: 
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In this case, however, the variation involves addition before 
rather than after the retained element, here the single note E flat. 
The second motive-form (d) is a downward transposition of this 
variant, comparable in function with the upward transposition 
of (b 1 ) in Theme 111.(2) (See Page 253). The final form (e 1 ) 
refers to the rhythm of the opening form, though with a new 
intervallic pattern derived by inversion from the descending 
shape generated by the conjunction of (d) and (d 1 ), (e). This back-
reference to an important aspect of an earlier form, whic~ has 
the effect of checking the consistent evolution of the theme, again 
relates to Theme 111(1). Indeed, Theme llb(l) accompanies Theme 
111 (l), in i 11 ustrati ng the II impari ty of measures II whi ch 
Schoenberg ascribed to Brahms's model and which arises through 
a comparable process of motivic evolution. 
Of equal economy in Ope 4 are the structures of the phrases 
themselves. Viewed overall, one may observe the falling semitone 
as the basic motive of the work, its "greatest common factor" in 
Schoenberg's expression, generally appearing with its inversion 
and being modified to a whole tone step in many cases. It is most 
immediately apparent in Theme lla(l), which opens with the 
juxtaposition of rising and falling semitones, subsequent evolution 
employing the falling major second, then the rising major second 
introduced by the semitone. In Theme 111(1), the falling augmented 
fourth of the first phrase is replaced by the semi tone in bar 3 
and the falling major second again provides the means of extension 
hereafter, though the semi tone is again prominent in the rest of 
the theme. In Theme la(l), the relationship of semitone and tone 
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is taken a stage further', the first phrase including both, although 
the falling tone may be seen as decorating a more basic semi tone 
movement upwards: 
the gl'Gater significance of the semi tone here seems c'lear from the 
suhsequent evolution~ which is dominated by this interval in both 
forms. ~jhilst theil~ charactel~S are quite different~ the_ pal"allels 
between the methods of tl1-is theme and Brahms's use of the semi·· 
tone- and it.s variants in the _~..:""_5'I/L.:_Jl theme seem clear ar,d~ taken 
with the factors noted 1 suggest Schoenberg's interpretation 
of this the~l1e as relating to his own methods. 
The links appar'cnt betwEen, in particular', Therne.Jiilt of 
gJ~ and op. 51/2, theme of Brahms are developed in even more 
subtle ways -in some of the themes of Schoenberg's QJ!!inS!I._.9..~arte!. _ 
2.2:_Z. Attention again concentrates on the process by't/h-ich 
one phrase grows from another and the intervallic structul~e 
of the basic motives themselves. 
The most d-; rect 1 i nk ; s to be found betvJeen Theme .' am 
of QI?:...i and ~J..!? of !2P..:..l.; indeed, the latter can be seen 
as i ntens 'i fy"i ng and extendi ng the processes of the former: 
• I 
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Hence, the process by which the development proper begins 
at bar 5 in the later theme is almost indentical with that at 
the comparable pOint, bat 3, of .:L~~~ne~) of or, 4: namely, 
the rhythmic diminution and extension of the preceding motive-
form, which initiates a continuous evolution L The later theme 
differs only in its use ·of the opening motive as its source, 
rather than that which precedes it in bars 2-4; the second phl~ase 
in these bars employs significant variation where that of .2.E.!.-1. 
merely repeats liter-ally. The sequential repetition of the new 
motive is identical in both themes, but the later theme is notable 
thereafter for its quicker and more extensive variation; it 
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produces a triplet motive whose sequenti~l repetition leads in turn 
to further variat"ions \'Jhich C\re repeated 9 an within four bars; in 
cont.rast, Theme la{ll reveals less grovrth over its fifteen bars. 
The evolutionary process of Theme la_of f?~ also bears 
significant relationship to that of Then~}E.JJJ of gpo 4: 
, , 
Here ~gain,an an~ceden!. of two close"ly re"lnted pht'ases 
produces matel~ial for a proportionally longer ~onseqllen~ in \'Jhich 
each motive-form clearly evolves from the preceding form. The 
connection of all the phrases provides ample illustration of 
the principle of phrase connection noted earlier in relation to the 
tL 
2£. 5·1/2 theme. Phrase 2 begins wit.h a barely disguised rep~~ion 
(d ) of the preceding figure (d) as does Phrase 3 (d ) from (d ) 
Phrase 4 begins with a rhythmic variant (e ) of the preceding form 
(e), a methQdwhich also obtains for the following phrase connections. 
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Ih.~..!!1§ 119 displays the principle of progressive variation even 
more clearly, since the procedure is applied to a basic motive of 
only three notes, transposed and extended, the form stir, I'etained in 
the closing phrase, though partly obscured by decoration of its 
descending shape at that po~nt: 
Schoenberg himself noted the 
deY'ivat;on of this three--note motive in the closing baY's of Theme 11~L?l. 
Though less obvious ;n its growth, this theme is equally subtle 
in its stl'ucture; a two-note motive (a) -is repeated in rhythmic 
variation (a1 ) an-d then -inversion (b), generating a three-note 
descent (c), which is then stated in augmentation and inversion 
(d), concluding \'/ith a four-note form: (e): 
, ',' 
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As regards the intervallic structures of the themes 
themse 1 ves, Schoenb~l~g takes further the methods apparent -i n .Q£.:._1 
and his procedures complement the features noted in connection 
with thematic evolution. The semi tone is again the dominant 
interval, although, consistent with the more expansive phrases, 
a wider -range of intervals is apparent. Of particular note~s 
the subtlety of internal variation, reflecting his recurrent 
preoccupation with this feature in Brahms. Octave transposition 
tlnd rhythmic variation "in Theme __ l,~ of _9.~~ disguise at (at) 
the repetition of an entire feature (a), a characteristic 
also appal~ent in the parallel theme or~j~ __ ~: 
In conclusion therefore, a very clear connection may be seen 
between the features 011 which Schoenberg lays g,ei:itest stress in 
his must prominent Brahms examples and his own methods. It is 
particular-ly interesting to note the decreasing i-'ole of tlie third 
type of de'y~.!9J?.i!l~L~.!'.;a~i5?_,! noted in £()rJ:..1If!..9..) th~ application 
of free intervals to a retained rhythm~ which is still important 
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in Brahms. The method employed in, for example~ Theme 11a of the 
final movement of Schoenberg's 0 major Qu2.!:l~!. is backward-looking 
in relation to the examples noted, employinu one hasic rhythmic 
motive with a number of intervallic shapes. Indeed~ it is 
i"e, 
interesting to notergreater intervallic economy of the two Brahms 
!-
themes which may have been in Schoe~beig's mind here; they give 
. some support to Schoenberg's view concerning the trend towards 
interval1ic unity in Brahms's theme':>. They are tV'om the fla!.;ne~. 
Yet, if Schoenberg grasped the hi stori ca 1 tendenci es in Bl'ahms' s 
thematic processes, he quickly applied Brahms's methods to neVI contexts. 
Thus, the motivic intricacies most apparent in slow, ruminative themes 
by Brahms, now appear in quick, assertive themes by Schoenbel~g. In this 
li9ht~ it is perhaps no coincidence that Schoenberg should have gl'ouped 
together two of the thE:mes to which greatest attention has been given 
in this study - the s10Vl theme af _~.2l/2...:.JJ. and the qU';ck theme 
of _ap. 7 - 1 as illustrations of asymo!2trical. stnJcture ;n H1CJ140). 
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The full force of Schoenberg's relationship to Brahms becomes 
apparent when his themes are compared with those of contemporaries 
who were equally aware of Brahms's example, and who, moreover, were 
classed by Schoenberg as employing developing variation. In the 
article 'Criteria for the Evaluation of Music ' (SI 129 - 30), 
Schoenberg draws a distinction between the "sequences and semi-
sequences" of Bruckner, Wolf and Richard Strauss and the "new 
technique" of qeveloping variation employed by himself, Reger 
and Mahler. However, he never directly comp~res his methods 
with those of the latter composers, only mentioning them in the 
broad context of asymmetry of phrase structure in 'Brahms the 
Progressive ' , a passage which also cites asymmetrical examples 
from Bruckner and Strauss. Whilst, however, he makes only a 
brief reference to Reger (to the "indivisib1e five-measure unit" 
in the first sentence of the Violin Concerto op. 101, seen as 
comparable with the "natural" irregularities in the opening 
of Bruckner's Seventh Symphony and Str~uss's Symphonia Domestica 
op. 53 (SI 424 - 7), his reference to Mah1er ' s Das Lied Von der Erde 
is more explicit, relating back to the musical prose discussed 
earlier in the essay. 
Hence, of 'Abschied ' , he states "all the units vary greatly 
in shape, size and content, as if they were not motival parts of 
a melodic unit, but words, each of which has a purpose of its 
own in the sentence." (426). This remarkable: theme, forming a 
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sentence of eleven bars, exceeds any of the unusual structures 
noted hitherto in the freedom of its evolution and is notable in 
achieving a prose-like form without a concomitant motivic evolution. 
However, the theme comes from late in Mahler's output (1907 - 8)~ 
at a per"jod \oJhen Schoenberg's O\,1n style was changing rapidly, and hardly 
prov"idcs an appropriate example for comparison \,/ith the themes of 
"Schoenberg's 'tonal' works. Mahler's themes, up to and contemporary 
with Schoenberg's pe. 7, are much more regular in phrase-structure 
and repetitive in motivic content. Indeed, whilst Mahler's disturbances 
of regular phrasing are always notable, the prevailing folk idiom of 
many of his themes is very far removed fl~om the idioms of ~~ . .i."i'_~~_~ 
Ev(~n the outstanding example of a continuous and irregulc.tr theme 
fr01YI Mahler's earl"ier output, the opening of the Second SY!l1,Phon1-
cit8d by Schoenbel~gas an example of "asymm2h'y .•• due to the, 
irregular appearance of one-measure units" (425) - is hardly 
evolllt.ionary "in comparison \'lith Schoenberg's examples. 
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H!1ilst the asymmetry is notable, the motiv;c process is much more 
repetitive than in themes of comparable length and function by 
Schoenberg; ; ndeed, -j ts deve 1 opmenta 1 tendenci es may be seen 
as purposely restrained since it serves to introduce a theme to 
If/hic:h these elements form an accompaniment: 
----, 
------, I ms:------1 
It i s I~a ther to the themes of Reger that one mus t look for 
evidence of a continuous evolution of ideas comparable with that 
apparent in Schoenberg's themes. Reference to the principal 
subjects of the 'Allegro' movements of the First and Second Strin[ 
g.!.!artet~~4/l.. an~~ confirms these points most clearly; 
the second subjects are, characteristically, ;n great contrast, 
lapsing into comparatively direct periodic structure. 
As ; n the themes of Schoenberg I s S!.tP..~_!'ynd ~, Reger obscures the 
relation between his first subject groups and transitions, producing 
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continuous movement up to the appearance of the second subjects in both 
cases. Indeed, Reger considerably exceeds Schoenberg in his independence 
from formal models in op. 54/1. Whilst Schoenberg retains a relationship 
with sentence form in his themes by employing initial repetitions 
prior to development proper, either by literal repetition of the 
opening bar, as in Themes la(l) and lb(l) of op. 4, or by modified 
repetitions of bars 1 - 2, as in Themes la and 1£ of op. 7, this frame-
work is not perceptible in Reger's themes. The opening paragraphs 
of both are muc~ more continous, that of op. 54/1 of five bars 
length, that of op. 54/2 of nine bars. Thereafter both p~oceed 
continuously until the second subject, although they contain more 
cadential points than the Schoenberg themes. 
(APPENDDX EXAMPLE 17) 
Although Schoenberg must have been impressed by Reger's 
independence of formal restrictions for his date, it is 
equally clear that this freedom applies to motivic detail. The 
cadential tendency which destroys the sense of overall growth 
arises from a lack of organic development. This is particularly 
clear in the intense 'Allegro agitator opening of op. 54/1, the 
evolution of which is rhythmic and not intervallic and which relies 
thereafter on extensive repetitions of a basic idea with added 
counterpoints and very overt back-references, rather than the 
I 
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evolution of progressively transformed variants. This tendency 
'is even clean:~r in cp. 54/2, whose playfu"' style invites the 
ft'a~.J!11entary repetition of different "' engths of "its open; ng 
theli1(~ "in (l quas"j-developmental style, which, however~ does not 
evolve. Even within themes of comparatively identifiable structure, 
such as. the second subjects of these movements, the irregularities 
which occur are 'natural I ~ rather than the consequence of 
mot"j vi c eval utiol: or processes of extens ion or inse)~tion, as 
in the three-bal~ phrdses of t.he second subject of .£E..:. 54/2. 
----------_._-----
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The composer who relates most closely to both Brahms and 
Schoenberg in the intervallic economy of his themes is Zemlinsky. 
The tendency to generate themes by variations of a single step, 
tone or semitone, shown in oP.Li a~·,d 7 is equa 11y strong ; n hi s 
work. The process ;s clearest in the_ Fir2.t Stri!}.9.~ Q~ar.tet .. Ope 4 
The antecedent of the first subject· can be reduced to a line 
. based on the rising and falling second~ (a) and (b), from \'Jhich 
is generated an ascending third figure "(c)j the passage concluding 
vd th (a) and (b). 
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The consequent continues to expand these ideas, (c) being 
inverted and using the rhythm of (a), (c ) accompanied by a combination 
of both inversion and original. In addition to these unifying 
shapes, variation by repetition may also be noted as between bars 
1 and 2 and within bar 5, the subsequent movement reflecting the 
tendency of the smallest notes in creating a sense of development. 
In contrast, the latter part of the consequent employs augmentation 
of the second motive-for~ (b) and its varied sequential repetition 
extends even further. The emphasis on successive variants 'is also 
to be found in the ~econd subject, notable for rhythmic dimtnution 
The process is not as well advanced in the Clarinet Trio op. 3. 
Here although the preoccupation with the rising and falling second 
is as strong, especially in the second subject, the connection of 
intervals is not motivically organised to the same extent. However, 
Zemlinsky's preoccupation with recurring shapes and rhythms relates 
directly to Schoenberg's teachings regarding motivic variation 
and shows the basis from which Schoenberg's richer imagination and 
more systematic mind produced the themes noted. It is worth noting 
that the various shapes assumed by the dotted rhythm of the first 
subject of op. 3 coincide at one point with Theme IIa(l) of Schoen-
berg's~, a relationship symbolic of their common preoccupation 
with the semitone: 
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The ease with which Schoenberg responded to Brahms's motivic 
thinking rested, in its turn, on a naturally flexible sense of phrase 
structure. It is appropriate, in conclusion, to illustrate some of 
the ways in which the notable independence of the practice forms 
in opp 4 and 7 is anticipated in the sentence and period structures 
of his earlier works, drawing parallels with Brahms's methods where 
appropriate, though, necessarily, in more general terms than 
previously. 
The most immediate pOinters to Schoenberg's later methods 
are to be found in his treatment of the forms in which one would 
least expect irregularities, the pieces in popular vein contained 
in the Nachod Collecti'on and dating from his earliest activity. 
The phrase lengths and phrase combinations of, for example, the 
three Alliance-Walzer (No. 65) reveal a striking independence 
from any likely models, not least those of Brahms: 
The first is of twenty-two bars in length, structured as 
follows: 
5, 5, 5, 2, 2, 3, 
The second of thirty-two bars: 
8, 8, 4, 4, 3, 2, 3, 
The third of forty-four bars: 
Z, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 3, 
Of particular interest is the extent to which the irregularities 
oc.re-
of the main phrases of Nos 1 and 3 in Schoenberg's term 'natural', that 
---
is, produced by no obvious variation of even phrasing. 
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That these irregularities were intentional, rather than, as might 
perhaps be suggested, i~dicating the awkwardness of his early untutored 
efforts, seems confirmed by the smooth regularity of some of the other 
items, for example the Polka (no 69) and the second of the Lieder ohne 
~lorte {No 71a). 
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I Ncltut'iil, structures of thre(:! bars an~ present in thr. 'l'ieder 
ohne Wo','te ' nos 1 ('lnd 3 (N~d,o~ No~~~_anA}l)and the P;~.n9~_p'ye~ 
ir. C minor' (Nachod !~o 75). Whilst the second e)l,i3,mpl~ ~ _' ___ '-' ____ L--, _______ ...  __ 
is, aqain, continuous, 
, the fi rs t can be more 
obviously explained, in terms of nDtivic variation. Here the opening 
motive (a) is repeated in dillrinution to pr'oducc a phr-ase of (lnc-and-il-bal f 
b~w'<;, i'/h'ich requires balancing. The BI'ahmsian or;9;11, and its value t.o 
Schoenberg $ has a l;~eady been stressed. 
phrasing is maintaineci throughout the tal sectior.. Schoenberg's 
, 
comment or ~n ana10gous exalnple of Brahms's as.'J'f:'imetry', from the 
finale of the ~j_a,~Q_Qu~_~et op~ 25 - 'IV, applies equally to this 
example: 
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II {It} consists of ten three-measure phrases. A phrase like this 9 
consisting of six guarter notes may be understood as resembling a 
m(~asure of 3/2, which demonstrates its naturalness". (FMC 137) 
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Less unusual irregularities are to be found in the many cases 
\<Jhich r'elate directly to the basic methods of phrase variation noted 
in Part 1:,"'0. Of these, two examples of the second type, the repetition 
of motive forms may be instanced, from the Q..mat~!._Quartet and the 
Presto in C respectively. In the second subject of the Finale of 
the Quartet f the. consequent is extended to Sr:;-< ;- and.!. a-: ha If bars by the 
l~epetition of bar 7 and the augmentation of bar 8 through varied 
repetition, for cadential purposes: 
In contrast, the .f~:§~to 
employs consistent extension to produce regular six-bar phrnses. 
However, it is of special interest for the fl'eedom of Schoenbergls 
treatment. Hence$ whilst bars 3 and 5 are repeated literally in 
the .ante~dent} repetition is employed differently in the con~~_nt; 
bars 9 and 10 rather than 11 and 12 ate repeated, thus creating 
a different pattern. t~oreover, the repet"ition displaces the accent of 
the original, a Brahmsian feature, though never apparent as early in 
a theme in the examples of this type noted: 
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Finally, {\ttention may be dir'ected to a relationship of the k-ind 
to "./hich Schoenberg does not devote attent-lon comparable ",lith th.1t 
accorded to phrase structure; namely, one of ~etre. The first of 
the Three Piano Pieces of 1894 presents a theme of three bars of 2/4 
--_._-----------.------- ~ 
though heard as bID bars of 6/3. The tension \'Ihich exists beh,reen 
the phrasing and the notation ;s highly char.acteristic of Brahms 
and demonstY'ates the strength of Schoenberg I s feeling for ·the composer 
in his early \'Iorks. 
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TONAL AND HARMONIC RELATIONSHIPS 
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Of the two aspects of Brahms's procedures outlined in Part Two, 
it is only his uses of long-term tonal relationships which seem 
to have offered Schoenberg any significant stimulus in his own 
compositions. In contrast, features of the kind which he stressed 
in Brahms's themes are much less in evidence than those which he 
associated with Wagner. In long-term planning, however, there seem 
grounds for considering Schoenberg's awareness of Brahms to have 
provided a fruitful indication of certain possibilities of tonal 
expansion in the w6rks in question. Accordingly~ these relation-
ships will be considered first, prior to the necessarily 
somewhat broader consideration of the role of harmony in thematic 
and related contexts. 
In the sphere of long-term planning, the tonal structure 
of the 0 major Quartet attracts immediate attention. Schoenberg's 
marked preoccupation with' mediant relationships within and between 
movements reveals the strength of his urge towards both tonal 
expansion and structural unity. The key scheme of the four move-
ments divides the octave equally into successive steps of a 
major third, 0 major - F sharp minor - B flat minor - 0 major, 
a scheme which enables more distant keys than the traditional 
'relatives ' to be brought into the proximity of the tonic. 
Moreover, mediant relationships are also stressed within movements. 
Both the outer, more weighty movements stress the alternative 
mediants. ~, F major, is used very prominently in both 
development sections, whilst Sm, b m;nor~ provides the key of 
the second subject of the first movement, which also utilizes 
the major mode, SM. 
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It is only in the context of a mediant relationship that the 
dominant, A major, appears - in the central section of the Intermezzo 
movement in F sharp minor. The second subject of the Finale is in 
A minor rather than major, recapitulating in the tonic minor, a 
relationship in the same Class as the other mediants used, (2), 
save ~ (D major - F sharp minor), which Schoenberg places in Class 
1 Contrast of mode in the central movements (F sharp minor to 
major, B flat minor to m~jor) further adds to the mediant stress. 
The subdominan~ key is not significantly employed in the scheme. 
The tonal planning of the four movements is without obvious 
parallel in the tradition on which Schoenberg drew. Although his 
examples of mediant relationships in SFH are few, they are 
ch~racteristic of 19th Century practice in showing only one mediant 
step from the tonic between the movements of symphonic and chamber 
works~ further mediant steps being rare. The closest parallel is 
provided by Brahms's First Symphony, op. 68. However, Schoenberg 
. exceeds Brahms's limits by bringing into the orbit of the major 
tona1ity're1ationships exp10red~rahms in the minor; whereas the 
ambitious relationships in the minor tonality can be explained as 
resulting from the harmonic richness and intensity of the work, 
however, the harmony and emotional character of Schoenberg's 
Quartet are straightforward by comparision. In the context of an 
identical tonality and affinity of mood, Brahms's relations in 
his Second Symphony op. 73 are less ambitious, reaching only one 
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mediant, SM, B major, in comparison with the two mediants employed 
by Schoenberg, ~ and bsm. 
Although the division of the octave is identical in Brahms's 
b 
op. 68 and Schoe~erg's Quartet, it would seem difficult to compare 
their tonal ranges because of the uses of different modes for 
both tonic and related degrees. According to Schoenberg's 
,lassification, however, the scope is remarkably close. Brahms's 
relationships fall into Classes 5 (C minor - E major), ~, (E major -
A flat major) and 1 (A flat major - C minor) whilst Schoenberg's 
furthest movement is to Classes 4 (B flat minor - 0 major), ~, 
(F sharp minor - B flat minor) and 1 ( 0 major - F sharp minor). 
However, the scope of the relationships from minor keys is considerably 
reduced if one accepts that they are all prepared by transformations 
to major .. Thus Brahms's progression of Class 5 becomes one of Class 
2 if seen as C major - E major, Schoenberg's of Class 4 and Class 
2 if seen as B flat major - 0 major, and of Class 2 as of Class 1 
if seen as F sharp major to B flat major. Whilst Schoenberg 
followed Brahms's model in facilitating direct tonal transitions 
between movements, the overall effect is less smooth in that he 
is unable to make a final transition of a Class comparable to 
that of Brahms, who moves from A flat major to C minor, Class 1. 
Schoenberg modifies the effect of his movement from B flat major to 
o major by treating B flat as bVl in 0 major in the opening bars 
of the finale, a procedure, which though finding many precedents, 
for example in Beethoven's Fifth Piano Concerto, op. 73 second to 
third movements, is not characteristic of Brahms. 
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The historical significance of Brahms's tonal procedures in Ope 68 
is further clear in the mediant contrasts within the inner movements. 
Brahms moves to G sharp minor for the second subject of his second 
movement in E major, and to B major for the central section of his 
third movement in A flat major. Although the mediant progression 
in Schoenberg's second movement, F sharp minor to A major, belongs to 
the same Class, (1), it is a more conventional relationship, A major 
being employed here rather than in its customary role as dominant 
in the Finale. Contrast in the third, variation, movement is limited 
to that of mode, as shown. 
The advanced nature of Schoenberg's planning is again apparent 
in the internal relationships of the most complex, outer, movements, 
especially as regards the keys used in the second subjects and develop-
ments. Whilst it is common in the 19th Century to place the first 
statement of a second subject in mediant relationship, it is generally 
the upper mediant, used as an intermediate step to the dominant, as, 
for example, in manjinstances by Schubert. Schoenberg, however, 
employs the lower mediant through the entire second subject in the 
exposition; thus he incorporates within a movement a relationship 
used formerly between movements, as, for example, in Brahms's Ope 73 
( 0 major - B major for first and second movements). It is, however, 
in the development section of the first movement that the mediant 
stress is most apparent. This section can be analysed in terms of 
bM, F major, with both main subjects appearing in this key. The 
Finale offers less opportunity for such lengthy contrast, but F major 
is still prominent in the transitions (bars 36 - 47 and 155 - 60) and, 
in passing, in the development. While Brahms uses a mediant 
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I~elation at the opening of the development of the first movement of 
_<?_~ __ (E flat minor to B major), it is not a t~elationsh'ip to the tonic, 
nor is it of importance in the Finale. A closer link with Schoenberg 
appears -in the Finale of 22-:.. 73, which establishes F sharp major for 
a considerable period. However~ this is a diatonic rather than 
an altered mediant. \~hen Brahms does estab"lish b~1, as at the beginning 
of the development of ~~73 ~, it is only briefly. 
--~------.-.-.----------.-,.---- ..... ---
It is 'd-lfficult to imagine gt'eatel~change in harmonic·idiom 
\\Iithin a tvlO-year period than that vlhich appears in the::> language 
of Verkltlrt~.Nacb_tL.QE.:~. In this work appears for the first time 
evidence of the concern with Wagner's pro:edures which was 
so to preoccupy Schoenberg subsequently, Against this baekground~ 
it is notab<le hO\>/ strong remained the emphasis on mec!iant 
planning originally employed in relation to the much simpler 
harmon; c idiom of the Q...!!:'2..-i~uartet. Oi r-eet compari son between 
the vJOrks ; s diffi cul tin v·j ew of the fast that .2.2.:-1 lacks the 
overt contrast of tonalities present in c wark in several 
movements t \·!hether d-i screte: or connected 1lI0Venlents ~ as in the 
_Q.~1jEI.~.::.._.Qu~rte_t..2R--Z, It comprises rather tVJO 50nata··related 
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movements which share the same tonic, D, also used in the introduction 
and coda. Within this more limited scheme, however, Schoenberg stresses 
related tonal principles, avoiding subdominant, dominant and relative 
major contrasts, though not following the earlier model exactly. 
Hence, in the second section the second subject appears directly in 
the mediant major, F sharp major, whereas Schoenberg employs the 
submediant, B major, in the first movement of the earlier work in D 
major. This is, however, a contrast of greater force, since the 
identity of B major is always modified by alternation with B minor 
in the Quartet, thus admitting interpretation as a variant of the 
relative minor. Here the contrast with M is direct. The ensuing 
development section of the second I movement I of op. 4 relates more 
directly to the Quartet, however, in retaining the same mediant 
relationship as is found in the development of its first movement; 
namely with F major (bM). This use of F major denies its possible 
use as the relative major of D minor in the first section, Schoenberg 
turning to the lower mediant, although he extends the Class 2 
relationship which exists in the other mediants to one of Class 3 
by using the minor mode (B flat minor - indirect). 
However, these relationships are complemented by others which 
fall outside the conventions of the sonata tradition. Theme 111(1) 
is in E major, whilst Themes llb(2) and 111(2) are in D flat major. 
Although Themes llb(2) and 111(2) can be interpreted in terms of 
more regular relationships, both flanking Development 1 in F majo~ 
with the first following a passage in its subdominant, G flat major, 
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Theme 111(1) is independent of such links. An explanation of these 
extensions of tonal relations lies in the programmatic character 
of the work. Although Schoenberg provided no . tonal analysis, his 
identification of the programmatic significance of the individual 
themes l explains their tonal relationships. Hence, Theme 111(1) 
represents a crucial transition in the first part, the womanls 
realization that she is with child by a man she does not love. 
Tonal contrast is even more striking at the point where Schoenberg 
depicts the resolution of her anxieties by moving from E flat 
minor to D major at the beginning of the secondlmovement. I Program-
matic considerations lead to comparable tonal relationships in Pelleas 
and Melisande op. 5, which is also linl D minor. Although the 
tonal processes are indeperident, the same distant keys are prom-
inent. Hence, E major serves in the first movement to represent 
Pelleas and dominates the third movement, the love scene of Pelleas 
and Melisande. The semi tonal relation D - D flat is also 
apparent, the recapitulation of the first subject beginning in C 
sharp minor. However, Schoenberg exploits the relationship 
• 
more fully here by using the key a semitone above, E flat minor, 
to balance C sharp in confirming the tonic at the close of the 
work. 
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Consistent with its sta~us as a work of culmination in the 
first period, the 0 minor Quartet Ope 7 draws the forementioned 
organizational tendencies into yet more subtle relations. The most 
immediately striking feature of the tonal plan, relative to the 
previous examples, is, however, the stress on the dominant, 
employed for the entire 'rondo ' section. This relationship appears 
inconsistent with the mediant and single-step relations which 
abound and its presence can perhaps be explained as arising from 
the necessity to prepare for the final return of the tonic. Even 
in the 0 major Quartet Schoenberg felt unable to prepare the tonic 
in the finale through the flat submediant and employed a trans-
ition from this key to the dominant, A. In the context of the 
vastly more complex and lengthy 0 minor Quartet, whose final tonic 
section is just as strong in tonal identity as the passage of 
the earlier work, the dominant preparation remains as essential. 
This use stands in interesting relationship to that of Ope 5. 
As mentioned, Schoenberg prepares his final tonic here through 
the key a semi tone below rather than through the dominant. 
The dominant, however, functions in a more conventional way, 
as the key of the second, Scherzo, movement, approached as 
a mediant from F major, the key which closes the first'movement ' . 
In Ope 7, however, dominant relations are avoided before the 
finale. Although the central part of the 'slow movement' is 
in E major, the tonal identity of the main parts is hardly 
established, veering rather to F and thus creating no sense 
of dominant relationship. The mediant relationship remains 
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strong, within as well as between sections. It provides the other 
major tonal contrast of the work, to G flat major in the Scherzo, 
as well as influencing the second development, in B flat major. 
The bsm relationship to D minor, already noted in the second subject 
of op. 4 now appears between the first two ideas of the, greatly 
expanded, first group and the second group follows the same 
principle, proceeding E flat major - C major: such relations 
abound in the work. 
By the same token, semi tone relations used formerly to 
confirm the tonic between sections and themes now appear within 
sections. For example, Schoenberg draws on the C sharp-minor -
D minor - E flat minor relationship which is used in the 
closing sections of op. 5 to finally confirm the tonic. In op. 7 
this procedure is applied, more adventurously, at the outset, 
the fir'st subject appearing in D minor (bar 1), E flat major 
(bar 30), C sharp minor (bar 54) and finally D minor (bar 65). 
in the preliminary elaboration before the transition. 
The significance of the latter example in Schoenberg's 
thinking has been particularly stressed by Lewin, though 
not with reference to Brahms. 2 He pOints out the significance 
of 'inversional balance', apparent not only in the relation-
ship of the inverted forms of the row in serial and 'atonal' 
compositions, but also in Schoenberg's visual representation 
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of the regions balanced around the tonic lias a fulcrum". Thus he 
sees the varied inversions of the total chromatic as posessing 
"axes", each of which may be regarded as having "a pair of anti-
podal centres". In Ope 7, therefore, the sequence C sharp -
1/ 
o - C sharp - E flat - 0 is',7be heard as lIa strongly tonicizing 
progression " , rather than explained in the more conventional 
terms of Neapolitan relationship. Since this principle applies 
equally well to the mediant relationships in the 0 major Quartet, 
the stimulus of Brahms's example to this mode of thought cannot 
be ignored. 
The extent of Schoenberg's capacity to identify and to 
extend the structural relationships which he obseryed in Brahms 
comes into clearer focus when his methods are set besides those 
of his contemporaries. Neither Reger nor Zemlinsky employ 
tonal schemes in large or smaller-scale contexts which suggest 
thinking along these lines. Zemlinsky's works are strikingly 
restricted in to~al scope at this time. The String Quartet Ope 4 
only deviates from the tonic major to the tonic minor between 
movements (in the third movement), whilst the three movements 
of the Trio Ope 3 all maintain the tonic. Moreover, the keys 
of the subsid1.ary subjects stress dominant relationships with mediants 
only arising in the central parts of the inner movements of the 
Quartet, A major to F major in the second, A minor to F major 
in the third. Reger's methods, though predictably more adventurous, 
suggest no greater principles of planning. Hence, the String 
Quartet Ope 54/1 moves from the tonic G minor through F major 
and E flat major for its middle movements before returning to 
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G major for the finale. However, the internal relations are 
conventional. The three'movements of the String Quartet op. 54/2 
move from the tonic A major to D minor and back. Although mediant 
relationships are employed, with the tonic in op. 54/1 (G minor 
E flat major for first and third movements) and op. 73 (C major -
A major, second and third), they are not part of any obvious 
scheme, either between or within movements; nor is the single 
step downwards which is used in these works significantly employed 
elsewhere (op. 54/1, G minor - F major, first and second; 
op. 73, D minor - C major, first and second). 
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In moving from long to shorter-term considerations, Schoenberg's 
methods of distinguishing the themes of Brahms and Wagner provide 
an immediate basis for examining their relationship in the works 
in question. Since Schoenberg's references are most specific 
with regard to op. 4, in which he stresses the use of sequence, 
this work and this device provide the appropriate starting pOint 
for discussion; subsequent discussion win' pursue broader 
relationships with Schoenberg's predecessors. 
As already noted, Schoenberg ascribed the "thematic structure" 
of op. 4 to the models of Brahms and Wagner, citing Wagner's use 
of u 'model and sequence I above a roving harmony" and Brahms I s use 
I,:: 
of developing variation and construction of!as:ymmetrical phrases 
respectively. His remarks are not immediately clear, however, 
since the structure of the themes makes little use of sequence. 
It iS'in the treatment rather than the structure of themes 
that sequence is prominent. Clearly, 'model and sequence l can 
have little role in constantly evolving themes of the kind 
already examined and sequential repetition in op. 4 is both 
slight and, when present, almost always varied. 
Of the seven principal themes, only one, Theme la(2) 
makes conspicuous use of the device; however, the significance 
of this example is minimised by the fact that the passage in 
question forms only the latter part of the theme and, since 
it treats earlier material, can be regarded as developmental 
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rather than expositional in nature. Internal sequence is to be found 
in only one of the other themes, namely the passage of harmonic 
digression at bar'll of Theme 1a(1) (6-2-2). This use of a ha1f-
bar model and sequence appears towards the end of the theme and ;s 
of minor significance in relation to the continual evolution 
and contrapuntal variation of the theme at that point. In all other 
cases, sequence is varied. Thus, in Theme IIa(l) the sequential 
extension of the second half of bar 3 varies the model sufficiently 
to obscure the device and the variation at the comparable 
point of Theme 111(1) bars (5-6) achieves an analogous effect. 
Although Themes I(a)&III(2) are both repetitive in nature, literal 
sequence is avoided by harmonic and textural variation. The only 
theme which suggests sequence at the outset, Introduction Theme 2, 
makes changes in both melody and harmony. This reduction 
of the role of sequence in main themes to a minimum accords 
much more closely with Schoenberg's view of Brahms IS thematic 
structure than that of Wagner. 
Whilst~in contrast, sequence represents Schoenberg's 
principal means of developing themes, there ;s a perceptible 
distinction between sequential treatment in internal developments, 
that is, in parts of thematic sections, and the major developments 
of both I movements I • Internal sequence is applied to Themes II(a)(l), 
IIb(l), 111(1). Though overt in comparis;on with its use in the 
themes themselves, sequence is varied in every case save the few 
bars which lead into pevelopment 1 and can thus be classed with it. 
Theme Ib(l) a five-bar structure is repeated in a reduced form, 
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to fotlr bo,rs 9 \I/ith appreciable variation in voice-leading and harmony. 
A vcriecl sequence is further applied to t~e repetition of the last 
t~Q bars of this reduction at 8-2-1 and its later variant at 9-1-2. 
ThE: fo"l1Q!,·dn~ second theme of the group ;s treated in (l similar 
m(~!i!ler. Though t!ll~ entire theme, comprising two d-jstinct ideas, 
is 1onget', and its -ident-ity retained to a much gl'eater extent 
, 
than in the previous examp'!e, contrapuntal variation is still present 
to distinguish the method from that used in 'til.::: development 
rH'oper', Cont!'upuntul vat;a't-\on serves simila,~ly when th'is theme 
returns after Theme, II c{ 1) (14- 3-1 to 15-,1-2). On '!y 'j n the tlwee 
bat's '.'/l1ich now lead to development proper are esscntia-l relations 
.strictly preservcd~ though even here Schoenberg varies their 
insti'umental l"ealization. The distinction behl/een internal 
deve'lopment and development proper ;s immediately C\pparent in 
DeY_~~1.?Ef:1ent_l. The opening passage, from 16-1-1 to l'7·-2-1 is 
repeated ;n every detail a tone h"igher from 17-2,-2 to 18,·3-2 
and the following passages, 19-1-1 to 19-3-2 and 20-1-1 like-
wise~ with internal progressions similarly related. Though 
much less extensiye, the sequences of ~evel_0.I~"ment 2 are s'imil(lrly 
exact, at 36-1-1 to 36-3-2 and 37-1-1 to 37-2-2. 
The significance of Schoenberg's use of sequence in ~~~. 
is -imr.:ediately clear 'lJhen compared with its use in thi:: ~. ma.,ioJ::, 
SL~~,~te~. AHhougl-1 the earlier work employs the device ft't'quei1tlYt 
it is only rarely and briefly used exactly. rathet employing 
contr'apuntal var;ation~ as ;n the development sections of 
the outer movements, or modal change through simple imperfect 
i?g~_~nEe~ most commonly to the dorian.!egiS!D. in Schoenberg's 
terminolG9Y, ilS ;n the first f}xposition, G ma.jm' to A m-jnor~ 
arId f-irst development, F major to G minor. 
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On the rc;,n
' 
occc:sions on \"hicil Schoenberg employs sequence at the r.'inor 
third above. as at bars 55-64 and 147-150 of the first movement and 
"105,·109 of the fina'le, its use differ's from thp.t of'.2..Q. 4 by t:le stC\b1c:~ 
( 
nature of the models~ a feature co~non to almost all th0 models. 
Jt is in the rOlJin~l character of the harmony that tht'~ rel;ltionship 
of .QE.~ to Wagnet' is so important o.S Schoer.ber:) "j nd'ica te~ {\nd 
t.he l~}:alllpie he cites in SF!i_U 33J.. pi~ovi des thc::~ obv'ious st~rt'l ng pOint. 
Sd,/)(:;nberg imitah:s the three-·fold ~:.tatt::m;~nt of the openinfj,of t;{le f.~:?lude_ 
to ,~:~_~,~~~I_> out'\'i'ling the d-i01'inishcd tr'illd~ on several {)cc(J::;ions 9 
tl:0119h more c;,ftcn cmp 1 oyi ng a two-fold statr;!;lent, Schoenberg! hO'Nevet, 
cor.~:iiderably p.xtc,'lds the method \\!h-i:ch he identifies in Hagner 
of amp'loying short phtases hI sequence.' lhe application of sequence 
to long n!ad'~l~; of unstable harrnorlY repres8nts a fusion of !'!agney'-jan 
and more tr-adi tiona 1 featutes? not 1 eas t. appCl.rent. through B.,.'ahms p 
whcse exact seqL1ence of a'n eight··bar model -in the transition of 
tllef'irst movement of _~P..:..2.9_ is quoted by Schoenberg. 
CC'iisistent wHh the dominating pl~;nciple of .se~~:lo2_:U~g v~r~_~"!:1.2D.' 
the ma-j n themes of the £~,Z make no more S 'j 9n-; fi cant use of sequence 
tbat the earlier worl(s. As -in ~~_ 4" sequence is ,only Q,pplied 
in tho:: latter parts of the themes und is ahJaYs '1aried s either by ex-
tension, as, for e>:ample, in n~~, laiD (3-3-1 to 4-1-1) Ol~ va)"iat1on 
'3- '~_? J.~ ~~ \ \ ....... l,U oJ}. While a grenter 
tendency to\lJards sequential stl'uctUl'e in thematic outl in~ may be 
observed~ Schoenberg avoids any suggesti0n of redl sequence by 
chi'mges in them(~~ harmony, contrapu~1tai relationships und mati v;c 
implying a basic sequence on the second degree~ given Schoenberg's 
". 
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phrasing in FMC, and the themes of the slow and final sections. It 
is worth stressing that Schoenberg's previous large-scale work,. 
Ope 5 makes very conspicuous use of sequence in both themes and 
developments. Hence Golaud's theme employs dorian seguence both 
within and between phrases and the Love Theme similarly, though 
in this case the internal sequence is not complete. Although these 
examples reflect Schoenberg's interest in Wagner in their use of 
roving harmonY,there was no room for such a simple means of repet-
ition in the much longer, more evolutionary themes of Ope 7. The 
harmonic complexity which they exhibit arises, as Schoenberg indicates, 
more as a consequence of largely polyphonic thinking than from the 
influence of roving harmony of the kind which he cites in Wagner. 
The significance of variation in this work is particularly 
clear when the role of sequence in developments is considered. 
Whereas.in Ope 4, as well as Ope 5, sequence is extensively used 
in development sections, Schoenberg's equally prominent dependence 
upon the device is still influenced by variation. Development 1 
contains a model of some 43 bars (46-3-3 to 48-3-4), but the 
sequence (48-3-5 to 50-3-4), again on the second degree, G - A 
employs contrapuntal variation throughout. The much shorter 
passage of Development 1 (18-4-2 to19-3-2) employs both contrapuntal 
variation and octave transposition without inversion. That 
Schoenberg could have written a work of this scope and tonal 
associations without employing sequence is difficult to imagine. 
His avoidance of literal repetition in all but trifling instances 
at both expositional and developmental levels represents a 
considerable advance beyond Brahms as well as Wagner. 
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If the role of developing variation inevitably displaces 
that of model and sequence in the main themes of op. 4, Schoenberg's 
less specific claim that the "manner of composi:tion" derives from 
Wagner (SI 81) has obvious application to the harmonic characters 
of these themes, which confirm his point concerning the richer 
harmonic voculary yet lack of modulatory scope of Wagner's themes. 
Whilst one might expect from continually evolving themes a comparable 
richness in the use of regions, these themes lack modulatory 
interest, attention focussing rather on their uses of dissonance, 
especially in relation to pedal. As with two of Schoenberg's 
Wagner examples, pedal is conspicuous in these themes. Introduction 
Theme 1 begins ",lith a pedal of eight-and-a-half bars, recurring 
for a further four-and-a-half bars within a section of twenty 
bars and much of the coda employs the same device. In Theme 111(T) 
the first four of its ten bars are built on pedal and the first 
ten bars of Theme lla(2) are similarly constructed. The themes 
provide illustration of Schoenberg's acknowledged indebtedness to 
Wagner's method of "treating themes and motives like ornaments 
which can then be set dissonantly against harmonies". 3 The most 
notable relation occurs in Theme llb(2), which begins with an 
appoggiatura to the root of the chord of 0 flat supported by a 
dominant pedal, a procedure which only differs from the opening 
of the "Rheinttkhter-Motiv" in the position of the appoggiatura, 
here to the fifth; the descent of the upper part is also similar: 
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In T~~!.!lIU the dissonance is more complex, "lith A sharp and 
C sharp displacing the main'note B in tvJO dHferent wayss the period 
of resolution being reduced to the minimum. 
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Another feature to emerge from Schoenberg's Wagner examples~ 
the interpolation of unstable progressions within a simple basic 
tonal scheme, is also prominent in this work. For example, Them~--.l~.lJ, 
interpolates roving segments from 6-2-2- to 3 which delay the resolution 
of the cadential dominant by stressing degrees which are unrelated 
to the cadence approach. However. it is interesting to observe 
a more Bro:hmsian relationship in the fonowing passage from 6-3-3 
to 4 which fulfils the same function of dela'ying the dominant 
resolution. Here the hen-monic interest arises l"ather from ,the 
converging of the outer parts, which help to produce the, Ilast 
inversion of the ninth chord l at *, a progression which recalls 
(l passage in Brahmsls .2.p. 9Q. -....l (96-100): 
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Hhile, motiv"ic processes apart, Schoenbergls stress on the 
Wagnerian character of"~ seems just"ified, a greater bala.nce 
of relat.ionshipsis clear in its predecessot the ~!~ajor __ ~~~te~~ 
namely those of Brahms and Dvorak. 
The themes of the outer, sonata, n~vements of the D major 
Quar"tet are of tvJO clear types and suggest distinc.t relatiQnshi.ps 
------_ ... _- . 
with thes~ composers. On ·the one hand are the assertive, principal 
,. 
themes which mainly recall Dvorak; on the either, the restrained secondary 
themes~ whi~h :are ~loser to Brahms. Viewed overall, the main theme 
of the finale is the most derivative in style. Its pent?ton"ic 
structure, envhasizing the sixth degree over tonic pedal harmony 
.relutes closely to the principal theme of Dvorak's ~tring Quartet 
0P.. 96~ the common use of tremolo reinforcin9 the relationship: 
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1\ relat-ionship also exist.s betv/een DVCl'ak's theme and the 
principal theme of S~hoenbergis first movement, if considered in its 
h"rmon;zed fonn at the recapitulation. \'Jhile the te;(ture is quit<., 
di fferent) vlith the theme; n the bass ~ toni c harmony c"eates the 
same clash with the note B of the theme. 
";. 
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The relationship becomes more striking when compared with Brahms's 
son9 'Es liebt sich so lieblich ill1 Lenze' .9.P_---1:Il1., While Brahms's 
melody is even closer to Schoenberg's than that of Dvorak, -~he 
rela.tionship does not appear as strong hecause he changes the ~ar'l1lOny 
to I'etain consonance wHh the note B. 
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Ir. the oVHal"l structure of the themes, hm'lever, a greater ba"lance 
of rel~tion5hips is to be observed .. Both arc conspicuou~ for their 
movement to the mediant~ F sharp minor', Ho\'1ever~ the"ir handling is 
di fferent. 
The theme of the Finale, in addition to the relationship noted, 
f~rther recalls Dvorak in its lengthy closing mediant pedal, prior 
to the restoration of the tonic for the transitio~ at bar 29. Exact 
rE-petit'ions of simp1c pht'ases over 1engthy peda"\ harmony are ver"y' 
characteristic of Dvm'ak and ~tress on the mediant \'lithin main themes 
pilrt"jcularly common. An exc::mp1e, notable in the present context, is 
pl'ovided by thp. Finede ()f,EJ?_:.",2-.~ 'Ilhich moVf.!S to, A minor from F majol' 
at a crnnpar&ble point, though for a shorter period, returning to 
the tonic with almo~t equal speed. Schoenberg's theme is~ however, 
ri chet i n ha~moni c :.c:lpe. 
prior to this passage. The theme of the first 
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movement follows a different method, establishing a distinct pause 
on the mediant which, in turn, serves as a dominant to a new region, 
B minor; this is not established, however, yielding to the tonic 
for the transition. Although, despite motivic relation to the 
Brahms song, the brevity and simplicity of phrase structure of this 
theme preclude any direct parallels wi th Brahms· chamber themes, 
its contrasting section is reflective of Brahms·s methods. This 
feature, not characteristic of Dvorak, is conspicuous in the 
opening themes of the Piano Quartet op. 25, Piano QUintet op. 34, 
and String Quartet op. 51/1. Whilst all these examples exceed 
that of Schoenberg in length and in the harmonic relationship of 
the contrasting section, the principle of introducing new material 
almost at the outset of a work "where establishing conditions 
exist ll may have been influential here. 
It is impossible to clarify the possible significance of 
this passage since insufficient material exists for comparison. 
Only the fragmentary opening of the Clarinet Trio survives to 
provide an example of first subject structure in a chamber context 
in this period and it is of insufficient length to be of real 
value, although it reveals a more strongly Brahmsian manner than 
the works for strings alone. Here the minor tonality stimulates 
an idea of greater intensity than the other works mentioned, 
one which gives promise of considerable length and complexity. 
The turn to the Ne~politan relationship after dominant 
harmony at bars 10-15 and the figuration of the piano part 
are particularly notable: 
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A similar progression ar"ises at a comparable point in a Brahms 
theme 'of related character, the main theme of the CaIJricci...£.. .. :!.1J. 
Q.~i~'OL.2~6i3, marked 'Allegro pass"ionato': 
The Brahms; an 1 inks with the secondar'Y th(~mes of the D major 
.Qua:~et, are most apparent ;n the first movement. Consistent 
\'lith its mati vic and contrapuntal l"elationships to Brahms ;s 
an avo"idance of tonic: emphasis, as, fOl" exa!TIple~ in the first 
movement of Brahms's op. 51/1 ,wh"ich also begins on the dominant 
and merely passes thl'ough the tonic in the estahiishment of nev.J 
areD,s, though its subsequent movement is much more ambi ti ous 
than here. In contrast, Dvorak's folk-like second themes 
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are always stable in their first statements, modulation aPDearinq 
dur'ing second statements~ as in QQ. 96. The second theme of Schoenberg's 
Fina"!c~ balances these two characteristics. \lJhile its mot'jvic 
structul'e is I3rahmsian, its harmony is very lim'ited relative to 
the Brahms examplesand others of their kind. 
, , 
In contrast t.o the outer movements, the relation to Brahms appears 
dominant in the inner movements. Brahms made 'increasing use of 
a gentle mov~men~ in triple time in place of a Scherzo whereas 
Dvorak retained a quick movement. Siri1"ilarl'y~ variation slow movements 
find pararlels in Brahms rather than Dvorak. Despite their general 
background~ hOi'/evel~, the pieces are independent of any precise 
rnode"ls. Notw'ithstanding its predominance in the later piano "Jerks, 
the term 'Intermezzo' appea.rs only once in Gra,hms IS chamber output, 
namely in the second movement of op. 25, although it may be noted 
that it appears e.s a second movement~ whereas the scherzo substitutes 
'are generally th"j rd m'Jvements. Nei ther of these movements bear 
any relation to th'2 one other eXRmpl(~ of an Intermezzo in chamber 
music with wh"ich Schoeberg would have been acquainted, 
the central sect'ion of Schumann's ,?tring Quartet op .. 41/1. The only 
feature which Schoenberg's 'Intermezzo l shores "'lith the Brahms 
movement is the speed of its hat'loonic movement, although its niJ.ture 
is different, Brahms moving much further later in the theme whilst 
retaining the tonic longer at the beginning. Although the general 
mood of the Schoenberg movement is much closer to Brahms's piano 
pieces of this name, which are o.lmost ah,;ays in triple time, the 
harmonic character of their main themes is predominantly stable; 
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the often quoted opening of the .!..!lte~!~!:zo in B mino~' 02_: .. _JJ.:Q/l, 
being uncharacteristic in this regard. While Schoenbergls 
harmonic fluidity relates to Brahms, "largely as a t'esult of its 
Brahms·ian phrase structure, its character is individual) notably 
in the pauses on the dominant at the end of the first la l 
section. The harmonic relat"ions to· Brahms are of a broader nature. 
Attention can be dravm to the enrichment of the harmony towor'ds the 
cadence of the' first la l sect;on~ notably the major slIpertonic 
chord at bat~ 32, whicll can bE' compared \,-lith the similar inte.nsification 
at the clos~ of Brahms;5 inter'mezzo in C shar!?_minor op.:....ll!~Ll. 
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Comparable intensification is notable in the coda. Schoenberg's 
enrichment of a cadent'ial passage in F sharp major at bars 66 - 67 by 
the use of the minor triad on lV~ approached from blV has obvious 
relation to the passage at 175-6 of the third movement of the 
Serenade op. 11, not least through the added sixth chord which arises 
from the analogous movement of the 6ut~r parts. 
With ·the Quartet in 0 mi.no!L-~I?_~_l.., harmonic relationshi.ps 
to either Brahms or Wagner have been superseded by an individual 
and by now extremely fluid language wh"ich. is largely genel~ated by 
contrapuntal means) a feature ant"icipated in £~. The passages 
which do recall earlier procedures tend much more tm</ards .92.:...-1 
and ~!agner than the Q..ma.tor Quartet and Brahms and Dvorak. The 
harmonic foundation of Them~-1~, for example, is very similar to 
that of theme la(1) of .QJ!._. 1, its sequel1tial digression 3-3":1 
to 4-1-3 also bearing comparison with that 6-2-2-3 of the earlier 
work. Its fundamental simplicity has been amply deinonstrated by 
Berg and a similar realization of the f:!arlier theme clarifies 
the relationship. 






If Brahms's tendency towards a more harmonically adventurous 
scheme finds any true successor in this period, it is in the 
thematic designs of Reger. Set besides comparable themes in 
Schoenberg's E.P~, Reger's themes stress many more degrees. 
However, these generally arise through abrupt juxtaposition. l which 
.;I 
destroys rather than confil-'ms the sense of balancing !eg-!!~!Ls.. 
within a theme and direct comparision is hardly possible. Reger's 
~tr'i_ng Quaret op. 54/1 furnishes evidence of the more continuous 
harmonic structure than in the subsequent works and shows the 
Brahmsian fluidity fran which he soon developed h~s idiosyncratic 
methods. 
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It ;s notewOl~thy that Zemlinsky showed as little inter'est 'in 
this aspect of Brahms·s work as in his long-term planning. None of 
his main themes shows any regional intere~t, attention being drawn 
rather to his vel~ Brahmsian mode of harmonic inflection, as for 
example~ in his use of the minoy· submediant chord'ilnd of the Nenpolitan 
relationship in Jherne l~ of the ClarJnet Tl~i~ (bars 7 and 3). The 
1 atter recall s I.~eme J a. of Schoenberg· s own fJ.~ri I~et l.ri2., 
forementioned, whose equally Brahms~an textul'e and figu}'Q,tion 






Although Schoenberg's published writings on counterpoint are 
of limited scope, providing scant illustration from the repertory, some 
indication of the great importance of the subject to him can be 
gauged from its role in the works under discussion. Indeed, the 
following examples help to identify some of the features which he 
would doubtless have stressed in his projected writings on the role 
of counterpoint in homophonic music. Since the parallels with Brahms 
are strongest in this field, it may be considered first. Relations 
between purely contrapuntal compositions offer less scope for 
discussion and will be considered in conclusion. 
Schoenberg's remarks on the role of counterpoint in homophonic 
composition suggest two main areas as warranting particular attention: 
namely, itsuses in passages of development, whether formal sections 
or transitions and closing groups which involve elaboration, and in 
passages of exposition. Within these areas, central distinctions 
can further be drawn between contrapuntal variations and the 
combination of themes and, with particular reference to the structure 
of accompaniments, the roles of real, semi and guasi-counterpoint. 
Whilst Schoenberg made no significant references to the contrapuntal 
aspect of accompaniments, aside from the use of formal devices, 
remarks by Wellesz serve to illuminate his attitudes to Brahms's 
methods and their links with his own. 
The importance of contrapuntal relationships in the context of 
homophonic composition is immediately apparent in the 0 major Quartet 
Whilst the development sections of both outer movements follow 
similar methods, employing not only thoroughgoing imitation but also 
contrapuntal variation, that of the first movement attracts 
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prior interest through the complexity of its first part, from bars 
97 - 123. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 18) 
Bars 97-100 present imitation of Theme 1a by inversion at 
the distance of one bar, followed, at 101-5, by an almost complete four 
part imitation of CG 1 at the octave and fourth above. This 
complete passage is then treated with slight variation in double 
counterpoint a tone higher. Having explored contrapuntal relation-
ships, Schoenberg then varies temporal relationships, subjecting 
~ to stretto at the half bar (113-6) and then reduces the 
theme to three-quarters of its length, stretto at one bar 
achieving the same end of increasing motion towards the first 
major cadence point at bar 124. While the latter part of the 
development also employs invertible counterpoint, its application 
is not as extensive. 
Consistent with the character of its rondo theme, the 
development section of the Finale is not of comparable weight with 
that of the first movement. However, it follows similar methods. 
Thus, the transition from the second statement of Theme 1a to the 
development proper (bars 106-117) applies stretto to the latter 
part of this theme, whilst the main development subjects two 
motives (a) and (b) to double counterpoint, (b) answered both 
literally and in inversion. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 19) 
The rigour of Schoenberg's working finds very few parallels 
outside specifically contrapuntal compositions in the chamber music 
of the later 19thC. That the procedures may have been prompted 
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by i3ralims is suggested by a feature of the transition passage of the 
Finale in question, whose motive and its four-part imitative treatment 
in l~is"ing sequence quote almost exactly from the transition 
to the coda of the Finale of Brahms's .!2~no Cl~ar!et . .2R ___ 2_~. Schoe:nberg 
takes advantage of the passing identity between his theme and that 




However, whilst these methods are undeniably Brahmsian, Brahms's 
own applications of them are generally much more subtle. It is rather 
to his eal~lier works) occupying an ana.logous position in his output, 
that one must look fOI~ the Ol~·igins of his technique. Although the 
String SE':..~tet?_ opp __ .1B and 36 are of much greater 
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artistic maturity than Schoenberg's Quartet, they represent his 
first published essays in chamber music for strings aloDe .. While 
Brahms's contrapuntal skills were evident from his first compositions, 
they were first employed in free contexts only in passages of 
contrapunta 1 development, as in the fugal development of the fi rs t 
version of the Piano Trio op. 8 ,and the fughetta of the Finale 
of the Piano C~ncerto op.15. The application of fugal devfces 
to several ideas simultaneously, whose variation and combination 
permeate the enti·re fabric, yet without suggesting.the fugal manner 
can be taken ~srepresenting a new impetus in instrumental ~usic, 
partly stimulated by his studies of vocal polyphony. Whilst 
suggestions of this approach can of course be found in Brahms's 
predecessors, perhaps most prophetically in Mozart, they rarely 
rival the concentration of Brahms's methods. 
Although neither of Brahms's developmeni sect~ons provides 
an exact model for that of Schoenberg, both treating one rather than 
two ide.as, they each exhibit precedents for his techniques, though 
more complex in application because of the greater number of 
parts involved. Hence, the development of the first movement of 
op. 36 opens with a canon by inversion in four rather than two 
parts, and of considerably greater length as a consequence. How-
ever, the principle of canonic construction, and the use of a 
quaver figure around a recurring pitch, is common. That Brahms's 
develop,ment does riot proceed like that of Schoenberg to employ 
double counterpoint of this passage is a consequence of the greater 
exposure afforded by the four-part treatment of the first subject. 
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His application of stretto is, however, as rigorous as that of 
Schoenberg, permeating all the figures, though changing the order 
of entry of the parts. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 20) 
Though not as extensive, bars 169-172 of the Ope 18 
development also present a stretto of the preceding bars. Unlike 
the Ope 36 passage, however, Brahms now employs invertible counter-
point, bars 177-9 inverting bars 173-6. He again exceeds Schoen-
berg in complexity of working by employing five' distinct ideas, 
two in mirror relationship. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 21) 
. Like Schoenberg, Brahms follows the same methods in the 
development of his Finale, bars 208 -15 presenting inversion of 
a two-part unit first stated at 180-188, which is subject to yet 
a third contrapuntal variation at 216-221, though more freely 
treated. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 22) 
• 
These methods are absent from the Finale of Ope 36 
which; though imitative, is freer in treatment. 
Although, as a Sextet for two violins, violas and 'ce11os, 
Verk1~rte Nacht Ope 4 stands in direct succession to the Brahms works 
forementioned, the strength of its Wagnerian inspiration might well 
have rendered Brahmsian methods of contrapuntal treatment and 
variation inappropriate to its construction. It is a measure of the 
historical significance of the work that Schoenberg could have 




If, as Schoenberg states, the "complicated contrapuntal combination 
of a leitmotive and its inversion played simu1taneous1y"! was 
promoted by the desire lito express the idea behind the poem" (SI 55) 
the context of its use - as the second of two stages of contrapuntal 
treatment, an imitation being followed by an inversion - is 
particularly characteristic of the abstract thinking of Brahms, as 
shown. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 23) 
The passage from 20-3~1 illustrates similar principles, though 
not applied with as much complexity; here bar 20-3-1 provides a 
model for a variation in the following bar, two main parts of which 
are inverted in the following bar. Such systematic treatment is, 
however, lacking in the second development, and, viewed overall, 
contrapuntal devices playa relatively small part in the first 
development as well. 
Ifop. 4 makes comparatively little use of the devices 
employed in the D major Quartet, their striking reappearance in 
op. 5 and, to a lesser extent, Gurre1ieder, shows the extent of 
their significance for Schoenberg in the programmatic context. 
Op. 5 places immense stress on the contrapuntal principles noted-:in 
the Quartet, though now bringing them into association with 
the parallel tradition of the combination of themes, especially 
characteristic of the methods of the symphonic poem. A clear 
link to the earlier working processes of op. 4 is to be found, 
for example, in the passage from fig. 52; here a theme which in itself 
is very similar to the previous example is subsequently imitated by 
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inversion, although in this case the first voice is the inversion 
rather than original. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 24) 
However, more complex devices are also employed for develop-
mental purposes. At fig. 25 the Melisande motive is treated in stretto, 
such that the imitation is shown at three points of the original, 
following the methods shown in the developments of the Quartet. 
But Schoenberg now goes further by combining this imitative passage 
with, amongst other elements, an augmentation of the original 
motive at fig. 26, a Brahmsian feature, though not one apparent 
in the previous examples. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 25) 
With the D minor Quartet Ope 7 these methods reappear in the 
quartet medium, though now applied with infinitely greater resource 
and subtlety. Most striking are the methods in Development 2, 
where the 'model' for contrapuntal variation is no less than forty-
one bars in length, and involves not merely the inversion of 
parts, as at 47-2-4 to 48-2-4 and 49-3-4 to 50-3-3-, but also their 
imitation, 48-3-5 using the formerly simultaneous ideas of 46-3-4. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 26) 
The use of counterpoint to achieve climax towards a major 
cadence point is applied in a particularly concentrated form in 
the following passage. Bar 51-1-1 presents an imitation by 
inversion of Theme lc, combining elements formerly stated separately, 
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so arranged as to displace the accent of the answering voice; the 
subsequent inversion of the passage shows further accentual dis-
placement. The passage from 51-2-3 to 51-3-2 combines imitation 
of Theme Tr 1 with the imitation by inversion of Theme 1c, the 
ensuing passage again inverting these relations. 
The methods of Development 1, are of less scope. Hence the 
combination of Themes 11b and Tr 1 at 18-4-5 is inverted with its 
accompanying parts after six bars, 20-1-5 to 20-2-5 and the 
ensuing stretto is applied to phrases of only two bars in length, 
from 20-2-5 to 20-4-5. A particularly intense passage appears 
at 20-4-5 to 21-2-4, where a five-bar model is itself built 
from a single bar which is repeated in transposition and 
diminution and inversion, the parts then being inverted. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 27) 
The same principle is at work in the following passage, 
21-2-5 to 22-1-3, which leads to the major combination pOint 
at fig~ c. 
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Prominent as contrapuntal devices appear in these 
developmental sections, it is in their roles within expositional 
sections that Schoenberg's allegiance to Brahms is perhaps most 
significantly displayed. Consistent with the principle of 
constant variation in Brahms's work, contrapuntal devices are 
almost as characteristic of his transitions and closing groups as 
of formal development sections, not least involving invertible 
relationships. Given Schoenberg's devotion to the same 
principle, his prominent use of expositional elaboration is to 
be anticipated. Invertible counterpoint may be seen as 
functioning in two ways. The most radical type involves the 
inversion of the outer parts, where a subject comprises two 
distinct melodic elements which can equally serve as an upper 
or lower part. Inversion of the upper parts only, the bass 
being retained, obviously represents a simpler type. The 
strongly contrapuntal nature of many of Brahms's thematic 
conceptions led inevitably to the contrapuntal variation of 
his expositions. Notable examples are provided by the first 
movement of the First Symphony op. 68, whose first subject 
and closing group theme are inverted, in bars 51-63 and 161-176 resp-
ectively. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 28) 
These examples obviously stand in considerable contrast to 
such a passage as that from bars 115 - 137 of the closing group of 
op. 18 - 1, whose outer parts seem harmonically determined to a 
much greater extent. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 29) 
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Schoenberg's works show the gradual absorption of these devices. 
Despite its pervasive imitation, they are not significant in the 
Presto in C, but are clearly apparent in the working detail of 
the D major Quartet, if not yet to any great extent. For example, 
the transition of the first movement, from bars 21-28, merely 
inverts the upper parts in phrases of two-p1us-two, treated in sequence. 
Whilst bars 33-36 do invert the outer parts, the original bass is 
of a simple nature. Where more melodic outer parts are present 
in a subject, ~s in the second subject of this movement, the 
inversion is not strict, as at bars 47-50 and 65-72. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 30) 
As in its formal developments, real counterpoint plays 
only a small part in the expositions of Ope 4, only two passages of 
strict inversion above a fixed bass being notable: namely, from 
6-l~1 to 4 and 14-3-1 to 2. In contrast, op.5 provides many 
illustrations of the principle. For example, the Me1isande motive 
at fig. 1 is soon subjected to stretto at fig.l 
and many less overt contrapuntal relations are present in 
other themes. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 31) 
With the exposition of Ope 7, contrapuntal devices appear 
in the chamber medium to an extent quite unprecedented in Schoenberg's 
earlier works. They arise as a consequence of the strongly 
contrapuntal character of the main themes. Hence, for example, 
the preliminary elaboration of Theme 1a from 5-2-4 inverts the 
outer parts strictly for'eight bars. However, this passage is 
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merely an introduction to much more complex combinations of original 
or derived ideas in the ensuing bars through to the recall of 
Theme la at 8-1-3. A particularly notable example appears from 6-1-1 
to 6-2-3. Not only is a two-bar unit restated in inversion, but all 
the parts are inverted. Furthermore, the unit presents a combination 
of the original and diminished forms of the same idea~ 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 32) 
If such rigour of working is unprecedented in its particular 
context, the principle is clearly to be observed in Brahms. Hence, 
the second subject of the first movement of the String Quartet op. 
51/1 is immediately repeated with variation which involves the 
inversion of a two part unit; this is followed by the simultaneous 
statement of the original and inverted forms of another element, 
succeeded in turn by a stretto of yet another element (Bars 32-53). 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 33) 
The extent to which the detail of Brahms's working methods 
permeated Schoenberg's thinking can be illustrated with 
particular clarity through reference to the structure of his 
accompaniments. Consistent with Schoenberg's stress on the 
superiority of real as opposed to quasi counterpoint in this 
context, his own accompaniments generally exhibit the former 
relationship. 
It is possible to observe two basic procedures in the 
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works in question; on the one hands the application of contrapuntal 
devices to the theme itself; on the other, to independent features 
deriving from earlier material. Both methods can be found in Brahms, 
whose accompaniments gradually evolved to a state 6f the utmost 
mot'ivic and contrapuntal subt"lety in h'is last works. 
Brahms I S contrapuntal treatments of the theme itse 1 Lvar'y 
be1:\veen extensive strict imitat'ions \'ihich may be classed as canons 
and the use of derived motives which involve rhythmic variants. The 
latter is naturally the more common method, s'ince it offers the 
greatest flexibility. Although examples are to be found befote 
Brn.hms, the regularity of his usage would have provided Schoenberg's 
prime stimulus. Brahms's imitations may appear at the outset 
or in the course of the subject and employ the original or 
inverted form, the 'latter almost as common as the former. The 
second subject of the £~.L~r"inet Trio o~ 1l4pY'ovides an exalilpie 
of imitation at the outset~ the first subject of the _~!r5ng 
~~!-.l~t op. 36 of imitation 'in the course of the theme: 
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Brahms's IJse of more extended imitation vades between the 
simplest form of imitation, that involving the resting of one part 
whilst the other moves 5 and genuine canons, including canons 
by inversion. The lattet are especially chal~acter;stic of his 
last works and examples are provided in .QQ!~. The second 
statements of the second subjects of the outer movements both 
present canons of some length by inversion. 
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Hhilst Schoenberg does not attempt to match such ingenuity, 
simpler imitation appears in both the p major Quartet and op. 4. 
The second statement of the second theme of the Finale of the latter 
presents a literal imitation for two bars with a free continuation 
stated twice, which Schoenberg would have classed as semi-counterpoint. 
o. 
Op. 4 intensifies this procedure, introdllcing an imitation 
by inversion of Theme_~). Although obscured by octave 
tY'(lf\sposition~ the basic relationship of the tesponding phrase 
at 7-1-5 is that of imitation by invers;on~ though only applied 
to a brief motive. 
\.;". 
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It is a measure of the contrapuntal inter-relationships of 
£P.=-.1 that the contrapunta 1 var-j ation of themes and 1:he-j r comb; n-
otions \'1ith other themes complet.e-Iy usurps the role of derived accoHlpa--
nimen ts in secur; ng unity, Hhil e the procedure cieri ves ultilni'lte ly 
ftcm the accompaniments of themes by other motive~.i, its application 
is on a much more elaborate scale, as shown. 
Elements which do not derive f1~om the theme itself derive 
from tNO sQtJt'ces in Brahms I s works; namely: from the passage imm-
ediately pl'eceding the theme, normally the transition, and from 
the pl~incipa1 s~lbject itself. The fOn11er is by far the more 
common, providing a pc.fC}llei to the relationship \'1hich so often 
exists between a subsidiary theme and its immediately pre-
ceding phrase or passage, as~ for example, in the P-ian.2.J~in!.~! 
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A character; s t-i c examp"1 e of the deri vat"\ on of an accompaniment 
figure is to be found in the first movement of oj? 73~ "Jhose second 
subject accornpanimentfigute appears early in the transition. 
Though the imitation of th-;s figure in the second subject itself 
preserves its rhythm, it preserves 'only the shape rather than the 
exact intervals of the figure and would t on these grounds, be 
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Such a passage provides an ob~ious model for the second subject 
of the !l major Qua r.tet, \"hi ch employs two-part imi tati on whi ch 
similarly begins exactly and becomes freer; the motive is prominent 
in the transition, though also clearly derived from the first 
subject: 
While such methods are not characteristic of 2~' a more 
thcroughgoi ng contt'apunta 1 combi nat; on be; n9 reserved fOi~ one poi nt 
at Fi9--...B, a single example of mot;vic accompaniment is provided 
by Them~!latf) which intensifies the Brahms method by accompanying 




In conclusion, attention should be drawn to a related feature 
of Brahms's accompaniments wh'ich is apparent in Schoenberg, namc',y, 
a part'icu'lar form of rhythmic counterpoint. The strongly Brahmsian 
effect of the second statement of the second subject of the finale 
of the D majo~_guartet arises n'ot merely fronl the rhythmic cuntrast 
" 
achieved through the imitation of an already Brahmsian rnotiv'ic 
theme) but through the further rhythmic contrast of the triplets 
in the viola part)' set against quavers in the second violin. Of 
, 
t.he many pat'a1lels v,ohich might be cited, the main theme of tile s'low 
movement of the Clarinet Quintet oe. 115 is perhaps the closest in 
its use of imitation~ though .here in the upper parts, and may be 
compared w'ith the more common type represented by the second 
subject of op. 51/2 : 
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The use of the devi ce fOl~ purposes of VQ ri a ti on, as in the 
Schoenberg example, is found in the recapitulation on of .QP~~_-n1. 
J\lthough he has no occasion to analyse the .Q...ITiaj~!:.~~Jar~e~, 
Hel1p.sz dr-aVIS attention to the influence of the device in the "later 
Schoenberg works, albeit from a more limited viewpoint. Hence, 
presumably under Schoenberg's influence~ he points to Brahms's 
use of lithe combination of a four beat rhytHm with triplets in 
the viola or the 'cello, which produces a'kind of 'clair-obscur'~ 
a manner of \'Jriting which, particularly in the D minor Quartet, 
makes it difficult to follow the music at a first heal~ing"3 
Examples of this feature can be found in themes of contrasting 
cho_ractet; fol' example: Theme la at 8-1-3 and Theme A of eart 
Three at 57-3-1: 
8~1-) 
Wellesz further stresses the use of this method in Schoenberg1s 
~-=.2 (Ibid) The passilge at i.:iL 5 of the latter \'Jork relates clear"'y 
to the .9£.:-1l~. theme in its use of dup"lets as well as triplets in 
one part, \'Jhereas the t-wo main varoiants of the main theme of EP-!.._l 
maintairt constant triplet patterns. 
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Wel"lesz could equally have included _QP_~ -in his comments. 
Although the spacing of parts and sonority are un'l-ike the other examples 
ment-ioned, the principle of enlivening the texture through triplets, 
here the more 'important because of the frequently s10w hannoni c 
rhythm, is central to the styl e of the enti re work. Fri edhei m 
suggests that the accompaniment of Iheme llJll) "suggests similar' 
d 1\ If passages by Brahms such as the secon movement of oR. 115 . 
Hhi'le the alFJ.logy is a fair one, he could in fact have taken it 
much further since, un1 i ke the Schoenberg passage, but 1 i ke both 
the Brahms passages and most of the accompaniment of op. 4, Brahms 
varies the natural. time divisions of the metre in use . 
.. 
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If the principles of Brahms dominate one aspect of Schoenberg's 
contrapuntal methods, that relating to the devices of strict counter-
part, his stimulus is much less apparent in an equally important 
sphere of contrapuntal activity: namely, thematic combination. 
Brahms's contrapuntal art was directed very largely towards the 
derivation of variants from a basic idea and their subsequent 
combination and contrapuntal variation. Only rarely does he 
superimpose discrete themes, as, for example, in the last move-
ment of the String Quartet op. 67, where the opening theme of 
the work is combined with the variation theme of the Finale. 
In such cases, however, the added element is invariably brief 
and motivic., capable of great flexibility as an accompanying, 
rather than equal, voice. The most often quoted example of 
thematic combination in Brahms, that of the first subject and 
transition theme at the recapitulation of the first movement 
of the Second Symphony op. 73 cannot be regarded as super-
imposition proper, since the transition theme is itself a counter-
point to the first subject, arising through variation, a relation 
which is not, however, fully revealed until the recapitulation. 
The superimposition of formerly tndependentthemes which is 
to be found throughout Schoenberg's op. 7 and, though only 
towards the end, in op. 4, belongs to a different tradition 
in the late 19thC, and finds a particularly notable expression 
in Strauss's Ein Heldenleben op. 40; the passage from fig. 85 
brings a number of themes from his other works 
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into overt contrapuntal relationship for programmatic purposes. 
Although the themes combined in Schoenberg's single-movement 
works do not derive from his other works, the principle of 
combining formerly discrete themes is common. There is no 
earlier relationship between Introduction Theme 1 and Theme 111(2) 
of op. 4, whose combination at fig. U (44-3-1) serves programnatic 
as well as formal ends, the opening theme now appearing in the 
major key as part of the symbol i zation of transfi guration. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 34) 
Having employed the technique for programmati c ends, however, 
it was subsequently employed for solely structural ends in op. 7. 
Schoenberg progressively combines themes of the principal 
exposition with both each other and with themes of the other 
movements, thus achieving a remarkable degree of cohesion. 
However, whilst relatively overt combinations are conspicuous 
throughout, by far the bulk of Schoenberg's thematic combination 
is of much more co .vert nature, with fragments of motives brought 
--
into constantly changing relationships. If the extent 
and va ri ety of thi s method ; s Schoenbergi an, it deri ves from 
methods which were common to his early models. Already in the 
latter part of the first development of the D major Quartet 
hi s preoccupa ti on wi th the combi na ti on of formerly di screte 
fragments is to be noted, relating principally to Dvorak .. 
Brahms's derivation of thematic accompaniments is extended 
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by Schoenberg to the purposes of longer-term unity in the passage 
of thematic combination at fig. R of op. 4; this is presumably 
the passage which Schoenberg had in mind when he referred to 
the "Schoenbergian elements" to be found in the "contrapuntal 
and motival combinations" of the work (SI 81). It becomes quite 
impossible to distinguish between the variants by diminution 
characteristic of Brahms, the combination of rhythmically 
contrasted motives of Dvorak and lithe expressive transformation 
of themes II whi ch he associ ated wi th Wagner, in the procedures 
of op. 7. 
Schoenberg's relation to Brahms again comes into clearer focus 
when his methods are compared with those of his contemporaries, 
especially Reger, the extent of whose contrapuntal thinking and 
tendency to generate harmony through contrapuntal means was 
perhaps unrivalled other than by Schoenberg himself in the pettod 
under discussion. Despite its polyphonic conception, however, 
Reger's part writing in the early quartets very rarely involves 
real counterpoint. Consistent with the quality of musical prose 
observed by Schoenberg, Reger's contrapuntal methods are almost 
entirely free; parts, though transposed to different voices, 
are rarely inverted, and the frequent imitation is almost 
invariably semi strict or free. Reger differs from Brahms, and 
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reveals himself much more traditional 'in his use of counterpoint~ 
by restricting his use of real counterpoiD.t, almost entirely to the 
fugal movement which conclydes Quartet No.1. The infusion of 
the devices of multiE.J_~_sountel~point, strict imitation and stretto 
into developments) to say nothing of expositions, is as foreign 
to Reger as to Dvorak. If the character-istic corrlrapuntal"feature 
of Dvo\nakls developments ;s mot;vic combination, that of Reger 
is the elo.botation of the aln~ady full detail of h-is parts. 
It is rather Zeml"insky \'1ho inherited Brahms's working methods. 
The exposition of the first movement of the Quarte~--i already 
reveals invertible counterpoint in the first subject, bars 7-8 
inve~t~ng 5-6 strictly: 







Whilst the counterpoint in the development of this movement 
. 
is never as complex as in the Brahms and Schoenberg examples, it is 
still pervasive, apparent at the outset in two parts and subsequently 
appearing in stretto as well as employing frequent inversion. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 35) 
Zemlinsky's treatment of the accompaniment reveals similar 
influences. The process of liquidation which produces the accompaniment 
figure of the second subject of the movement finds a direct parallel 
in Brahms's Second Symphony, first movement. This method is not 
employed by Dvorak, nor Reger. despite the latter's use of liguidation 
in the preparation of second subjects. Only in his use of invertible 
coun~erpoint in the canon on the second subject of Quartet 1 
does Reger refl ect Brahms's methods. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 36) 
His use of counterpoint in variation shows a similar independence of 
the Brahms tradition. 
• 
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In turning, in conclusion, to Schoenberg's relationship 
with Brahms in the sphere of strictly contrapuntal composition, 
particular attention is attracted by their shared interest in 
the writing of canons. In contrast, there exists insufficient 
material to effectively relate their attitudes concerning the 
more complex subject of fugal composition. 
The bulk of Schoenberg's canons are contained in the 
collection of thirty drawn from the Schoenberg archive: They can 
be supplemented by works existing within published compositions, 
for example, the five appended to the Drei Satiren,op. 28, or as 
yet unpublished, as is the single canon from the Nachod Collection 
(~o. 95); it may be reasonably assumed that others still wait to 
come to light. Although only four canons date from the period 
under discussion, Rufer's collection may be taken as indicating 
Schoenberg's interests, since all its contents are tonal. 
Schoenberg's canons employ a wide range of techniques and 
may be divided into three classes; namely: simple, double and 
more complex canons, including mirror, clef and key canons, many 
presented as 'riddle ' or 'enigmatic ' canons. Despite Schoenberg's 
acknowledgement of Brahms's precedent in this sphere, it remains 
difficult to relate their techniques fully, since considerably fewer 
canons of comparable interest by Brahms are available. Unlike 
Schoenberg, Brahms destroyed almost all his sketches and exercises 
and it may be surmised that many particularly ingenious examples, 
in which, however, he found no aesthetic merit worthy of preser-
vation, were amongst them. Only in the collection which appeared 
in the Complete Edition of 1926 - 8- which included some posthumous 
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as well as some garnered from odd published sources without opus 
number ~ did an indication of the scope of his methods become widely 
apparent, although it could certainly be guessed from some of the 
canons included in earlier choral works, though not so titled, such 
as the Drei Geist1iche ChBre~:Op~37 and th~ Lieder und Romanzen 
0p. 44. Most of Brahms's canons date, like these, from his choral 
activity in Hamburg in the 'Eighteen Fifties, when he was 
particularly attracted· to the device and worked to master every 
aspect of it. To what extent Schoenberg was stimulated by these 
works is an open question. His technique was certainly established 
by the time of the appearance of the Complete Edition. Of the 
thirteen canons which were published with opus number and were 
thus easily available in Brahms's lifetime (13 Kanons, op. 113,1894) 
only two might have provided a prompt to specific devices; namely: 
No.6 (by inversion) and No. 13 (a four-part canon accompanied by 
an independent two-part canon). The remainder of Brahms's 
collection is striking in its simplicity, both in material, 
which draws on folksong, and treatment, either at the unison or 
octave. While the melodic style of these canons might well have 
influenced Schoenberg, his simple canons do not adopt this manner. 
The only point of contact is provided by their common uses of the 
folksong 'Schlaf, kindlein, schlaf ' , which, however, bear no 
relation to each other; Schoenberg merely uses the first phrase 
as a coda to the canon 'Mr. Saunders I (No. 26) while Brahms uses 
the entire theme in a different iorm ~No. 4). 
Whatever the nature of Schoenberg's relationship to Brahms 
in the writing of canons, \'/hether based on the study of models or 
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the response to the principles and spirit of Brahms's approach, the 
large number of canons written for instruments rather than voices, 
and the frequent attribution of the more complex of them to 
Netherlands influence, sometimes involving archaic presentation, 
shows that a much broader influence was present; indeed, the 
seeming lack of canons bf any complexity until 1905 suggests the 
stimulus of Webern's work on Isaac as a primary factor in 
arousing Schoenberg's deeper interest in the subject. 
As regards non-vocal canons, Schoenberg's constant reference 
to Bach's Art of Fugue, Musical Offering and Canonic Variations 
shows the bias of his interest. For all Brahms's own interest in 
these works, he left no models within Class 3 which are comparable 
with Schoenberg's mirror canons Nos, 9, 11, 16, 27, or the four part 
clef and key canon with free accompaniment, based on his initials, 
No.6. All that survives is a single clef canon, "Wann" notated 
as a riddle canon, though simple of resolution, at the fifth below. 
(CE/21 P. 192) .. 
Although there seems no question of direct influence, it is 
interesting to outl i ne the canons of Brahms and Schoenherg ; n 
Classes 1 and~, where relationships are naturally closer. Brahms 
shows a preference for single canons by inversion which is not 
shared by Schoenberg. Brahms left four such canons, No.6 of op. 113 
and '0 wie sanft (CE 21 p. 191), '0 bone Jesu' and 'Regina Coeli' 
(op. 37/2 and 3), Schoenberg none. Both composers present double 
canons and double canons by invers;on~ though of different kinds. 
Schoenberg's double canon by inversion (No. 29) is of considerable 
complexity; the first canon ;s at the fifth below, the second, 
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an inversion of the firstt at the fifth above t whilst each of the 
four parts moves s teadi ly back and forth in ca'ncri zans after every 
2! bars. Brahms's example t 'Zu Rauch' (CE 21/ p. l57) is built on 
distinct subjects by comparison and adopts different intervals 
for the two canons t at eleventh below and sixth above respectively. 
Despite the extreme simplicity of the simple canons in Brahms's 
Ope 113 collection, the simple canons of the posthumous collection 
exceed those of Schoenberg in complexity. Schoenberg's preference 
in 3 and 4-part canons is for answers at the octave and fourth 
below, four examples eXisting, while single examples exist·'of 
canons at the octave and fifth, third and seventh t fifth t seventh 
and eleventh. Brahms uses alternation with the octave in only 
one case, M~rznacht (op. 44}t preferring answers at progressive 
fifths, as in TBne,ltndernder Klang (CE 21 p. l56), at fourths and 
seconds, as in Adoramus Te(op. 37/l}, or successive minor seconds 






Schoenberg's particular interest in Formal Relationships of 
the second kind noted in Part Two, concerning long-term unity, 
is equally clear in his own works. Indeed, some of these works are 
particularly dominated by an additional factor hardly discussed 
in his writings: namely, the inter-connection of movements. 
In contrast, relationships of the first kind, concerning the schematic 
designs of individual movements, attract relatively little 
attention, although certain important parallels must still be 
drawn. Discussion of long-term relationships therefore centres 
upon two areas: Schoenberg's use of the Grundgestalt and the 
historical background to the inter-connection of movements. 
Both aspects of the Grundgestalt which Schoenberg associated 
with Brahms - namely, the use of a recurring shape and the 
derivation of a key scheme from a motive - are significant in 
the works under discussion. Of these, the first has the most 
apparent importance. Discussion must proceed from Schoenberg's 
own references to the thematic transformation of op. 7, no 
comparable discussions surviving concerning op. 4 or the D major 
Quartet. 
Schoenberg quotes four clear transformations: in Part One 
of Theme llb and two lesser variants from Theme lla; in Part Two, 
of Theme la from the preceding transition theme Tr 1: 
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Although these examples are only presented to give a superficial 
Dutline of the main thematic links~ they provide a valuable illustration 
of Schoenberg's preoccupations in this field. However, any 
..... 
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immediate connection with his remarks on Brahms is not apparent. 
Whilst certain shapes recur and are subject to variation, he does 
not point out exact repetitions of the kind he found implicit in 
Brahms. Although such elements are certainly present in the 
passing detail, Schoenberg's methods reflects broader stimuli. 
Indeed, the "expressive transformation" of themes characteristic 
of op. 4 represents as strong a stimulus here as does Brahms's 
art of motivic variation, especially in the most overt examples. 
Whilst both exact repetitions and 'expressive transformations ' 
are to be identified in op. 7, the: broader question of the role 
of a basic shape poses far greater problems of clarification. 
In my view, the unifying role of the first subject is to be 
understood as much in contrapuntal terms, as suggested. If a 
basic shape is present, it is only of the very general nature 
identified by Samson when he states that "many of the principal 
themes are linked by Grundgestalt with a prominent interval 
formation of perfect fourth and fifth or tritone presented in 
several permutations": 2 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 37a) 
The same feature has been observed in op. 4. Friedheim 
notes the common use of the intervals of the minor second 
and perfect fifth in themes of contrasted surface appearance: 3 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 37b) 
In contrast, Porter's attempt to show these themes as 
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arising from a common shape seems forced relative to the kinds of 
examples already noted in Brahms and Schoenberg, and also partly 
distorts the elements in order to make its point.~ 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 37c) 
It is, in my view, not until Schoenberg's String Quartet op. 
that his use of shape assumes a relationship to the thinking which 
10 
inspired the Brahms examples. The celebrated combination of variants 
at the beginning of the slow movement employs motives which, if not 
exact repetitions in his sense, certainly reflect this kind of 
thought; other aspects of the working detail, for example in the 
contrapuntal processes in the development of the first movement, 
also serve to place this work in direct' relationship 
to the Brahms tradition. 
A closer relationship to Brahms in op. 7 can be observed if 
the themes are considered as part of a chain of evolution achieved 
through the process of developing variation, in which certain 
elements are liquidated, whilst others are emphasized in order 
to create new forms. The simplest method, that of building a 
new idea from a passing element of a preceding idea, already 
noted in Brahms, can be found in the themes of op. 7. 
Schoenberg illustrates the derivation of Theme 11b from the tail of 
Theme 11a, and to it can be added the derivation of part of Theme 
1b from part of ~: 
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Many other examples can be cited. However, a far more 
subtle procedure can be identified. Whilst Brahms \'/as not a unique 
stimulus in this Y'egard, Wellesz confirms that Schoenberg w:.s 
particularly sensitive to Brahms's methods in this period and he 
must have been a major prompt to the evolution of the concept of 
JJ.9.llidation. HIt \'laS Brahms whose \,/ay of ... making an 
unnoticeable transition from the first theme to the second) 
influenced him in his sextet and his string quartets. I well 
remember Schoenbet'g analysing the first movement of one of 
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Brahms's string quartets and laying particular stress on the way 
in which the characteristics of the first theme disappeared step by 
step, while the entry of the second theme vms prepared. This \liaS 
actually his own method. We can notice it best in the trans; tion 
section from the first to the second theme of his D minor Quartet 
(I 85 - 98) "5 ,Dars 
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Wellesz does not cite Schoenberg's particular source and, indeed, 
it is by no means clear, since the quartets in question do not 
contain the most extensive transitions, better examples appearing 
in the symphonies. Given the particular character of the passage 
which We11esz quotes, the clearest model is found in the 
transition from the second subject to the closing group of Brahms's 
String Quartet op. 51/1 (bars 53 - 63). The feature of Schoenberg's 
transition is the gradual liquidation pf two main elements, the 
bass figure and the figure in the upper parts, the bass by diminution, 
the upper parts by emphasis on the rising fourth which, in original 
and augmented forms, severs its original association, finally 
ac~ompanying a diminution of the bass figure and falling fifth 
from the upper parts. The extension of the falling diminished 
fifth by ascending semitones provides the link to the transition 
theme proper7 itself a variant. Brahms's passage similarly subjects 
its bass to variation, involving diminution whilst the semiquavers 
of the upper parts disappear. The leaping figure of the upper 
parts is reduced to a two-note figure on the same rhythm over 
a similar restriction of the bass figure, the new subject growing 
out of the upper part by augmentation and extension: 
.. 355 -
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As shown, a less obvious aspect of the Grundgestalt, its role 
in determining the key centres of a work, is illustrated by 
Schoenberg through reference to Brahms. However, the extent of 
his preoccupation with this subject in his own music is never 
clarified; indeed, he rather seems concerned with broader 
harmonic factors. "Those who examine in my First String Quartet 
or Kammersymphonie the relation of the keys to each other and 
to the incident harmony, will gain from them some conception 
of the demands which are made in the modern sens~ on the tonal 
development of a harmonic idea." (SI 256 - 7) The nature of 
these demands is, however, only generally outlined, through 
reference in an eQtirely different context to the Kammersymehonie, 
whose use of fourths both melodically and harmonically is well 
known. Schoenberg states in TH "Here the fourths ... shape 
themselves into a definite horn theme, spread themselves out 
architectonically over the whole piece, and place their stamp on 
everything that happens. Thus it turns out that they do not appear 
merely as melody or as a purely impressionistic chord effect; 
their character permeates the total harmonic structure, and they 
are chords like all others II (TH 404). The scope of this IIpermeationll 
is vast, involving multiple resolutions of the chord, changing 
harmonic contexts and so forth. Although the character of the 
'motto' opening bears relation to that of Brahms's Third Symphony 
op, 90, Schoenberg does not point it out. In Schoenberg's work, 
the opening tonality of F minor also resolves to major, although 
it achieves this goal immediately, rather than at the end of the 
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f"i rs t s ubj e r.: t: 
However, the a,nalogies in the relation of the Imotto' to 
the harmonic schemes are not as direct, since Schoenberg's Imotto' 
;s not in the tonic key of the work, E mqjor, but its Ne'Zlpolitan, 
F. Thus, whilst a fourth relation is apparent in the second 
subject, it is with the tonic (A major from E major), rather than 
the I motto I itself. Similarly, whilst the role of the third is 
. certa"inly important, determi ni ng the major key contras ts, G major 
and C minor, these are rela.tive to a tonic which employs fourths, 
rather than third of the 'motto ' . 
Schoenberg makes no comparable l'eference to the nature of the 
harmon'ic unity in.9£.:...1. and, indeed s the lack of a Imotto' or 
distinctive structural intervals makes it difficu"t, to identify 
an. analogous relationship. Hhilst~ as in op, .1 , the prominent 
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interval of the minor second is reflected in the key relationships, this 
is by no means dominant, and the other, independent, pitch relationships 
argue against this interpretation. Even in the earlier work, such 
relationships seem tenuous. Swift ' s6 view that the scale segment 
which he regards as the basic shape also determines key centres 
relies on selectivity and, even if accepted, does not show a 
relation in the order of the constituent pitches of the shape - an_; 
essential point given such a general relationship. Ir my view, 
Schoenberg only perceived the relationship i~ op. 90 when his own 
methods and concern with unity had moved beyond his earlier pre-
occupations, and the kind of unity he noted in his youth was of 
a more general and overt nature - for example, the prefiguring 
of important harmonic relationships within themes. The first 
subject of the 0 major Quartet makes a very clear emphasis on 
thesu.mediant, B minor, and its dominant, which anticipates 
exactly the unusual move to the key of the second subject, as 
well as anticipating the key of the second movement. The first 
subject of Brahms's op. 51/1 exerts a similar influence. Its 
unusual move to F minor, tending to the dominant, exactly 
anticipates both the opening of the third movement and the finale, 
consistent with the thematic recurrence at that point. Parallels 
with Schoenberg's op. 7 can also be found in op. 4. Theme lla 
makes a notable stress on the mediant, F sharp, which anticipates 
the key of the second subject. 
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Despite the importance of the inter-connection of movements 
in Schoenberg's early works, his published writings contain as 
few significant references to the subject as to that of the 
Grundgestalt. If however, one aspect of the background can easily 
be identified, - the single-movement orchestral poem, particularly 
the most extensive recent examples by Richard Strauss, notably 
'Ein Heldenleben' op. 40, - the Schoenberg works in question 
present features which are not explained by reference to this 
tradition alone. While Schoenberg's desire to "mirror every 
detail of the poem" 7 1eads to a comparatively loose formal 
structure inPelleas, op. 5, the infinitely greater structural 
control of op. 7 points to a different tradition, that of 
chamber music, especially that of Brahms. Nor did this 
tradition merely represent the principle of abstract discipline; 
if Brahms never produced a single work including all the formal 
characters of the sonata tradition in one uninterrupted movement, 
he was continually experimenting with the re-arrangement of the 
elements of these forms, especially of sonata form. It is 
Schoenberg's control of such re-arrangements which distinguishes 
the structure of op. 7 from those of o~p. 4 and 1. 
Only recently has some indication of the resource of Brahms's 
variations of sonata form been given outlined in English writi ngs 8 
and the subject admits of much further exploration, particularly 
in relation to its historical background. The area of chief 
interest concerns the recapitulation of the first subject in the 
tonic key prior to deVelopment, the recapitulation of the remalning 
parts occurring normally thereafter. Although 
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sometimes regarded as a modified sonata-rondo, especially when used 
in finales, the form is correctly regarded as a modified sonata form. 
Moreover, the process of sectional recapitulation with interpolated 
development is taken much further by Brahms and can be seen as a 
consequence of the increasing' tendency to continue the development 
into the recapitulation in the late 18th and 19thC uses of the form. 
Whilst, by its nature, op. 7 could not emulate these examples, 
Schoenberg's awareness of them is shown clearly in op. 10. Here 
the development of the first movement starts with the head of the 
first subject in the home key, though much more freely handled, 
which, through its subsequent omission from the recapitulation, 
which resumes with the second part of the first subject, (bar 159), 
~eveals itself as the real recapitulation of this part. Further, 
the consequent of the first subject (bars 8 - 12), which is 
omitted at this stage, is subsequently incorporated into the 
reworking of the first subject at the second stage of recapitulation 
(bar 186). Whilst the brevity and freedom of the recapitulation 
of the second group, if such it can be called (bars 196 - 202), 
finds no parallel in Brahms, the handling of the first subject 
finds a clear precursor in the first movement of Brahms's Piano 
Trio op. 101. Unlike most of the Brahms examples, this advanced 
case recapitulates only the head of the first subject before dev-
elopment, the comparable freedom of recapitulatory treatment 
obscuring the recall of other parts of the first subject and 
transition until the lyrical second subject, which is given 
complete. 
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The ways in which Schoenberg recalls the first subject of op. 7 
cannot be directly compared with either op. 10 or the Brahms example, 
since they are determined by considerations specific to the nature of 
the work. Hence, the statement of the first subject at 8-1-2, which 
might easily be taken for a conventional recapitulation at a first 
hearing (second subject: 4-2-l;development: 5-3-4), is determined 
by the need to impress the identity of the subject on the listener 
before proceeding to the second part of so large a structure, the 
transition; the so-called recapitulation (53-2-2) fulfils a 
similar role, leading not to recapitulation proper but to the second 
major division, comprising the third and fourth movements, with the 
recapitulation of the second subject denied a tonic resolution in 
order not to anticipate the final resolution after the Rondo. Yet, 
in very general terms, Schoenberg's awareness of Brahms's 
adventurous; whilst systematic and economical, treatment of form, 
must have influenced the integration of his planning. As it stands, 
. the only distinct link to Brahms's long-term planning is to be 
. found in the coda, whose serene transformation of the dramatic 
opening from minor to major, its active" contrapuntal movement 
finally stilled by a tonic pedal, finds amongst others, a direct 
parallel in the close of Brahms's op. 90. 
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Of Schoenberg's comments on formal relationships in the 
. . 
second sense, that of the schematic designs of Small and Large Forms, 
greatest interest resides, as in his analyses, in his treatment 
of variation form, sp~cifically here the slow movement of the 0 
major Quartet. 
The predictable relationship between Schoenberg and Brahms 
in the sphere of variation technique is clearly apparent here; as 
may also be expected from previous observations, it is the slow 
movements of the two Sextets opp 18 and 36 which provide the focus 
for discussion. Zemlinsky's deletion of the original fourth 
and sixth variations of Schoenberg's movement9 brings the total 
number of variations to that of both the Brahms movements, seven. 
Of these models, however, it is clearly the op. 18 movement which 
was of prime importance, by virtue of the closer identity of 
phrase and harmonic structure and the ·treatment of the coda; 
Schoenberg follows Brahms in extending this to a free conclusion. 
In contrast, the op. 36 movement is much more sophisticated 
in its basic elements of harmony and phrase structure. The 
Sextets also provide much clearer models than that on which 
Schoenberg's discussion is based on FMC, the Handel Variations op. 24, 
with regard to the derivation and application of the motive of 
va ri a ti.on. 
Only in two var.iations can Schoenberg be reasonably 
considered to employ a distinct motive. In var 2 the falling 
semitone which opens the model provides the basis of the falling 
and rising seconds which characterize the bass part and are taken 
up more freely in the first violin at bar 21, influencing each 
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voice in the second part. Similar shapes pervade the entire texture 
of var 4, though no longer in simple elaboration of the main 
lines of the model. The other motives are of a much more general 
nature, realizing the harmony through arpeggio or scalic figures 
in vars -3 and 4. The procedure is very much like that of op. 18, 
vars 1 and 1 drawing on arpeggios and scales respectively. 
Only in var 3 is a definite motive deducible from the theme, 
similarly, from the initial figure, though not us~d throughout. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 38) 
In contrast, the methods of Brahms op. 36 are more subtle, 
reflecting the methods of op. 24 and pointing to the economy 
of Brahms's later variationS,not least in the use of diminution 
and augmentation of the original lines given in invertible counter-
point in var. 1. An exception can perhaps be made in the case 
of Schoenberg's var. 4, whose pervading use of its motives is 
closer to Brahms's later methods, for example var. 3 of op. 36 
The close link with op. 18 is also clear in Schoenberg's major 
variation, No.5, whose texture, with a static bass at the outset 
and octave figure in the upper part framing a completely free 
me1ody,is similar in principle to var. 5 in Brahms's movement; 
in contrast, Schoenberg's preceding variation ~ draws more 
closely on the model than that of Brahms. Neither, however, 
matches the intricate motivic fabric of the major variation 
in op. 36. 
(APPENDIX EXAMPLE 39) 
Strong links to op. 18 are also to be found in the 
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application of the motive. The significant changes to which Schoenberg 
directs attention in op. 24 are not to be found to this extent in 
the earlier work, nor would one expect them in so short a set, forming 
a part of a larger work rather than standing alone. Schoenbergls 
similarly limited movement is, however, worthy of note in exceeding 
not only the rigid harmonic framework of op. 18 and freer treatment 
of op. 36 but also op. 24 itself in varying the model not at passing 
but at structural points. Schoenberg1s substitution of Vl (G flat) 
for 1 at bar 49 and raised 111 (d) - raised lV (G) for l-Vl at bar 50 
finds only a remote model in Brahms·s suggestion of flat lV for V7 
at the beginning of the second part in var. 16. The less adventurous, 
but highly characteristic, variants of the model outlined in FMC, 
notably, the changing emphasis on particular chords and repetitions 
and transpositions of segments, is, however, absent, save in the 
variations in the major mode. Here a similar extension of Brahms IS 
methods is to be observed. Both major variations move to the 
mediant, D, at the close of the first part, var B directly, var. 5 
only at its repetition. Although Brahms never discards the 
conclusion of the first part on the dominant, he employs trans-
position of material which bases the preceding bars on either bM 
(D flat major) or! (D major). It is but a short step for Brahms 
to omit his return to the dominant and to conclude the first part on the 
mediant. Although Schoenberg does not reach D major by the same 
process of transposition through treating the melodic D of the model 
as his tonal centre at this point, impossible with this model, 
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Brahms·s freedom and particular stress on the mediant may have provided 
a starting point for expansion of the model. As with var. 4, but less 
. striking in the context of a modulatory first part, the second parts 
of vars B and ~ move away from the model, from G to B flat in Var. B, 
from B flat to E flat and G flat in var 5. This sequential use of 
material of the model can be seen as deriving from Brahms·s method, 
though not for the same, organic, reason. 
Of the other elements, discussed by Schoenberg in FMC, namely 
contrapuntal methods and the character and organization of the indi-
vidual variations, little requires to be said. Schoenberg·s 
movement includes no examples of strict counterpoint, but rather 
the inexact imitations classified as semi counterpoint; strict 
imitations only appear very briefly, as in the four-part imitation 
in the second part of var. B and the invertible counterpoint 
at the comparable part of var~ 5~ Elsewhere, imitation is of 
shape rather than detail. Although this balance finds clear 
parallels in Brahms·s sextet variations, Schoenberg·s movement lacks 
the clear distinction between contrapuntal and non-contrapuntal 
treatment found in Brahms. Schoenberg employs imitation in 
the second parts of vars 2, 3 and B whilst the first parts remain 
essentially homophonic. Of Brahms·s variation movements, it is 
that of op. 36 which is the more overtly, though not strictly, 
contrapuntal, and Schoenberg·s movement may be seen as falling between 
the two in intensity of treatment. 
In the general organization of Schoenberg·s set, attention 
can be drawn to the lack of direct relationship between certain 
variations and the ·variation of the variation· principle which is 
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characteristic not only of Brahms's Ope 24 variations, but also the 
Sextets (op. 18: 1-2; Ope 36: 3-4). The considerable tempo changes 
which characterize Schoenberg's movement (vars. 3,A,4,B,5) considerably 
exceed those of Brahms, none appearing in Ope 18, two in Ope 36. 
Attention must, however, be drawn to the most significant change, 
the 'Langsam' ,in var. 5, Brahms also marking his fifth variation, 
similarly set in the major mode. 'Adagio', though, unlike Brahms, 
Schoenberg restores the original mode and tempo thereafter. 
In conclusion, some comment is warranted by the unusual model 
which, despite the relationship in the variation methods, finds no 
real parallel in the themes of Brahms's variation" movements. It 
begins like a passacaglia bass, but subsequently adds another voice, 
pr, rather, adds a more harmonic bass to the continuation of the 
original melodic bass, now in the viola part. This duality of 
concept continues into the variations, var. 1 presenting the 
original bass and its continuation as the theme, to which is added 
a new harmonic bass, yare 2 building upon the original bass, although 
treating it more freely in the latter part. The freer treatment 
which follows makes greater overall use of the harmony provided 
in var. 1, however. Considered in relation to either Brahms's 
single example of variations upon a passacaglia bass, the finale 
of the St. Antony Variations Ope 56,10 or to his conventional 
variations, the harmonic scope of Schoenberg's theme is notably 
rich. Even the Brahms themes with considerably extended second 
parts preserve a more basic harmony than Schoenberg employs. 
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Of the other forms employed by Schoenberg, little need be 
added to the foregoing observations. Only the form of the Presto 
in C attracts special attention, since it provides a textbook 
example of Schoenberg's 'Great Sonata Rondo Form', already 
noted in relation to Beethoven's Sonata op. 22-111. However, it 
finds no significant parallel in Brahms. The Finale of the D major 
Quartet is in a more conventional sonata-rondo form. 
Particular formal relationship with Brahms are only apparent 
in the second movement of this Quartet, as shown. Of particular 
note in the present context is the character'of the Trio. Although 
Schoenberg gives only passing attention to this subject in FMC, 
the contrast of a quick trio with a ruminative 'quasi minuetto' 
type of movement such as Schoenberg employs here is common 
in Brahms's music. The relationship is greatly strengthened 
by the rhythmic character of the writing, notably the phrasing 
across the bar to produce an initial bar of 3/2 alternating with 
bars of 3/4; the motivic economy of the main and accompanying 
parts, which involve diminution and augmentation 
and the use of invertible counterpoint further recall Brahms. 
Although no close models exist, the mood and pattern of the 
contrasted sections find precursors in op. 51/2 - 111 and 
op. 73. 
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In conclusion, it can be observed that the pattern of 
relationship between Schoenberg, Zemlinsky and Reger is again 
confirmed when their uses of long-term relationships are 
considered. Only one feature in Reger serves to suggest any 
relationship to Brahms, namely the use of recurring material. 
Schoenberg's other acquisitions from Brahms, the uses of 
a Grundgestalt, of recurring pitch levels and of contrapuntal 
relations between movements, are not present. Reger's uses 
of recurring material are again individual. His most advanced 
example is to be found in the String Quartet op. 74, where he 
recalls the harmonic progression of the second subject in the 
third and fourth movements, though with newly-worked upper 
parts. However, there is no organic, developmental use and his 
contrapuntal methods are not strict, as mentioned. 
Zemlinsky provides a much more important point of 
reference;' indeed, he can again be seen as cruci all ink between 
Brahms and Schoenberg. The intervallic unification already 
noted within themes is equally present between them, as can be 
seen from the accompanying table. The opening motive of Theme 
~ is inverted to prompt Theme lb, which also reflects other 
aspects. A process of transition leads to the stress on the 
semitone in Theme lla emphasised in llb. This element furnishes 
the germ of the second movement theme. The themes of the finale, 
though free, gradually absorb earlier elements and display 




As regards formal relationships in the broader sense of 
schematic patterns, neither composer approaches Schoenberg's 
methods, however. This is particularly interesting in the case 
of Reger, whose work was much more ambitious in scope than that 
of Zemlinsky. His Quartet op. 74, written at the same age as 
Schoenberg when he produced his own 0 minor Quartet,is of 
great length. 
traditional. 
Yet, its formal layout is in essentials 
s He is aa uninfluenced by Brahms's variations in 
the relation of exposition and development and recap~tulation 
as by the overt combination of movements stemming from the 
tradition of the symphonic poem. Of particular interest is 
his treatment of variation form in the third movement. Yet, 
as in his other variation movements (Quartets op. 54/2 and op. 
l09),his approach is independent, characterized either by a 
very conservative method in which both theme and harmony 
are retained, or exhibiting complete freedom, both methods 
being juxtaposed in one movement in op. 74. Yet, eVen in the 
variations which retain phrase length and harmony, he shows 
no interest in the motive of the variation; rather, he adds 





That Schoenberg's response to the music of Brahms was 
of profound s;gnfficance for his development is clear from his 
writings and the measure of relationship between the features 
which he stresses in Brahms and his own compositional methods. 
Despite the considerable scope of this interest, however, -
his awareness of Brahms's richness, complexity, ambiguity, -
its most basic emphasis can, in my opinion, be none the less 
simply identified: namely, a preoccupation with any features 
which have a bearing on the creation of unity and coherence, 
especially in relation to brevity of expression and speed of 
evolution. Indeed, this emphasis has been shown to throw into 
relief the presence of the less distinctive themes which he 
i nheri ted from earl i er wri ters.' 
Taken as a whole, Schoenberg's Brahms analyses strongly 
confirm the emphasis placed in 'Brahms the Progressive ' and 
elsewhere on Brahms's economy of working, his "responsibility 
to his materials". The application of this principle is most 
apparent in his discussion of thematic issues, where a very 
special relationship has been observed between Brahms's methods 
and the most advanced type of working which Schoenberg notes, 
that of developing variation. As a consequence of this emphasis, 
the related concepts of musical prose and the Grundgestalt are 
also closely associated with Brahms, although in a less 
specific way, since the concepts are much less clearly defined 
in his writings. Whilst these concepts are also related to 
other composers, to Mozart and Beethoven respectively, their 
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intervallic aspect seems to have been regarded by Schoenberg as 
a particularly Brahmsian inheritance. Schoenberg's interest in 
Brahms's methods of thematic relationship placed an equal 
emphasis on his means of loosening it, of dissolving lithe 
obligations of the motive". Thus, whilst discussed in only 
a limited way, it is clear that Brahms~s art of transition 
through the liguidation of motival features was a significant 
stimulus to the evolution of this concept. Thematic unity of 
another, though less distinctive kind - that which arises 
from contrapUntal relationships - is also closely associated 
with Brahms's methods by Schoenberg. Whilst his stress on the 
use of real as opposed to guasi counterpoint was partly based 
on his study of earlier music, Brahms's re-stressing of this 
principle, his use of real counterpoint within the context of 
'free' homophonic composition was regarded as of significance 
by Schoenberg. If unity and coherence are chiefly discussed 
in thematic terms, the principle is also to be discerned in 
Schoenberg's interest in Brahms's harmonic and tonal methods. 
Whilst Brahms's contribution to the evolution of the concept 
of monotonality can hardly be distinguished from that of 
others, the nature of the system through which it is expressed, 
that of the regions, finds particularly characteristic 
illustration in Brahms's methods. Though only briefly touched 
upon, Brahms's uses of symmetrical relationships around a 
tonic seem to have been a ~imulus to the concept of regions as 
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expressed in visual terms through his Chart of Regions . 
. 
Lying behind these different aspects was Schoenberg's 
interest in the ultimate unity of an entire composition, in the 
expression of its basic Idea. At root, therefore, Schoenberg 
was most concerned with the way he imagined Brahms to have 
seen a composition. as a whole "conceived in one spontaneous 
vision". This principle, which he seems to have found most 
notably expressed in Brahms's capacity to "penetrate to the 
remotest consequences of an idea", became of basic significance 
in the growth of his ideas as both teacher and composer. 
The distinctiveness of Schoenberg's view of Brahms was 
a consequence of distortion. His tendency to select examples 
of a particular type and present them as norms emerges rep-
eatedly through his writings. Whilst he was preoccupied with 
considerations of unity in the music of all the composers he 
mentions, the advanced state of integration in Brahms gave 
him a particularly significant place. This inclination also 
serves to explain some important omissions in his Brahms 
coverage, particularly concerning rhythmic methods. Despite 
Schoenberg's seeming lack of interest in rhythmic consideration 
in general, Brahms's methods were extremely advanced 
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and th~ subject of critical comment elsewhere. Whilst Schoenberg 
acknowledges his significance, however, he shows no desire to 
demonstrate Brahms's methods. 
At root, Schoenberg's selectivity stemmed from his need 
to grasp historical tendencies. As stressed, he approached the 
areas he discusses not as a critic seeking a balanced view of 
the achievements of an individual, but rather from the desire 
to identify the progressive tendencies from whichh'is own inus;~ 
had developed, an identification which became ever stronger as 
he grew to an increasing realization of the properties of 
musical materials, and with his need to identify his roots as a 
radical and misunderstood composer. Thus, not only did he 
emphasize particular features of Brahms, but also those of 
other models, chiefly Wagner, in order to reveal the opposing 
tendencies from which he, as the culmination of a tradition, 
had produced a synthesis which would serve as the basis of 
future developments. Although these contrasts are only 
tentatively expressed in his work, their presence is still 
clear and they have with justification been drawn out 
by Dahlhaus in his distinction between, on the one hand, 
the tendency towards I Erweiterte' and 'Wandernde ' Tonalitat 
(arising from his principle of 'Stufenreichtum ' and from 
that of the 'Alterationsstil ')and, on the other, towards 
musical prose and 'unendliche Melodie~ arising from the methods 
of developing variation and literal sequence. l 
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The individuality of Schoenberg's view of Brahms had profound 
consequences for his development as a composer in the Brahmsian 
tradition and he stands in a unique position when compared with other 
composers who shared his background. In his youth he quickly 
developed from the imitation of surface features to much deeper 
technical relationships which enabled him to produce music of a 
very different kind. There is no question that the young Schoenberg 
was deeply involved with Brahms's language. Passages such as the 
fragment of the Clarinet Trio and some of the Piano Pieces of 1894 
show the extent of his feeling for idiomatic piano figuration and 
rhythmic features. That this pianistic affinity never entirely 
disappeared is clear from parts of the Piano Concerto Ope 42; 
the broader affinity with Brahms's orchestral style is also 
revealed in parts, though by no means all, of the orchestration 
of the Piano Quartet op. 25. In a lesser composer such 
natural relationships - which were, in my view, even stronger 
I·, 
tha~ those in Zemlinsky and Reger - would have led to creative 
impotence. However, this element yielded to one of greater 
strength, namely an interest in and understanding of the 
structural principles in Brahms's music and the consequences 
of their extension and development. Thus, when Schoenberg is 
stimulated to his most creative response to Brahms's music, 
he is least like him in his surface 'style'. 
Thus, for example, his preoccupation in the thematic 
sphere with Brahms's intervallic unification and non-repetition 
led him to a more extensive and quickly-evolving thematic 
manner than Brahms had ever employed. In the harmonic sphere, 
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his interest in Brahms's symmetry is quickly applied to more 
. 
,adventurous relationships, though in the long, rather than short, 
term, his themes showing little regional interest. The contra-
puntal relationships characteristic of Brahms are accentuated 
, 
in structural importance, becoming significant in expositions 
as well as elaborations and used to achieve variations in 
sections so lengthy that their presence is no longer aurally 
apparent. 
It inevitably becomes ever more difficult to trace 
the origins of Schoenberg's methods as his technique evolves. Not 
only is the seope of his assrPmilation and re-application of 
inherited ideas remarkable, but it grows~p1.d"lJ' Tn' 
sophistication. Hence, although one may clearly trace the 
assimilation of certain Brahmsian features through the tonal· 
period, they are to an extent paralleled by the assimilation 
and development of other stimuli. This is most notably 
the case in relation to Beethoven's later chamber music, 
especially the Grosse Fuge, which parallels not merely the 
influence of Brahms's contrapuntal relationships and motivic 
transformations, but also broader influences from the later 
19thC, for example that of thematic combination as employed 
by the New German School. Furthermore, beyond these stimuli 15' the 
n1!lture- of Schoenberg himself. His claim to have imitated 
"everything good that I ever saw"\ particularly in his own 
music. is very clear in the development of his early style 
and one can above all observe the rigour and variety with 
which he exploits his own interpretation of earlier methods. 
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The fact that Schoenberg quickly developed a technical 
independence of his models does not, however, render it 
impossible to identify his response to Brahms. The continuing 
relationship claimed by Schoenberg and his pupils existed, 
beyond any precise models, in what Brahms stood for, in the 
forementioned principles of unity, coherence, maturity of 
expression. Moreover, these principles had for Schoenberg 
an association'with Brahms which occupied a unique place in the 
development of his language; namely the. power of the recurrent 
interval or shape. Whilst considerations of harmonic linfluence l 
become irrelevant in all but the broadest terms in relation to 
a tota lly chroma ti c sys tern, of Wagner .as much as of Brahms, 
Scho~nbergls motivic workings within the tonal system were 
capable of retention within a new harmonic language; indeed, 
the power of the motive represented Schoenbergls link from 
past to future. It is a measure of the weight of the tradition 
of which Brahms was the last and most advanced representative, 
that Schoenberg IS mature methods show such strong links with 
those of his youth and its stimuli. The importance of this 
relationship must be held partly accountable for the extent 
to which Schoenberg retained the formal elements associated 
with existing thematic processes in the radically changed 
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APPENDIX ONE 
LIST OF BRAHMS WORKS REFERRED TO, IN ORDER OF OPUS NUMBER AND 








Serenade No 1 in 0 major for large orchestra. 
Piano Concerto No 1 in D minor 
Serenade No 2 in A major for small orchestra 
String Sextet No 1 in B flat major 
Variations on an original theme for piano 
21/2. Variations on a Hungarian song for piano 
24. Variations and Fuge on a theme of Handel for piano 
25. Piano Quartet No 1 in G minor 
26. Piano Quartet No 2 in A major 
34. Piano Quintet in F minor 
36 String Sextet No. 2 in G major 
38. 'Cel10 Sonata No 1 in E minor 
37. Three Sacred Choruses for female voices 




A German Requiem, for soloists, 
String Quartet No 1 in C minor 
String Quartet No 2 in A minor 
chorus and orchestra 
56a. Variations on a theme of Haydn for orchestra 
60. Piano Quartet No 3 in C minor 
67. String Quartet No 3 in B flat major 
68. Symphony No 1 in C minor for large orchestra 
71. Five Vocal Pieces for solo voice with piano 
73. Symphony No.2 in D major for large orchestra 
77. Violin Concerto in D major 
78. Violin Sonata No 1 in G major 
79/1. Rhapsody in B mino~ for piano 
79/2. Rhapsody in G minor for piano 
81. Tragic Overture in D minor for large orchestra 
83. Piano Concerto No 2 in B flat major 
87. Piano Trio No 3 in C major 
88. String Quintet No 1 in F major 
1860 































90. Symphony No 3 in F major for large orchestra 
98. Symphony No 4 in E minor for large orchestra 
99. 'Cello Sonata No 2 in F major 
100. Violin Sonata No 2 in A major 
101. Piano Trio No 3 in C minor 
102. Double Concerto for Violin and 'Cello in A minor 
111. String Quintet No 2 in G major 
108. Violin Sonata No 3 in D minor 
111. String Quintet No 2 in G major 
113. 13 Canons for female voices 
114. Clarinet Trio in A minor 
115. Clarinet Quintet in B minor 
118. Six Piano Pieces 
120/1.C1arinet Sonata No 1 in F minor 
120/2.Clarinet Sonata No.2 in E flat major 
121. Four Serious Songs for bass voice with piano 
WITHOUT OPUS NUMBER 
Various canons, published in vol. 21 of the Complete 
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1. WAGNER. Die WalkUre, Act 1, Sc. 3. page 413 
2. WAGNER. S i egfri ed, Act- 1, Sc. 1. page 418 
3a WAGNER. G8tterd~mmerung, Act 3, Sc. 1. page 42:l 
3b WAGNER. Das Rheingold, Act 1, Sc. 1. page 427 
4. BRAHMS Rhapsodl, op. 79/2, bars 33-86 page 432 
5. SCHOENBERG IDeveloping Variations of a Motive l 
(FMC 12) page 433 
6. MOZART String Quartet K. 421-1, bars 12~24 page 435 
7. BRAHMS Song op. 121/2 page 436 
8. BRAHMS String Quartet op. 51/1 - 11 bars 1-24 page 437 
String Quartetop. 67 - 11 bars 1-1-8 page 438 
9. SCHOENBERG Motivic evolution in his song 
ISeraphita l , op. 22/1.· page 439 
10. SCHOENBERG Examples of phrase variation in Mozart 
Pi.ano Sonatas. (FMC) 
R~ 279,282, 283 page 442 
n. SCHOENBERG Examples of phrase variation from 
various composers: page 444 
Mozart~ K 331; 280; 330; 
Hay~n; op. 28 - -
Men e1ssohn, op. 57/3 
Beethoven, op. 8 
Schubert, op. 125 
12. BRAHMS Strin9 Sextet op. 18 - 111 bars 1-24 page 449 
13. BRAHMS String Sextet op. 36 - 11 bars 1- page 450 
14. BRAHMS String Quartet op. 51/2 - 11 page 452 
15. BRAHMS Second Symphony op. 73 - 11.1 bars 194-219 page 453 
16. BRAHMS St. Anton~ Variations, op. 56a, 
Vars 1V, v1" page 455 
17. REGER String Quartet op. 54/1 bars 1-29 page -462 
~ Str1n9Quartetop. 54/2 bars 1-49 page 464 
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18. SCHOENBERG String Quartet in D major-1~ bars page 466 
-98-:1"2'3 --.-~,--.- ~----~-. 
20. BRAHMS String Sextet ~J!..~_]S>-l.) bars 217-248 page 471 
21. BRI\I'H~S ~.trin_~~"ext~t_?l!..:.-'L~:l., bars 141-189 page 413 
22. 8RA~I!~S 2~ri n9.~~2<.~e_L2Q: __ l?.:1Y., betrs 180 .. ·233 page ,175 
?3. SCHOENBERG Stri n.;!.~~t£.!.._~: .. _~' Fi 9. H page, tt'J7 
24. SCHOENB::'iZG f~ll ea2.~!.!.(L!~el i s(m9f~ !1!:_2...£5iLE page 478 
(,5. SCHOENBERG Pel~_~'y"!::~ .. }l~li~~!~e~.£.2.~~~§' page 4 79 
26. SCHOENBERG StrjD .. LQ~~,:.~~t _~p...:_l 4/-2-4 to 50··3-3 page 481 
27. SCHOENBERG ~!ri ~5L..Qlw.l'te!: __ .?p":"-.!.. 20-/~-~; to 21-2-4 page 434 
28. BI~P.HMS First:._~~~Lo.W~,_o"p":".!~-l_, bCl,rs 51-176 page 486 
29. BRAHt1S .~ .. !X:iJl£1!.. . .?~~f::!:...s:~ .. ~.JB bars 115-137 pag2 490 
30. SCHOENBERG Strirlg QUa.!tf:~_in_,I?._~laj_9]·~_-:".l, bars 47-72 page 492 
3'1. SCHOENBERG Pel1~_~~_3e1'i s~nj~_Fi_~l page 49:; 
32. SCHOENBERG .St!:i n9 QUct._r+-_Iop'_,t _ o~, 6-1-1 to 6-2-3 page 496 
33, BRAHMS St~ QUuTt_et op,. _?.J1L:l, bars 32-53 page 497 
34. SCHOENBERG Stri n9 ~.f.:i.~et -2.P~4. F-Lgs U and.R page 500 
35. ZEMLINSKY String_9u~rtet .2P,:.. ... 1:..l, pp 6 - 8 page 502 
36. REGER ?tring Quart~~-2p.:_2411 bars 29-32 page 505 




38. SCHOENDERG String Quartet in D major - 111 
~ vat's .---- 1 - 1V 
page 508 
BRAHt"S .?..!rin9..._?.extet op~ 18-11 
var- • 
39. SCHOENBERG String Quartet in 0 major - 111 
. var,-'O-'--
page 516 
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(Siegmund ziehl Sieplillde mil sanJ'ler Gell'rt/I %11 sirh auf dos LfI!ler,'I/ rillSS sie neben ihm :u sil:en hI/mill/._ 






Wi". t"r stiir.~n~ wi . chell rlpm 
Illcl'ea . ,;,,!) brilliance o{ 'he mOflll/i!Jltt.) \\'iu.tel·~IrIl·lIIshat·eu·allf.'d tn Ihe 
~Vllclisemle Hdli!lkeit aI'S JJondscheilll's .) 
--. hh -~ . ~ I 
-~, 
u '-~ I I '- . T -f 
--------
'! .L ~ ~ t _"- ~ 
• ~. 
- - -
Won.n .... monr!.. 
winsome moon,_ 
- "if 'dim 
in mil.dem Lich.t. (euchtet ripr 
in mi/J. as.candonce smitcth the 
Lenz; 
SI,ring. 
leioht unrilieh lich. Wundp.r w~.h"nri p.r sich wiegt; 
lVend. J !o(t and !ooth. • ing. u:ea~in9 wander, to I he 
-J-.: ,---" '-... ,---" 
.----. 
llil ~~m J ;;: 
I I 
auf lin; ripn LuI' 
and .swuyed by Zeph. 
durrh Walr!. unr!. Au • 








weht sein A. • th"m ,w"it 11''' • 011'. net larht sein 
wafls hi. brealh • • ing. widely beam hi. eyn wilh 
~ii~!'i pr lHnt,_ 
sil. [,'ry ('OICe,_ 
--- ----. 
hoi. de Diif . te hallcht "1' 
pleasolll 0 .dollr., pour .• he 
.~--~--.----
Au;;': ____ _ aUs 





",I: ger Voglein San.g~ 
songs of bird. resound .• hi. 
warmen Blnt ent. hlii . hen 
li"ill9 blMd oul. bur .• 1 Ihe 
won.ni .g" Bill. mell. Keimunrl Spro8~ enl'pringtseiner Kraft. 
101' •• Ii .esl blo •• sam., l·erdanl .• pray. up ... pring al hi. I·oioe. 
Mit zar.ler Waf.r'~n 7.ier h. 
Wilh soft.ly wielderiscep. Irl 
zwiugt .. r die Welt; __ Whlterund Sturmwichen del' stark~n Wehr: _ ",ohl m!lss. Ie d"n tal.lern~lreichel 
sway". helhe ,,"arid i_- Winlerand ",ormwanea.hiulrenglhawolteo 1 _ Oh well may hi. hardy .'ril·ing " 
- 415 -






tJ . slr~ng .. Thu.re aueh weiche" die lrolzig uod starr un~ Ireon 0 t~ voo ihm._ 
olllbborn ItinSII. be riviflg ... ·hich.heal'Yand .Ii(f. once held u • from himl_ 
. 
.. I I 1 • I____=_ ~ . 
-~-u : 0 --. 1 + .. I I~ P esprelSillo 
-= erere. _ 
- - - -
InJ f ~l r .. -- ~- ----- "." r.". I I .... ~ .....--
-





...--.--- I I , I ~I 1--- ;;:---....... 
I:tJ ~ t 
! ~rrnolto cresco I~ 
~ ~ ~-........... ~- .~ ~.  






--,.. , ~ 
=l 
y 
Zu lei 0 
, 
oer Scbwil ~t~r seh,wang . 0 0 0 
.To 0 ward. - hr' •. .i. 0 0 ler sw.(1 . 0 














er sich h .. r; di~ Li~ 0 0 
0 Iy he flie" Ih". lon9 0 
--I , ---. 1 ,----- I , --------1 











































- d"n Lenz: in 
at • /"res, Wilh 
~ 
: 

























===========-....::--. -----.• ~ 
lacht s 
leaps sh 




Die braut. HcheSchwp,ster befr.i • tA rli>r 
Tht bride and the .i •. ler i. (rep" by thp 













Bru. .. dp.r; zt-r .. trum .. tnt"rt li~gt wa~ j~ sie ge .. trennt i 
brn. • Iher; lie p,'ono (/,e ,t'Illls Ihol held Ihem a • porI; 
~~~~ ~-r=~~ 
3 
jauch. zend gru"l sich das ~.-ge Paar: Yt'r 
hoil ouch olh er Ihp hap py pair, IIOW 
1- .l I ===---
: 
~~ ........ '*' p d''/ce = ~ ~ ~'~ ....--:- -.-.. 
























'. ~;t . 
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Lie. lasl _____________ _ 
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EXAI"'I PLE 2 
orilA Q ""I.rull.hilliIl9 .oic • .> 




I .... Das ist nnn del' Lie _ be 
1'hi. i. af - feo. .' lio,,', my 
8 lJ J 1 
-
~F' ~,~~ '''' r IT. ~ 'r~ 




'":'!:!:i J:jT-+\ 1 . ~~ 
• 
21 
Lobo! Das del' 
",a"dl ThiB my 
~--.J. 
.I..L •• .... lJ---.h"~ 
, I • , I I . , I , , , , I 
ff 
"~ ,eo 
l ~ bn ~ 
~ 
W SOl' _ . .. gen schmab •. Iieber Sold! AI. 
loi'. dis _ 9racfl .. - fill re_ turn! A 
A t-J. ,J I I I I _l ~~ 
L .... I I • I , . .t 
'd:7' I l'"'H-\ ~I ~ 'J ~ :if" 
- ~- Pi ~fL . . ~ .~~ I~- ~-e'- ~ 
- --I . 
' .... ~ I I 
r:r zaLlende. Kind zog icb dicb aaf, warmlemit Klei. den den kleLnen Wurm. d 'lue_ru:touB brat . Itind_'y I reareJ, wrapped in warm linen the lit _ tie IVrel(:h j ( .• o) 
. W-f:- ~. 1J.~ ~-' t2 • . 1l:~' ( 
~ P l r ·r ~ , , , , L I 'i'~ , ,~ --'-. ,.--, 
~ 
':' r '$. '$. ':' r X X ':' r X '$. ':' r X X 
.,Ir 
.lr 
CO] Speise and Trsak lrogich dir . za, hii.te.le dich wie die eig' _ ae Haul. Uod 
WQ_t"rand food for thee I (ound. looked up_on thee a. my ue • ry life. And 
~ .-. 
--
. I :::::::"", 
: 
- I I 
,~ ~. 
.. ~ , Ii I 





Iv··.·· wie diJ er'~ ''''ueli . sest, wadet'iclJ dein; dein La'. g~r sehurieh,da.s leicbt do 8ehli .. rit. Dir 
when thoudid./lVa", 1 wait.ed on thee: ill care (or thy Ilumbe,. a couch mude 10(1. 1 
------
1,9- • J. If] .i J ~ ~ ~J r-----, 
I~ 
• • • • I • 
I , , 
I I . 
I , I I • 
: : : : r : X r l: X I .. l: 
k 
OJ 
.ehmiedeiieh Tand lind ein to • nend Hurn; dieh zU er. frcu'n mubt' ieh mieh rroh, U1it 
.haped lor thee loy" and a lune • rut horn: e'e,. at thy whim lViUin9·ly warlred: wilh 
a-:- j l.r: ~.dim. . -.,.. J Jl . ..--, 
I lif 
---
I ~' ;=; - P : ~ , . • . , , . 
t--1-H-
~ i X : "t l X X r r X X ~ ~ ~:" r X X 
t,) klo • gem Ra. the rieth leb dir king, mit lich • tem Wis • sen lebrl' ieh did) Witz. 
cun ~ nill9 top.Jell I read thee a/l eraf'r. 'with .• ub • til' wig .. Jam sharpened thy wit •. 
/'('J ~: J1 • ~ • 1 , 1 ~ ~1 ,~ + , 
p P~l PI P I • , . mJ. ... • I • ..... 
~?f • ~d-. : : X : ~. bu. or l: l: l .. r 
)r 
.k ~ 
! v Sitz' ieh da. heim in Flei8S ond Schweiss, n/leb HerzeDslo.t .chweu~tdu om.ber, 
,!fop in9 at home I toil and moil .. luhile heedlul (rom me thou do.t hie, 
_~ .,..JT:J.Ir X ~.,..J~ )r l: ••• ffi. j:~ ~ - --.1'- P 
• 
; .1' I 
•• P , , ,', P -( I .... ,. ~ . . 
\ 










flir dicb our in Pla_ge, in Pein nur fiir dieb ver _ zehr' ir.b mich al 
-
_ ler 
(or Ihe. do 1 ployul! me, lake pai"o 6111 for Ihef!, so dwindle my pow'rs. a 
~~ ~: fL' ~~~ ~t: 
of , , , , , p ~ ~ '....:...:...u ~ ,~ '....!...J..l..J, 
: 




mpr Zwerg! Und aLler Las _ten i.l das nunOlPin Lohn. da.sder hn 
- - -
_ ali-g. 
poor old dwa,'( ! For all my wotOry 
'" 
lI,i., "'y "p _ wa,·d./"rom Ihe hal 
- - -
headed 
~~ ,~ LtfC l~ .JJ /"L' .If: ~: 
'. 
--== ·if I++-H --== ·if r+++-; ~ ~ I 
:. :. ~ t . :. 
b. mich quiill 
::====:::::., bill a. _ bu • ., 
P" " 




und ba •• U 
and hal., I 
r' 
(SIh:(;/O'RIED agnill lu,"" ,'olllld, 'ard .Iendil!! ."Qllo ,IIIJII'S f"nee . 
. IIJJl1 eHCOlm/er, SIEGFRIED'S gou and li",idly !rideo hi, .'"";) 
(SIEGFRIED hal.ich wieder umgewendel und ruhig ill ,lfl.lIES Blick ge(orschl. 















'!~ ~ • .!~ 
, 
LJ-21 
Ped. Ped. ~ 
r.~-
f".. ~ .. E -. ~~~ = == 
Die drei Rheintiichter. 
The three Rhine-nymphs. 
WOGL ~ 
-"-
tJ FraJi Son _ ne .~D _ det lieh_t~ , . 
The '1111 .. 
-
goJ .enJ _ eth r"!l" flf 
WELLG. (1m Schw,'//Imell miisaig eillha/t.IIJ) ,.....--,...., 
-
It) Fraq Son _ r .;;--_ det Iich.le 
-
De 
The ,un _ 
-
goJ ,enJ _ elh I'UY·' or 
A 
FLOSSII. (Palll;"q a lilll. i/lIA.ir'lPimmi_Il.) 
u 
FrAU S~ -. -..:...J" lield • • De .ea • det 
The .un .. 
-
goJ ,enJ _ eth ray. of 
,,.....-~ I I==! I 
-
I==! I =:=I I~ bo 
/ 
I'" I~~ ~., [f"I~ f~~ IPff~ -:t,-t 1 ~'-~~ - ,. t I.-I I- t-,. 
~ ~ r---=---r' F-' . J' I 
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WO~!,4""",-____ _ 255 
. ~ ,.,. ", . . 
.., 






dOllr, ni!JM ""'!JIIB __ 
WJ.:1,LG 
.., Slrah _ 
- - -





Jf",rJ' ni!l/ol reaY"H __ 
'LL.EI.OSSII , 

















io ___ dcr Tie 
-
. re, einst wur sle 
-
in ___ Ihe IVa , . . Ie,' •. Once did IA.y 
,v 
-
in ___ der Tie 
- -
reI einst war sie 
-
in ___ lit" wa . 
-












rhe It'n . . • lerw. 
I Onye dl'd Ihey { . tJ ~'nr·~~ ~~ ...... ~ '~ ... ~ '" p.up ~tl1 p , j) ,., - = ,j :;: -: t 




v hell da heil ond hehr_'_ des Va _ ters GIIld noeh in ih., bea,~ when" brm1e and hri!Jhl ollr (a • Iher'. 901d y,,1 llllht'lII 
7. hell, da hejJ nnd h .. hr du Va. t .. rs Gold ooeh in ihl-beam wh .. ;, bmve and bri9'" ollr fa. rher'lI 9,,/d ye' 'in rio"", 
'<.I 
h .. II, da ~ ,- , .. Gold n:eh in ihr hl'i lind htohr_ des Va. h'rN 
beam u,hen braue and briIJhl __ our (a , 'Iter" 90ld yel ,',. them 
{ 
,..- il .. ~ ~, ~ .....-. _ ...... 
~tJ ~-~. ~J. P"" ~~ ... ..hu t , :r _, J. 




.. .., . 
tJ gliinz _ 
- - - -
tel Rhein _ 
-
guid. ylif 
- - - -




tJ gliinz _ 
- - - -
tel Rhein _ • gold, Slif _ 
- - - -









110 fl. J.,. ....-- 6. --........ ~ ~ Ir 
.tJ I ore.c . .-.d _ 
- I"'" i:t~ ~~ cje::1== . ~m . FrTlJl n.~ ... ~ 
Ped. ~ .~~ .. fled. -$-1 




res Gold wie_ hell do ein _ .tens 
clear 
-
e5t soldl how bright _ 
- - -
Iy ollCe· fhou 
OJ kla 
- -
res Gold wle_ ~ell do·.ern _ sten. 
clear: 
- -
.,.1 gold! hou'_ bright _ 
-
- -
Iy o~ Ihou 
{ 
OJ 
kla res Gold wie he.h. do oin. dons 
- -clear. _ 
- -
eat gold! how bri:1hl _ 
- - -
'y oneil thou 
~ Ir Ir. .~~ ~ 
tJ ~ r 
----
-~ ~~ It. ~3+ If. ~1 ~ -r; riim. 
Pe~. ~ Ped. $- Ped. ~ 
-#. :-" L"":L L"'-. ~ 
tJ strahl 
- - - -
. test,heh _ rer Stern der 
,'ream 
· - - -






. teat,heh. i=;r Stern - I del' 
stream 
- - - - -




test, heb _ . 
-





...-.r-:.. . t110U~ ,'ar ~~ c::: 
tJ f~.V __ ,.~~r - ..Y~- r- a ~~, -. ~ !' P '..1. 











{ I tJ -
WOGL . 
Tie. . . ' . . 
\VELLG. 
. . 
Tie. , . 













(Sie svhlie .. ell wieder dell Schw,'mm,'e'gell ,) 
(Theil agaill (urN! thei,. eire/illY Jallct') 
~ 
. te! Wei. 
ter!! :' Wei • . 
t:'! Wei. . 
I.r.l Wei. , 
. .; tt! Wei. 
-
•• Ia • 
a. '0 . 
-
..la • 
iJ, '0 . 
/I 
•• la • , 







, , lao 






... . == ~J: p/,:"~ ~3a"',~ ~'~.3 ..... 3 ,a 3,;" 
Ped,~ij.'II -$- ,~~ 
Pad. 
wei .. a . Is lei a lei a waI Is • la 1. 




a lei , a wal '0 . la '0 
wf'i • . , 1. I. lei, • lei , a wal, Is. Is la 
wei , a '0 . , la lei , a lei , a wal, '0 , /a la 
wei. a, Ia 
· 
1. lei 
· • lei , a \Val . wei _ a, '0 " la Ie,' · a lei , a wal .• 
, 
.- --.. r:;.L ..-::. •• -.. ~t1 ~ ..-::. 
- -' 
lei I. 1. la lei la Is Is Is' Is 
I.i '0 '0 '0 lei la la la la /a 
-
lei la la I. lei J. Is Ia la Iii' 1: rei I ..... a la .. lei 'l!!!! la ,'!." I" 
lei 1. 1. I. lei la la la ~ I. lei . la ,~ la b,.~/~ la la la la lei , (a ~ 'h .....-::-. ~ .. 
jJlUP ~..l=I Fif;:W:d ~i~ ~ ~, ~ -
. 





.J 1a ~ 
· 
... lei ,walla Ia Ia la wei .. 
· 
. •. \. walla Ia 
· · · 
'0 · · · · Ipi • wol.lo '0 In II/ u.'e." .. · . a III 11'0 1.10 /0 WELLG 
tJ 1a 
... lei , ,till.a la 1,1 la wei. 
· · • la walla 10 
· · · 
· · lei' ,wal.la '0 /0 /11 wei • '0 ,,"/.1 .. '0 I .. 





tJ 1;-;'+ • --- -- ... 
·1: · . · · · lei • waLla 18 18 1a wei .• , • • 'a wapa /a 
· 
. 
· · · 
lei , wa/.la la la la fl'e, .. , .. a a It'O -'u fI 
-=- = 




.:J (~ ~ '~ ~ p .~ '.' .. '. 3~~U~ fr' ~~J.~ 
I po- --f" 
" 
"1' 
~ .. • 
tJ wei 
· 
a., la la la wal 
· 





a • /0 /a Ia wal 
· 













a • la /0 '0 wal 
· 






wei. a. 1~ ~ I. la wal • la. 1-;-- ~ la la lei. Ipi I .. i ; • · a · wt!i .. o. /a' lu /a ",a/ • la .Ia /a la lei:--2-.. /ei • a lei' 
· 
a 
....-::::::: ~ -~ 
- !'iTTI" 10. ~' "'-~ '.rrTll...l.'rTn I" r"T 
oJ m 1! r n1 .r 1 n , , ~'-~ , , -r:fjJ 'I n 'I' )1 
- -{ 
-




1& fm I. 18 




v lei , 18 la la la 
lei la /a la /a 
oJ ~ _. , 1. I . lei /a la 
.. ~ -........ r: ~~t\ ,~ rm rJ 
-"- I 
v • + Y+, ~- r~~1 I 0 :t 'nmprepp 




-------:::-!!!!I---_,.,.- (Sie lou .chen.) f.\ 
--------------~~-------------------------------I ~;---------======~----------~-=::::========::~I . ", /r --......... (T4ey li.le".) 
--" 
----------------------------\ (R. didonl.) IEaho. L.l 
--------------------------;'H;--- . (lI.ebt •• rorn)(ImEehn IiIlL •. ) 
( • .:/ demO~~.'ler) ;: 113 I ~ I 
(ow/he dage.) fv p~ 
f.\ 
IFfJ 
(Si. Ichlaqen .iaucltzend do. Wa ... erJ (ThcS joyoII.J!I.pla.A Ihe .. arcr.) 
~". ~ • --=::::,;.. 
{ -0) II· ~. 11+ •. Ii-f f h;,r, --.... ::-,.r;:: ::--. . h,.r,; 
pAd. T I I • ~ed. 
WOGL. 
.- . 
.:J Frau SOD 
· · · 
De, 
WF.LLG~ Fair lun · · · god, 
:? -....: ""'-
I" Frau Son 
· · · 9~J. fair lun 




· · · 
ne, . 
.. t~ ... t..... ... . ~ Fair r~'~ · god. Ir 
, tJ ...... i~ ~qt f - r' 
l .I'/:a p 
v !+ ~ r ~ T 
==-- ~ Ped. 
- 427 
EXAMPLE 3b 
5 <Bier wird der Vorbang aufgezogen.} (Curtain rises.) 
(VolleN Wogen dor WUBertle(o.) (II.alera In inoUo1l.) ----------~~~~ ----~~-----~~-. 
* 
It WOGLINDE ::.=.: • 
Ia! Wei 
-' 1101 Wo. - gil.l 





P(u.o.) , .;::: ~~ 
... 
A ....- .. 
-tl 
will - 1&-la, wei - o.-Ia 
wal - Ill-la, Wt1' _ a -la 




(Wogl.lucI6t in aomuthlgschwlmmeoder Bewcgungum das mlttler. Riff.) 
("Otrlitui~ cf ref e .. "'ilk graceful 81I>/m", iRK mot ion.! 'rrnlt.d flu Cffllml 
ro~ ~ ~ 
* 
* 
~ ..~ .J. ------. ~ =::::::, ... 
Wo-ge, du WeI - Ie, wa.I - Ie zur Wie - gel wa.- ga. - 10. wei 
-
0.1 
Wander-ing IVa - tera swing ye our era _ die! lDa-ga- la lDei 
-
al 
£ :::---.. p; ~ F ~ 





tve' - - - al 
5 ?:;;;-.." 6~ J. - ~ 









'fu. I 3 




WOGLINDE 1\ ',' l 
-
t! Mit Well gun - de war' ich zu zwei. WELLGUNDE. (Sle laudtt au. de. Plulh 
(WellgundM; Stirn me von oben.) 1/ If'etlgun-decamewewere tloo. 2um Riff he.ab.) 





Il I I'"'!' 
.J ~ 
WOGL IJ .,. 
It} 
IJ WELLG. 




de, wa.ch'stdu al-Iein? 
lin 
-
de, /Datch-est a -lone? 
- - -!!!S ,.... !!!::I I"T' 
..---::t - ~~ ~ 
(sle entwelcht Ihr Hchwlmmen,L) (.he etlldes her by Sloi",,,, in,.;) 
• 
Si - cher vor dir! 
Sa/e/rtnnthy IViit's! 
.-
(Sic nerken sloh,und such~n 
slch spleicnd 211 faugen.) 




tl -.L -;J ~ I. .. ~. !,.~ 
I tJ ~ ==--..... . ..-:-
-
I ... 
- ... ~ ... 
'-r '-" ~ ~. * 'i'w. 
WELLG I: . 
(Site diD.,.. dom,. 10 tI .. 
rock. 
La.S8'~eh'n wTeilu 





(Plosshllde's Stlmme von oben.J 
(nol/shi/de's ",ice from above.) 
Rei - a.-ha. wei - 1.! 





fiT Flosshil - de,schwimm'l Woglin • de flieht. hhf mir die rlless~n-de 
1\ FLOSSH. Plosshi/ - de slVi'ml WogUn - de/iies. help me to' hi,,- der her 
tJ wil - dbs Ge-schwi - ;Jer! (Flo.shlldo taucht he.ab und tiihrt zwischon die Spiolenden.) 
Ht,,:d-Icsswildwatch- ers! (Flo8shilde dives domn betllleen them.) 
II , ~f9~ ~ ~. 
I tJ - r I r ;---r I - I I r"nU1LT 1 

















IJ FLOSSH . 
.. Des Gol 
-
















= p J~ 1', I ~. 
-tl 
". :st. 15 6t. 
FrOSSH I. , , b .. , 
, 
~F= It! schlecht! Bes-sel' lie-wilcht des schlummerndenBett, sonst biisst ihr bei _ de Jas 





~. . ~I~t. ~ ... -~ -1',. Jl = p ~ '/. .1-- J J 'L 
I I I I 
(Mlc munlerem Gekrel8ch fahren dIe belden aus.loandor: Flosshilde sucht dIe elne, 
bald die andore .11 erllaschcn, sie entschlUpfen Ihr,und verelnlgen sleh endlieb um ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ gemelnsaw auf FlossbJIde Jagd zu machen. So schnellen oie gleiell Flsch.n von Rill zu 
~ (ll"illt merry cri~9111cy . .,rim apart. E'lossllil4c (ric .• '0 ealcn lirst O1Ie and 'lien 
the other; Ihe// eludellcr a1ld Ihen together chase Iter and dart laug-kinK and 




Rift, Bcho "' end und lachend. Au. elner Cin.tern Scblueb! 1st wib.renddem Alberich ,an einem Rllt kHmmend,dem Abgrunde 
ensUegen. Er hlilt noeb Valli DUlIIeel umgoben, an, nnd schaut dem Spiele der RhelntOchter mit stelgendem WohlgefaUen zu.) 
ujlkerucJ:".He re".ai~s Iratellintr ,"" watermaidell8 wi/It incrttasi"tr pleasure.) 
Il _!'-f.~ - 5 
:-tJ ~ -. ~ • I ~ --~ ~ f ,--Jell, Ien. 11 ~ ,.;-.,. : kA ~, ;-.: 










WOOL II ',' p 
~' Heil. wer ist dort? 
IIFLOSSH. Hei! milo is tllere? 
.., - _ . 
- -
A,LB. Es da.m - mert und 
-. ~ -.-. A fJoice in 'he 
naht'ioh michgern, nelg - tet lhr euch zu ~irl 
fain UJ01Ild J come, f»tnJld !Ie turn but to mtll 
~-.- -j)~~ ~~ .r1 .n • . t ....; 
...- ~ se1nprep I'" -. 
----
~ .~ .~ . 1 :'1f' ~.~ ,. 
WOGI fL ,. .f a· 
t! \ PMI ,der Oar- s~l-£al '. 
---IlWELLG. F,·tII thougris-Iy one/ J.', 
it! r Lugt wer uns belauscht I Pfuil der tar - sti-gel 
Look who;s be-Iowl (Slo buohenllefer hcrab und erkennoti den Nibelung.) Fitll thou gris-I!/ one! 
Illj'LOSSH. (They dil1t! deeper do'una and set! 'he Niblung.) 
lei ruft. 
dark • 
.J!--. fo~ 6' =lIb: ... h· 
It! L...::J t " .. [5- ;;iI fp ...,;;rtlsc. _ '-. -Il ., J!!~.-"""""" -=:;.... 
--- ---
Ii t.~ ~t' - -- ~ r· 
* 
- <achnoll auftaachendJ (Die belden andern Colgan lhr,nnd .n. drel veraammeln slch schnall am daa mlttlere RUf.> 
. FWSSH.(....,.."'''' •. ''8" vuick1y upJ (1'Ae I."" 011t..,8/01l0", lee ... aRd all tla,."t! K,,'IJe .. '1",t!kly rouJtd Ille ",.ddle rock.) 
----
~ ,-... -.-
Hu - tat daa Gold I 
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Exan'p 1 e 9 
To be f,ure, this tendency can generally be noted less among songs than in dramatic or choral 
music. Yet here. in Illy Op. 22, it appears conspicllously, for the above-rnentioned reasons. 
It is not feasible, therefore, in the first plClce, to present an analysis in the older sense by citing 
the main theme, subsidiary theme. developmenl sections, repetitions, etc .... However, I can 
show you several other things which are very significant with regard to the essence of musical 
logic, 
We present to you the first eighteen meClsures---the instrumental introduction--of the first 
song, Seraphita, by Ernest Dowson, translated by Stefan George. The opening ten measlIres con-
tain () melody for clarinets. 1M). 1:' Orchest{() (Clarinets alone), p. '5, 111m. 1-10.7 This is followed by a 
phr,ise played by divided violif}s: INu 2: Orchestra (Vinlins alone), p. 5, mm: 10-16.; I should like also 
• (0 show YOll3 few measures of the cellos ilccornponying the clarinet melody, because several 
things that occur here will be heard again fwtller on. I.No. 3: Orchestra (Vic.), p. 5, mm. 1-1i.7 Taken 
<IS ;1 wholf'. the intro(ill,·tion sOllnds ;1'; follow~~ ;1t!cI I VI,lllt to tir<1w your attention to the figured 
accompaniments in the '/iolin measures: ; No . . 1: Orchestra (Tutti), p. 5, rnm 1-18.7 
I do not know if it is possible, even ~)fter repelled hearings, to perceive this pClssage as melody. 
in tile absence of those repetitions that are LJsualiy requisite to such perceptior. However, let 
OK following demonstrJlc the unconscious SWily of musical logic: Tho clarinet melody 
No.5 Wf~~~p.~X~-= 
. -=8.~J~ --'-'''F'_~~--' 
(ilt the piano, firsl phrase) 
consi~;ts of a series of minor seconds, 
~,'g~fJr~~bilit! f~ No,6 _ ~= ~-~ ~ --__ il'C_.= __ 3 
(Piano) 
to which an ascendine minor tllird is appended. 
In the ensuing ptlra~e tile minor U,ird and second are combined to yield the following shape 
(Gest31t) : 
No,8 ~~- -.. -:'--.--'~.=......-~--m= - -- - . 
(?iano) 
and similarly in the third phrase. 
Here, bCI(r times. ttw minor it1ird ied to the minor second; by the fifth phrase this order has 
already tlcen revel sed. 
£4ff~i I'l - • ---.l.?" - (L- ---,..-,.,---~f$- -L_ .=t;'_~__ ~ NOlO -1-- -1---- -1'-- -,- • .L ~ __ ~ ~ _____ _ --~-' ---- ~ j----
(PI0no) 
1140 
The half·step A·G-sharp comes first; the minor third G-sharp-B follows. 
~~'r--~ - . - .-- .. ~ -NO,lla ~~.-c .... c~ 
(Piano) 
However, there has been an additional development: the minor second B-C 
No, llb W~gr~ 
has turned into a major seventh f)-C, 
( 
a new shape which tums up again immediately in the fifth phrase as R-flat-O-natural, with its 
appended minor third B·D. 
P.~------....... NO'12~~~J 
(Piano) 
A different method for connecting is used in the sixth phrase, 
No. 133 ~~:=~~~~ ¥fi (Piano) 
which llgain takes up the rhythm 
~ "'-----. No.13b .- (f-=--!>Cijp:_~k ~~--::=+1tJ ...: ~ ---'-- . --
- --~ --- ---
,,-
of the second phrase. 
=~~); No. 13c ~-:=.1'~-=-___ ~ 
Further, the ninth phr(]se is of interest, 
as it represents (] distinct variation of the beginning. 
'4 
4·41 
In the passage for violins following the clarinet meJsurcs, it has perhaps struck you that ths 
first <:ind second phra~,es are merely variations of the preceding, 
._Il_~~--··~~!f-h~_~~~ =~"---"~b -'--l--~~= .~=~ 
N F - .. V-~ -=t:;;:B~-:-j-- - --- -=I1-""h'-~F-'-' .- --'1'<- .--- he --0, ::) ~-----=: ~"'~=- ----r--=-- . ~~~1'~ -==:=- -~--- :BE-'- _ 11"'-== 
. -a)"- -----.. ------ ,,;,;::j:- -'-.J -- ~----
. . (piilno) 
and that,furthermore,'a small phrase makes its appearance twice in succession at the end in 
the accompc:nlirnellt for cellos: . , 
The first three notes are ollse again in the sequence of minor second alld third that we have 
hr..':ard before, It is to play an important role in what follows, Thus, the vocal pari, which con-
sists of four sections ~t'PJrated (rom one another by interludes, begins the first of these with 
that liWe phrase, We will now present this section to you. Notice that the three notes consti-
tute n fixecJ motivic unit which occurs most frequently at the beginning of text-lines, but which 
also plays a part in the remaining portions of phrJses, Besides, this iigure is varied and de-
veloped in manifold \Nays, as I will show further on, Perhaps you may also notice the accompani· 
ment to the words "Lebcns wilder See" and "sei meine Fahrt aueh voll von finster Sturm uncJ 
Well,"3 [No. 17: Orchestra, p, 6, mm .. 1828.] 
You heard the above·mentioned motive first in eighth-notes and ihen in sixteenths, 
d, mir wind - verschla gen ,"Jf des Lc-benc:. wilde; See 
And so on , , . in connection with which the rhythm of this figure will develop into an inde-
pendent shape that iv'iil appear, moreover, clad with other intervals, I hope I may not have in 
vain cailed your 3ttention to a place in the text, for in this regard there are some not unim-
portant matters of principle to be Jdduced, 
""Vilder See." 'Tahrt," "Finster Sturm," "Weh"~; these are words whose representational irnpact 
harcily any composer irom Bach to St(JU5S could have resisted--words which cOI-,ld not simply 
glide past withollt being refle~{cd by some Illu-,ical symbol, ,L'.,:lcI y!":l this place affords a very 
tt'liing c<amplc of ,1 new 'way 10 dpal with ~;uch irT1Jge:;, I may ",ly that i was the first to have 
proceeded in this new nlimner; tile others, who imitated it ullder a rnisQprreh(~11Sion, h,~\"c, ':or 
" . 
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Example 14 
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EX':tmp' e 16 
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Ii 
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